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Executive summary
DRIVE C2X aimed at delivering a comprehensive assessment of cooperative systems
functions, providing for instance: warnings about road hazards (road works, weather, traffic
jam...) or information to optimise arriving at and passing a traffic light. The assessment
used log data resulting from Field Operational Tests (FOTs) carried out on several test sites
located in different EU countries. DRIVE C2X addressed four major technical objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Create and harmonise a European wide testing environment for cooperative systems
Coordinate the tests carried out in parallel throughout the DRIVE C2X community
Evaluate cooperative systems
Promote cooperative driving

This deliverable reports the activities carried out as part of the DRIVE C2X sub-project 4: It
reports on the impacts and user acceptance of the DRIVE C2X functions, based on driver
behaviour and surveys in the Field Operational Tests (FOTs).
The project built on previous and on-going work on cooperative systems and the FOT
operations were carried out by a Europe-wide testing community including seven test sites
in Finland, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, and Sweden.
The coordination of the FOT operations was left under the responsibility of the test site
leaders. However the FOT organisation followed a common and harmonised methodology,
in order to preserve the conditions for combining data from all test sites for the impact
assessment and user acceptance analyses. This presented a challenge to the assessments,
because the local circumstances needed to be understood in the assessment.
The FOTs were executed in a specific way at each Test Site, for instance running
“naturalistic driving” (ND) or “controlled tests” (CT). In the controlled tests, the drivers were
called into the test and followed the driving instructions provided by the Test-Site
Instructor, allowing the driver to encounter specific test situations, such as a traffic jam. In
the naturalistic approach, the test drivers' behaviour were monitored in their daily driving,
and the routes and driving times are based on drivers’ needs. The tested scenarios comprise
both vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and infrastructure-to-vehicle (I2V) communication.
A wide set of functions were implemented in the DRIVE C2X reference system: Obstacle
warning / Road works warning (OW/RWW), Traffic jam ahead warning (TJAW), Car
breakdown warning (CBW), Weather warning (WW), Approaching emergency vehicle
warning (AEVW), In-vehicle signage (IVS) and Green-light optimal speed advisory (GLOSA).
In addition, the German test site simTD also tested Emergency Electric Brake Light (EEBL).
The impact assessment and user acceptance analyses made use of data collected from
drivers participating in the FOT. These data form the basis for the results presented in this
report.
Test sites
Six test sites (TSs) operated FOTs and collected data for impact assessment and user
acceptance. The test sites were located in Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Spain and
Sweden. Each test site determined which functions would be tested. The functions Invehicle signage/ Speed limits and Obstacle warning/ Road works warning/ Car breakdown
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warning were tested at all the test sites. The remaining functions were tested at least one
test site.
Methodology
Impact assessment and user acceptance made use of different data and methodologies in
their assessment. They also came together in two analyses. Part of the driving behaviour
and the mobility impact assessments integrated objective and subjective results to come to
a final result.
Impact assessment aimed to draw conclusions about the use of the DRIVE C2X functions
and their effect on driving behaviour, safety, mobility, traffic efficiency and environment.
Figure 1 shows an overview of the steps in impact assessment. FOT data provided the input
for the impact assessment. The driving behaviour task analysed the data to determine the
difference between how drivers drove with and without the DRIVE C2X function. For each
test site, indicators such as speed, speeding, acceleration and braking for different
circumstances were analysed, and then pooled with data from other test sites and locations
within test sites and analysed again. These analyses provided input for the assessments on
the impact areas safety, traffic efficiency, environment and mobility. Other data and tools
supplemented the driving behaviour data. Safety impacts also made use of previous expert
assessments found in the literature and expert assessment of DRIVE C2X. Traffic efficiency
and environmental impact assessment made use of simulation models. The scaling up of
the effects to the EU-level made use of external data. In most tasks, scenarios were used.

Figure 1: Overview of impact assessment process

The scenarios took into account most important aspects that affect the impacts of DRIVE
C2X systems: penetration level of the cooperative system in Europe, road types, traffic
composition and traffic demand (peak or off-peak). Scenarios assumed that heavy goods
vehicles are not equipped; no DRIVE C2X functions were tested on heavy goods vehicles.
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Results shown in the impact assessment assume 100% of the infrastructure needed for the
functioning of the system is equipped. Results were also calculated for lower penetration
rates of infrastructure equipment.
User acceptance of DRIVE C2X technology and the specific functions was measured by a
mixed approach of quantitative and qualitative data. The design of data collection and
analysis was adapted to the complex settings across five test sites and eight functions. Test
site Germany has been excluded from the user acceptance measurement approach as a
test-site-specific approach was used.
On each test site the test drivers received an invitation for a measurement of expectation
after the briefing sessions and another invitation for measurement of evaluation after the
final tests. This offered the option to compare expectation and evaluation after the actual
experience. Finally, the mainly quantitative results of these surveys were enhanced by focus
groups on every test site, involving the test users again in order to generate more open
feedback from the respondents.
Results
The user acceptance results were analysed in descriptive but also in multivariate form.
Therefore a Technology Acceptance Model has been defined and calculated.
Generally a high acceptance of the system could be noted. 91% of the respondents stated
that they would use the system if it was available in their cars. The willingness to purchase
the system as special equipment was comparably low with 42% agreement.
The most preferred functions were Approaching emergency vehicle warning and Green
light optimal speed advisory which were also the only functions that exceeded the
expectations. All other functions were evaluated slightly less positively, mainly related to
reliability aspects.
One main argument for the positive evaluation of Approaching emergency vehicle warning
and Green light optimal speed advisory was the innovative character of the functions.
Compared to other functions such as In-vehicle signage, the respondents could see a clear
benefit that was not offered by existing solutions on the market.
Generally a subjective effect on the own driving style was perceived, even to a higher extent
than originally expected by the test drivers. While originally only 32% of the drivers agreed
that their driving style would be affected by the use of DRIVE C2X technology, 62% of the
test users agreed after the test experience.
The main concern of the drivers is the potential distraction due to information overload,
inaccurate information and the need to send their own messages. Even if the pre-prototype
development status of the technology caused various malfunctions and limitations related
to Human-machine interface (HMI) usability, this aspect is expected to be of essential
relevance also in a market-ready solution.
Concerns related to data privacy and security could not be broadly noted. 88% of the drivers
would agree to provide their data in anonymous form for traffic related issues. Still, many
concerns are present regarding commercial use of driver data. Only 27% of the drivers
would provide their information in order to have access to commercial services.
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The Technology Acceptance Model supported the importance of the usability of the system
and showed a high influence on the perceived usefulness of the system. Furthermore the
Technology Acceptance Model showed a positive influence on perceived usefulness by the
individual driving style and technological affinity.
Group comparisons based on the cluster analysis of driver types indicated that the
acceptance of DRIVE C2X technology is also differing between various driver segments.
While the segment of fast, dynamic but generally safe drivers as well as Considerate Drivers
do not show major differences in acceptance, it could be noticed that the segment of
‘carefree drivers’ that is less interested in driving and also less bound to traffic rules shows
lower acceptance. It can be assumed that this can be explained by a reactance against any
limitation of self-determination during driving.
The driver behaviour results showed that for most of the functions, changes in driving
behaviour were observed that were in line with the intended changes. The functions were
primarily safety functions, and the impacts, when found, were mostly changes in speed, and
its derivatives. No changes in strategic behaviour (route choice, mode choice) were found
due to the nature of the functions. The data was successfully pooled over test sites to
strengthen the statistical significance of the tests. Relevant and statistically significant
results were found for In-vehicle signage / speed limits and some of the other signs,
Obstacle warning, Road works warning and Car Breakdown warning, Green light optimal
speed advisory and Approaching emergency vehicle. Furthermore, the objective driving
behaviour results were in line with the self-reported driver behaviour.
The main safety results showed that the functions affected traffic safety in a positive way by
preventing fatalities and injuries. The most effective functions from the safety point of view
were In-vehicle signage/ Speed limit and Weather warning. The next were Electronic
emergency brake light, Traffic jam ahead and Road works warning functions. However,
even the GLOSA function developed primarily for improvement of environmental impacts
enhanced safety slightly.
Figure 2 shows the estimated percentage reduction in fatalities and injuries in 2030 for the
low, medium and high passenger car penetration rates due to the DRIVE C2X functions in
the EU-28. The findings are based on equipping only passenger cars. It is expected that
equipping heavy goods vehicles will result in a larger percentage improvement in safety.
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Figure 2: The overall safety impacts of cooperative functions in 2030 with vehicle penetration scenarios: low, medium
and high

The traffic efficiency impacts examined three functions for which effects at the traffic flow
level could possibly be observed. Traffic jam ahead warning, Green light optimal speed
advisory and In-vehicle signage/ Speed limits were analysed with traffic simulation. The
main results showed that delay increased for Green light optimal speed advisory and InDeliverable D11.4
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vehicle signage/ Speed limits, due to reduced vehicle speed caused from either the speed
advice or to stricter enforcement of speed limits. The Traffic jam ahead warning did not
show any statistically significant changes in traffic efficiency. The traffic efficiency
simulations showed the role that traffic conditions play in determining the overall effect of
functions. In peak traffic conditions, the ability to choose one’s own speed is diminished; the
interaction with other drivers determines the overall speed driven, regardless of the advice
provided by a DRIVE C2X function.
The environmental impact assessment of the functions Green light optimal speed advisory
and In-vehicle signage/ Speed limits showed reasonable reduction potential for energy
consumption and emissions. For Green light optimal speed advisory the reductions resulted
mainly from the optimisation of the speed to avoid unnecessary braking and acceleration
manoeuvres. For In-vehicle signage/ Speed limits, the influences on emissions resulted from
a general reduction of the velocity. The Traffic jam ahead warning function had only very
local effects since it influences mainly the deceleration area upstream of a traffic jam. The
influence on fuel consumption and CO2 emissions from TJAW is rather positive due to an
earlier speed reduction.
The main results of the mobility impact assessment showed positive implications for the
quality of travel. The cooperative functions did not have implications for the amount of
travel or travel patterns on the personal level, except for In-vehicle signage/ Speed limit
which lead to such a decrease in average speed resulting in an increase in duration of the
journeys.
Conclusions
The DRIVE C2X project investigated Day-one cooperative functions which are primarily
focused on improving road safety. The analysis revealed that the safety results are
promising for the DRIVE C2X functions individually. When the cooperative systems are
brought to the market, they will be offered in bundles of systems on vehicles. That is,
multiple systems will be offered in a package. Because all functions contributed in safety
the safety impacts of the bundles will be larger than the impacts of the individual systems
analysed, however, lower than sum of individual effects because the targeted accidents are
partly the same,.
The DRIVE C2X functions achieved safety improvements with some adverse effects on
traffic efficiency and slight positive effects on fuel consumption and CO2 for the
environment. It is assumed that greater improvements to traffic efficiency and the
environmental can be achieved with modifications to the DRIVE C2X function
implementation. The eCoMove project (eCoMove, 2014) showed that the combination of
addressing driver behaviour and the traffic control algorithm leads to significantly larger
environmental effects. Furthermore, the DRIVE C2X user survey revealed that the
optimization of traffic flow is as important to drivers as safety issues. Addressing traffic
flow as well as safety in cooperative functions would expand the system experience and
make the functions more attractive to consumers.
The qualitative mobility assessment revealed positive impacts. Specifically, journey quality
was improved in terms of user stress, user uncertainty, feeling of safety and comfort.
The impact assessment findings provide lower bounds on the impacts for environment and
safety for the given penetration rates. Only passenger vehicles were equipped in the
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analyses. It is assumed that if heavy goods vehicles were equipped, the impacts would be
positive for this class of vehicles, too, which represent a significant amount of CO2 and
other emissions.
User acceptance indicated a huge potential for the market introduction of DRIVE C2X
technology. Still, it can also be noted that major improvements are needed related to the
implementation towards the driver. Information accuracy needs to reach a clearly higher
level in a market-ready solution. At the same time, innovative concepts are needed to
provide appropriate HMI solutions that do not lead to distraction of the driver.
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Introduction

1.1 DRIVE C2X objectives and scope of the work
The objective of DRIVE C2X was to assess comprehensively cooperative systems by means
of extensive Field Operational Tests (FOTs) in different European countries. This general
objective was split into four major technical objectives: (1) Create and harmonise a Europewide testing environment for cooperative systems. (2) Coordinate the tests carried out in
parallel throughout the DRIVE C2X community. (3) Evaluate cooperative systems. (4)
Promote cooperative driving.
A general understanding of the benefits of cooperative systems exists today, but those
systems have been evaluated in small-scale experiments until now, mainly on closed test
tracks. There is not much proof of these benefits yet with many communicating vehicles
driven by ordinary people in variable conditions on roads.
The project built strongly on previous and on-going work on cooperative systems. The
European-wide testing community comprised seven test sites in Finland, France, Germany,
Italy, the Netherlands, Spain, and Sweden. The essential activities in this project consisted
of defining the test methodology and evaluating the impacts of cooperative driving
functions on users, the environment and society. In addition to impact assessment, other
important areas of testing were focused on technical functionality and robustness of the
systems. The collected user feedback, knowledge on impacts and the results from technical
tests helped create business models for the market introduction.
The purpose of DRIVE C2X was to bind together and harmonise existing European test sites
for common testing and coordinate this testing according to a mutually agreed
methodology and operation procedures. DRIVE C2X relied on the following main pillars in
developing and implementing its methodology:
• Results of PRE-DRIVE C2X tools and methods necessary for successful test and
evaluation of co-operative systems in a field operational trial;
• FESTA handbook for FOT methodology, especially the V-shaped ‘FOT-chain’ to plan the
testing procedure;
• Lessons learned from two large-scale European FOTs, EuroFOT and TeleFOT;
• Partners’ own experience in carrying out user tests in field conditions over the past 20
years.
The functions tested include Obstacle warning / Road works warning (OW/RWW), Traffic
jam ahead warning (TJAW), Car breakdown warning (CBW), Weather warning (WW),
Approaching emergency vehicle warning (AEVW), In-vehicle signage (IVS) and Green-light
optimal speed advisory (GLOSA). In addition, the German Test Site simTD also tested
Emergency Electric Brake Light (EEBL).
DRIVE C2X organised its work into five different sub-projects as detailed in Figure 3. There
were two horizontal activities, SP1 ‘Management’ and SP5 “Cooperative Driving
Promotion”. The remaining three subprojects focused on the actual implementation part of
the project work. SP2 “FOT Framework” was responsible for the planning of the whole
testing methodology. SP3 “FOT Operations” oversaw the Test Site FOT system integration
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and validation, DRIVE C2X test site preparation and adaptation, Piloting and FOT
management. SP4 “FOT Evaluation” focused on determining the effects of DRIVE C2X
functions on driving behaviour, evaluation of the impacts of DRIVE C2X functions on safety,
mobility, efficiency, and environment, providing insight into the user acceptance, technical
performance evaluation of the DRIVE C2X system and sub-systems in terms of robustness
and survival in harsh operating conditions and recommendations to the further
development of cooperative driving production systems. SP5 “Cooperative Driving
Promotion” ensured that the activities and results were disseminated throughout the
project life-time. Furthermore, the role of this sub project was to push deployment by
initiating private and public-private ventures and activate the standardisation work.

Figure 3: Scheme of sub-projects in DRIVE C2X.

This deliverable of SP4 reports on the impact assessment and user acceptance of the DRIVE
C2X functions based on measuring subjective and objective driver behaviour. Outcomes of
SP4 are reliable numerical impact estimates of DRIVE C2X functions on traffic safety,
mobility, efficiency and environment based on real use of the functions on the test sites.
The results, including the description of how the users accept and take the applications in
use, contribute to the further development and cost-effective deployment of the
cooperative systems. All results in this deliverable make use of measurements carried out
before, during and after the driver testing in the DRIVE C2X FOTs. The driver behaviour
analysis used indicators derived from the data logged during the FOTs, while a combination
of qualitative and quantitative survey tools, accomplished before and after the tests, have
been used for user acceptance measurement.
Impact assessment provides comprehensive knowledge of impacts of DRIVE C2X functions
on different levels, ranging from individual user behaviour to the transport system and
society level in Europe. The target area- (safety, environment, efficiency, mobility) specific
impacts were based on changes in driver behaviour. Furthermore, the target area specific
impact estimates creates the basis for regional and European-wide impact estimates.
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Impact assessment followed the FESTA methodology developed in the FESTA project and
refined in FOT-NET and FOT-NET2 (FESTA Handbook, edition 2013).

1.2 Key concepts
This deliverable addresses impact assessment and user acceptance. As mentioned above,
the impact assessment provided estimates of the effects of DRIVE C2X functions in target
areas important to the European Union’s goals: safety, traffic efficiency, environment and
mobility. User acceptance focused on the general acceptance and willingness to use the
functions from the end-customer perspective, as well as the identification of the influencing
factors and interrelations between external factors, user acceptance, usability and
willingness to use the system. These two are clearly linked. An analysis of the objective
driver behaviour and the subjective responses was compared.
The impact assessments and user acceptance analyses were based on Field Operational
Tests (FOTs) carried out at test sites (TSs) in Europe. The FESTA Handbook (FESTA
Handbook, edition 2013) defines an FOT as, “A study undertaken to evaluate a function, or
functions, under normal operating conditions in environments typically encountered by the
participants using quasi-experimental methods.” The DRIVE C2X FOT test sites were in
Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Spain and Sweden. In contrast to other FOTs funded by the
European Commission in the 7th Framework Programme, the DRIVE C2X test sites
operated at differing levels of independence from the DRIVE C2X project, as they were
largely funded by national governments.
The experiments at the DRIVE C2X FOT test sites fell into two categories, naturalistic
driving (ND) and controlled tests (CT). In DRIVE C2X, both ND and CT used in-vehicle
recording of driver behaviour during driving. In CT, the drivers are instructed before or
during the test execution to drive a certain route. In ND, the driver drives when and where
he or she wants to, in ordinary traffic.
Impact assessment aimed to compare the driver behaviour with and without the message
or warning provided by the DRIVE C2X function. The “without” situation is referred to as the
“baseline” behaviour. Similarly, the “with” situation is the “treatment” situation. The
difference between these two -- treatment and baseline – provided the key information to
determine how drivers driver differently with and without the system. This analysis formed
the basis then for the impact assessment in the other target areas.
Finally, the difference between the treatment and baseline situations focused on “events”.
Events refer to the period of time and location in space when and where a message for a
particular function was provided to the driver in treatment. Analogously, for the baseline
situation, the event is the period of time and space when and where a message for a
particular function would have been provided to the driver, but was not.
As the test design differed in details between test sites and the sequence of treatment and
baseline tests could not be standardized, the treatment and baseline measurement
approach could not be applied for user acceptance measurement. Only accomplishing
measurements after every single test drive have been discussed as an alternative approach
but have been rejected due to the immense influence on the individual driver that is coupled
with this solution.
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Instead the participants were asked about their expectations before driving and their
perception of usefulness and usability after the experience of the tests. Hypotheses were
tested by setting an agreement corridor for acceptance items, also considering the
confidence interval of the resulting answers.

1.3 Deliverable structure
This deliverable presents the method relevant to impact assessment and user acceptance in
Chapter 2, providing an overview of the functions, the test sites and the subjects. Chapter 3
introduces the methodological approaches used in impact assessment and user acceptance.
Chapter 4 presents the evaluation results of the DRIVE C2X functions by impact area.
Finally, Chapter 5 draws conclusions and makes recommendations.
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Method

2.1 Functions
Out of originally 19 functions developed within DRIVE C2X, eight functions were
implemented in the test sites

Approaching Emergency
Vehicle Warning

The system warns drivers to yield right of way to an approaching emergency vehicle which
also has the right of way, identified by flashing emergency lights and sirens. The driver is
informed at an early stage to prepare for the approaching emergency vehicle, e. g. to get
out of the way or to stop.
As a result the emergency vehicle can reach its target destination faster. Also, the risk of
accidents between the driver‘s car and the emergency vehicle is reduced.

Traffic Jam Ahead
Warning
The driver is alerted when he is approaching a hazardous tail end of a traffic jam (e. g. tail
end behind a hilltop or curve) very fast. This system notifies the driver about traffic jams
early on and perhaps even before drivers can even notice it by themselves. Based on that,
drivers can react calmly and safely.
The system's objective is to avoid (severe and or fatal) rear end collisions which are often
caused by traffic jams on highways. Thereby increasing the safety of vehicles that approach
a traffic jam as well as for vehicles at the tail end of the jam.

In-Vehicle Signage

Via Infrastructure-to-Car Communication the driver receives information about currently
active valid traffic signs. Road Side Units, mounted on traffic signs and also on key points
along the roadway, send messages to approaching vehicles, increasing the likelihood of
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drivers being aware of potentially dangerous conditions in case a traffic sign is not noticed.
Traffic signs are displayed on the in-vehicle display.
In Vehicle Signage has been tested in 3 variations/sign groups:
 Speed Limit
When the driver approaches the speed limit sign, a pictogram of the speed limit sign
is shown in the right side of the display. If the driver is exceeding the speed limit
significantly, a background imitating a speedometer is shown in the middle of the
display in addition to the speed limit sign. The driver also receives an audible alert.
 Child Sign, Pedestrian crossing ahead sign / target when sign passed
When the driver passes the child sign, a pictogram of this traffic sign is shown in the
right side of the display. Information about the child sign can be displayed e.g. near
schools or kindergartens.
 Yield Sign, STOP sign, Merge sign, Pedestrian crossing / information when
approaching the sign
When the driver approaches the yield sign, a pictogram of this traffic sign is shown in
the right side of the display. Information about the yield sign is shown only when the
driver is obligated to give way in the intersection.

Road Works Warning

The Road Works Warning - System warns drivers at an early stage when approaching a road
works area (e. g. road building, maintenance, mowing). This alert prepares the driver for the
impending event so that the driver can already start to slow down the vehicle, if
appropriate.
Therefore, safety relevant information will be communicated to the driver (e. g. speed-limit
or lane closures). The system‘s goal is to reduce the likelihood of crashes during road works
and therefore increasing the safety of travellers and road workers.
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Obstacle Warning

The driver receives a warning about an obstacle lying on the road ahead. In order to reduce
the probability or severity of an accident, the driver should be prepared for an upcoming
obstacle on the road (e. g. lost cargo).
As a result, he could already be slowing down the vehicle. Therefore, safety relevant
information will be communicated to the driver (e. g. speed-limit or lane closures). The
system‘s goal is to reduce the likelihood of crashes during road works and therefore
increasing the safety of travellers and road workers.

Car Breakdown Warning

A vehicle brought to a standstill in the middle of the road notifies oncoming drivers of the
situation, in order to alert a potential risk of collision. This information is particularly useful
when the vehicle concerned is not immediately visible (e.g. in a blind curve or on a crest, in
frog).
This information is provided to the drivers concerned a few moments before they reach the
halted vehicle. The cause for the standstill might be an accident, a breakdown, or a human
issue.

Weather Warning
Snow and
Icy Conditions

The Weather Warning system gives the driver information and warnings about dangerous
weather caused situations like cross winds, fog, heavy rains and snow or black ice on the
road.
The warning is automatically triggered by vehicles ahead that are reaching the area or by
sensors implemented in infrastructure. The driver should be encouraged to adapt his driving
behaviour to the weather conditions in order to avoid weather related accidents.
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Green Light Optimal
Speed Advisory
The driver receives a speed recommendation that allows him to pass a green light ahead
while sticking to given speed limits. If it is not possible to pass the signal light while staying
within the given speed limit, no recommendation is shown to the driver. If the current phase
of signal light is red, information about the remaining time in that phase until the green
light is shown will be displayed.
According to the speed recommendation the driver is able to modify the vehicle's velocity
on demand without exceeding the given speed limit. The main purpose of the system is to
optimize the traffic efficiency: because unneeded acceleration and deceleration may be
reduced, the traffic flow will be optimized, emission and fuel consumption reduced.

2.2 Test environment
The section provides a brief overview of key aspects of the test sites at which the FOTs took
place, which are of importance to the impact assessment and user acceptance work. The
test sites were located in Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Spain and Sweden. The test site in
the Netherlands was used early in the project for validation testing and is not relevant for
the data analysis in the impact assessment and user acceptance analyses. It will not be
considered further in this report. Figure 4 shows all the test sites in the DRIVE C2X project.
Each TS determined which functions would be tested. Table 1 provides an overview of the
functions per TS. Guidance for the experimental procedure was given to the test sites in
form of the D42.1 “DRIVE C2X FOT research questions and hypotheses and experimental
design” and in several common meetings and workshops. The TS realised the experimental
design, identified and contacted the test persons, carried out the tests and submitted the
data to the DRIVE C2X ftp site for checking and processing.
Table 1: Overview of functions tested at TSs

Function
IVS/SL
IVS/SS
TJAW
AEVW
EEBL
OWRWW/CBW
WW
GLOSA

Finland
(CT)
X
X

X
X
X

Italy
(CT)
X
X
X
X

Spain
(CT)
X
X
X
X

Sweden
(ND)
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

Germany
(CT)
X
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(CT)
X
X

X

X
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The following sections summarise the test sites. It is based on DRIVE C2X Deliverable D11.3,
“Report on FOT Operations” (Brizzolara et al.,2014), where more detailed information on
the test sites can be found.

Test Site Sweden
Gothenburg

Coop TS Finland
Tampere

Helmond

System TS

SCORE-F
Yvelines

sim TD
Frankfurt

Siscoga

Vigo

Autobrennero
Brennero-Trento

Figure 4: DRIVE C2X Test Sites

2.2.1

Test site Finland

The test site, located in Tampere, Finland, was operated by VTT. The route consisted of two
and four lane streets, carriage ways and short legs of motorway. The speed limits were from
30 km/h to 100 km/h on the motorway. The route and test times were selected so that
traffic volumes were generally quite low. TS Finland carried out two batches of tests.
The test in Batch 1 were in May, 2013 (the firsts in late April, 2013 and the last in June, 2013)
so the road conditions were good and lighting excellent. There were no rainy days during
testing and sun was shining almost all the time.
In Batch 1, the following functions were tested: IVS, RWW and CBW (using OW)
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The IVS function included Speed limit, Yield, Stop, Children and Pedestrian crossing signs.
Three RWW zones were located on the test site. CBW was tested on a small street with low
traffic. The warning distances depended on the function.
The estimated run-time for the road test was between 30 and 40 minutes, depending on the
traffic conditions, for a distance of 22 kilometres. The route began and ended at the VTT
parking lot in Hervanta.
Every test driver had to drive one baseline and one treatment run.
The test route for the FOT operation is depicted in Figure 5.
Batch 2 was executed in late November and early December and the test times were mostly
in the morning, when it was most likely to be slippery. The primary function for Batch 2 was
WW (Weather Warning, Slippery road) with auxiliary IVS functions (Speed limit and Yield).
The Batch 2 route was almost the same as the route in Batch 1 with total length of 23,5 km.
Otherwise the procedure was kept similar to the Batch 1.

Figure 5: Test site Finland (batch 1).
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Figure 6: Test site Finland (batch 2).

All the tests at the Finnish Test Site were Controlled Tests.
2.2.2

Test site France

The French Test site operated both Controlled Tests and Naturalistic Driving Tests.
Controlled tests
In the case of controlled tests, for each session, 2 groups were driving on the same road
itinerary for around 45/50 minutes (40 km). The itinerary went through semi-private roads,
country roads, motorways and urban roads. Both groups encountered the same events but
for most of them the HMI was ON for one group and OFF for the other in order to create the
conditions to collect data in treatment and baseline phase. For analogous reasons, each
driver was intended to meet each event type at least twice on the same run, one with the
HMI ON and the other with the HMI OFF.
Each driver drives two times, each session in a different group in order to have comparable
events (same location) for the same drivers with and without warning or information.
The controlled tests took place along a 40km loop (shown in Figure 7) with around 7 event
types triggering between 46 to 85 messages showed on the HMI (where speed limits
represented 85-95% of messages).
The functions tested in the Controlled Tests are IVS/SL, IVS/SS, OW/RWW and CBW.
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SR03 CBW
Speed Limit
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Only
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Only (V2V)
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TOUS

i2v

(UBR X)
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GT02 IVS#2
Speed Limit
GROUP B
Only

GT02 IVS #1
Speed Limit
GROUP A
Only

(GB)

70

GT02 IVS #4
Speed Limit
GROUP A
MC01 envoyés parOnly

GT02

GT02 IVS#5
Speed Limit
Both GROUPS

SR08 v2v

MC01/GT03 VMS
A12 Dir --> TRAPPES BOUCHON 40
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D91 via Guyancourt
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GT02 IVS #8
Speed Limit
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Only

GT02 IVS#4
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Only
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Figure 7: Test site France (Controlled Tests)
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Naturalistic tests
TS France had two waves of naturalistic tests. The first one with 7 drivers served as piloting.
The second wave was composed of 9 drivers driving their own Renault vehicles on the test
site during 1 month. The test site was built on a portion of a departmental route commonly
used by the Renault personnel involved in the test: the sector of the Minière route
(Departmental 91), and a part of the N12, the highway to which the departmental route is
connected on the Yvelines County.
2.2.3

Test site Germany

The SimTD test site was located in the Main-Rhine area of Hessen (Germany). The
Frankfurt-Rhine-Main area is an important German traffic hub with major traffic generators
such as the Frankfurt Airport, the Frankfurt Trade Fair and the stadium. The area is
characterised by high traffic density and therefore has allowed experiments on all roads
with safety and traffic efficiency functions under normal everyday conditions. The test site
included several scenarios:
•

Motorway scenarios (192km - A3, A5, A661, A648).

•

Rural road scenarios (106km - B3, B455) and

•

Urban road scenarios (92km – in Frankfurt/Main centre).

The entire test site included a test area of about 650 km² and 390 km of public routes. The
area was equipped with 103 ITS road site stations of which 23 were located in urban areas.
The following functions were tested at the Test site Germany: IVS/SL, AEVW, GLOSA,
EEBL, RWW, CBW and GLOSA.
The number of test persons was significantly larger than in the other test sites. The tests
took place in three blocks with 120 drivers in each. The duration of the block was 8 months.
To ensure a sufficient number of participants for the entire time period, more than 120
drivers were recruited. Finally, approximately 160 drivers were part of the test panel of each
block.
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Figure 8: Test site Germany – Motorway Scenario

Figure 9: Test site Germany: Rural Scenario
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Figure 10: Test site Germany: Urban Scenario

2.2.4

Test site Italy

The Italian Test Site was located near Trento in northern Italy, along the A22 motorway, a
314km toll road with 2 lanes per direction, connecting Italy with northern Europe. The
motorway was already equipped with ICT infrastructure for mobility. The Test Site is a 9km
long section between “Rovereto Nord” and “Rovereto Sud” toll dedicated to cooperative
applications.
The FOT operations for impact assessment and user acceptance were carried out on the
basis of 2 scenarios. For the “SAFETY” scenario, baseline and treatment data were collected
testing the following functions: AEVW, RWW, CBW and IVS. For running the FOT, a stopped
car was used for CBW, a van was used for the RWW and a car was used as approaching
vehicle for testing the AEVW.
The “TRAFFIC” scenario, baseline and treatment data were collected testing the IVS and
TJAW functions. This scenario was run taking into account the actual traffic situation.
The run-time was from 30 to 45 minutes in total including transfer. The route length is about
18 kilometres and the warning distance depended on the function. Figure 11 shows the
Italian test site road network.
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Map source: Google
Figure 11: Test site Italy

In vehicle signage included a yield sign for roundabout, just outside the toll station, where
the driver had to be careful and give way, then speed limits on entrance and exit ramps, and
on the main road. A merge sign was displayed where the Gas Station exit merges with the
main road. Road works scenario was represented by a stopped Road Operator van, and
signalised by the nearby roadside ITS station. Similarly for the Car Breakdown warning a
realistic scene was set-up, where a broken-down car on the SOS road was signalised to
incoming drivers. During the trip the user was also overtaken by an emergency vehicle.
Through short-range communication, the warning was displayed to the driver far in
advance with respect to the perception of the emergency vehicle through the rear view
mirror. Finally, Traffic Jam Ahead Warning foresaw the display of traffic queue, given by one
of the Roadside Stations along the road stretch.
2.2.5

Test site Spain

The test site Spain carried out both Controlled and Naturalistic Driving tests. The impact
assessment and user acceptance were based on the Controlled Tests. The Controlled tests
are described here.
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The controlled tests were performed on two types of roads: real roads (u RWW, TJAW,
CBW, IVS/ Speed Limit, AEVW and WW) and a test track (GLOSA).
Only one function was tested per scenario.
The following 3 test scenarios were used:
1) On real road: functions RWW, TJAW, AEVW, CBW

Figure 12: Test site Spain: CT Test Scenario for RWW, TJAW, AEVW, CBW

'A' and 'B' in Figure 12 are the two points where the events could be located. The test group
1 encountered the event first in location 'A' without warning and then in location 'B' with
warning. The test group 2 encountered the event first in location 'B' without warning and
then in location 'A' with warning: test group 1 behaviour in location 'RW1' is baseline for
group 2; test group 2 behaviour in location 'RW2' is baseline for test group 1.
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Figure 13: Test site Spain: Real view of test round for RWW

Figure 13 depicts the track for route for the group G1 (12,46 km) and the track for the route
of group G2 (17,40 km).
2) On real road: use case IVS/SL

Figure 14: Test site Spain: CT Test Scenario (IVS/SL) - TS Spain

There were several locations where the event could be located. Each group of drivers first
drove the circuit without warning and then the same circuit with warning. Each group in the
circuit without warning served as baseline. In Figure 14the test scenario for IVS/SL is shown.
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3) On real road: use case WW
A controlled test (CT) was performed by TS Spain on a circuit in real traffic on 16 October
2013. Each participant drove the circuit twice, the first run without WW-Rain warning
(baseline) and the second run with WW-Rain warning (treatment). The warning popped up
on the in-vehicle display at the start of the event and remained on the screen until the
vehicle passed the end of the event.

Figure 15: Test scenario for baseline and treatment events of the WW-Rain test at TS Spain

The circuit was about 2.2 km in length. It was located in a suburb of Vigo and consisted of
urban and rural roads. The test drives started on an urban road close to the premises of the
Spanish partner CTAG. At the end of the urban area the test vehicles passed through a
roundabout and then followed a rural link road where the WW-Rain events were located.
Each analysed event started at about 270 m before the vehicle arrived at the adverse
weather spot and ended when the vehicle passed the spot. The vehicle then returned to the
CTAG premises.

Figure 16: Location of the WW-Rain events on the test route
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4) On test track: GLOSA

Figure 17: Test site Spain: CT Test Scenario ( GLOSA)

There was only one location per scenario where the event was located. Each group of
drivers initially drove the circuit without warning and then the same circuit with warning.
The 11 persons drove under the same conditions (both with baseline and experimental) and
each group in the circuit without warning was baseline for himself with warning. The map of
controlled test track is shown in Figure 18. This test track has been used for GLOSA.

Figure 18: Test site Spain: Test track for GLOSA : aerial view
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Test site Sweden

Data were collected during the trips of the selected users from home to work.

Figure 19: Test roads – driver home addresses in blue, VCC area in red

For Obstacle Warning (OW)/ Broken Car a mobile RIS was installed. It was set-up during the
morning (7-9 am.) or the afternoon (4-6 pm.) along the main routes used by drivers for daily
commuting. A warning triangle indicated the presence of the car along the road. To support
baseline and treatment tests, the warning message was sent only for the 50% of the testing
period.
An example of set-up is indicated in Figure 20.
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Figure 20: OW/broken car test setup

For Road Works Warning (RWW) the warnings were generated by using two different setups.
A mobile RIS installed in Cleanosol service cars/ trucks (as detailed in Figure below), driving
in the Gothenburg area during Jul –Sep 2013 and a RIS installed on accident research car
which was installed along the road.

Figure 21: Test site Sweden: RWW setup – using Cleanosol trucks

Figure 22: Test site Sweden: RWW setup – using Accident Research Car
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A warning triangle indicated the presence of the car along the road. To support baseline and
treatment tests, the warning message was sent only for the 50% of the testing period.
For the In-Vehicle Signage (IVS), the generation of messages for the specific locations, as
indicated in Figure 23, was activated and deactivated via back office. The tests were
performed on the following signs: speed limits, children playing and pedestrian crosswalk.
The warning messages were sent only for the 50% of the testing period.

Figure 23: Test site Sweden: IVS setup via back office solution
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For Green Light Optimal Speed Adviser (GLOSA), 3 traffic lights in a row (independent of
each other) were used as experimental setup. In this case, the test was semi-naturalist
because drivers have been requested to pass a specific location in order to receive the
GLOSA message. As usual, the warning messages were sent only for the 50% of the testing
period. The test locations are reported in Figure 24 along the highlighted lines.

Figure 24: Test site Sweden: GLOSA location in Gothenburg city.

2.2.7

HMIs

The Human Machine Interface (HMI) plays an important role in driver assistance systems as
key communication channel to the driver. This is also the case related to the user experience
within DRIVE C2X field tests.
Due to the not market-ready development status of the technology, limitations related to
HMI usability needed to be accepted. It should also be considered that the development of
HMI solutions for the field tests has not been defined as a task to study within DRIVE C2X
project.
The reference HMI for the DRIVE C2X tests was designed by Fraunhofer (Figure 25).
Originally, a common reference HMI was agreed to. However, some test sites needed to use
their own HMIs. However, the basic messages to the drivers – e.g. road works warning –
should be relatively same in the test sites.
A potential bias of functional limitation and differences between test sites was taken into
account by including a broad range of usability and HMI related questions in the user
acceptance questionnaire. Finally, usability of the DRIVE C2X HMI was included in the
Technology Acceptance Model. This way it could be analysed to which extent HMI usability
can be regarded as influencing factor on user acceptance.
In principle, the applications were implemented in a given DRIVE C2X test site as:
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Reference HMI:
As unmodified reference applications on reference hardware for controlled testing .
Primary HMI:
As reference applications which were adapted by adding interfaces to local sources
other modifications which are running on compliant hardware
Secondary / Test Site Specific HMI:
As applications which were similar to the DRIVE C2X in terms of functionality and
purpose but originate from different FOT approaches

Reference HMI
The Reference HMI in Drive C2X was developed by Fraunhofer Fokus. All other HMIs can be
considered as adaptation of this design. It was used in the TS Germany and the system test
site in Helmond.

3
1

2

5

4
Figure 25: Original HMI – standard screen

The main screen was displayed as the standard screen during driving.
It consists of the following elements:
1. Main area
2. Message area
3. Message aggregation bar
4. Distance to event indication
5. Control Menu
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Figure 26: Reference HMI – Further Screens

In addition to the main, a map screen and an optional screen could be used by the driver
with the limitation that the main screen needs to be active for all controlled tests.
Primary HMI
The Primary HMI can be regarded as an adaptation of the reference HMI used in SIM TD
with slight test site specific modifications. It was used in TS Finland and TS Sweden.

3
2

1

5

4
Figure 27: Primary HMI – main screen

The main screen consists of four areas:
1. Map
2. Message area
3. Message aggregation bar
4. Control area
5. Steering bar
The main panel showed warning, map or the text “drive safely”; the information panel (on
the right side of the screen) showed the current traffic sign, speed limit etc.
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An alternative screen appeared in case of severe warning status messages.

Figure 28: Primary HMI – severe warning screen

Secondary / Test site specific HMI
TS Spain used an HMI adoption for smartphone (controlled tests) and tablet (naturalistic
tests).
It used one standard screen that was displayed constantly and consists of 3 areas.
1. Road illustration (with visual distance indicator)
2. Message areas (different areas for different functions, maximum three at once)
3. Distance / location information

1
2
3
Figure 29: HMI TS Spain
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TS Italy used a CRF-specific interface.

Figure 30: HMI TS Italy

TS France
Three different HMI have been used at TS France. For controlled tests the HMI developed
within SCORE@F project by IFSTTAR was used.
The HMI used in the naturalistic tests was developed by Renault and PSA. The pictures
below show an exemplary screen of the Renault and PSA HMI.

Figure 31: HMI TS France. PSA (left), Renault (right)

2.3 Subjects
2.3.1

Driver Acquisition

In order to receive comparable results across all test sites a User Management Guideline
(see Annex H) was developed and provided for the test sites that included the main
requirements and reference points.
The guideline pointed out, that selecting appropriate drivers to conduct a FOT is a crucial
topic for successful operation and a mandatory requirement for relevant results. Work
package WP27 “Operational and technical guidelines” in cooperation with WP 46 “User
Acceptance” developed some guidelines for driver selection, as part of the deliverable D27.1
and D42.1.
In general, the guideline stated that drivers should be acquired across all age groups and are
expected to have more than 2 years driving experience. Most importantly, the guideline
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advised avoiding professional drivers and ITS experts. It recommended having a reasonable
share among male and female (at least 30% of each). With regard to sample size, it assumed
that at least 1000 events would be collected from all test sites to ensure statistically
significant results.
The process for driver acquisition needed to be started early. Some spare time for
unexpected delays needed to be taken into account. Otherwise it was recommended
avoiding excessively long waiting periods between acquisition of the users and the start of
the FOT in order to avoid drop outs and reactance.
In order to achieve harmonized results from the pan-European test sites it was
recommended that the user acquisition be performed in a harmonised way. This included
also any incentives offered to the users. However, finally each test site decided about
incentives and the applied the user selection process on its own. Also the execution of the
user acquisition was within the responsibility of each test site.
The graphic below shows the socio-demographic reference points for user acquisition.


ITS SPECIALISTS



TEST USERS

HIGH MILEAGE
DRIVERS


PROFESSIONAL
DRIVERS

AGE

GENDER

18-34

35-60

60+

male

female

30% (min 20%)

40% (min 20%)

30% (min 20%)

min 40%

min 40%

Figure 32: Reference sample structure

After the analysis of the data it can be noted that some of the guidelines could not be fully
met. Originally employees of project partners should not have been directly involved in
designing cooperative functions or driver monitoring devices. Due to organisational and
liability reasons, employees of DRIVE C2X partners such as Volvo, PSA, REN, CTAG or BRE
have taken part in the field tests.
Given this background the test sites put even more emphasize on the individual background
of the drivers in order to make sure that their working profile and expertise does not have a
biasing effect on the perception and usage of the DRIVE C2X technology.
Finally it can be concluded that this minimum requirement could be met with the exception
of two users on the Italian test site that have been involved in ITS projects before or had a
professional driving background. This low share of drivers not meeting the minimum
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requirement can be regarded as acceptable. Furthermore this potential bias could be
anticipated by including multiple questions that characterize the driver’s background in the
user acceptance surveys and considering these in the context of the analysis for the
technology acceptance model.
Additionally, the availability of user acceptance measurement in the context of the pre
validation survey, providing a much bigger sample of private car users offered the possibility
to benchmark the main acceptance items collected in the FOT tests.
Finally the minimum share of female participants (34% vs. 40% default value) and the share
of elderly drivers (14% vs. 20% default value) could not be fully reached.
The framework conditions in the test sites finally lead to individual approach of driver
acquisition:
TS France
Internal companies drivers were asked to participate in naturalistic and in controlled
condition essentially for logistical issues. In naturalistic tests, the equipped road was those
used by almost all RENAULT workers to commute. In controlled tests, the use of incompany equipped vehicles as it is reserved to PSA workers for insurance aspects, imposed
to choose in company drivers.
With the goal to avoid any influence on the user acceptance measurement, participants
have been carefully selected as not having an ITS background with a focus in administrative
departments.
In both types of test, the variety of participants in sex and age was searched but in
controlled test the first criteria was availability of in-company drivers to participate in 2 runs
of around 1 hour long on different dates. To maximize the participation the run time was
chosen early after lunch with the engagement to stop before 14.00, when work meetings
regularly start.
Acquisition activities tried to follow the DRIVE C2X guidelines even if after a first mail sent
asking for availability and interest, the TS selected those able to drive on two rounds (dates)
and sent to them the briefing material. Then for almost all of selected participants priority
was given to the expectation measurement questionnaire answers in order to be sure to
have filled this questionnaire before the first runs.
Data vehicle from each run was collected on USB pen drives at the end of the day or in days
following the test dates and then stored in the IFSTTAR server. So, also data coming from
dates where any test was done but tuning the scenario and solving problems was stored.
Requirements that TS France did not meet was the representation of drivers aged of 60
years and more, and in general, mostly young drivers aged below 40 year were overrepresented (75%)
TS Finland
In TS Finland only controlled tests were carried out. The main principle was to use only
external drivers, but in the winter tests one third of the participants were VTT personnel.
However these drivers were from other departments and not ITS professionals. All the 80
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drivers were private users and they were selected according to the DRIVE C2X TS guidelines
(at least 10 000 km yearly mileage, none ITS professionals, at least 2 years driving
experience). Gender balance was 60% males and 40% females. 46% was in age group 18-34,
34% age group 35-60 and rest 20% were over 60.
The participants had answered the basic questionnaire beforehand and the final
questionnaire immediately after the test drive. The log data was downloaded from the
vehicles after each test drive and immediately uploaded to the DRIVE C2X log database.
Before driving, the participants were briefed on the project and the systems to be tested as
well they answered the ‘expectation-measurement-questionnaire’.
TS Sweden
Drivers for VCC Naturalistic test vehicles were selected from a test corridor perspective.
All drivers worked in the Volvo Car area at Torslanda, Göteborg. All drivers lived in the area
of Onsala, which is about 40 km south of Göteborg. Therefore all 20 drivers would drive in
the same area twice a day. The test cases were placed along this “corridor”, and in the area
of Volvo Cars and Onsala.
When selecting the drivers from among Volvo Cars employees, the project selected drivers
with more than 30 000 km/year. The twenty main drivers were composed of three female
and seventeen male drivers. Most of the selected drivers also had family members that
were allowed to use the vehicle. In all, there were in total 53 drivers, 57% female and 43%
male drivers, who signed a consent form that allowed the project to use their driving data.
In TS Sweden, special emphasize was put on the fact that none of the drivers specifically
works with electronics and communications. In fact, most of the selected drivers had
administrative work and a few only works within design and component/system testing but
not within the area of vehicle communication systems.
TS Italy
The total number of users was evaluated in the initial test site planning phase. The goal was
to have at least 30 users.
28 of them, 22 male and 6 female, were recruited according to guidelines as far as possible.
In case trade-offs had to be found, priority was given to reaching a consistent sample of
users, with respect to stricter requirements compliance but smaller sample. All these users
underwent the survey and the data generated during their tests were submitted to impact
assessment analysts.
3 additional male users experienced the motorcycle FOT and the user acceptance survey in
July-August, 2013, data were recorded, but were not considered for impact assessment.
These users belonged to the YAMAHA engineering team.
All 28 car users were employed by a road operator company (BRE). Their positions in the
company were rather diverse. A rather common characteristic seemed to be a good basic
knowledge of the existing info-mobility system already in place in the test site location. One
of the participants had been involved in prior ITS projects.
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The recruitment and appointments with the users were based on an initial calendar sent to
the company. Then a daily management of the test site allowed for some flexibility with the
test runs. The FOT was carried out on almost daily basis from early September until the end
October, 2013.
Typically users were invited to CRF facility in pairs, since they could only drive the two
equipped vehicles of their company, not CRF cars. Before the date, the test site manager
sent to each user the Base Data Collection Questionnaire. The user filled in the online form
either independently before the date, or as soon as he arrived at CRF premises for the first
trial.
Once the test session started, the user was introduced to the DRIVE C2X concept at a
general level. Then the expectation-measurement-questionnaire was filled in and the
baseline scenario started. During the test, the user was accompanied in the car by an
observer, who took notes while the user was driving. Around one week later the same user
underwent the treatment scenario. After 4 sessions, the user filled in the Final Evaluation
questionnaire, either at CRF premises or just after finishing the last test run, or later. In the
latter case, an invitation was sent to the user, with the deadline of 1 week to answer, if
possible. CRF facility was available whenever the user needed ICT support.
Concerning the 3 motorcycle users, the motorcycle prototype was brought from Japan,
while users were recruited from Italy around 200 km away from the Test-Site. Since the FOT
implied hosting around 6 people and the motorcycle demonstrator at CRF facility, the
schedule was tighter and bound to a few days intensive testing, all during one week. This
implied analogous procedure as above, but baseline and treatment were run in one day.
TS Spain
Drivers were acquired from among CTAG employees according to the guidelines provided
by WP 46, “User Acceptance” in advance. The minimum age that was considered is 20
years. Driving license and at least two years of driving experience were necessary
requirements. Furthermore test drivers should not be participating in the DRIVE C2X or any
ITS related projects. Thus, acquisition was exclusively made in different departments.
It was aimed to have the same number of men and women, which finally ended in a sample
of 13 men and 7 women. Regarding the age, it was not possible to include people over 40
years of age because of the limitation of maximum age among CTAG employees.

2.3.2

Driver Sample

According to the guidelines for user acquisition, the basic socio-demographic structure was
already given with the intention to have a heterogeneous but harmonised sample.
Still, the sample from each test site showed its specific differences from a sociodemographic perspective. This is mainly influenced by the different approaches of the test
sites that also included an approach with employees of the participating partners.
Across test sites the sample structure can be regarded as suitable for the analytic purposes.
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•

The group of female drivers, which is comparably difficult to acquire, corresponded
to one third of the sample.

•

The age distribution of drivers covered all relevant groups, including a share of 14%
of elderly drivers in the age of 60 and older.

•

The net income of the participants was distributed well across all groups, even if a
regional focus can be identified in single test sites such as Sweden and Spain.

•

Considering the annual mileage driven, the participants could be separated in two
groups, while the low mileage drivers represented 7% of the sample.

Table 2: Socio-demographic structure of test users per test site (only participants in survey)
Please answer the following general questions related to
your personal background.
Please choose the appropriate response for each item.

Tampere,
Finland

Yvelines,
France

Brennero,
Italy

Gothenburg,
Sweden

Vigo,
Spain

Total

n=82

n=33

n=31

n=14

n=20

n=180

female

38%

42%

20%

14%

35%

34%

male

62%

58%

80%

86%

65%

66%

GENDER

AGE

18-30

17%

0%

3%

21%

0%

10%

31-44

23%

18%

60%

57%

0%

29%

45-60

43%

61%

37%

21%

75%

47%

60+

16%

21%

0%

0%

25%

14%

13%

0%

4%

0%

50%

12%

1.500 - 2.499 €

12%

28%

46%

0%

28%

21%

2.500 - 3.999 €

28%

16%

23%

8%

17%

22%

4.000 - 5.999 €
more than 6.000 €

33%
13%

31%
25%

8%
19%

8%
85%

6%
0%

24%
21%

5%
54%
41%

18%
55%
27%

6%
52%
42%

0%
7%
93%

5%
45%
50%

7%
49%
44%

NET INCOME (HOUSEHOLD)

under 1.500 €

KILOMETERS (ANNUALLY)

< 10.000 km
10.000 km - 20.000 km
> 20.000 km
Source: Basic Data Survey

The extent to which the results were influenced by socio-demographic factors is analysed in
the multivariate part of the analysis.
While the socio-demographic structure of the sample was influenced by the test site
guidelines, there was no opportunity to influence the psychographic aspects of the sample.
Therefore a comparison of the attitudes across test sites can help to understand the
different background of the participants.
Several aspects differed significantly from one test site to others. These differences can be
explained by cultural, country specific aspects as well as acquisition related influences
(private drivers vs. employees).
Exemplary differences were partially related to the driving style:
•

While Swedish drivers seemed to have a rather risky driving style and sometimes
exceeded the speed limits (6,3 on a 7 point scale) , the Spanish drivers tended to
drive slower (4,1/7).

•

Another example is that the drivers of the Spanish sample stated that driving is
rather relaxing for them (5,6/7), the French drivers rejected this attitude (2,8/7).
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Also in this case, the influence of these aspects was measured with the help of multivariate
analyses. In this way a potential bias could be identified and considered in the interpretation
of the results.
.
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Methodological Approaches to Impact Assessment and User
Acceptance

3.1 Impact Assessment Methodology
Impact assessment aimed to draw conclusions about the use of the DRIVE C2X functions
and their effect on driving behaviour, safety, mobility, traffic efficiency and environment.
The methodology for carrying out the impact assessment built on the work done in WP42,
“Evaluation Framework”, where research questions, hypotheses and indicators were
defined, using the FESTA methodology (FESTA Handbook, edition 2013). In short the
following steps were taken. From the FOT data, first the impact of the function on driver
behaviour was assessed, with the use of the created hypotheses Driver behaviour was
critical to the impact assessment. The FOTs focus on functions that provide information or
warnings. The impact is then dependent on what the driver does with this information or
warning. Thus, assessment of driver behaviour was necessary as a first step in assessment
or evaluation for all impact areas. This provided input for impact assessment in four target
areas: safety, efficiency, mobility, and environment. Effects on these impact areas could be
split into direct and indirect effects. Direct effects are caused directly by the function (for
example shorter travel times caused by smaller headways). Indirect effects are caused by the
function in an indirect way (for example a decrease in congestion caused by a decrease in
number of accidents). Direct effects are calculated in the Impact Assessment.
To obtain the desired results, two approaches were possible: a direct or linear approach and
a modelling approach. The direct or linear approach uses FOT data directly to estimate the
impacts, and test the hypotheses. Effects are scaled up to EU level via situational variables.
The modelling approach means that some tool or model – using FOT data as input – was
used to estimate the impact, for example a micro-simulation tool. With traffic simulation
the interaction between equipped and non-equipped vehicles could be modelled and
impacts could be assessed on a network level. This was necessary because in a FOT, a small
percentage of all vehicles on the road were equipped so the effect on a road or network was
not directly measurable with detector loops, cameras or other sensors. Whether for a
function it was necessary to use tools such as micro simulation depended on two things:
•

Do equipped vehicles influence other road users (equipped as well as unequipped)?
For instance, a speed limiter that influences the speed of vehicles following an
equipped vehicle.

•

Can the function be modelled in micro simulation models currently available and
suitable for network analyses?

For the modelling approach, detailed information on the working of the function and on
driver behaviour was needed, in order to be able to implement the functions in a simulation
model.
Figure 33 shows an overview of the steps in impact assessment. The evaluation framework
and FOT data provided the input for the impact assessment. Then the impact on driver
behaviour was assessed. This provides input for the assessments of safety, environment,
efficiency and mobility. If needed tools and models were used. The last step was scaling up
of the effects to the EU-level, and for this external data were needed. In the scaling up task
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scenarios were used (future years, penetration rates). The scaling up of the safety impact
assessment was integral to the approach, and was carried out separately from the scaling
up of the traffic efficiency and environmental impacts.

Figure 33: Overview of impact assessment process

The work within SP4 “FOT Evaluation” followed an iterative process. In the first eight
months of the DRIVE C2X project, Wp42 (Evaluation framework) set up a framework for
evaluation. This comprises the definition of research questions, hypotheses and indicators
(Brignolo et al., 2011). These indicators were translated into measures by WP43 (Data and
data quality) that were requested to be logged by the logging apparatus in vehicles or
collected by the test sites by some other means. The availability of these data, as well as the
experimental design of the test sites, played a significant role in the results of the impact
assessment.
The data used in impact assessment was uploaded by the test sites to the DRIVE C2X ftp
site. The LogMover program carried out a brief data quality check, called a “sanity check”,
on the data to determine if the data was complete and whether the values were within
reasonable limits. If not, the results of the test were reported to the test sites for
improvement. If the data was complete and within expected limits, the LogPro programme
processed the data further into indicators for use by the impact assessment tasks. At this
point, an interactive procedure of data analysis, questions to the test sites and filtering took
place. This iterative process took several months. The results were analyses of the test site
data, but in some cases the analysts concluded that the data were not usable.
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Figure 34: Overview of data processing steps from the test site to impact assessment

The impact assessment methodology is explained in the following seven sections. The
explanation begins with the specification of scenarios used in the impact assessment.
Section 3.1.2 presents the methodology followed to assess the driver behaviour with DRIVE
C2X functions. Section 3.1.3 explains the approach to safety impact assessment. Sections
3.1.4and 3.1.5 address the traffic efficiency and environmental impact assessment
methodologies, respectively. The mobility methodology is explained in Section 3.1.6. The
impact assessment concludes with the scaling up methodology, explained in Section 3.1.7.
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Scenarios

Impact assessment aimed to compare the situation between “with” and “without” the
functions examined in the DRIVE C2X project. This difference in behaviour, measured with
certain indicators, was then the effect of using the function. DRIVE C2X impact assessment
made use of scenarios to model the ‘with and without’ situations. These scenarios provided
a way to address both uncertainty in the future and the situational variables 1 which could
affect significantly the impacts of the systems analysed. The scenarios differed from each
other in those aspects that play the most important role in affecting the impacts. For
example, for traffic efficiency impact assessment, the driver of a vehicle will make use of
information provided on the HMI differently depending on whether the driver finds
him/herself in dense traffic vs light traffic. In the latter case, the driver is free to react in
choosing his/her own speed, and thus the effectiveness of the system could be affected.
Thus, the traffic demand level differed between scenarios.
The most important aspects that scenarios took into account were penetration level of the
cooperative system in Europe , the road types and the traffic demand. The following bullet
points provide more specific information about these situational variables:
•

Penetration level
The percentage of vehicles and infrastructure equipped with the DRIVE C2X
equipment will determine to a large extent the impact of the function. The
estimation of the penetration rates of the function in the vehicle fleet and for the
infrastructure were determined in DRIVE C2X WP56 (Business models and
deployment). WP56 developed three cases for the passenger car penetration rate:

1

Situational Variables are information collected to provide key background information that complements the
driver behaviour data. Examples include road type, weather conditions, traffic situation, lighting conditions
and sometimes vehicle type,
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low, medium and high. In agreement with WP56, passenger car and infrastructure
penetration levels were selected for each scenarios. Heavy goods vehicles are not
equipped; no DRIVE C2X functions were tested on heavy goods vehicles. The
passenger car penetration rates were the same for all functions for a given scenario.
The infrastructure penetration rate differed by function, but the results in this report
are for 100% infrastructure equipment. The year 2010 represents the base case, in
which neither the vehicles nor the infrastructure are equipped. Table 3 provides an
overview of the scenarios and their penetration rates.
Table 3: Scenarios

Year

Low

Medium

High

0%

0%

0%

2020

4%

10%

15%

2030

26%

90%

100%

2010

•

•

•

Passenger Car Penetration Rate

Road type
Differences between road types were expected in terms of usefulness and
effectiveness of the functions. The definition of motorways, rural road and urban
roads differs between countries. DRIVE C2X used a definition based on maximum
speed limits. In the calculations, the high speed roads were roads with maximum
speed limits >=100 km/h, rural roads were roads with maximum speed limits
between 60-100 km/h and urban roads were roads with maximum speed limits <60
km/h.
Demand level
The demand level influenced the effects of the functions, so the effect was divided
between the traffic levels low demand (free flow, off-peak) and high demand (not
free flow, peak). In free flow all drivers could choose their own speed, and can also
choose the reaction to the warnings or information provided by the functions. This
situation was referred to as the low-demand scenario. Heavy traffic or congestion is
a traffic situation in which the vehicles interact; the ability for the driver to receive or
react freely to information or warning provided by the functions is very different
from the low-demand scenario. This latter scenario was called the high demand
scenario.
Traffic composition
The traffic composition (percentage passenger cars, busses and light and heavy
goods vehicles) and overall traffic level changes and changes in the number of driven
kilometres did not vary between scenarios. These levels will certainly change in the
coming years. However, the approach to the methodology chose to vary only a
limited number of factors, due to the time limits imposed by the project timeline as
well as the choice to focus on the most important factors. Table 4 shows the
percentage of light vs heavy vehicles used in the scenarios.
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Table 4: Share of vehicle kilometres in EU-27, in 2010.

Vehicle type
Light
Heavy
Total

Urban roads
94%
6%
100.00%

Extra-urban roads
90%
10%
100.00%

The Safety impact assessment produced impacts for all functions examined in this project,
taking into account the penetration rates and the different road types. Table 5 provides an
overview of the relevant scenarios for the functions for which traffic efficiency and
environmental impacts were calculated. Not all the combinations of situational variables
were relevant for every function that was analysed in detail for traffic efficiency and
environmental impacts. For example, high speed roads do not have traffic lights, so those
scenarios were not calculated for GLOSA.
Table 5 Relevant conditions for scenarios for traffic efficiency and environmental impact assessment

Road type and
demand level
Base case
High speed roads (>= 100 km/h) TJAW,
Low demand
IVS/SL
High speed roads (>= 100 km/h) TJAW,
High demand
IVS/SL
Rural roads (60-100 km/h)
Low demand
IVS/SL
Rural roads (60-100 km/h)
High demand
IVS/SL
Urban roads (<60 km/h)
GLOSA,
Free Flow
IVS/SL
Urban roads (<60 km/h)
GLOSA,
High demand
IVS/SL

Low case
TJAW,
IVS/SL
TJAW,
IVS/SL

Medium
case
TJAW,
IVS/SL
TJAW,
IVS/SL

High case
TJAW,
IVS/SL
TJAW,
IVS/SL

IVS/SL

IVS/SL

IVS/SL

IVS/SL
GLOSA,
IVS/SL
GLOSA,
IVS/SL

IVS/SL
GLOSA,
IVS/SL
GLOSA,
IVS/SL

IVS/SL
GLOSA,
IVS/SL
GLOSA,
IVS/SL

There are other situational variables that could have played a role in determining the
impacts of the functions. Examples include weather conditions, lighting conditions and
traffic composition. With the exception of the Weather Warning function for rain and
slippery roads, the analyses did not use this information.
3.1.2

Driving Behaviour

3.1.2.1 Introduction
Driving behaviour has been empirically evaluated in the FOTs conducted on the various
DRIVE C2X test sites. Driving behaviour “with” and “without” the functions has been
registered and analysed to investigate how the functions influence various aspects of
driving behaviour. As shown in Figure 33, the results of these analyses served as input for
the various other impact areas.
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3.1.2.2 Approach
The approach followed in the Driving behaviour impact assessment was founded on the
framework provided by WP42 (Evaluation framework; Brignolo et al., 2011). Here, research
questions have been formulated and translated into hypotheses. The hypotheses tool was
applied to gather input from all other impact areas, thus ensuring that driver behaviour
would provide them with all the required information. A performance indicator was defined
for each hypothesis in order to be able to verify the hypothesis itself. Also, for each
performance indicator, the required measures were defined.
The core of the Driver behaviour analysis was a comparison of driving behaviour, expressed
in the performance indicators, when driving with the function (‘treatment’) versus driving
without the function (‘baseline’). Performance indicators were defined in terms of events.
Events were defined to start at the moment the function first manifested itself to the driver
on the HMI, and to end at the moment the relevant element in the world was passed (e.g.,
the stop line for GLOSA, the traffic sign for IVS, the traffic jam for TJAM, and so on).
For example:
•

Research Question: Does the function f influence average speed?

•

Hypothesis: “due to function f, driver will reduce their average speed because during
the event will because…”

•

Performance Indicator: average speed over the entire event

•

Measure: vehicle speed (logged at a frequency of 10 Hz).

In addition to the event-based performance indicators, so-called spot speeds were
analysed. These consisted, for each event, of the instantaneous speeds at a set of fixed
distances with respect to the event end.
To formally test the hypotheses, statistical tests were applied. Two-sided paired sample ttest was used for those performance indicators where normal distribution and variance
homogeneity could be assumed.
For each function, the hypotheses were first tested for the individual test sites. However, it
was foreseen that for some test sites and functions, the number of events available for
analysis might be too low to reach statistically significant results. Therefore, after the test
site-by-test site analysis, a pooled analysis was conducted. Here, performance indicators
from different test sites were pooled (when possible), thus increasing the probability of
finding statistically significant effects, if they exist.
3.1.2.3 Inputs, Data
Inputs for the driver behaviour analysis consisted of the performance indicators as
calculated by LogPro (see Section 3.1). In parallel to that, the spot speeds were derived from
the databases for the events as identified by LogPro. Filtering was applied to keep only
suitable events in the formal the statistical analysis. This filtering typically included:
•

For within-participant studies: find baseline – treatment pairs of the same
participant, on the same location
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Remove events that are incomplete (e.g. participant ID unknown or test condition
unknown)
Remove events with very short duration (an event that lasts just a few seconds give
the driver no opportunity to adjust his/her behaviour)

3.1.2.4 Outputs (indicators)
The outputs from the driver behaviour analysis consisted of the results from the statistical
tests: a p-value indicating if a statistically significant effect was found (p<0.05 being a
significant effect). The results also contained descriptive statistics: averages and standard
deviations of the performance indicators for baseline as well as treatment. These results
served as input to the other assessment areas.
3.1.3

Safety

3.1.3.1 Introduction
The objective of the DRIVE C2X Integrated Project was to carry out a comprehensive
assessment of cooperative systems through extensive European Field Operational Tests.
This task was designed to carry out safety impact assessment for the tested cooperative
function and to describe the safety impact assessment method and results in detail from the
level of a single event up to EU-28. Initially, the results would be scaled up to the EU-27 for
consistency with the scaled-up results for traffic efficiency and the environment. However,
it was quite easy to extend the model to cover the EU-28 due to its added value, despite the
difference with traffic efficiency and the environment.
Specifically, the impacts of eight functions were assessed. The functions were approaching
emergency vehicle warning (AEVW), car breakdown warning (CBW), electronic emergency
brake light warning (EEBL), green light optimal speed advisory (GLOSA), In-vehicle signage
(IVS) with two sub functions IVS Speed limit and IVS of other signs, road works warning
(RWW), traffic jam ahead warning (TJAW) and weather warning (WW).
3.1.3.2 Safety Impact Assessment Method
The principles applied in ERiC (European Risk Calculation) tool that was used for assessing
the safety impacts of the cooperative system applied in DRIVE C2X are described in detail in
Kulmala (2010). The method has been developed and applied in several previous projects
including EC-funded projects eIMPACT (Wilmink et al. 2008), PreVAL (Scholliers et al.
2007), CODIA (Kulmala et al. 2008a), INTERSAFE2 (Wimmershoff et al. 2011) and Minifaros
(Fuerstenberg & Boehning 2012). By design, the ERiC tool produces results at the European
level. European accident data is part of the tool.
The approach in safety impact assessment is based the system nature of transport (Kulmala
2010). When one element of the system is affected, the consequences may appear in
several elements and levels of the system. Road safety is regarded as a multiplication of
three orthogonal factors of exposure, risk of a collision to take place during a trip and risk of
a collision to result in injuries or death (Nilsson 2004, Figure 35).
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Figure 35: The dimensions of road safety (Nilsson 2004)

To cover all possible impacts, the analyses utilised a set of nine mechanisms via which ITS
affects safety compiled by Draskóczy et al. (1998). These mechanisms cover the three
aspects of road safety in systematic manner:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Direct in-car modification of the driving task
Direct influence by roadside systems
Indirect modification of user behaviour
Indirect modification of non-user behaviour
Modification of interaction between users and non-users
Modification of road user exposure
Modification of modal choice
Modification of route choice
Modification of accident consequences

The nine mechanisms and evidence of their existence are discussed in Kulmala (2010).
The method applied in ERiC is based on the theory that safety assessment of ITS should: (1)
cover all three dimensions of road safety, (2) cover the effects due to behavioural
adaptation in addition to the engineering effect and (3) be compatible with the other
aspects of state of the art road safety theories (Kulmala 2010).
3.1.3.3 Inputs, Data and Forecasts
For number of injuries and fatalities, statistics from CARE database were gathered for the
year 2010. For Bulgaria and Estonia no accident data was available for 2010. The latest data
of 2009 was used for them instead. Fatalities and injuries caused by an accident where at
least one party was a heavy vehicle were separated from those accidents where all parties
were light vehicles.
Data covered all member states of the EU-28, except Lithuania. To include Lithuanian
accidents to the tool, as well, Lithuanian statistics on total number of road accident
fatalities and injuries were divided according to Latvian accident distributions.
The total number of fatalities obtained this way was 28.90% smaller for EU-28 for year 2010
than in 2010 statistics provided by the Statistical Pocketbook (EU-27, EC 2013) added by
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Croatian totals. The corresponding proportion of lacking injury accidents was 7.15%.
Therefore for the calculation of the prevented fatalities and injuries, the CARE based totals
were increased by these factors. Thus the total number of fatalities and injuries were those
presented in Table 6. To provide the figures for 2020 and 2030, a forecast was made for
road safety development following the same trends as the INTERSAFE2 project
(Wimmershoff et al. 2011) taking into consideration that the prediction period was 5 years
longer for accident data in INTERSAFE2.
Table 6: Total number of fatalities and injuries used in the calculations

2010

2020

2030

31,377

19,103

11, 080

1,271,092

925,072

660,295

Fatalities
Injuries

Injuries and fatalities were classified according to several criteria presented in Table 7. The
distribution of fatalities and injuries into classes are presented in the table as well. Adverse
weather conditions included fog, mist, rain, snow, sleet and hail. Twilight was included to
the lighting condition ‘Daylight’.
Table 7: Classifiers for the accident data and distribution of fatalities and injuries into classes

Classifier

Classes

Proportion of
fatalities

Proportion of
injuries

Collision type

Single vehicle collision with pedestrian

30%

15%

Single vehicle collision with obstacles (other
than pedestrians)

10%

7%

Other single vehicle accidents

13%

11%

Frontal collision

12%

8%

Side-by-side collision

1%

2%

Angle collision

18%

35%

Rear collision

13%

15%

Other accidents with at least two vehicles

3%

9%

Motorway

10%

9%

Rural road

52%

30%

Urban road

38%

62%

Normal

81%

83%

Adverse

19%

17%

Daylight

66%

80%

Night

34%

20%

Intersection

18%

45%

Link

82%

55%

Road type

Weather conditions

Lighting conditions

Location of the
accident
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3.1.3.4 Outputs
As output, the safety impact assessment provided estimates of the effects in the number of
road traffic fatalities and injuries for target years 2020 and 2030. 100% infrastructure
penetration was assumed for all safety results presented in this report. The results are
calculated for EU28.
In safety impact assessment, the system penetrations in traffic take into account not only
the share of equipped vehicles (Table 3) but also driven kilometres of the equipped vehicles
(Table 8). (The scenarios in other impact areas correspond to scenarios 2020 medium, 2030
low and 2030 medium.)
Table 8: System penetrations in traffic scenarios to be applied in safety impact assessment

Year

Low

Medium

High

2020

2.84%

7.85%

11.58%

2030

19.88%

68.68%

75.60%

The WILLWARN project assessed the number of warned vehicles in case of V2V and V2I
applications (Van Noort, 2008). In the case of V2I, the penetration rate of warned vehicles
was equal to the penetration rate of equipped vehicles (traffic penetration). In the case of
V2V applications (that sends information vehicles coming from upstream direction), the
proportion of warned vehicles was very close (98–100%) to the penetration rate from 20%
and higher (Figure 36). For lower penetration rates, the proportion of warned vehicles was
smaller.

Figure 36: Proportion of warned vehicles as function of penetration in case of V2V application sending information to
upstream direction only (van Noort 2008)

For V2V applications, the proportion of warned vehicles estimated by Van Noort (2008)
were applied for safety mechanism 1. The penetration rate (or proportion) of influenced
non-users was assessed based on results from the ISA trial in Sweden where it was found
that every ISA car on average influenced the speed of one other car (SRA, 2002), but this
effect depended on the penetration rate. As the Swedish result was from a small town of
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Umeå, the number of affected non-users was assumed to be two in DRIVE C2X because the
frequency to encounter non-users would most likely be higher in larger European cities due
to the likelihood of encountering more vehicles.
3.1.3.5 Safety impact assessment procedure
The assessed functions include:
•

Approaching emergency vehicle warning (AEVW)

•

Car breakdown warning (CBW)

•

Electronic emergency brake light warning (EEBL)

•

Green light optimal speed advisory (GLOSA)

•

In-vehicle signage (IVS)

•

Road works warning (RWW)

•

Traffic jam ahead warning (TJAW)

•

Weather warning (WW)

A short summary of how the evaluation process was carried out in practice is provided
below:
1. Describe the function and how it was expected to affect driver behaviour and safety.
2. Study driver behaviour results and the literature related to function (Safety team)
3. Assess impacts on fatalities and injuries by safety mechanism and classes of the
chosen main classifier (Safety team)
a. Combination of old knowledge, field measured facts and expert assessment
b. Range given for all assumptions
4. Calculate overall impact range per safety mechanism (ERiC)
5. Include system penetration rates (ERiC)
a. Lowest estimate to be combined with low penetration scenario, average
estimate with medium scenario, and high with high
6. Calculate overall impacts for fatalities and functions over all conditions and
mechanisms for all scenarios (as % and number/year) (ERiC)
The safety estimates were based as much as possible on findings in the DRIVE C2X driving
behaviour task. The most important indicator was drivers’ speed behaviour. The Nilsson
formula was applied to interpret the changes in average speed in terms of accident savings
for the functions which have relatively long effect distance. For functions for which the
effect did not apply to a long distance, the effect found e.g. in average speed was
interpreted to reflect increased awareness. Therefore, the function would prevent
inattention-related accidents. Typically, the reasoning was first to identify the target
accidents (e.g. 30% of accident in adverse weather conditions), then decide what the share
of inattention-related accidents (e.g. 50%) was and finally make an assumption (based on
driver behaviour results) about how effective the function would be in preventing the
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accidents (e.g. 85%). In this theoretical case, the percentage change applied in accidents
which have occurred in adverse weather conditions was found by multiplying these three
factors (0.3 x 0.5 x 0.85). The detailed calculations are not reported in this document.
However, the assumptions behind the calculations are made transparent. In case of missing
information or indicator, the assessment was complemented with an expert assessment.
The previous EU-projects eIMPACT (Wilmink & al 2008) and CODIA (Kulmala & al 2010)
formed the basis of the expert assessments..
All estimates that were not based on statistics or field tests in DRIVE C2X or other studies
were provided as a range. Applying the lowest estimates for all contributing factors
provided the lower limit was found for the condition specific estimate for each safety
mechanism. Correspondingly, applying the highest estimates provided the upper limit. An
average of these two was also calculated. In assessment of the final impacts on fatalities
and injuries, the low estimate of the impact was used for low penetration scenario, average
for medium scenario and high estimate for the high scenario.
3.1.4

Traffic Efficiency

3.1.4.1 Introduction
Traffic efficiency concerns the travel time losses (delay) associated with travel. Based on the
driver and travel behaviour assessment, the traffic efficiency impact assessment analyses
the functions under research by testing hypotheses and answering research questions.
These research questions and hypotheses are developed in WP42 and can be found in the
DRIVE C2X Deliverable D42.1, “FOT research questions and hypotheses and experimental
design” [Brignolo et al., 2011] The assessment also provides input to Task 457 (projection to
EU level). Task 457 has European statistics on the number of kilometres driven, split by
situational variables. A weighted scaling up to EU level was then be carried out, starting
from changes in indicators (especially travel times), for a certain penetration rate.
3.1.4.2 Traffic Efficiency Impact Assessment Method
Traffic efficiency is affected by changes in traffic volume and traffic flow caused by use of
the function under study. Changes in the amount of time spent on the road, car use, peak
vs. off-peak traffic conditions, route and road choice affect traffic volume. Changes at the
tactical driving level, such as changes in speed, accelerations and decelerations, proximity
to other vehicles in terms of headways and lane change behaviour all affect local traffic flow
indicators.
It is hard to determine effects on traffic volume directly from the Drive C2X FOT data,
because many tests are controlled and because penetration rates are too low. Hence these
effects will not be taken into account in the traffic efficiency analysis. The analysis is
therefore limited to effects on tactical driving and traffic flow, given a certain traffic
demand and route choice behaviour.
Traffic efficiency effects will be estimated for the Drive C2X functions that may have an
effect on traffic efficiency. These are:
1. In-vehicle signage / Speed limit (IVS/SL);
2. Green-light optimal speed advisory (GLOSA);
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3. Traffic jam ahead warning (TJAW);
4. Weather Warning (WW); and
5. Obstacle warning / Road works warning / Car breakdown warning (OW/RWW/CBW).
Other Drive C2X functions were not expected to have an effect on traffic efficiency and
were not analysed.
For functions without interaction effects, simulation is not needed and a direct or linear
approach is the most efficient. This approach determines efficiency on the basis of FOT
results regarding the travel time losses of the FOT participants, taking into account
confounding variables, and scales up the results based on a simple model. This applies to
WW and RWW.
For functions with interaction effects, FOT data alone are not sufficient because the
interactions between FOT vehicles will be few and the penetration rates in the FOT will be
low, even in controlled conditions. Furthermore, effects on non-FOT vehicles cannot be
measured. Therefore, the direct analysis is augmented by traffic simulation to investigate
scenarios with higher penetration rates. This is called the modelling approach. Simulation
allows the possibility to investigate interactions between equipped vehicles, and also
interactions between equipped and non-equipped vehicles, and hence is suitable for
investigating functions that are expected to have interaction effects.
The traffic simulation models need to be fed with FOT data to model the behaviour of
equipped and unequipped vehicles and drivers. The precise data requirements depend on
the system under investigation, and typically include indicators like the vehicle speed,
headway, route, system status and use, as well as situational variables and confounding
factors such as route, road type, weather, lighting, and driver behaviour related parameters.
Furthermore, the simulation needs data to define the scenarios that are investigated. This
concerns for example data on traffic demand levels to be considered, on traffic composition
and on the expected penetration rate.
For TJAW simulations, the VISSIM 6.00 was used. VISSIM is a microscopic simulator of
traffic with a fine discretization in time (up to 10 steps per simulation second) where
vehicles on a motorway obey car following rules as per Wiedemann (1974) and lane
changing rules as per Sparmann (1978).
The evaluation of GLOSA used the V2X Simulation Runtime Infrastructure (VSimRTI)
(Schuenemann, 2011), which was built to support users performing V2X simulations while
maintaining the flexibility to choose which simulators should be used. It offers interfaces for
the integration of different simulators, e.g. for network, traffic, and environment
simulations to provide flexibility to exchange a simulator without changing the whole
underlying infrastructure. For the synchronization of and the communication among all
components, the implemented infrastructure uses common concepts defined in the IEEE
standard for modeling and simulation (M&S) High Level Architecture (HLA). Thus, the
runtime infrastructure VSimRTI allows a flexible combination of time-discrete simulators for
V2X simulations. In particular, the simulators used are: (a) SUMO as a traffic simulator
(Krajzewicz, 2012), (b) JiST/SWANS as a communication simulator [JiST/SWANS], and (c)
the VSimRTI native application simulator.
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Two microscopic traffic simulation tools were used for IVS/ Speed limits. For the urban
scenarios, DLR used their open source microscopic traffic simulation tool SUMO
(Simulation of Urban MObility), see Figure 37. SUMO is a development of the Institute of
Transportation Systems at the German Aerospace Centre. It was released to the public to
improve the validation of different traffic management applications by offering a common
test bed - and the hope to get user contributions. SUMO is space-continuous, time-discrete,
inter- and multimodal. As input, SUMO requires a road network that includes road-side
infrastructure, such as traffic lights, and a traffic demand for performing a simulation. The
simulation is purely microscopic – each vehicle/pedestrian is moved separately and has its
own route through the road network.

Figure 37: Example screenshots from SUMO (left: Brunswick area represented in the simulation, with additional
visualization of areas and points of interest; right: a view at a single intersection)

For the rural and motorway scenarios, TNO has used their in-house microscopic simulation
tool ITS Modeller NG. This tool has been designed specifically for the analysis of ITS systems
and their traffic effects. One of its distinguishing features is the ability to create, select and
configure user-defined driver models and plug them into the simulation via a user friendly
GUI, see Figure 38.
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Figure 38: ITS Modeller NG screens

3.1.4.3 Inputs, Data and Forecasts
The linear approach requires as inputs the outcome of the hypothesis testing for
hypotheses that are relevant for traffic efficiency. The modelling approach requires on top
of that the following inputs:
• A model for the ITS function under consideration and the driver behaviour with and
without this function
• A network, demand level, traffic composition and penetration rate of the function.
Models, networks and demand levels are derived and described per function. The traffic
composition and the penetration rate are obtained from the scenarios of Section 3.1.1.
3.1.4.4 Outputs (indicators)
The simulations produce output indicators for traffic efficiency and output data that was
used by the environmental assessment and scaling up. For traffic efficiency the following
indicators were produced:
•

Average speed

•

Speed variation

•

Average travel time
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Average delay

For the environmental assessment, speed evolutions were be generated. A definition of
these indicators is given in Annex C.
3.1.5

Environmental Impact Assessment

3.1.5.1 Introduction
The cooperative systems in the vehicles can influence the driving behaviour and thus the
environmental impacts of the use of the DRIVE C2X function in several ways. These can be
the travelled distance, the driver’s choice of speed and acceleration as well as interaction
between the vehicles in a traffic system. All these effects have influences on fuel
consumption and emissions.
Since the field tests did not include on-board emission measurements, emissions we
simulated using detailed microscopic emission models based on modal vehicle speed data
(driving cycles) which defines the velocity of each vehicle in 1 Hz resolution. To enable
emission simulation of future vehicle fleets, the emission models were extended in the
project to include technologies relevant in 2020 and 2030, such as alternative fuels and
hybrid vehicles.
3.1.5.2 Energy consumption and pollutant emissions
The evaluation of the environmental impacts was done based on vehicle speed trajectories
in combination with the simulation model PHEM (Passenger Car and Heavy Duty Emission
Model). The vehicle speed trajectories (driving cycles) were used as input for PHEM. The
speed trajectories represented the driving behaviour of a group of cars with and without use
of the DRIVE C2X function for a vehicle fleet on a road network. Each group of driving cycles
represents a single scenario in terms of traffic density and penetration rates.
The model PHEM simulated each single vehicle of the group of each scenario and delivered
energy consumption and regulated exhaust gas emissions (CO2, NOx, NO2, PM, PN, CO,
HC) as well as details on engine power demand and engine speed etc. Comparing the results
for one scenario with a given penetration rate of the function of cars in the fleet (Table 3) to
the same traffic situation and same fleet composition at a 0% penetration rate gave the
influence of the DRIVE C2X function analysed.
3.1.5.2.1

The micro scale emission model PHEM

PHEM has been developed at the Institute for Internal Combustion Engines and
Thermodynamics (IVT) from TU Graz since late 1990’s. Development is continuously
ongoing to include new technologies where relevant and to improve accuracy and user
friendliness. A short description is given below. More details can be found e.g. in (Luz, 2013),
(Hausberger, 2012), (Hausberger, 2011), (Zallinger, 2011), (Rexeis, 2009), (Hausberger,
2003).
Typical fields of application for PHEM are the simulation of fuel consumption and exhaust
gas emissions for passenger cars (PC), light commercial vehicles (LCV), heavy duty vehicles
(HDV) and for two-wheelers from vehicle velocity trajectories (velocity and road gradient
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over time or over distance). Simulation can be carried out for single vehicles or for vehicle
fleets. PHEM is used for simulation of environmental impacts as well as for vehicle
development tasks. An interface with micro scale traffic models and with air quality models
was already available before DRIVE C2X and has been used here.
PHEM calculates the fuel consumption and emissions of road vehicles in 1Hz for a given
driving cycle based on the vehicle longitudinal dynamics and emission maps (Figure 39). The
engine power demand is calculated in 1Hz for the cycles from the driving resistances and
losses in the transmission line. The engine speed is simulated by the tire diameter, final
drive and transmission ratio as well as a driver gear shift model. Exhaust emissions and fuel
consumption are then interpolated from engine maps. To increase the accuracy of the
simulated emissions transient correction functions are applied to consider different
emission behaviour under transient engine loads. Furthermore the temperature of catalytic
converters is simulated by a zero-dimensional heat balance and from the heat transfer
between exhaust gas and the catalysts material and from the exhaust line to the ambient.
This routine is especially important in simulating selective catalytic reduction (SCR) systems
(cool down at low engine loads) and in simulating cold starts effects. Therefore the emission
no longer depends on the instantaneous response, but also on the history of, typically a few
minutes, driving. A driver model is implemented to provide representative gear shift
manoeuvres.
Since the vehicle longitudinal dynamics model calculates the engine power output and
speed from physical interrelationships, several driving conditions can be illustrated by this
approach. The simulation of different payloads of vehicles in combination with road
longitudinal gradients and variable speeds and accelerations can thus be illustrated by the
model just like the effects of different gear shifting behaviour of drivers. In vehicle
development, the model can illustrate different combinations of engine, power train and
vehicle, including hybrid-electric power trains.
For simulation of emission factors PHEM offers a predefined set of “average vehicles”
representing average vehicles for all relevant vehicle categories. The user then simply
defines the shares of these vehicle categories in the vehicle fleet. For easiest application
also predefined fleet composition data is provided. PHEM provides with this function inter
alia the emission factors for all traffic situations in the Handbook Emission Factors (HBEFA,
www.hbefa.net) and is also basis for emission factors in COPERT (Computer Programme to
calculate Emissions from Road Transport). Cooperation exists with Netherlands and the
model VERSIT+ where data and results are exchanged. Thus simulation results from PHEM
shall be in line with the European emission inventories in most EU countries. However, in
contrary to HBEFA and COPERT the model PHEM can calculate emission levels based on
detailed vehicle speed profiles. Exactly such a simulation was used in the environmental
analysis performed in DRIVE C2X.
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Figure 39: Scheme of the PHEM model

Before the actual simulations PHEM was updated to include the newest measurements on
EURO 6 cars and trucks and to include also generic models for advanced technologies
(hybrid cars and buses, CNG and start/stop systems). All data was stored in a predefined
data base for PC, LCV and HDV for Diesel and Otto engines to allow user friendly calculation
of average emission values from the vehicle fleet.
3.1.5.2.2

Scenarios analysed

The driving cycles represented four different scenarios with different penetration rates of
vehicles equipped with the C2X system. To allow a direct comparison of the scenarios the
vehicle fleet shares (Otto, Diesel, EU0 to EU6) was kept constant in. In addition to the
penetration rate, the traffic volume was varied in the scenarios (free flow and heavy traffic)
and different street categories were considered (Urban, Rural and Motorway). The
exceptions were GLOSA (only on urban roads) and TJAW (only on motorway roads) since
these functions were designed for only these road categories.
For the environmental impact analyses, all cycles available for each scenario were simulated
with PHEM. After the simulation the averages over the valid iterations was calculated in
terms of [g/km]. Valid iterations were results that do not have unrealistically high
accelerations and/or decelerations rates which proved to be a problem in some traffic
simulation runs. An excessively high acceleration would exceed the engine model of PHEM
(acceleration above the maximum power of the car) and thus would have given invalid
results.
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Mobility

3.1.6.1 Introduction
The objective of the DRIVE C2X Integrated Project was to carry out a comprehensive
assessment of cooperative systems through extensive European Field Operational Tests.
This section describes the mobility impact assessment method.
Specifically, the impacts of eight functions were assessed. The functions were Approaching
emergency vehicle warning (AEVW), Car breakdown warning (CBW), Electronic emergency
brake light warning (EEBL), Green light optimal speed advisory (GLOSA), In-vehicle signage
(IVS), Road works warning (RWW), Traffic jam ahead warning (TJAW) and Weather warning
(WW).
3.1.6.2 Mobility Impact Assessment Method
The mobility impact assessment in Drive C2X was based on the mobility model developed in
TeleFOT project (Figure 40, Innamaa et al. 2013). The model provides the structure of
mobility concept. Mobility consists of amount of travel, travel patterns and journey quality.
Furthermore, e.g. amount of travel, consists of number of journeys, length of journey in
distance and duration.
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Figure 40 – TeleFOT mobility model (Innamaa et al. 2013)

The TeleFOT mobility model was based on the theory found in the literature and
prioritisation of research questions (Innamaa et al. 2013). The driving task can be defined,
according to Rumar (1993, based on Michon 1985, FESTA D5) in four levels: strategic,
navigation, manoeuvring and controlling task. Decisions such as the choice of transport
mode, time of departure, localising targets, order of targets and routes are made on the
strategic level. The navigation task means following the chosen or changed route in traffic.
The manoeuvring task means choosing position and course on the road, deciding on speed
in every situation, interacting with other road users in such a way that mobility is
maintained but collisions are avoided, and following rules, signs and signals. Finally, the
controlling task means handling the vehicle using controls.
For mobility, the impacts of strategic and navigation tasks are clearly the most relevant.
However, originally Michon’s (1985) model included the idea of hierarchy; it is the higherlevel tasks that define the lower-level ones (from the strategic task to the controlling task).
Consequently, there is a hierarchy of impacts with top-level tasks, especially the strategic
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task, having more significant impacts than lower-level tasks like the operating task.
(Innamaa et al. 2013)
Mobility is usually defined as the ‘‘potential’’ for movement. As pointed out by Spinney at al.
(2009), this potential is conditioned based on the mobility tools one has access to — car,
transit pass, feet, etc. Unfortunately, we cannot measure mobility, the movement potential,
directly. Hence, we need to use an imperfect measure, revealed mobility. Transport
mobility means revealed mobility in terms of the benefits derived from travel activities
(Spinney et al. 2009). According to Burns (1999) and Metz (2000), transport mobility should
include at least one or more of the following dimensions: (i) access to desired places such as
socialising with family and friends; (ii) psychological benefits when social interaction and
independence are important to the individual; (iii) the physical benefits of movement; (iv)
the maintenance of social networks; and (v) emotional security benefits of potential travel.
For mobility and other assessment of ITS, several guidelines exist for the evaluation of ITS
projects and applications. Based on these (Kulmala et al. 2002; Tarry et al. 2008) and on
those of Nicolas et al. (2003), a set of often-used indicators for mobility was identified in
TeleFOT:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Daily number of trips (overall and by place of residence)
Structure of trip purposes
Modal split (overall and by mode of transport)
Daily average distance travelled
Average speed (global and per person)
Daily average time budget
Total journey time (as such or in comparison with trip taken by private car)
Ease of travel
Travel comfort experienced by users
Feeling of personal security

These were used as the basis for the research questions and indicators for mobility also in
the TeleFOT mobility impact assessments. Naturally, the choice of research question relied
on the ITS functions studied, and their possible impacts on driver mobility-related behaviour
at the strategic, tactic and operational levels. That led to the mobility model described
above in Figure 40. (Innamaa et al. 2013)
3.1.6.3 Inputs, Data and Forecasts
Naturalistic driving studies would provide most reliable input for mobility impacts.
However, as there were so few FOTs applying naturalistic driving in their test, driver
behaviour results of controlled tests were also looked into. Nevertheless, logged data
analysis did not provide much input for mobility impact assessment. Therefore most issues
were assessed based on results of focus groups and questionnaires (Table 9).
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Table 9. Source of input for mobility impact assessment from user acceptance studies
Theory

RQ

Amount of travel

Number
journeys

Length

Mode

of

Original hypothesis

Source of input

Number of journeys

Focus group

Number of commuting journeys

Focus group

Number of other journeys

Focus group

Journeys times

Questionnaire

Lengths of journeys

Questionnaire

Use of public transport for commuting

Focus group

Use of car for commuting

Focus group

Use of bicycle or walking for commuting

Focus group & Questionnaire

Use of public transport for other journeys

Focus group

Use of car for other journeys

Focus group

Use of bicycle or walking for other journeys

Focus group

Multimodal travel

Focus group

Time allocated to travel

Focus group

quality

Journey

Travel patterns

Time-budget Starting time of commuting

Route

Comfort

Focus group

Starting time of other journeys

Focus group

Route used for commuting

Focus group

Route used for other journeys

Focus group

Motorway travel

Questionnaire

Rural road travel

Questionnaire

Urban road travel

Questionnaire

Travelling in residential areas

Questionnaire

Comfort

Focus group & Questionnaire

Uncertainty

Focus group & Questionnaire

Feeling of safety

Focus group & Questionnaire

3.1.6.4 Outputs
A qualitative analysis was carried out on different dimensions of mobility. The result was
presented with the mobility diagram colouring positive impact areas green, mixed results
yellow and negative impacts red.
The following basic principles of Innamaa et al. (2013) were applied when interpreting the
impacts found from a mobility point of view:
•
•

Mobility improves as the number of journeys increases.
Mobility improves as the length of journeys measured in distance or as duration
decreases (personal efficiency improves).
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Change in used modes either improves or reduces mobility based on user
preference (whether they favour a car, public transport, etc.).
Route choice either improves or deteriorates mobility based on user preferences
(whether they favour a motorway, rural roads, etc.). It can be assumed that if the
user is (voluntarily) willing to change route, he/she considers the new route
better.
Mobility improves as management of time budget for travelling improves, e.g. as
departure time of commuting is shifted later.
Mobility improves as travelling in adverse conditions such as darkness increases.
Mobility improves as quality improves in terms of less stress and uncertainty or a
better feeling of safety or comfort.

Improved mobility means that the person can make the journey from A to B whenever
needed following his/her own preferences, e.g. with efficient route, using the mode of
his/her choice, despite conditions and feeling safe and comfortable.
3.1.6.5 Mobility impact assessment procedure
Mobility impact assessment was carried out as follows:
1. Summarise findings made in driver behaviour, questionnaires and focus groups in
relation to different dimensions of personal mobility.
2. Define the implications that those driver behaviour impacts or opinions in
questionnaires or focus groups have on mobility.
3. Summarise the findings by using above mentioned colour codes for the diagram.
4. Draw conclusions.
3.1.7

Scaling Up

3.1.7.1 Introduction
The purpose of the scaling up task was to carry out the crucial step of translating the results
of the FOTs to the EU-27 level. The DRIVE C2X FOTs addressed situations limited in time,
scope and geographical scale. Even large FOTs with thousands of vehicles only represent a
tiny percentage of the vehicle kilometres and of the traffic composition at any given time.
Hence, scaling up the results to the EU-level is necessary to understand the effects of the
functions in the European context. The results at the EU level are valuable in and of
themselves, and were also used as input to the Cost-Benefit Analysis (CBA).
The method described in this section applies to scaling up the traffic efficiency and the
environmental impacts found for the simulated functions TJAW, GLOSA and IVS/SL. The
scaling up of the safety results is inherent in the safety methodology. The scaling up
methodology for safety is described Section 3.1.3.
3.1.7.2 Scaling Up Impact Assessment Method
A tool called SCENIC was used to scale up the local impacts of the Drive C2X ITS systems of
traffic efficiency and environment to the EU-level. In the past, scaling up has often been
accomplished by ad-hoc methods. This has the disadvantage that calculation tools and
input data have to be assembled each time, which takes considerable effort and makes
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results of different assessments hard to compare. Therefore, DRIVE C2X task responsible
for sailing up decided to use a standard tool called SCENIC, which is currently being
developed at TNO. This tool aims to:
•
•

Provide a standard method for scaling up local impacts to higher-level regions in
time and space, and other situations.
Save effort on assembling data and performing calculations.

SCENIC concept
The general setup of the tool is as follows:
•

•

•
•

The tool assumes that the impacts of an ITS are known for one or more local
scenarios. These are called the local impacts. A local scenario describes a situation,
which is a set of circumstances characterized by the values of several situational
variables. Typically, the impacts are known only for a small region in time and space.
As output, the tool provides the impacts of this ITS for a target scenario. These are
called the target impacts. The target region can be a much larger region in time and
space, and may cover a range of values for the situational variables. The user
chooses the target scenario. In the case of Drive C2X, this is the EU-level and covers
the period of a year.
Both local impacts and target impacts are given as changes in certain performance
indicators. The same performance indicators are used for input and output, and the
tool works irrespective of the choice of indicators.
Each performance indicator corresponds to a certain traffic problem, which has a
certain problem size in the target scenario – for example, the problem size of the
indicator “delay” is the total delay in the target scenario. In order to translate the
local impacts into target impacts, external data are needed to weight the local
scenarios in the target scenario. The weights reflect the fraction of the problem size
in the target scenario that corresponds to the local scenario.

Figure 41 shows how the SCENIC tool calculates the target impacts. The required
aggregated input data consist of the problem size in the target scenario for each situation,
the local impact and the target scenario choice. The impact of the ITS in the target scenario
is calculated as the weighted average of the impact of the ITS in local scenarios, where the
weights are given by these problem sizes. The tool has various ways to handle missing data,
or mismatches between the situations where the local impacts are known, and the
situations for which the problem sizes are known.

Figure 41: Conceptual model of the SCENIC tool. Inputs are in orange, outputs are in green.
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There is no restriction on which performance indicators (see Table 10) or situational
variables (see Table 5) can be used. All indicators can be measured as a total or average over
a scenario, and some can also be measured per driven kilometre, hour or per vehicle.
3.1.7.3 Inputs, Data and Forecasts
The scaling up task scaled the results from the impact assessments to the effects on EU-27
level.
For scaling up traffic efficiency and environmental impacts, the SCENIC model was used.
SCENIC combines the simulation results from the traffic efficiency and environmental
impacts with data from the EU-27 on the frequency of relevant conditions for each function.
Inputs from impact assessments
The impact assessments produced the following key indicators (Table 10) for each scenario.
These key indicators were used as input for the scaling up activity.
Table 10 Indicators used for scaling up predicted in the impact assessment

Indicator

Unit TJAW

Unit IVS

Unit GLOSA

Traffic Efficiency:
Delay [s]

change per
traffic jam

change per vehicle
kilometre

change per approaching vehicle
at an signalised intersection

Environment:
Fuel
Consumption [g]

change per
traffic jam

change per vehicle
kilometre

change per approaching vehicle
at an signalised intersection

Environment:
Nitrogen Oxides

change per
traffic jam

change per vehicle
kilometre

change per approaching vehicle
at an signalised intersection

Environment:
Carbon
monoxide [g]

change per
traffic jam

change per vehicle
kilometre

change per approaching vehicle
at an signalised intersection

Environment:
Hydro-Carbons

change per
traffic jam

change per vehicle
kilometre

change per approaching vehicle
at an signalised intersection

Environment:
Particulate
Matter [g]

change per
traffic jam

change per vehicle
kilometre

change per approaching vehicle
at an signalised intersection

Environment:
Nitrogen
monoxide[g]

change per
traffic jam

change per vehicle
kilometre

change per approaching vehicle
at an signalised intersection

[g]

[g]

The results were expressed as the difference between the base case scenario (0%
penetration) and the scenarios analysed. For example, the delay for GLOSA is the average
change in delay between a particular scenario compared to the base case expressed in
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seconds per approaching vehicle at a signalised intersection. The scaling-up model uses this
information per vehicle to predict the effect on EU-27 level for one year.
Data EU-27
The results from the impact assessment were scaled up by the frequency of the occurrence
of specific situational variables in the EU-27. This data was collected per function. For TJAW,
the scaling up depends on the number of traffic jams, for GLOSA, the number of
approaching vehicles at signalised intersections and for IVS, the vehicle kilometres driven in
the EU-27 by speed limit. This section will describe briefly how this information is collected
and which assumptions were made. More detailed information is included in Annex C.
TJAW affects how a driver approaches the tail of a traffic jam. The expected effect of the
function TJAW will be at the tail of the traffic jam and will not affect the duration of the
traffic jam. Thus, the data needed for scaling up TJAW is the number of traffic jams on
motorways in the EU-27. Table 11 summarises the EU-27 input for TJAW.
Table 11 Estimation of the traffic jams in a year in the EU-27.

Road type
High speed roads
Rural roads
Urban roads

Low demand
140,571
0
0

High demand
1,265,139
0
0

For IVS the total number of vehicle kilometres driven by road type is needed. The EU data is
based on the report External Costs of Transport (Essen et al., 2011, table 42) in Europe. The
total number of vehicle kilometres in the EU-27 is estimated to be 2,868,044 million.
Table 12 Estimation of the total vehicle mileage in 2010 in the EU-27, by road type and demand level (million vehicle
km).

Road type
High speed roads
Rural roads
Urban roads

Low demand

High demand

43,982

225,565

1,411,507

51,194

728,856

11,099

The scaling up for the function GLOSA was based on the number of approaching vehicles at
signalized intersections. The number of approaching vehicles at signalized intersections in
the EU-27 reflects the impact of GLOSA. The number of approaching vehicles per year at
signalized intersections in the EU-27 was estimated to be1.708 trillion. These were
distributed over only rural and urban roads, shown in Table 13, as there are no signalised
intersections on motorways.
Table 13 Estimation of the number of approaching vehicles at signalised intersections annually in the EU-27 (million).

Road type
High speed roads
Rural roads
Urban roads

Low demand
0

High demand
0

358,722

153,738

837,018

358,722
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In the scaling up analyses the effects are compared to total EU-values for road transport.
Table 14 Total annual value EU-27 per indicator

Indicator

Total annual value EU-27

Traffic efficiency: Delay (Days)

249,957,914

Environment: Fuel Consumption (tonnes)

292,083,713

Environment: Nitrogen Oxides (tonnes)

3,764,768

Environment: Carbon monoxide (tonnes)

6,812,132

Environment: Hydro-Carbons (tonnes)

1,102,169

Environment: Particulate Matter (tonnes)
Environment: Carbon dioxide (tonnes)

141,330
92,1037,309

3.1.7.4 Outputs
The output of scaling up was the effect of a function on the EU-27 level for the scenarios.
The output was calculated for the indicators for traffic efficiency, environment and safety.
The output indicators were generated for all the functions and scenarios. Table 15
summarises the outputs of scaling up.
Table 15 Output indicators scaling up EU-27

Indicator

Traffic efficiency: Delay
Environment: Fuel
Consumption
Environment: Nitrogen
Oxides
Environment: Carbon
monoxide
Environment: HydroCarbons
Environment: Particulate
Matter
Environment: Particulate
Number emissions

Absolute value
(per year)
Total change in days

Relative output
(change per vehicle weighted by the
occurs of the scenario’s in the EU-27)
Average change in minutes per vehicle

Total change in tonnes Average change in grams per vehicle
Total change in tonnes Average change in grams per vehicle
Total change in tonnes Average change in grams per vehicle
Total change in tonnes Average change in grams per vehicle
Total change in tonnes Average change in grams per vehicle
Total change in tonnes Average change in number per vehicle
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Environment: Nitrogen
monoxide
Env: Carbon dioxide

Total change in tonnes Average change in grams per vehicle
Total change in tonnes Average change in grams per vehicle

3.1.7.5 Scaling Up impact assessment procedure
The scaling up activity for traffic efficiency and the environment consisted of
methodological development, data collection and the scaling up and interpretation of the
results.
The scaling up approach started with the inventory of the scaling up methods used in other
projects. Based on those methodologies the methodology of the scaling up model SCENIC
was developed.
The data collection was carried for situational variables and function-specific data at the
EU-27 level. When these data were not available, estimations were made and documented.
Relevant data collected were: vehicle-kilometres driven by each speed limits, weather
conditions, traffic conditions, lighting conditions etc.
The data collected was sometimes available at the EU-27, for example, vehicle kilometres.
On the other hand, the data about the traffic jams was only available for the Netherlands.
Based on the Dutch data, the number of traffic jams at the EU-27 level was estimated.
Table 16: EU-27 data availability per function

Function

EU-27 data needed

Available
(Yes/No)
N

TJAW

Number of traffic
jams on motorways
in the EU-27

GLOSA

Number of
approaching
vehicles at
signalised
intersections

N

IVS

Number of vehicle
kilometres

Y

Estimated based on
Empirical data on traffic
jams in the Netherlands on
motorways, data on
vehicle-klometres driven
per country, population
density calculations per
country
The amount of signalised
intersections is known.
Based on data from traffic
lights in the Netherlands
the average amount of
approaching vehicles is
determined.
The distribution on road
type and demand level was
available for the EU-14 and
is assumed as represented
for the EU-27.

3.2 User Acceptance
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Approach

Circumstances for user acceptance measurement in a field test generally brought some
challenges that needed to be considered for the set-up of the analytic design. In this case, a
varying selection from overall eight functions was tested and evaluated in five test sites in
five different countries, using slight variations of the same HMI device.
Additionally controlled tests were enriched with naturalistic tests in single test sites. At the
same time the total number of test drivers and therefore the total data volume was very
limited. Thus, harmonisation played a special role in the whole data collection process.

MAIN CHALLENGES

COVER RESEARCH
QUESTIONS
SOLUTION
• Exchange with
WP45
• Prioritization
• Direct questions &
indirect questions

MAXIMIZE USER
PARTICIPATION
SOLUTION
• Point out relevance
of tests in
communoication
• Online platform to
avoid data loss
• Test length and
usability in piloting

MINIMIZE
INFLUENCE ON
DRIVER
BEHAVIOUR

HARMONIZE
ACROSS TEST
SITES
SOLUTION
• Centralized
questionnaire and
survey tool
• Communication
focus
• Participation of TS in
WP 46 work

SOLUTION
• Check of every
question and
briefing material by
specialized team
• Reduction of
questions before
end of test drives

Figure 42: Main challenges in DRIVE C2X user acceptance measurement

This goal could not be fully reached in some concerns as the participating users across test
sites did have varying backgrounds. In some test sites employees of the test sites or related
OEM have been acquired for logistical and legal reasons. These groups also included few
users with experience in ITS projects as in TS Italy, where participants are involved in traffic
operations and therefore were expected to have a higher expectation level compared to
other drivers.
However, these potential biasing factors have been measured by including related
questions in the driver questionnaires and were considered in the multivariate analysis as
potential biasing influences.
Another limitation was the intention to minimise the influence on the driver during the
active FOT phase, which could lead to the decision not to conduct a short term evaluation
as a standard survey for the drivers. Additionally, in order to minimise interference with the
driver and based on the experience of previous projects, it was decided not to conduct
subjective baseline and treatment measurements after every test drive.
The comparably limited number of users available across the test sites meant that it is very
important to maximise the user participation in the test sites and avoid loss of data or
invalid data. This goal could generally be reached but in the end more detailed data
screening led to an additional reduction in data volume.
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Generally the low number of cases led to the decision not to analyse function specific results
per test site, as this mostly would have meant comparing groups of sample sizes smaller
than 20.
Finally, despite these limitations the goal was to cover the defined research questions to the
highest possible extent. For this reason, close communication with WP45 (Impact
Assessment) was necessary to find the best way to find answers to each question.
3.2.2

Data Collection

In order to overcome the difficulties described above and collect appropriate user feedback,
data collection was split in several measurements.
The first step was to collect user feedback independently from the field operational tests. In
a pre-validation survey, more than 1.000 users were introduced to the DRIVE C2X functions
based on short descriptions. This ‘hear and say’ measurement was planned to provide a
valid user feedback and benchmark for the data generated in the field. However, it could
not be considered as a full substitute, as the evaluation was not based on actual experience
and usability factors needed to be completely left out.
Therefore the data was enriched by the “drive and feel” measurements in the FOT,
consisting of multiple online surveys directly accomplished by the test sites. It should be
noted that the “drive and feel” evaluation may not be considered as fully appropriate term,
due to the pre-prototype status of the technology.
Finally, focus groups of up to eight selected participants from the test drives were
accomplished on the test sites, in order to enhance the evaluations provided by answering
the surveys by collecting more individualized insights.
Generally it can be pointed out, that one motivation of the analytic set up was to fully
understand the user’s evaluation of DRIVE C2X technology. Therefore a dual approach was
chosen, that combined the advantages of both, qualitative and quantitative measurement
techniques.
Qualitative data was especially used to receive a deeper understanding of the user’s motives
and attitudes. Furthermore the result can include important inspiration for further system
development. Finally qualitative insights were a helpful input that could be used to adjust
quantitative test designs and questionnaires.
Quantitative data, on the other hand, offered the possibility to get generally valid insights
or to measure & compare different systems and identify and measure unknown
interrelations or test concrete hypotheses.
The tools for data collection couldn’t be fully allocated to qualitative or quantitative data,
but the measurements could still be categorized. While the focus groups were clearly set up
to collect qualitative results, all other measurements have a quantitative focus, but also
included qualitative questions to receive immediate feedback to the functions.
While originally the idea was also to differentiate feedback according to the duration of
usage, this was not possible, as the number of cases in a naturalistic, long term scenario was
reduced due to organisational reasons.
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user acceptance
tests

qualitative

pre test

field test

focus groups

quantitative

pre validation tests

based on
descriptions

test site
questionnaires

based on actual use

Figure 43: Data collection sources

Below, various approaches of data collection are profiled more in detail.
Pre Validation Survey
In order to generate a reference point for the small scale measurement of user acceptance
at the test sites and to pre-test the questionnaire design, a pre validation survey was
accomplished with the help of the Daimler Online panel.
The survey, conducted in June 2012, included all 19 functions that were developed within
DRIVE C2X. Each participant evaluated a random selection of seven functions. Every
function was evaluated on average by approximately 440 participants.
In total, 1,188 respondents took part in the survey, which were customers of Daimler and
various competitors.
The functions were introduced in the form of short profiles introduced to the respondent
that also were used as the basis for the introduction of the functions in the user briefings at
the test sites.

Figure 44: Function descriptions for user acceptance tests

In order to check if the description of the functions was sufficient to get an impression of its
functionality, the participants evaluated the current function in terms of acceptance and
comprehensibility by using the statements:
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•

It was easy for me to get an impression of the system.

•

Evaluating the system was difficult because I could not try it out (mirrored for
evaluation)

•

I would have needed more information on the system in order to evaluate it.

As all functions were rated higher than 4.0 on a five-point-scale, most descriptions were also
used for further applications.
The results of the pre validation survey are used as reference points at various points of the
document. Furthermore selected excerpts are provided in the annex of the document. Still,
it was decided to focus in the results of the FOT survey in this document.
FOT Survey
As described above, the FOT survey can be regarded as the core element of this project as it
combined a measurement of expectation with the immediate impression of actual usage of
the system.
Every test site invited all participants of the FOT for multiple online surveys. The FOT survey
was split into various surveys which also allowed collection of a broader range of data as the
duration of single surveys should be limited in order to avoid respondent’s reactance.
RECRUITING

BRIEFING

TEST DRIVES

BASIC DATA
COLLECTION

EXPECTATION
MEASUREMENT

SHORT TERM
IMPRESSION
(ONLY NATURALISTIC)

FINAL
EVALUATION

FOCUS GROUPS

Figure 45: Timing of measurements

The FOT surveys started with the ‘Basic Data Collection’, collecting any personal
information that is not specifically connected to DRIVE C2X, including general attitudes on
driving and socio-demographic details.
In a second step, the ‘Expectation Measurement’ survey captured the user’s expectations
with regard to the DRIVE C2X functions, right after their introduction in the briefing
sessions. This measurement was designed mostly analogue to the pre validation survey.
Those users participating in naturalistic tests were invited to the ‘First Impression Tests’
after their first few test drives. As the number of naturalistic drivers was finally lower than
originally planned, it was decided not to include the short term impression measurement in
the analysis.
Finally all users of the field operational tests were invited to the more detailed ‘Final
Evaluation Survey’ after their last test drive. By using this approach, the user evaluations
could be benchmarked by function, time and test site, which meant that ‘acceptance’ could
be reflected from various perspectives.
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The duration of the surveys was limited to 15-20 minutes, only the final evaluation was
planned as a more extensive measurement, as it is accomplished after the actual FOT
phase.
The design of the single surveys was derived from multiple sources. The questionnaires
were developed in a stepwise approach, starting from the research questions originally
listed in the description of work. In cooperation with WP 45 (impact assessment) the
research questions were discussed and allocated to the most suitable data source.
Further questions have been enriched in order to fit the requirements of the analytic model.
This included all information that can be regarded as potential influencing factors for user
acceptance.
The question collection was first applied for the questionnaire of the pre-validation survey.
After the analysis of the pre-validation results, some items were deleted due to reasons of
multicollinearity in the conducted regression analysis.
Additionally the questionnaire was matched with the questionnaire from the partner project
simTD conducted at the TS Germany and single questions were enriched based on
recommendations.
Subsequently all questions were translated into the native language of the respective
drivers by the local test site. After the programming of the survey (with the open source tool
lime survey) intensive tests were carried out by all participating partners in order to identify
potential adjustments.

LOCALISATION
&
PROGRAMMING

FINAL FOT
SURVEY

PRE
VALIDATION
RESULTS
LINK TO
SIM TD
SURVEY

ORIGIN:

RESEARCH
QUESTIONS

PILOTING
FEEDBACK &
REDUCTION

ANALYTIC
MODEL

LINK WITH
WP 45 & WP 56

Figure 46: Process of questionnaire development

Finally, each survey had its focus on specific topics. The main constructs of usefulness, ease
of use and willingness to use and purchase have been mapped by a fixed set of variables,
which have already been used in the pre-validation survey.
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Table 17: Surveys and allocation of content

BASIC DATA EXPECTATION
COLLECTION 10-15 minutes
10-15 minutes

FIRST
IMPRESSION
10-15 minutes

FINAL
EVALUATION
30-35 minutes

expectation

perception

perception

perception

perception

perception

perception

external variables
attitudes, demographics, test site
specifics, use of ADAS

usefulness
per function and overall

ease of use
per function and overall

willingess to use
per function and overall

expectation

willingness to purchase
per function and overall

change in behaviour
per function and overall

perception
perception

further topics
dissemination, exploitation

Overall, 180 respondents took part in the survey of which 145 could be considered as valid
answers. All participants who did not complete the final evaluation and basic data collection
survey were excluded from the analysis. Furthermore only participants who answered both
the expectation survey and final evaluation survey were used for these specific analyses.
All test sites have accomplished the final evaluation survey in one run, after the last tests
were conducted, with the exception of TS Spain, where the functions were tested
successively with considerable time slots in between. The test drivers received an invitation
for a function specific survey, enhanced by a final evaluation survey in order to capture the
evaluation of the whole system.
There was differentiated feedback to the survey from the test drivers. While several
participants perceived the standard set of questions per function as too long and repetitive,
others nevertheless considered the survey as very interesting. Generally it can be noted that
even though the survey was properly programmed via online tool, more efforts could have
been invested in accessibility and variety of the questionnaire.
The full FOT questionnaires in English are available on request from the second author of
this report.
FOT Focus groups
Focus groups were planned as a complementary enhancement of information that
-

… would mean too much effort when written in an online survey

-

… is too complex to be asked without explanation and guidance, and

-

… require imagining scenarios, which again need special framework conditions to be
guaranteed.
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In order to perform a detailed user study on the acceptance of the cooperative systems
tested in field studies, several focus groups were formed consisting of the test users in
different test sites. The main research method for the focus groups was free discussions
based on common discussion guidelines. All the discussions were held in the local languages
by local partners, following the general guidelines.
All the focus groups participants had taken part in the FOTs as drivers. The groups
represented different kind of users: technology-enthusiastic drivers: people who were really
interested in new technologies and features and more functional car drivers: people who
were mainly interested in driving from A to B and use technology to support them in this.
It was instructed that groups should consist of 6–10 participants, if possible in a
heterogeneous mixture of socio-demographics and attitude towards DRIVE C2X. The focus
groups should take place in a quiet and comfortable closed area, preferably seated in circle
format. The organisers were handed a document with detailed guidelines on how to
organise the meetings, to ensure that the conditions and questions were the same at all test
sites (see Annex I).
A total duration of 2 hours was planned for the focus group meetings.
The sessions were started with an introduction of the participants. The actual content
consisted of three main blocks:
1. Part A – Direct System Feedback (as input for further technology development)
2. Part B – Perceived influence on Driving Behaviour (based on research questions)
3. Part C – Commercial Market Aspects (link to WP 56)
4. (If enough time left: Wish list – further discussion and prioritisation of ideas
generated in parts A and B)
Seven focus group discussions were conducted between autumn 2013 and spring 2014 at
the Drive C2X test sites in France, Sweden, Finland, Italy and Spain. In total, 44 drivers
participated in five countries and seven focus groups (see Table 18). The groups were held
during the time period from September 2013 to March 2014. Most participants used the
personal car as main mode of transportation and many also used a navigator of smartphone
navigation when driving.
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Table 18: Focus groups and participants

Test site

Number of focus groups

Number of participants

Finland

2

13

Sweden

2

15

France

1

4

Italy

1

6

Spain

1

6

total

7

44

simTD Surveys
While impact assessment data of DRIVE C2X partner project simTD was merged with the
data of the other test sites, user acceptance was measured individually.
Between August 2012 and December 2012 (Totzke et al., 2013) various types of feedback
were collected. 323 drivers participated in personal interviews with an average duration of
150 minutes. A considerable volume of feedback data was collected by providing feedback
questionnaires after each test drive. This resulted in 6.643 filled in questionnaires with
immediate feedback on the driving experience.
Besides direct feedback to the system and the driving experience, the participants were also
asked to express their preferences and express wishes for further functionality and features
of C2X technology. This was enhanced by direct feedbacks after additional tests in the
driving simulator.
Due to the differences in the general set up of the field tests and the asynchronous timing of
the field tests, the user acceptance measurement of both projects was conducted
individually.
In order to ensure synergetic effects between the two projects, the respective project teams
stayed in active exchange. The simTD project team shared their experience and provided
early results as references and provided recommendations for further development of test
design. Finally it was agreed to include link variables of the SIM TD questionnaires in the
DRIVE C2X FOT survey and adapt the 7-point-likert scale used in simTD for the main
acceptance items.
Gothenburg demo event user survey
Further feedback has been collected in the context of the Gothenburg DRIVE C2X test site
event. Drivers were interviewed directly after experiencing the DRIVE C2X and COMPASS
demos.
On June 14th 2013 overall 40 open interviews of 5-15 minutes were conducted. They
provided valuable insights due to the direct feedback after the demo but also because the
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Prism affair became public few days before, which made data privacy a special interest topic
for the participants.
Results have been used as background material for further interpretation and design of the
focus group guidelines.
Stakeholder Interviews
In order to receive the most immediate feedback on DRIVE C2X technology from those
stakeholder groups that have the highest impact on DRIVE C2X market introduction,
qualitative interviews have been conducted.
For the accomplishment of the interviews, the most important stakeholder groups have
been identified. Identified contacts within the consortium have been enhanced based on
online research and further networking until all relevant stakeholder groups could be
covered by several contacts.
The invitation for the interviews was sent out via email, including a short information
brochure about the DRIVE C2X project. The interviews have been conducted by telephone
or in personal. Based on the background of the interviewee, the depth of the discussion was
varied, which lead to a duration between 60 and 120 minutes. Overall more than 50
interviews could be conducted.
3.2.3

Analytic Model

The data collected by the surveys described above, allowed different perspectives in
analysis. While the basic interest in analysing the data was to find an indication about the
acceptance of the tested C2X functions, it was important to understand the influencing
factors on acceptance. Additionally qualitative insights were generated by conducting focus
groups at each test site (compare technical session: “valuating user acceptance of C2X
systems by focus group discussions”).
Hypotheses testing
Therefore the descriptive part of analysis, which was mainly benchmarking acceptance
items per function and testing hypotheses based on the average agreement to related
statements, was enhanced by the multivariate analysis and a qualitative part.

perceived
usefulness

External Factors

H2.3.1

H2.1.1

individual
differences

H2.3.2

H2.2.1

H2.1.2

framework
conditions

DESCRIPTIVE ANALYSIS

H2.2.2

behavioral
intention to
use
H2.5

H2.4.1
H2.4.2
H2.4.3

behavioral
intention to
purchase

perceived
usability

MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

Figure 47: Type of analyses in user acceptance measurement

In the descriptive part of the analysis mean values of the main acceptance items were
calculated. As all main items were measured on a seven-point-Likert-scale (1= strongly
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disagree, 7=strongly agree) the results could be benchmarked easily. Values of 5 and above
were considered to be a general agreement to a statement, values below 3 to be a
disagreement.
Hypotheses were considered as confirmed if the lower bound of the confidence interval of
the mean value is higher than the defined border for agreement. While normally 5% is set as
range for a confidence interval, in this case 10% was used due to the low number of cases
for some of the function related hypotheses. The results of the hypotheses tests can be
found in the annex of the document.
Technology Acceptance Model
The multivariate part of the analysis adapted the classical Technology Acceptance model,
(TAM) (Davis et al, 1989) which intends to explain why a technical system may cause
deviant acceptance or reactance between recipients, by helping to identify the external
factors which have an impact on internal beliefs, attitudes, and intentions. Knowing these
factors offered the best possible way to maximize the probability for acceptance.
Originally TAM was built on the theory of Reasoned Action of Fishbein and Ajzen (1975). It
concludes that perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use are of primary relevance for
acceptance behaviours, influenced by external variables (e.g. socio-demographics,
framework conditions). Perceived usefulness in the context of a C2X system meant the
probability to facilitate the personal driving experience, while the ease of use refers to the
degree to which the potential user has to invest physical or psychological resources for
handling, understanding or simply perceiving the system.
TAM has demonstrated its ability to provide quantitative measures of relationships
between the external variables determining users’ perceptions and the perceptions
influencing attitudes and intentions. This is the reason why many researchers have used this
model and have added new elements and relationships to describe user acceptance (for
examples, see Bajaj and Nidumolu 1998; Dishaw and Strong 1999; Gefen et al. 2003;
Karahanna et al. 2006; Venkatesh and Davis 2000; Venkatesh et al. 2003; Yi et al.2006).
Exploratory factor analysis using principle component analysis with Promax Rotation and
confirmatory factor analysis was employed to assess construct validity.
As the final size of the sample of evaluations on technology level was regarded as too low
for the construction of a TAM model, the multivariate analysis was accomplished across
functions in order to achieve a bigger data base. As a result, more than 500 cases, each
evaluating a single function and in average four functions per user, were considered as
relevant for the analysis.
At the same time the result of the TAM could be diluted due to the different alignment of
the functions in relation to their application areas and benefits. This was accepted as
necessary limitation of the resulting model.
Cluster analysis
Furthermore driver segmentation has been accomplished based on the factor analysis that
has been used for the setup of the technology acceptance model. The goal of this
segmentation is to indicate differences in acceptance that are caused by individual attitudes
of the drivers, without relating all single items with each other.
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Based on the statements related to driving behaviour and general attitudes towards
technology, three main driver segments were identified, and used for further analysis. After
the items were aggregated by applying a factor analysis, cluster analysis was carried out.
The applied method was hierarchical cluster analysis (Ward Linkage, Pearson Correlation).
The resulting segmentation provided a valid separation with plausible profiles of potential
customer segments for DRIVE C2X technology. The differentiation criteria between the
segments were selected with respect to potential influencing factors that could affect the
perception of DRIVE C2X technology.
The three segments are called Performance Minded Driver, Carefree Driver and Considerate
Driver, with the Considerate Driver being the biggest group in the sample. Due to the small
sample size it cannot be assumed that this distribution of segments is representative in any
way.
Due to missing values not all respondents could be allocated to one segment. Furthermore
the segments were only applied for analysis on the overall technology level due to the
otherwise low number of cases.
Generally, it was assumed that every segment had its own motivations for the usage of
DRIVE C2X technology:
•
•
•

The Performance Minded Driver wants to optimize his safety that is negatively
affected by the tendency to high speed and risky driving.
The Carefree Driver could see the system as a welcome assistance which allows him
to keep his easy going driving style.
The Considerate Driver sees the rational benefits of the technology, not only for
safety but also for traffic efficiency and ecological reasons.

Figure 48: Profiles of driver segments based on cluster analysis
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The allocation of driver types was very different across test sites. This was an expected
result, based on the heterogeneous answers to the attitude questions discussed above.
Table 19: Distribution of driver types to test site

Tampere,
Finland

Yvelines,
France

Brennero,
Italy

Gothenburg,
Sweden

Vigo,
Spain

Total

n=66

n=31

n=26

n=13

n=20

n=156

Performance Minded Driver

26%

23%

31%

85%

55%

35%

Carefree Driver

21%

65%

8%

-

-

23%

Considerate Driver

53%

13%

62%

15%

45%

42%

Thus, no representatives of the segment Carefree Driver could be found in Sweden and
Spain, while the majority of this segment can be found at the French test site.
Instead, the Performance Minded Driver segment is overrepresented at TS Sweden (85% of
participants). Finally the most frequent segment in Finland and Italy is the ‘Considerate
Driver’.
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Evaluation Results

4.1 Introduction
This section presents the results for all the DRIVE C2X functions. Table 20 provides an
overview of the types of assessment carried out for each function. Section 4.2 presents by
function all the results by target area (safety, user acceptance etc.). Section 4.3 provides an
overview of the function impacts by target area. This chapter concludes with an overall
acceptance assessment of DRIVE C2X technology in Section 4.5.
Table 20: Overview of functions and type of assessment carried out

Function

User
Driving
Acceptance Behaviour
IVS/SL
X
X
IVS/SS
X
X
TJAW
X
X
AEVW
X
X
EEBL
X*
OW/RWW/CBW
X
X
WW
X
X
GLOSA
X
X

Safety
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Traffic
Environment Mobility
Efficiency
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X

* The Driving Behaviour analysis of EEBL made use of the simTD impact assessment.

4.2 Function-Specific Results
4.2.1

In-vehicle Signage / Speed Limits

4.2.1.1 Events/ number of cases
The number of events in the driver behaviour analysis of IVS/ Speed Limits is shown in Table
21 (before and after filtering).
Table 21: Overview of In-Vehicle Signage/ Speed Limit Events at DRIVE C2X Test Sites (CT = controlled tests, ND =
naturalistic driving)

Finland (CT)

Italy (CT)

Spain (CT)

Sweden (ND)

Baseline /
Treatment events

425/441

248/291

82/91

110/99

Pairs after filtering

378

120

24

55

Number of
participants

50

28

20

53
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4.2.1.2 User Acceptance
IVS was not differentiated in speed and other warnings for user acceptance measurement.
Usefulness
The usefulness of IVS was evaluated positively and very similar to the average DRIVE C2X
function. 77% of the users stated that they would use the function regularly and 82%
regarded the IVS function as useful.
The function was mostly regarded as safety relevant (75%) but also to a high extent as a
comfort increasing function (64%).
Still there are two main criteria that are evaluated clearly more critical than other functions.
Both of these aspects were related to the comparably low innovation grade of the function.
While 48% still agreed that the function offers something new, which is already a value
clearly below average, only 28% agreed that the function offered benefits that were not
provided by other functions on the market.
This was clearly influenced by the features offered by many standard navigation systems
which indicate speed limits or even further warnings.

In Vehicle Signage
1–
strongly
disagree

2

3

4

5

6

7TOP 3
strongly
agree
EVAL
EXP

This function is useful.

85% 82%

If this function were standard equipment
in my car, I would use it regularly.

81% 77%

This function increases my safety.

78% 75%

This function increases my comfort.

73% 64%

This function works reliably and
faultlessly.

63% 60%

I feel enthusiastic about this function.

68% 57%

Driving is less stressful due to the
function.

66% 46%

This function offers something new.
I would purchase this function if it was
optional equipment.

55% 48%

expectation

48% 39%

evaluation

The benefits of the function are not
available in other solutions on the market .

CONFIRMATION

37% 28%

Source: After Briefing Survey & Final Evaluation Survey; n = 125

Figure 49: Acceptance – expectation vs evaluation IVS

The comparison of the final evaluation compared to the expectation showed that also the
implementation of the function did not fully match the picture in the driver’s imagination.
Mainly the reliability (60% vs. 63%), comfort (64% vs. 73%) and especially stress reduction
(46% vs. 66%) have been perceived less than expected, which also led to a lower emotional
involvement (57% vs. 68%).
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Usability
Generally the usability of the IVS function was rated positively and mostly above average
across all functions.
Especially the readability of the messages (84%), accessibility (95%) ease of use (90%) was
evaluated better than other functions.
The less complex and dynamic design of the function also led to the expected positive
ratings for trustworthiness (85%) and correctness of the messages (80%).
Only the distraction potential of the HMI was rated below average by the users.

In Vehicle Signage
1–
strongly
disagree

2

3

4

5

6

7strongly
agree

TOP 3

The messages are easy to understand.

95%

The function is easy to use during the journey.

90%

I did not receive messages without apparent
cause.**

83%

It is easy to see and read the messages.

84%

The information shown on the display is
useful.

83%

I trusted the message.

85%

The correct information has been displayed.

80%

The function is serving its purpose.
The function is not distracting me while I´m
driving.**
The acoustic signals generated by the function
are not annoying.**

79%

mean (all functions)
mean

58%

lower bound*
higher bound*
CONFIRMATION

53%

Source: Final Evaluation Survey; Function tested - n = 133; All functions tested – n = 548
*Confidence intervall: 90%; ** Items mirrored to original questions

Figure 50: Usability evaluation IVS

Approximately half of the users (55%) evaluated the timing and scope of information as
ideal. The tendency that can be deduced from the answers is that rather more information
was requested (17%) to a slightly earlier point of time (34%).
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Figure 51: Evaluation of information volume and timing

Selected user feedback:
>> It shows too many signals at once, even though the test was outside a city. In an urban
environment there must be two or three signs at once all the time so you don't know if you
already passed it, it is a new one. Maybe it should focus on certain signs. Covering them all
seems too much for me. << (SPAIN)
>> The cross-function that modifies speed limit in case of rain….therefore in my case (rainy
day) the 130km/h speed limit was indicated, instead of 110km/h (as on VMS). << (ITALY)
>> A feature that should be standard in all cars. << (SWEDEN)
>> Early morning rush hour traffic where everyone drives 20 km too fast, this provides a chance
for some extra thoughts and can reduce your stress because of cars in front. However ,the cars
behind you will continue to "push" you regardless. At school crossings is an important reminder
is needed that pedestrians are present and unprotected. << (SWEDEN)
>> When you drive over the speed limitation the warning warn permanently and this is
annoying. Why not to use only one sound to indicate once that your speed exceeds the current
speed limitation and another sound, sounding also once to indicate that your speed has
passed below the speed limitation? << (FRANCE)
>> Good as it is sometimes unclear what the speed limit is. But why did the system forget the
limit? Why doesn't it show it until the limit changes? This is nothing new. In order to make it
new it should be developed to a level where the vehicle known in real-time the limits e.g. the
variable limits. << (FINLAND)
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Summary
The IVS function generated a high interest at the drivers and raised many discussions. Being
offered by other systems like navigation systems or smartphones, the function was
evaluated more critically than other functions.
Generally the acceptance was very high and most of the drivers would have liked to have it
in their cars, but the implementation and user interface of the function influenced the
acceptance severely.
Expectations also differed between the users mostly according to their driving style. While
some users saw the most benefit in constant speed information on the screen, others put
more emphasis on the warning function that should only appear, if the speed limit is
exceeded.
The implementation at the test sites was generally rated positively but due to the high
number of potential add-on-features that could have been included, the expectation level of
some drivers was not completely met.
The speed limit warning was even considered annoying in the long run by many users across
test sites. It was considered useful especially when driving in unfamiliar areas.

4.2.1.3 Driving Behaviour
With the HMI active, drivers drove more slowly from 50m before to 0-300m after sign. The
magnitude of the speed impact was 1.2 up to 7.07 km/h for significant results, but there was
a general decrease in speed for all other speed limits too. Driving with the function was not
as smooth as without it as at some locations standard deviation of speed was higher than in
baseline, which was logical given that drivers braked. Especially the standard deviation all
together tended to be higher where the speed limit was lower than 80 km/h, on nonhighway roads. The higher standard deviation in speed was especially evident when the
driver approached the area with a speed above the upcoming speed limit. This can be
interpreted as the driver tried to stick more carefully to the speed limit with the HMI active,
than she/he would without it. For the same reason, the proportion of time deceleration
above 0.125 m/s² was 1.1%-13.3% higher than in baseline, which is more present at locations
where driver approaches the area with a higher speed than the speed limit and then, with
the HMI, tried to adjust to the new speed limit and thus decelerated harder. All in all, the
frequency of the driver missing the road sign decreased over all speed limits, which
indicated a higher driver’s awareness of the speed limit.
The overall conclusion was that the function did have a positive effect on the driver’s
behaviour, where attention to changing speed limits was required. The impact is mostly
present in average speed and higher deceleration.
4.2.1.4 Safety Impacts
Expectations
The purpose of the IVS speed limit function was to reduce speeding. Consequently, it
decreased mean speed. However, as the tested version of the function also informed the
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driver of the speed limit when driving with a lower speed than the limit, it may have
encouraged increasing speed in those situations. Therefore the total impact on average
speed may be smaller than in many previous ISA studies. Nevertheless, it was assumed that
the function was most effective for unintentional violations. Road type was chosen to be the
main classifier for the safety impacts due to different speed levels.
Mechanism 1: Direct in-vehicle modification of the driving task
For the motorways, driver behaviour results were used from the test site Italy with 130 km/h
speed limit (average speed change: from 90.56 km/h to 89.01 km/h). For the rural roads, the
results from the test site Finland with 60 km/h were used (average speed change: from
63.16 km/h to 60.91 km/h) and, for the urban roads, the results from the test sites Finland
and Italy with 30–50 km/h (average speed change: from 49.90 km/h to 44.06 km/h).
Nilsson’s power model (Nilsson 2004) was applied on estimating the impact on all accident
types. The exponents to the model were chosen based on Table 22. The speed based impact
on safety was assumed only for free flow traffic (Low demand, Table 23).
Table 22: Exponents for the Power Model of the relationship between changes in speed and changes in road safety
(Elvik 2009)

Fatalities

Injuries

Motorway / Rural road

4.6

2.2

Urban / Residential road

3.0

1.4

All roads

4.3

2.0

Table 23: Mileage driven in low and high demand on EU scale (EU Statistical Pocketbook 2013)

Low demand

High demand

439,820,130,136

225,565845,864

Rural roads

1,411,507,362,450

51,194,567,550

Urban roads

728,855,767,590

11,099,326,410

High speed roads

Continuous speed limit information or speeding warnings were not provided in the field
tests but they were provided only in the vicinity of the physical sign. Average duration of
events was at the test site Finland 22.6 seconds, Italy 19.95 seconds, Spain 13.84 seconds,
and Sweden 16.76 seconds. A stronger impact was expected in the event area but some
effect also for the whole road sections (20–40% of the impact in the event area). Events
(road sections where speed limit information and speeding warnings were provided on HMI)
were assumed to cover 1–7% of motorways and 3–8% of rural and urban roads.
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As speed limit sign was not shown all the time on the display, the driver may have been
more aware of a change in speed limit as the sign was shown on display only in the vicinity
of the physical signs than in systems providing speed limit information continuously.
Mechanism 3: Indirect modification of user behaviour
Delegation of responsibility to the system was expected to be smaller with a system that
provided information only in the vicinity of the physical sign than with systems that
provided speed limit information continuously. This was taken into consideration already in
the mechanism 1.
As the IVS Speed limit sign reminded the driver of the current speed limit when driving
slower than it, it encourages driving faster in conditions when driving speed would
otherwise drop below it like in adverse weather conditions. It was assumed that users drive
0.1–1.5% of time in adverse weather conditions and that due to having the speed limit
information they would drive 1–2% faster than they otherwise would have done. The
magnitude of impact on all accident types was assessed with Nilsson’s power model.
Mechanism 4: Indirect modification of non-user behaviour
Lower driving speed of the users, encouraged and sometimes forced also the non-users to
drive slower. Rämä et al. (2008) estimated this impact to be -1.2% on motorways, -2.2% on
rural roads and -2.4 on urban roads. However, a milder impact was expected here for the
system that provides non-continuous information (20–50% of that).
Mechanism 5: Modification of interaction between road users
In a Swedish research vehicles with ISA (intelligent speed adaptation) system reported to
pay significantly more attention to vulnerable road users than before. However, only few
objective observations confirmed this. Despite of stressed bus drivers, the drivers did not
compensate the delay caused by lower driving speed by not stopping at pedestrian
crossings (Biding and Lind 2002; Várhelyi et al. 2004). For this reason Rämä et al. (2008)
assumed this to reduce total accident risk on urban roads by 1.4%. A milder impact was
expected here for the system that provides non-continuous information (20–50% of that).
Impacts
The impacts were assessed separately for a cooperative system that provides information
and warnings only in the vicinity of physical signs and for a system that provided
continuously information and warnings. Estimates were provided for 100% infrastructure
penetration on all road types.
The total effect by the main classifying factor (Road type) was calculated by multiplying the
mechanism by mechanism provided effects; the impacts were assessed as most significant
in urban roads (Table 24). The overall total impact estimate takes into account the share of
accidents in each category. For such IVS Speed limit that provides information only in the
vicinity of the physical signs, this resulted in 7.5% average decrease in fatalities and 4.3%
average decrease in injuries. These figures indicate the full potential of the function when all
cars are equipped. More detailed estimates per mechanism are presented in Annex B.
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Table 24: Impacts of IVS Speed limit (which provides speed limit information only in the vicinity of the physical signs)
per road type. Columns low and high provide the range for the impact, average is the mean value of the first two.
100% penetrations assumed.

Road type
Fatalities

Injuries

Low

High

Average

Motorway

-1,3 %

-2,7 %

-2,0 %

Rural

-3,7 %

-7,5 %

-5,6 %

Urban

-7,6 %

-15,3 %

-11,5 %

Total

-4,9 %

-10,0 %

-7,5 %

Motorway

-0,3 %

-0,7 %

-0,5 %

Rural

-1,1 %

-2,3 %

-1,7 %

Urban

-4,0 %

-8,2 %

-6,1 %

Total

-2,9 %

-5,8 %

-4,3 %

The overall impact (%) of prevented fatalities and injuries per year are presented in Figure
52 taken into account the system penetrations in traffic (low, medium and high in Table
8).The number of prevented fatalities totals 30-253 in 2020 and 121-768 in 2030 and the
number of prevented injuries totals 855-7 354 in 2020 and 4 276-25 966 in 2030 in EU28.

Figure 52: Overall impacts of IVS Speed limit (which provides speed limit information only in the vicinity of the
physical signs) in number and proportion of fatalities and injuries with the three scenarios per target year, 100%
infrastructure penetration
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Based on DRIVE C2X driver behaviour measurements estimates were provided for a
function that would provide continuously information on current speed limit. In this
assessment the speed effects found in driver behaviour were extrapolated for the whole
road network using Nilsson formula. The total effect by the main classifying factor (Road
type) was calculated by multiplying the mechanism by mechanism provided effects; the
impacts were assessed as most significant in urban roads (Table 25). The overall total
impact estimate takes into account the share of accidents in each category. For continuous
IVS Speed, this resulted in 22.5% average decrease in fatalities and 13.0% average decrease
in injuries. These figures indicate the full potential of the function when all cars are
equipped. More detailed estimates per mechanism are presented in Annex B.
Table 25: Impacts of IVS Speed limit (which provides continuous speed limit information) per road type. Columns low
and high provide the range for the impact, average is the mean value of the first two. 100% penetrations assumed.

Road type
Fatalities

Injuries

Low

High

Average

Motorway

-8,7 %

-8,6 %

-8,6 %

Rural

-17,2 %

-17,1 %

-17,2 %

Urban

-33,7 %

-33,7 %

-33,7 %

Total

-22,6 %

-22,5 %

-22,5 %

Motorway

-2,3 %

-2,2 %

-2,2 %

Rural

-5,3 %

-5,2 %

-5,3 %

Urban

-18,2 %

-18,1 %

-18,1 %

Total

-13,0 %

-12,9 %

-13,0%

The overall impact in number of prevented fatalities and injuries per year are presented in
Figure 53 taken into account the vehicle penetration scenarios (low, medium and high in
Table 8).The number of prevented fatalities totals 140-568 in 2020 and 566-1772 in 2030 and
the number of prevented injuries totals 3,994-16,218 in 2020 and 19,876-58,971 in 2030 in
EU28.
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Figure 53: Overall impacts of IVS Speed limit (which provides continuous speed limit information) in number and
proportion of fatalities and injuries with the three scenarios per target year, 100% coverage

4.2.1.5 Traffic Efficiency Impacts
IVS/SL can influence traffic efficiency by displaying speed sign information in-car and
thereby adapting the drivers’ desired speed. Therefore, it is the speed sign component that
was be analysed here. Its effect is on the speed of the vehicle, and that is therefore the focus
of the analysis. No effects were expected on the other driving aspects relevant for traffic
efficiency: strategic travel and driving behaviour (car use, trip choice, departure time choice,
route choice), and effects on other tactical aspects (like headway and lane choice) were only
indirect, that is, as a consequence of speed choice. These aspects have not been (and could
not be) investigated in the field trials and will not be considered further here.
Aggregated over all speed limits, the field trials showed an effect of 4.1% lower average
speeds for IVS/SL equipped vehicles versus unequipped vehicles. For high speed limits little
data was available and hence these aggregated effects were used. At the lower speed limits
more data was available and here effects of -1.5 km/h at a speed limit of 30 km/h and -0.5
km/h at a speed limit of 40 km/h were used. The speed effect was measured at speed signs,
but it seems reasonable to assume that the behavioural mechanism behind the effect is a
higher awareness of the speed limit and a stronger urge to keep the speed limit. One would
expect such an effect to remain, at least to an extent, after the speed sign has been passed.
One caveat is that at large speed limit changes, the measured speeds are not close to the
speed limit. This can for example be seen at the Italian test site where the speed limit
changes between 30 and 130 km/h, and driven speeds near the speed sign are somewhere
between those limits. In such cases, drivers are probably accelerating or decelerating
considerably at the speed sign and hence the absolute speeds and possibly also the change
in speed due to the system may not be a very good representative of all driving situations at
that speed limit. Still, for lack of better data, the effects found in the field trial were used to
model the change in desired speed in the traffic simulations.
An overview of the effects on delays in the simulations is shown in Figure 54. Significant
effects on delay have been found for most penetration rates for off-peak demands on
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motorways and rural roads. For urban roads or peak demands, no significant effects have
been found.

Delay effect for IVS, per veh-km

Delay [s/veh-km]

2,0
High, significant

1,0

Medium, significant

0,0

Low, significant

-1,0

High, insignificant

-2,0
-3,0

Medium, insignificant
motorway, motorway, rural, off- rural, peak urban, offoff-peak
peak
peak
peak

urban,
peak

Low, insignificant

Figure 54: Delay effect for IVS/SL, for each road type and demand level. The green bars correspond to statistically
significant effects (p < 0.05), the red ones to non-significant effects. The values are given as the delay effect per
driven vehicle kilometre.

The effects on travel time were the same as those on delay. The effects on speeds were of
corresponding size, except that they were more often not significant – perhaps because
they were measured at specific locations and hence there may be more incidental variation
than in the travel time and delay measurements that were measured over the entire road
stretch. The overall effect on delay was an increase of 0.6 seconds per kilometre on
motorways, 1.1 seconds per kilometre on rural roads, and no significant effect on urban
roads

4.2.1.6 Environmental Impacts
The In-vehicle signage function was to display the driver the speed limit traffic signs to
improve the driver’s perception of the sign. From an environmental point of view the
advantages seen were that the driver could reduce his velocity and he avoid unnecessary
acceleration and deceleration manoeuvre’s and was able to make a better gear choice
because he knew long before the event what would happen. Main potential was seen from
less exceeding of speed limits, which at least in extra-urban conditions reduced energy
consumption and emissions. Avoiding braking and acceleration also have some influence at
IVS.
Energy consumption and pollutant emissions
The simulation results showed that the fuel consumption, CO2 emissions and also most
other exhaust gas components decreased with the increase of the vehicles equipped with
the C2X system on all road categories. For CO and HC in some scenarios notable increases
were computed. It has to be mentioned again that these exhaust gas components will be on
a very low absolute level in 2020 and later. Thus small absolute changes already led to high
percentage changes. The small absolute influences for CO and HC are most likely within the
model accuracy of the combined approach of micro scale traffic models with PHEM since
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these components are very sensitive to transient effects in the driving cycles, to exhaust
temperatures and to gear shifts.
The highest potential was on motorways where the velocity was the highest and already a
small reduction in speed led to reasonable lower engine power demand. This effect was due
to the fact that the power to overcome air resistance increases with the cube over the
velocity and also rolling resistance of vehicles increases rather disproportionate to speed.
On rural and urban roads the air resistance reduction consequently was less effective.
Another influence for the reduction potentials was the gear selection. On the motorways
the driver used the highest gear and drove at a lower speed with the DRIVE C2X system.
This leads to good engine operation points and reduced emissions. On rural roads and
especially on urban roads the actual gear choice depended on the driver. If the driver used a
gear that resulted in worse engine operation points the exhaust gas emissions could even
increase at reduced velocities. The driver behaviour in terms of gear shifts was
unfortunately not available from the field operation tests, thus the driver model from PHEM
was used to predict the gear choice of an average driver. Especially in urban situations the
driver model has uncertainties since gear shift behaviour depends on the driver
characteristics as well as on the vehicle, on the engine power, on the transmission ratios and
on the boundary conditions of traffic and road network.
The IVS showed more reduction potential for free flow traffic than for high traffic volumes.
This was due to the fact that in free flow the share of cruising at target speed was much
higher than in dense traffic where the influence of a reduced target speed was more
pronounced.

Figure 55: Emission changes by IVS on high speed roads with free flow
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Figure 56: Emission changes by IVS on high speed roads with high traffic

Figure 57: Emission changes by IVS on rural roads with free flow
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Figure 58: Emission changes by IVS on rural roads with high traffic

Figure 59: Emission changes by IVS on urban roads with free flow
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Figure 60: Emission changes by IVS on urban roads with high traffic

4.2.1.7 Mobility Impacts
The mobility impacts for all In-vehicle signage were analysed together. Mobility improved
due to having in-vehicle signage (IVS), especially speed limit, function as quality improved in
terms of decreased uncertainty, and an increased feeling of safety and comfort (Figure 61).
The typical mean agreement values for comfort were 4.2-5.2 (on a scale from 1, strongly
disagree to 7, strongly agree), and for safety approximately 5.2. Uncertainty was assessed
on a scale from -3 to 3 (decrease-increase), and the typical mean value was approximately 0.5. Regarding stress decrease, there were inconsistent results. In some countries IVS speed
limit was considered to decrease stress and in others it was not (values ranging from 3.8 to
4.5 on the seven-point scale, and from -0.4 to 0.5 on the other one).
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Number of
journeys
Length

IVS
Amount of
travel

Duration
Timing
Mode
Route

Travel
patterns

Mobility

Adverse
conditions
User stress
User
uncertainty
Feeling of
safety

Journey
quality

Feeling of
comfort
Figure 61: Implications for mobility, in-vehicle signage. Green colour indicates a positive change, red negative
change, yellow contradictory results, and white no change.

There was an impact of IVS speed limit on journey duration indicated by average speed and
spot speed decrease when the function was in use. This was the case especially for the
lowest speed limit areas. The impact on duration was caused by drivers speeding in free
flow traffic, and thus driving with the function guides them not to speed. Otherwise, there
were no indications of impacts on the amount of travel, or travel patterns. The drivers
lowered their speed voluntarily, so apparently the benefits of having lower speed were more
important to them than the negative impact of increased journey duration. Therefore the
negative impact in ‘amount of travel’ was overridden by the positive impact on ‘journey
quality’ and the overall implication for mobility was seen positive.
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4.2.1.8 Scaling Up

IVS/SL - Impact on delay and emissions on EU27 level (100% infrastructure equipment)
Percentage change of all road transport per indicator

Delay
FC
CO2
NOx
PM
HC
CO

2020 Medium

2030 Low

2030 Medium

Figure 62: Change caused by IVS/SL as compared to European reference situation (%). Only the statistically
significance results are used.

In Figure 62, the effects of IVS/SL on EU-27 level are visualized. Basically, one of the tasks of
IVS/SL was to remind the driver of existing speed limits. This led to a decrease in average
speed and maximum speed for almost all road types for drivers using the system in a first
step. In a second step this then led to a decrease of average velocities over all drivers and
consequently to a marginal increase of travel times and delay. The IVS speed limit function
was active on all road types and thus resulted in a high number of potential events.
However, as the vehicle density increases, aforementioned effects diminished as drivers
were no longer able to follow their desired speed, but were limited by preceding vehicles. As
a consequence, the results for high demand scenarios, namely all urban and rural/motorway
high-peak scenarios did not show enough statistical significance and were thus left out of
the EU up-scaling.
For low demand scenarios the achieved results showed statistical significance, except for
the urban scenarios and for the rural low demand scenario with the 2030 low penetration
rate. In order to achieve consistent results for the rural roads, this single statistical
insignificant value was replaced by an estimation using a similar progression between low
and high penetration rate as in the motorway scenario, but with the actual rural low and
high penetration values as the basis. The increase in travel time per driven kilometre was
approximately 0.6 seconds on motorways and 1 second on rural roads in off-peak periods.
Assuming 100% infrastructure equipment rate and 90% of all passenger cars equipped, this
resulted in an increase in delay of about 8%. This corresponded qualitatively with
expectations in the sense that IVS/SL was expected to reduce speeding and hence increase
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travel times. The percentage increase is large due to application of this delay to almost all
of the driven passenger vehicle kilometres in the EU.
The decrease of velocities for passenger cars primarily showed a reduction of fuel
consumption and CO2 emissions see Figure 62. It has to be kept in mind that the overall
minor relative effect is due to a) the assumption of only passenger cars were equipped with
IVS, but trucks contribute non negligibly to overall emissions and b) the assumption of a
linear relationship to the infrastructure penetration rate. For an infrastructure penetration
rate of 10% this led to an overall effect of only 10% or in other words it was assumed that a
driver immediately lost its increased awareness of the current speed limit as soon as the
next speed limit sign was passed even though it might just have repeated the previous
speed limit.
4.2.1.9 Conclusions
The IVS/SL function has the potential to work everywhere, all the time, which increased
potential effectiveness. The IVS/SL implemented in DRIVE C2X was not innovative, as many
Intelligent Speed Adaptation FOTs have taken place and drivers are used to speed
information currently available via navigation systems. Potential innovation, which could
result in increased traffic efficiency and environmental improvements, could be achieved by
providing dynamic speed limits.
The analysis of driving behaviour found a positive impact on driving behaviour, where an
increased awareness of speed limits is necessary. The overall tendency was that average
speed when passing a speed signs in treatment is lowered (although not significantly on
each test site). The impact was also present in a higher portion of time when driver
decelerates harder.
Speed plays a role in safety on all road types, accidents types, weather and lighting
conditions. Therefore, the speed reduction found in FOTs resulted in fatality and injury
reductions in all circumstances. The safety impact of in-vehicle speed limit was assigned
based on the lower driving speed in free flow conditions and Nilsson’s power model but also
based on expected modification of interaction between road users and indirect modification
of non-user behaviour. The total impact of continuously provided in-vehicle speed limit
information and speeding warnings was assessed to be up to 1800 prevented fatalities 59
000 prevented injuries in EU28 in 2030.
Simulations of drivers’ speed choices with and without IVS/SL messages had an effect on
the traffic flow, measured in delay, in off-peak traffic on rural roads (except the medium
scenario) and on motorways, resulting in a slight increase in travel time. That no statistically
significant differences were found in the peak period is probably due to the fact that the
drivers were not able to choose their own speed, due to heavy traffic.
Drivers with the C2X system obviously tended to drive at (slightly) lower velocities than
without IVS, even if they are in both cases below the speed limit. This had positive effects
especially on the emissions on motorways. In urban and rural roads clearly positive effects
on energy consumption and CO2 emissions have been found while effects on pollutant
emissions were not explicitly positive.
The qualitative assessment of mobility found that mobility improved, primarily due to
decreased uncertainty and an increased feeling of safety and comfort.
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The traffic efficiency and environmental impacts were scaled up only for the off-peak rural
roads and motorways. Results showed a reduction in the indicators fuel consumption, CO2
and NOx, but not in PM or HC, and an 8% increase in delay
Comparing the objective findings of the driver behaviour analysis to the survey of drivers
and their perceived driving behaviour took into account that the survey did not distinguish
between speed limits and other signs. The User Acceptance results do not distinguish
between the two functions, even though they are very different. IVS/SL was implemented
on all TS.
The driver survey clearly indicated that most drivers decreased their speed at all TS as a
result of IVS. The findings of the Driving Behaviour objective analyses of IVS/SL were
consistent with the subjective finding.
Most drivers in the survey reported that the number of abrupt braking manoeuvres did not
change or it decreased, some quite a bit. There were a few who stated that the abrupt
braking manoeuvres slightly increased. Jerk, a measure of the abruptness of braking or
accelerating, was not available from the objective analysis for IVS/SL. The driving
behaviour objective analysis of IVS/SL found that the proportion of time that deceleration
was above 0.125 m/s² is higher than in baseline, consistent with the driver slowing down
during the event.
The feedback from the users showed that in a medium-term perspective IVS functions are
regarded as standard equipment of a car.
As in DRIVE C2X the core functionality - that worked well in the tests - was in the focus,
further development should also imply user friendly algorithms as an important topic.
The risk to create reactance due to a high number of warnings can be regarded as very high,
but also a lack of reliability and accessibility will cause a significant decrease in acceptance.
Elaborate algorithms should be offered enhanced by customizing features that allow the
adaption to the personal preferences of each driver. This study showed that these
preferences vary significantly. For example it was mentioned that the static yield signal is
relevant only at dangerous intersections or in unfamiliar areas.
As the navigation systems and smartphone apps already improved their services for some
time, the user’s expectations were quite high. Still, IVS services also offered an attractive
differentiation criterion to the OEM if their solution was well designed and fit the users
need.
As most traffic signs might only be fully replaced after 100% equipment rate with the DRIVE
C2X equipment is reached, it will still take a long time until the service reaches its full
relevance. At the latest then, IVS will have become an essential feature. In the meantime,
DRIVE C2X infrastructure will be setup in parallel and offer additional benefits for the drivers
equipped with adequate functions.
Figure 63 summarises the salient findings of IVS.
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QUICK RECAP
In-Vehicle Signage
 positive impacts on driver behaviour …
… where an increased awareness of speed limits is necessary and in areas
where special attention should be paid on vulnerable road users
 impact of IVS assessed to be …
… 1,800 fatalities & 59,000 prevented injuries in EU28 in 2030 by IVS /
Speed limits
… 115 fatalities & 3,060 prevented injuries in EU28 in 2030 by IVS
pedestrian crossing / child sign
 reduction in the indicators fuel consumption, CO2 and NOx, but not in PM or HC,
plus an 8% increase in delay
 function not perceived as something new due to comparable existing solutions
 high requirements on function and interface design and algorithms
 77% of the respondents willing to use the function
Figure 63: Quick recap of IVS evaluation
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In-vehicle signage / Other Signs

4.2.2.1 Events
The number of events in driver behaviour analysis of IVS/ Other Signs is shown in Table 26
(before and after filtering).
Table 26: Overview of In-vehicle signage /Other Signs events at DRIVE C2X Test Sites

Sign

Child

Merge

Finland

Italy

Spain

Sweden

Total

Baseline/Treatment
events

96/100

-/-

-/-

38/86

134/186

Pairs after filtering

94

5

99

Baseline/Treatment
events

-/-

-/-

83/103

Pairs after filtering
Pedestrian
crossing
ahead

Pedestrian
crossing

Stop

Yield

83/103

-/1

26

Baseline/Treatment
events

48/50

Pairs after filtering

45

Baseline/Treatment
events

-/-

-/-

26
-/-

-/-

48/50
45

-/-

Pairs after filtering

215/234

-/-

43

Baseline/Treatment
events

53/53

Pairs after filtering

40

Baseline/Treatment
events

46/46

144/159

130/141

Pairs after filtering

34

52

17

Number of
participants

50

28

20

-/-

-/-

215/234
43

-/-

53/53
40

-/-

320/346
34

53

151

4.2.2.2 User Acceptance
The focus of user acceptance was mainly directed to speed limit function. However, the
drivers also mentioned that especially the pedestrian crossing warning and actual crossing
were noticed better due to the system.
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4.2.2.3 Driving Behaviour
The following conclusions were made for sign specific results.
The impact of the IVS child sign was found to be positive: When the IVS child sign
information was provided the drivers drove slower 150–250 metres after the sign although
they had approached the sign with higher speed than in the baseline condition. This
resulted in a higher proportion of time decelerating. The magnitude of the speed impact
was a decrease of 1.1–1.5 km/h. The effect was also observed in the spot speeds, see Figure
64: with the IVS child sign, speeds were reduced over a range around the sign.

Figure 64: Spot speeds for the child sign (test site Sweden), for baseline and treatment

No impact was found for the IVS merge sign on the motorway. However, due to the small
traffic volume merging (entering the motorway from a gas station) and no possibility to
distinguish those test drivers who faced someone merging and those who did not, it is
possible that the impact was left unfound.
Both the IVS ‘pedestrian crossing ahead’ sign and the IVS ‘pedestrian crossing’ sign
resulted in positive impacts: The test participants approached the pedestrian crossing (for
which either the pedestrian crossing sign itself or the sign of ahead warning was provided
on IVS HMI) with 1.1–1.9 km/h slower speed than without IVS function. However, for the IVS
‘pedestrian crossing’ sign the impact was not visible at all locations and started earlier than
the first information was provided at HMI. Thus the result is clearer for the IVS ‘pedestrian
crossing ahead’ sign. For the IVS ‘pedestrian crossing ahead’ sign, the change in speed
pattern was seen also as higher proportion of time with longitudinal deceleration above
0.125 m/s2 and driving was also smoother with a smaller variance of speed. Lower speed and
smoother driving are positive impacts as such. However, in addition to these direct driver
behavioural changes, they most likely indicate increased attention and awareness of
possibility for interaction with vulnerable road users.
For the IVS stop sign, the results showed a 6.5% decrease in speed variance, 11.3% decrease
in maximum deceleration, and a 56.8% (4.6 %-unit) decrease in the distance when
speeding. No differences were found in the spot speed patterns. The decreases in speed
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variance, maximum deceleration and distance speeding indicate to smoother driving style.
As the event area was short, no impact was seen on speed pattern. However, if information
had been provided earlier, the impact might have been visible also with the speed indicator.
As almost all drivers stopped at the stop sign already in the baseline condition, the potential
for the impact of the function was not be very large at the test location. Somewhere else it
may have been more effective.
For the IVS yield sign, a clear indication of the function impact could not be found. The
impacts in speed started too early to be caused by this sub-function. Therefore it is
questionable whether the other impacts found were the result of IVS yield sign function.
Thus, the overall conclusion was that the IVS function did have positive impacts on driver
behaviour in areas where special attention should be paid on vulnerable road users
(pedestrian crossing ahead, child sign). Mostly the impact is seen in small deceleration in
speeds in the critical areas. However, no clear impacts were found for the information on
obligation to give way (especially yield sign), although some results indicated smoother
approach to the intersection (stop sign).
There are many reasons why all the results obtained in this study are not very clear or
strong. In many cases the information was provided on HMI rather close to the physical sign
– especially for signs where the driver should react before passing the sign (stop, yield,
merge signs). Thus, although the information would have been valuable, the reaction may
have been too small to be detected by the tests. Another issue hindering the analysis was
the fact that driver behaviour is strongly affected by the prevailing traffic situation.
Although, a back-seat observer was trying to assess such impact and most extreme cases
could be filtered out, the normal variance in traffic situations remains rather large.
4.2.2.4 Safety Impacts
Safety impacts were calculated for IVS pedestrian crossing ahead and child signs together.
Expectations
Target of the IVS Pedestrian crossing ahead and child sign functions was to support the
driver in allocation of attention resources to pedestrians and children. The system was
expected to prevent especially accidents with vulnerable road users (VRUs). The
information on these signs was provided before reaching the sign and the driver was also
expected to react after the sign. The purpose was to support the driver to anticipate the
interaction with VRUs. The expected reactions were:
•
•

Pedestrian crossing ahead: To anticipate encountering VRUs by looking whether
there are VRUs in the vicinity of the cross section and by slowing down compared
with the situation without the IVS function.
Child: To anticipate encountering children by looking whether there are children in
the vicinity of a cross section or playing in the area close to the road and by slowing
down compared with the situation without the IVS function.

Thus, these in-vehicle signs indicated where you may or must need to stop: these were for
the most part very specific types of accidents: these are meant to avoid striking a VRU.
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Reduced speed was also expected to mitigate the consequences of accidents. It must be
noted that especially in urban environments the consequences of accident to VRUs are less
severe with reduced vehicle speed.
The accident type was chosen as main classifier for the safety impacts, and these functions
affect the accident class ‘single vehicle collisions with pedestrians’ mostly.
Mechanism 1: Direct in-vehicle modification of the driving task
When IVS child sign information was provided, the drivers drove slower 150–200 metres
after the sign although they had approached the sign with higher speed than in the baseline
condition. This resulted in higher proportion of time when decelerating. The magnitude of
the speed impact was 1.3–1.5 km/h. When IVS ‘pedestrian crossing ahead’ sign information
was provided, the test participants approached the pedestrian crossing sign with 1.4–1.9
km/h slower speed than without the IVS function. As the impact was geographically very
limited, Nilsson’s power model was not applied here.
Based on the Finnish in depth accident data an estimate of approximately 40% can be given
for ‘lack of attention’ as cause of accident (leading cause of driver at fault, HakamiesBlomqvist 1994). The US 100-car Naturalistic Driving Study (Dingus et al. 2006) indicated
that “almost 80% of all crashes and 65% of all near-crashes involved the driver looking away
from the forward road just prior the onset of the conflict”. Here it was expected that 50% of
single vehicle accidents with pedestrians would be caused due to lack of attention. A
statistically significant decrease was found in speed. The size of the effect was quite similar
as found with more traditional road side measures earlier (VMS studies (Rämä & Kulmala
2000, Rämä 1999), and flashing lights above a child sign (Hietamäki 1988)). The speed
decrease indicates that the drivers are more aware of the situation and, thus, it was
expected that 55-75% of these accidents could be prevented by the system use in vicinity of
the pedestrian crossing ahead or child sign. In addition, it was assumed that 3-8% of single
vehicle accidents with pedestrian take place in such areas.
In addition to impact of the increased attention and awareness, the decrease in speed
decreases fatality risk directly when an accident occurs. Approximately 1.4 km/h speed
decrease corresponds to 0.5% decrease in fatality risk in 40-50 km/h speed limit area (Rosén
& Sander 2009).
Mechanism 3: Indirect modification of user behaviour
Better detecting and being aware of context of the signs, specifically signs related to VRUs,
was expected. Thus, drivers learned to pay more attention on pedestrians in the long-term
also outside of event areas. The proportion of drivers who did so was estimated to be 5-10%
and they would do so only 10-25% of time.
Mechanism 4: Indirect modification of non-user behaviour
The smoother approach to the pedestrian crossing ahead or child sign area, forced the nonuser close behind to approach it the same way. However, in some environments it was also
possible that the non-users could overtake due to decrease in speed causing dangerous
situation for the VRUs (linearly decreasing effect). These effects were assumed to
compensate each other.
Mechanism 5: Modification of interaction between road users
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Interaction was expected to improve between car driver and VRUs. If attention was
allocated more to VRUs, it could deteriorate interaction between the user and other
vehicles. However, this was expected to have only minor effect which was partly taken into
consideration in mechanisms 1 and 3. Thus, no numerical estimate was provided here.
Impacts
The total effect by the main classifying factor (Accident type) was calculated by multiplying
the mechanism by mechanism provided effects; the function affects only single vehicle
collisions with pedestrians out of all accident categories (Table 27). The overall total impact
estimate takes into account the share of accidents in each category. This resulted in 0.9%
average decrease in fatalities and o.4% average decrease in injuries. These figures indicate
the full potential of the function when all cars are equipped. More detailed estimates per
mechanism are presented in Annex B.
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Table 27: Impacts of IVS Pedestrian crossing ahead and child signs per accident type. Columns low and high provide
the range for the impact, average is the mean value of the first two. 100% penetrations assumed.

Accident type
Fatalities

Injuries

Low

High

Average

Single vehicle collision with pedestrians

-1,6 %

-4,6 %

-3,1 %

Single vehicle collision with obstacles (other
than pedestrians)

0,0 %

0,0 %

0,0 %

Other single vehicle accidents

0,0 %

0,0 %

0,0 %

Frontal collision

0,0 %

0,0 %

0,0 %

Side-by-side collision

0,0 %

0,0 %

0,0 %

Angle collision

0,0 %

0,0 %

0,0 %

Rear collision

0,0 %

0,0 %

0,0 %

Other accidents with at least two vehicle

0,0 %

0,0 %

0,0 %

Total

-0,5 %

-1,4 %

-0,9 %

Single vehicle collision with pedestrians

-1,1 %

-4,1 %

-2,6 %

Single vehicle collision with obstacles (other
than pedestrians)

0,0 %

0,0 %

0,0 %

Other single vehicle accidents

0,0 %

0,0 %

0,0 %

Frontal collision

0,0 %

0,0 %

0,0 %

Side-by-side collision

0,0 %

0,0 %

0,0 %

Angle collision

0,0 %

0,0 %

0,0 %

Rear collision

0,0 %

0,0 %

0,0 %

Other accidents with at least two vehicle

0,0 %

0,0 %

0,0 %

Total

-0,2 %

-0,6 %

-0,4 %

The overall impact (%) of prevented fatalities and injuries per year are presented in Figure
65 take into account the scenarios for system penetrations in traffic (low, medium and high
in Table 8).The number of prevented fatalities totals 3-31 in 2020 and 10-70 in 2030 and the
number of prevented injuries totals 41-658 in 2020 and 207-3 063 in 2030 in EU28.
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Figure 65: Overall impacts of IVS Pedestrian crossing ahead and child signs in number and proportion of fatalities and
injuries with the three scenarios per target year, 100% infrastructure penetration

4.2.2.5 Traffic Efficiency Impacts
The traffic efficiency impacts of this function were expected to be negligible. Therefore this
function has not been analysed.
4.2.2.6 Environmental Impacts
Not simulated.
4.2.2.7 Mobility Impacts
IVS signs were assessed for mobility implications all together. The result is shown in Section
4.2.1.7.
4.2.2.8 Scaling Up
No quantitative traffic efficiency and environment impacts were available for scaling up.
4.2.2.9 Conclusions
The function had positive impacts on driver behaviour in areas where special attention
should be paid on vulnerable road users (pedestrian crossing ahead, child sign). Mostly the
impact was seen in small deceleration in speeds in the critical areas. However, the impacts
were not very clear for the information on obligation to give way (stop, yield) although
some results indicated smoother approach to the intersection
From a safety perspective, IVS pedestrian crossing ahead and child signs were designed to
anticipate encountering children and other vulnerable road users in the vicinity of the signs.
Driver behaviour results showed indeed decrease of speed in these areas. This indicates
better situation awareness and attention. The function was assessed to affect accidents
with vulnerable road users only. The total safety impact is affected by the fact that
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information wold be provided only in limited area, in vicinity of signs. The function was
assessed to prevent accidents caused by inattention. Lower speed as such will lead also to
smaller fatality risk. However, better detecting and being aware of context of the signs,
specifically signs related to VRUs, was also expected. Thus, drivers would learn to pay more
attention on pedestrians in the long-term also outside of event areas. The smoother
approach to the pedestrian crossing ahead or child sign area, forced the non-user close
behind to approach it the same way. In addition, interaction was expected to improve
between car driver and VRUs. The number of prevented fatalities with provided scenarios
was estimated to be up to 115 fatalities per year in EU28 in 2030. Correspondingly, the total
impact as prevented injuries was estimated to be up to 3060 per year.
In-Vehicle Signage (IVS) consists of two separate functions: Speed Limits (IVS/SL) and
Other Signs. The User Acceptance results did not distinguish between the two functions.
Specific other signs were implemented on all TSs except for France.
Although drivers clearly indicated that speeds decreased, the objective driving behaviour
found that drivers only slowed their speed for only the pedestrian crossing (ahead) and child
signs, indicating that the drivers may have had the IVS/SL in mind when responding.
Most drivers in the survey reported that the number of abrupt braking manoeuvres did not
change or it decreased, some quite a bit. No direct analysis of jerk was available for IVS/SS.
However, the IVS/SS pedestrian crossing ahead and stop signs both resulted in statistically
significant increased proportion of time deceleration was above 0.125 m/s², consistent with
a braking manoeuvre.
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Obstacle warning / Road works warning / Car breakdown warning

4.2.3.1 Events
The number of events in the driver behaviour analysis of OBW/RWW/CBW is shown in Table
28.
Table 28: Obstacle Warning / Road Works Warning / Car Breakdown Warning Events at DRIVE C2X Test Sites

Finland
(controlled,
within subject)

Italy
(controlled,
within subject)

Spain
(controlled,
between subject)

113/ 117

22/ 19

20/ 20

45

19

50/48

25/ 18

CBW Pairs after
filtering

17

17

Number of
participants
(RWW+CBW)

50

25

RWW Baseline/
Treatment events
RWW Pairs after
filtering
CBW Baseline/
Treatment events

Sweden
(naturalistic)
5/6

7 (RWW and
CBW together)
15/ 15

9/16

7 (RWW and
CBW together)
20

20

4.2.3.2 User Acceptance
Obstacle warning, road works warning and car breakdown warning have been measured
independently from user acceptance and therefore are individually discussed.
Obstacle Warning
Usefulness
The usefulness of the obstacle warning function was regarded as rather high. 85% consider
the function as useful; even 90% indicated that they would use the function regularly if it
was available in their car. Most values were above the average across all functions, but
especially the perceived safety impact could be highlighted (85%) in comparison.
Comfort aspects played a less important role but were still stated by 70% of the
respondents, while only 55% claimed that driving is less stressful due to the function.
The OW function was also seen as a rather innovative function. 68% of the users agreed
that the function offered something new and offers benefits that were not provided by
other available systems.
Even if 65% of the test users stated that they feel enthusiastic about the function, the
willingness to purchase the function was limited to 30% of the respondents, which was
slightly below average.
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Being compared to the expected acceptance of the function, the result appeared to be less
positive. Especially usefulness (85% vs. 100%) and safety benefits (85% vs. 90%) were
expected to be even better than finally perceived in the FOT. This was also the case as OW
was the function with the highest expectation level across all functions.

Obstacle Warning
1–
strongly
disagree

2

3

4

5

6

7TOP 3
strongly
agree
EVAL
EXP

If this function were standard equipment
in my car, I would use it regularly.

90% 90%

This function is useful.

100% 85%

This function increases my safety.

90% 85%

This function offers something new.

74% 68%

This function increases my comfort.

70% 70%

I feel enthusiastic about this function.

74% 65%

The benefits of the function are not
available in other solutions on the market .

63% 68%

Driving is less stressful due to the
function.
This function works reliably and
faultlessly.

70% 55%

expectation

80% 38%

evaluation

I would purchase this function if it was
optional equipment.

CONFIRMATION

42% 30%

Source: After Briefing Survey & Final Evaluation Survey; n = 20

Figure 66: Acceptance – expectation vs evaluation OW

The main difference compared to the expectation was related to the reliability of the
function. While 80% expected the function to work faultlessly, only 38% had the actual
impression after the field tests. It can be assumed that the function was interpreted as a
function with rather low complexity, whereas the practical implementation by the test site
was as complex as it is for other functions.
Thus, also the willingness to purchase was originally rated very high, compared to the final
evaluation (30% vs. 42%).
Usability
Despite the reduced perceived reliability, the usability of the function was rated rather
positive. 87% agreed to the statement that the function was easy to use, 85% confirmed
that the messages were easy to understand. Both values were close to the average
evaluation across all functions.
Generally there were no major usability issues, raised by the participants, but the usefulness
of the ‘information shown on the display’ and the ‘correctness of the information’ was rated
below average. Still 73% agreed to both statements, so the degree of malfunction could not
be regarded as critical for the actual functionality.
Finally, also the distraction and annoyance factor was rated less critical than for most
functions.
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Obstacle Warning
1–
strongly
disagree

2

3

4

5

6

7strongly
agree

TOP 3

The function is easy to use during the journey.

87%

The messages are easy to understand.

86%

I did not receive messages without apparent
cause.**

77%

The function is serving its purpose.

79%

I trusted the message.

74%

The information shown on the display is
useful.

73%

The correct information has been displayed.

73%

It is easy to see and read the messages.
The acoustic signals generated by the function
are not annoying.**
The function is not distracting me while I´m
driving.**

74%

mean (all functions)
mean

60%

lower bound*
higher bound*
CONFIRMATION

65%

Source: Final Evaluation Survey; Function tested - n = 23; All functions tested – n = 548
*Confidence intervall: 90%; ** Items mirrored to original questions

Figure 67: Usability evaluation of OW

The displayed information was regarded as ideal by 55% of the respondents. Only one
participant (5%) complained about the information volume, being ‘clearly’ too much.

Figure 68: Evaluation of information volume and timing
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Selected user feedback:
>> A helpful assistance << (FRANCE- only test site that implemented OW)
>> In mobile obstacles, the previous indication of the obstacle position may not correspond to
the location where it actually it is. When the obstacle is signalled, the level of the danger could
also be useful to indicate<< (FRANCE)
>> Symbols must be re worked because it is not explicit enough << (FRANCE)
>> It could be nice to make the precise position of the obstacle visible on the map, otherwise
looking for it localisation driving attention may be penalized << (FRANCE)
>> Interesting information if the obstacle it is really there, but annoying if the obstacle pointed
out is not on the road but on the side of the road << (FRANCE)
Summary
Obstacle warning was considered as a highly interesting function for the drivers that also
raised high expectations according to its functionality. As it was also perceived as a rather
simple functionality that was offered by social driving functions as WAZE, the technical
contingencies and complexities were not expected by the test users.
This led to a considerable difference between expectation and evaluation of the function.
One main aspect that was raised related to the information provided by the function was
the exact location of the obstacle. If the information presented on the screen was not
precise enough, the driver looked out for the obstacle himself and could have been
distracted significantly if it was not clearly visible.
On the other hand, a clearly visible obstacle, especially if it was positioned on the side of the
road was also regarded as less relevant for the drivers, as the information was of no
additional value to them. The French test site changed the setup of the tests after some
time as the objects were too obvious for the drivers and used less visible objects that
appeared to be more realistic. This clearly influenced the feedback from the drivers
positively.
Therefore precision and reliability based on prior experience can be regarded as most
important aspects to influence the acceptance the function.
Car Breakdown Warning
Usefulness
CBW was generally perceived as a very helpful function by the test users. 86% agreed that
they would use the function if it was available in their cars, which was slightly above average
across functions. Also the general usefulness of the function was seen by 85% of the users.
The safety benefits of the CBW were stated by 84% of the respondents, while only 60% saw
comfort benefits in the function. This was also an expected result for a safety critical
function.
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It was noticeable that the innovativeness of the function is rated rather high. 82% of
respondents regarded the function as something new and 69% agreed that the benefits
were not offered by other solutions on the market, which was the second highest evaluation
for safety-relevant functions behind AEVW function.
Comfort (60%) and stress reduction aspects (56%) were perceived to a lower extent and the
emotional involvement was rated slightly above average, as 58% confirmed feeling
enthusiastic about the function.
Even though the evaluation was quite positive, 39% of respondents stated being to
purchase the function, which was near the average value
The comparison of expectation and final evaluation for CBW only showed slight differences
related to the enthusiasm for the function (58% vs. 66%) and the willingness to purchase
(39% vs. 43%).
The implementation of the functions met the expectations based on the function
description.
Even the reliability of the function was rated almost at the same level as the expectation
measurement (65% vs. 66%). No other safety relevant function achieved this small
difference.

Car Breakdown Warning
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EVAL
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If this function were standard equipment
in my car, I would use it regularly.

89% 86%

This function is useful.

82% 85%

This function increases my safety.

85% 84%

This function offers something new.

84% 82%

The benefits of the function are not
available in other solutions on the market .

71% 69%

This function works reliably and
faultlessly.

66% 65%

This function increases my comfort.

66% 60%

Driving is less stressful due to the
function.
I feel enthusiastic about this function.

62% 56%

expectation

66% 58%

evaluation

I would purchase this function if it was
optional equipment.

CONFIRMATION

43% 39%

Source: After Briefing Survey & Final Evaluation Survey; n = 112

Figure 69: Acceptance – expectation vs evaluation CBW

Usability
The good evaluation of the reliability of the function already indicated that the usability of
CBW was high. 85% agreed that the function was easy to use during the journey and even
88% agreed that the messages were easy to understand.
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88% of the participants stated that they did not receive false alarms and stated that the
correct information was displayed. Both of these values were clearly above the average
across all functions.
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I did not receive messages without apparent
cause.**

88%

The correct information has been displayed.

85%

The messages are easy to understand.

88%

The function is easy to use during the journey.

85%

I trusted the message.

82%

The information shown on the display is
useful.

86%

The function is serving its purpose.

84%

It is easy to see and read the messages.
The function is not distracting me while I´m
driving.**
The acoustic signals generated by the function
are not annoying.**

81%

mean (all functions)
mean

66%

lower bound*
higher bound*
CONFIRMATION

63%

Source: Final Evaluation Survey; Function tested - n = 123; All functions tested – n = 548
*Confidence intervall: 90%; ** Items mirrored to original questions

Figure 70: Usability evaluation of CBW

It can be deduced that the more clearly defined scenario of a broken down car could be
transferred into a message more easily than a rather abstract obstacle that could be
overseen more easily than a car on the roadside.
Also the distraction by the function was not regarded as a big problem. 66% did state that
they didn’t feel distracted by the messages during driving, which was the most positive
evaluation across all functions.
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Figure 71: Evaluation of information volume and timing

Selected user feedback:
>> The function is very useful. During the tests I have considered that it would be very useful to
warn the driver of the broken car and/or accident, approximately 2-3 km before the event, but
above all, if it would be possible to inform the driver of where the broken car is. Obviously on
the SOS area or emergency lane the traffic is only weakly perturbed, while with a broken car in
the first lane or second lane all the countermeasures should be adopted in order to avert the
danger. << (ITALY)
>> The doubt is always about how I should behave? There are not indications on the problem
type. As end-user I try to pay more attention and check where the problem is, but then? Should
I stop? If I don't see the accident no one indicates me that the problem is overcome! All in all I
think that it generates even more anxiety! If there is queue in reality the problem is signalled by
other functions. << (ITALY)
>> When the stopped car announcement was notified, the precise location is not easy to
assess, at least when it was in the middle of traffic. To slow down too early may disturb
vehicles behind. Once this message is received, it could be useful to make visible the stopped
car on the map << (FRANCE)
>> A worthwhile function if the visibility is bad or there is heavy traffic and the car is clearly in
the way. In good visibility the function has no meaning. The impact is more significant at higher
speeds. << (FINLAND)
>> In this case the car was on the side of the road at a place that was clearly visible so the
warning didn't practically affect speed. The warning was, however, timed right and in a real
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situation would turn your attention to traffic. The warning would be especially beneficial if the
vehicle was not visible e.g. in the dark. << (FINLAND)
Summary
Car Breakdown Warning was seen as a highly beneficial function by the drivers, similar to
Obstacle Warning. It was also one of the most positively-rated functions in the focus
groups. Users appreciated that the system warned them in advance of unforeseen and
surprising situations. The implementation of the function also did meet the expectation of
the drivers.
Still, similar to other functions tested, the perceived benefit depended heavily on the actual
scenario on the road. Some scenarios in the test were not perceived as serious limitation for
their actual driving, which also limited the value of the function. The impression from the
test sites was that unintended events received the most positive feedback, which also
reflected the system imminent difficulties with field operational tests.
Also the tendency of the function was similar as in other cases that the messages appeared
slightly too late and drivers could already see the vehicles before they received the
information. Nevertheless, this function was highly appreciated as useful by almost all
drivers.
Compared to obstacle warning the users also pointed out the advantage of the function in
the case of being the driver of a broken down car.
Road Works Warning
Usefulness
Compared to the other functions, the usefulness of the RWW function was rated rather low,
although 73% agreed that the function was useful and even 79% indicated that they were
willing to use the function.
The main benefit seen in the function was safety. 66% of the respondents stated that the
function is increased their safety, but only 54% agreed to the comfort-related benefits, less
than one in two drivers praised the stress-reduction aspect of the function (46%).
The innovation character of the function was judged to be on an average level, across
functions. One in two participants would agree that the function offered an added value
that was not provided by other solutions on the market.
Generally the evaluation was positive but reserved. Only 48% showed a more emotional
bond (enthusiasm) and only a little more than one in four test drivers (27%) indicated a
willingness to purchase the function, which was the lowest value across all functions.
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66% 65%

This function increases my comfort.

65% 54%

The benefits of the function are not
available in other solutions on the market .

47% 50%

This function works reliably and
faultlessly.

53% 50%

I feel enthusiastic about this function.
Driving is less stressful due to the
function.

57% 48%

expectation

55% 46%

evaluation

I would purchase this function if it was
optional equipment.

CONFIRMATION

39% 27%

Source: After Briefing Survey & Final Evaluation Survey; n = 128

Figure 72: Acceptance – expectation vs evaluation RWW

Compared to the expectation that was measured after the first introduction of the
functions, the function was rated more critically. While the general acceptance and
willingness to use remained on a comparable level, the perceived benefits, both safety (66%
vs. 75%) and comfort related (54% vs. 65%) did not meet expectations. At least the
agreement to the perceived added value of the function did slightly increase with the actual
experience.
The implementation of the function could not meet the expectations of the function, which
were rather low compared to other functions anyway. Even if the TOP 3 agreement to the
statement ‘works reliably and faultlessly’ only fell from 53% to 50% after the experience
with the system, the average evaluation of reliability significantly suffered from the test
(4,35 vs. 4,9) as only 7% fully agreed to the statement (compared to 18% in the expectation
measurement).
It can be assumed that the grade of malfunction in the tests is not regarded as essential, but
still leads to a certain disappointment that also had a negative effect on the enthusiasm
(48% vs. 57%) and the willingness to purchase the function (27% vs. 39%).
Usability
The evaluation of the usability supported the finding that the implementation of the
function was not without faults, but the general usability was still guaranteed. The overall
evaluation ranged slightly below average. 83% of the respondents stated that the function
was easy to use, even 85% agreed that the messages were easy to understand.
Messages did not appear without reason (77%) and the messages could also be understood
well (85%), which resulted in general trust in the function (73%).
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Figure 73: Usability evaluation of RWW

Room for improvement could be seen in the accessibility of the messages (69%) and the
user interface. 58% did not feel distracted by the function and 56% did not regard the
acoustic signals as annoying, which can still be regarded as average values.

Figure 74: Evaluation of information volume and timing RWW
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The information shown to the driver mostly fitted the needs. 45% of the users evaluated
timing and amount of information as ideal. The main deviation from the optimum can be
noted in the timing of the function. The messages appeared too late, approximately 12% of
the respondents would even rate them ‘clearly too late’.
Selected user feedback:
>> One should know what implies to face the road works site. Information like: change of
carriageway, speed limit variation, distance, possible danger and a signal the end of the
construction site. << (ITALY)
>> Function overall very useful if signalled at least 2km in advance with respect to the road
works, for instance because the user might be overtaking a queue of trucks, and not seeing the
vertical signs on the roadside, being hidden by the trucks, this function would be very helpful.
<< (ITALY)
>> More warnings could be helpful: 1000 m/500m/200m/100m.... << (ITALY)
>> A nice feature that will surely sell << (SWEDEN)
>> As the system and the itinerary were unfamiliar to me, I was more stressed than usual. <<
(FRANCE)

>> I'm thinking about how I think the system will work if many vehicles are equipped: as Coyote
does, it should be possible to know how many equipped vehicles are driving close to you, ahead
and behind (for example, next vehicle equipped at less than 2 km). << (FRANCE)
>> The lane change display was a bit confusing; the system could somehow show if you have
to change lanes, now the system confuses the driver. The warning could, however, come also
when the lanes have been narrowed or there is yielding etc. << (FINLAND)
Summary
Generally the function was regarded as a useful enrichment of existing functions. Still, it
was regarded less innovative than most other functions, which showed that there was only
a low level of involvement, as the functionality was also not regarded as highly safety
critical, but more like a ‘nice to have’ informative feature.
In the end, the implementation on the test sites was difficult as the road works site was
either already known or could be seen from a far distance. Combined with the often delayed
message that appeared right at the start of the site, the added value of the function clearly
decreased.
Furthermore, in the focus groups the demand for additional information was pointed out,
primarily the distance to the road works, but also about the specific structure of the site. At
the same time the amount of messages should be balanced against sending messages too
frequently, leading to distraction and annoyance.
Additional background information could also be helpful, like the date of upcoming road
works or the end of existing road works to allow better planning.
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4.2.3.3 Driving Behaviour
Hypotheses were similar for CBW and RWW and aimed mainly at analysing performance
indicators related to speed and its derivate. Not all hypotheses could be analysed though
due to lack of certain data like e.g. radar to measure headway.
Analysed data for RWW and CBW were consistent between the different test sites for
average speed during the event (from first message on HMI until arrival at the broken car/
roadwork). At all test sites a decrease in average speed was observed which was due to
decreased spot speeds from up to 200 m before until arrival at the broken-down car/ road
work. The decrease lay between 1.72 km/h and 6.00 km/h at broken down cars and between
1.08 km/h and 5.47 km/h at road works depending on position and the speed limit. This was
also reflected in the spot speeds. See Figure 75 for an example that shows a reduction of
speed around the road works zone when driving with RWW. Results differed in effect size
and significance. When data were pooled, significance increased and average speed
decreased by 2.90 km/h (Pearson's r=0.40, p=0.000) for CBW and 2.08 km/h (Pearson's
r=0.34, p=0.000) for RWW.

Figure 75: Spot speeds for Road Works Warning (test site Finland), for baseline and treatment.

As functions implementation for CBW and RWW were the same when it came to messages
presented on HMI, data could be pooled even for CBW and RWW. Results for 85 percentile
speed and more importantly deceleration and maximum jerk reached significance level
showing slightly higher deceleration due to decreasing speed near the relevant area and a
decrease in maximum jerk. That is, drivers showed less sudden manoeuvres when it comes
to braking.
Qualitative analysis of driver video data from Sweden revealed that secondary task as e.g.
texting were interrupted when a warning was given and drivers were alerted. For some
drivers and often when first messages appeared frequent glances to the HMI where
observed. The glances indicated that drivers may have had difficulties understanding the
context of the warning at first glance.
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All in all, results of the driver behaviour analysis suggested that drivers responded positively
in the expected manner to the warning; that is, getting alerted and aware of the brokendown car or road work, slowed down and showed less sudden manoeuvres when it comes to
braking.
4.2.3.4 Safety Impacts
Road work related accidents
The safety impact assessment of road works warning function utilised the Swedish road
work related accidents analysis for years 2003–2012 by Liljegren (2014). In 2012,
approximately 2.3% of all traffic injuries occurred in connection to road work. Similar
proportion of fatalities was estimated to be 3%. The two types of traffic accidents that were
most common in Sweden regarding road work were rear-end collisions and accidents
involving vulnerable road users (pedestrians, bicycles, mopeds and motorbikes) (Figure 76).
The most common type of rear-end collisions occured in a queue. The largest group of
seriously injured were vulnerable road users, particularly pedestrians but also cyclists. A
typical accident with a vulnerable road user is for example a cyclist falling of the bicycle due
to gravel, cables or construction equipment on the road. (Liljegren 2014)

Figure 76: Types of accidents in connection to roadwork in Sweden 2003-2012 (Liljegren 2014)

Expectations on road works warning
Cooperative road works warning (RWW) warns the driver about road works ahead that
could jeopardize safe driving (obstacles on the road; slow road site vehicles; congestion;
sudden tail end of traffic jam) and aimed to protect not only drivers but also vulnerable road
users and road workers. RWW has special advantage in those cases where road works are
not clearly visible due to adverse visibility, sharp curve and other objects blocking the view.
Effects were expected as follows:
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RWW alerted driver in order to decrease the risk of an accident (accident avoidance).
Drivers were expected to avoid sudden manoeuvres (less hard braking, less
swerving) which decreased even the risk of an accident involving following vehicles.
Drivers were expected to slow down near to the road work which decreases
consequences in an accident (injury mitigation).

Mechanism 1: Direct in-vehicle modification of the driving task
The proportion of road work related fatalities and injuries of all traffic fatalities and injuries
were assumed to be according to the Swedish result (3% for fatalities and 2.3% for injuries).
Swedish road work accident data included also winter road maintenance which does not
take place in all parts of EU28. However, in those countries the density of other types of
road works may be higher and road works are made all year round (and not just in summer
time as in Nordic countries). Therefore, the same total proportion was decided to be used.
Road work related accident type distribution was set according to Figure 76. Accident types
were linked with accident types in ERiC according to Table 29.
Table 29: Matching of accident types between ERiC and Liljegren (2014)

Accident types in ERiC

Accident types in Liljegren (2014)

Single vehicle collision with pedestrians

50% of VRU accidents (pedestrians)

Single vehicle collision with obstacles (other
than pedestrians)

Single vehicle accidents + 50% of VRU
accidents (pedal cyclists, mopeds, etc.)

Other single vehicle accidents

Road departure collision

Frontal collision

Head on collision

Side-by-side collision

Side collision

Angle collision

Angle collision

Rear collision

Rear end collision

Other accidents with at least two vehicle

Miscellaneous

It was assumed that RWW would be effective only to those road work-related accidents that
were due to inattention or lack of awareness. To assess the frequency of accidents related
to inattention, the estimate of 80-90% found in naturalistic driving studies (Dingus et al.
2006) was applied. Effectiveness of the system, i.e. the proportion of such accidents that
the system use could prevent, was estimated to be 80–90% for rear collisions, single vehicle
collisions with pedestrians and other obstacles due to drivers expecting these types of
hazards but also for the class ‘other single vehicle accidents’ which represent mostly driving
off the road due to that representing an ultimate panic manoeuvre which would most likely
disappear with RWW use. The effectiveness was estimated to be 70–80% for frontal
collisions as it also represents panic manoeuvres and 60-70% for other accident types due to
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risk of them assumed to be less expected by the driver when receiving the warning on
roadwork.
Mechanism 5: Modification of interaction between road users
When the user of RWW was more aware of the roadwork and approached the road work by
slowing down near to the roadwork and by showing less sudden manoeuvres when it came
to braking, they guided also the other road users to drive accordingly. This impact was
assumed to be 20–30% of the impact in the safety mechanism 1.
Impacts of road works warning
The total effect by the main classifying factor (Road type) was calculated by multiplying the
mechanism by mechanism provided effects; side-by-side collisions, single vehicle collision
with obstacles and rear collisions would be decreased most (Table 30). The overall total
impact estimate takes into account the share of accidents in each category. This resulted in
2.5% average decrease in fatalities and 2.o% average decrease in injuries. These figures
indicate the full potential of the function when all cars are equipped. More detailed
estimates per mechanism are presented in Annex B.
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Table 30: Impacts of RWW per accident type. Columns low and high provide the range for the impact, average is the
mean value of the first two. 100% penetrations assumed.

Accident type
Fatalities

Injuries

Low

High

Average

Single vehicle collision with pedestrians

-1,2 %

-1,6 %

-1,4 %

Single vehicle collision with obstacles (other
than pedestrians)

-8,0 %

-10,9 %

-9,4 %

Other single vehicle accidents

-0,3 %

-0,5 %

-0,4 %

Frontal collision

-0,3 %

-0,4 %

-0,3 %

Side-by-side collision

-8,5 %

-12,0 %

-10,2 %

Angle collision

-0,1 %

-0,1 %

-0,1 %

Rear collision

-5,9 %

-8,1 %

-7,0 %

Other accidents with at least two vehicle

-2,5 %

-3,5 %

-3,0 %

Total

-2,1 %

-2,9 %

-2,5 %

Single vehicle collision with pedestrians

-1,8 %

-2,4 %

-2,1 %

Single vehicle collision with obstacles (other
than pedestrians)

-8,9 %

-12,1 %

-10,5 %

Other single vehicle accidents

-0,3 %

-0,4 %

-0,4 %

Frontal collision

-1,2 %

-1,7 %

-1,5 %

Side-by-side collision

-2,2 %

-3,2 %

-2,7 %

Angle collision

0,0 %

-0,1 %

0,0 %

Rear collision

-4,1 %

-5,6 %

-4,9 %

Other accidents with at least two vehicle

-0,6 %

-0,9 %

-0,7 %

Total

-1,7 %

-2,3 %

-2,0 %

The overall impact (%) of prevented fatalities and injuries per year are presented in Figure
77 taken into account the system penetrations in traffic (low, medium and high in Table
8).The number of prevented fatalities totals 14-46 in 2020 and 55-209 in 2030 and the
number of prevented injuries totals 526-3,113 in 2020 and 2,628-9,939 in 2030 in EU28. The
impacts were assessed for 100% infrastructure penetration.
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Figure 77: Overall impacts of RWW in number and proportion of fatalities and injuries with the three scenarios per
target year, 100% infrastructure penetration

Expectations for car breakdown warning
Drivers were warned about a broken car on the road by cooperative car breakdown warning
(CBW). Therefore, drivers allocated more attention to detect the broken-down car and were
prepared to react accordingly. The drivers were assumed to decrease speed, and pass the
broken-down vehicle slower than without the function. Some changes in lateral positioning
could be expected compared with the situation without the warning.
Most of the Finnish CBW events took on urban or rural roads and on a short leg of
motorway. The most significant driver behaviour results showed that there was a decrease
(baseline vs. treatment) of average speed from 48.61 km/h to 46.89 km/h at the Finnish test
site, while the spot speed at 150 metres before the broken car location decreased from 51.0
km/h to 48.1 km/h.
The Italian CBW events took place on motorways. The most significant results showed that
there was a decrease of average speed from 113.0 km/h to 107.0 km/h while the maximum
acceleration jerk decreased from 117.9 m/s3 to 88.8 m/s3. The Spanish CBW events took
place on national roads. The most significant results showed that there was a decrease of
average speed from 32.4 km/h to 29.4 km/h.
CBW was expected to have safety impacts only through safety mechanism 1. Road type was
chosen as the main classifier for the accident data.
Mechanism 1: Direct in-vehicle modification of the driving task
Accident statistics show that the proportion of single vehicle accidents with an object other
than a pedestrian was 15% on motorways, 10% on rural roads and 8% on urban roads for
fatalities. For injuries the corresponding proportions were 11% for motorways, 9% for rural
roads and 4% for urban roads.
It was assumed that in 10-20% of accidents with an object other than pedestrians, the
object would be a broken-down vehicle on the road. In addition, it was assumed that 70Deliverable D11.4
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90% of them could be prevented by having CBW in use on motorways, 65-85% on rural
roads and 30-50% on urban roads.
Impacts of car breakdown warning
The total effect by the main classifying factor (Road type) was calculated; accidents on
motorways would be decreased most (Table 31). The overall total impact estimate takes
into account the share of accidents in each category. This resulted in 1.0% average
decrease in fatalities and o.6% average decrease in injuries. These figures indicate the full
potential of the function when all cars are equipped. More detailed estimates per
mechanism are presented in Annex B.
Table 31: Impacts of CBW per road type. Columns low and high provide the range for the impact, average is the mean
value of the first two. 100% penetrations assumed.

Road type
Fatalities

Injuries

Low

High

Average

Motorway

-1,0 %

-2,7 %

-1,8 %

Rural

-0,7 %

-1,8 %

-1,2 %

Urban

-0,3 %

-0,8 %

-0,5 %

Total

-0,6 %

-1,5 %

-1,0 %

Motorway

-0,8 %

-1,9 %

-1,4 %

Rural

-0,6 %

-1,6 %

-1,1 %

Urban

-0,1 %

-0,4 %

-0,3 %

Total

-0,3 %

-0,9 %

-0,6 %

The overall impact (%) of prevented fatalities and injuries per year are presented in Figure
78 taken into account the system penetrations in traffic (low, medium and high in Table
8).The number of prevented fatalities totals 1-28 in 2020 and 12-125 in 2030 and the number
of prevented injuries totals 85-448 in 2020 and 427-2 794 in 2030 in EU28. The impacts were
assessed for 100% infrastructure penetration.
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Figure 78: Overall impacts of CBW in number and proportion of fatalities and injuries with the three scenarios per
target year, 100% infrastructure penetration

4.2.3.5 Traffic Efficiency Impacts
The traffic efficiency impacts of the OW, RWW and CBW functions on traffic efficiency were
expected to be negligible. Therefore they have not been simulated. The main traffic
efficiency effect one might expect from RWW was changes in speed. The field trials showed
an effect of 3.6% lower average speeds for RWW-equipped vehicles versus unequipped
vehicles. This effect was measured at road works locations, and it seems unlikely that any
effect on speed will be seen elsewhere. Road works are infrequent events, and hence the
effect on overall traffic efficiency is expected to be negligible.
If travellers are warned pre-trip for (major) road works, then this might well cause changes
in strategic driving behaviour (trip choice, mode choice, departure time choice, route
choice), and this could have a significant effect on traffic efficiency. However, such a
warning is not part of the RWW function and hence was not applicable here.

4.2.3.6 Environmental Impacts
Not simulated.
4.2.3.7 Mobility Impacts
Mobility improved due to having road works warning (RWW) as quality improvedin terms of
decreased uncertainty, and an increased feeling of safety and comfort (Figure 79). The
typical mean agreement values for comfort were approximately 4.5 (on a scale from 1,
strongly disagree to 7, strongly agree), and for safety 4.5-5.5. Uncertainty was assessed on a
scale from -3 to 3 (decrease-increase), and the typical mean value was -0.3. Regarding stress
decrease, there were inconsistent results. In some countries road works warning was
considered to decrease stress and in others it was not (values ranging from 3.6 to 4.8 on the
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seven-point scale, and from -0.4 to 0.1 on the other one). There were no indications of
impacts on the amount of travel, or travel patterns.
Number of
journeys
Length

RWW
Amount of
travel

Duration
Timing
Mode
Route

Travel
patterns

Mobility

Adverse
conditions
User stress
User
uncertainty
Feeling of
safety

Journey
quality

Feeling of
comfort
Figure 79: Implications for mobility, road works warning. Green colour indicates a positive change, yellow
contradictory results, and white no change.

4.2.3.8 Scaling Up
No quantitative traffic efficiency and environment impacts were available for scaling up.
4.2.3.9 Conclusions
The driving behaviour analysis found statistically significant results in the pooled data for
speed reduction and other speed indicators. The analysis concluded that drivers responded
in the expected manner to an OW/RWW/CBW message, and showed less sudden braking.
The safety analysis assumed that OW/RWW/CBW affects all types of accidents. However,
OW/RWW/CBW are not frequent occurrences, resulting in a small reduction in fatalities and
injuries with this function. The driving behaviour results indicated that drivers had improved
hazard awareness and adapted driving style accordingly: slowing down close to the brokendown car / road works; fewer sudden manoeuvres; aborting secondary tasks/ becoming
alerted. The effects were highly dependent on scenario and context (e.g. visibility of signs,
perceived relevance) as well as maturity of HMI.
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The safety analysis interpreted the quite consistent and significant driving behaviour effects
to mean that the functions would reduce accidents caused by inattention and unawareness
of road works or broken-down vehicles on the road. When the user of RWW was more
aware of the roadwork, the user slowed down and made less sudden manoeuvres when it
came to braking, they guided the other road users to drive accordingly. The total impact in
number of prevented fatalities was assessed to be up to 125 per year in EU28 in 2030 for
CBW and up to 209 per year for RWW, and the number of injuries prevented was assessed
to be up to more than 4,500 per year for CBW and up to almost 10,000 per year for RWW.
The mobility effects of OW/RWW/CBW were qualitatively determined to be positive by
improving journey quality.
Comparing the objective findings of the driver behaviour analysis to the survey of drivers
and their perceived driving behaviour, the combined Obstacle Warning Road Works
Warning (OW/WW) was implemented as an integrated system in all TS except France. The
French OW was not analysed in the Driving Behaviour objective analyses due to issues with
the French data. The Car breakdown warning (CBW) and RWW driver survey were
integrated in this analysis.
The subjective experience and objective measure of driver behaviour were consistent. Most
drivers in the survey reported that the number of abrupt braking manoeuvres did not
change or it slightly decreased. The driver behaviour objective analyses of pooled data
found that the deceleration was smoother, resulting in lower jerk, and thus less “abrupt”.
The subjective and objective results agreed that a reduction in speed resulted from using
OW/RWW/CBW.
Obstacle Warning could be regarded as a highly appreciated function. 95% of the
respondents stated that a function to support the driver in the related scenario would be an
important feature.
The expectation measurement showed that the function is perceived as a useful but also a
rather simple function. After the experience in the field test the drivers realised that the
complexity of an obstacle warning in practise was much higher and the functionality is
prone to potential malfunctions or inaccuracies.
A well-developed function would most probably be well accepted and used by most drivers,
but it also became clear that there is a lot of improvement needed.
The perceived benefits of the function indicated a very positive impact of the function,
especially the raised attention to perceive dangerous situations was stated by the users, but
the risk of driver distraction caused by inaccurate location information of the obstacle could
also have a negative effect on road safety in practise. This aspect should be refined
consequently and optimized by differentiating non relevant objects from seriously
hazardous ones and finding a way to localise the objects precisely.
Both aspects might be serious challenges for the further development of the function,
especially if the detection of the obstacles is mostly based on user generated information,
which again leads to the limitation factor of the risk to distract the driver. In this concern
Obstacle Warning can be considered as typical cooperative function that also includes the
triggering of the system by drivers. But exactly this aspect provides a serious challenge as
the user can easily be distracted by entering the information about the obstacle on the road.
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Because accuracy is needed about the location of the obstacle, this difficulty is even
increased.
Finally it should also be noted that due to the small sample of drivers that tested the
function, the results should be regarded as a tendency.
The overall positive feedback and the high willingness to use the Car Breakdown Warning
function suggest that CBW should be considered as one core function in the setup of DRIVE
C2X.
It allowed drivers to be prepared in case of need to brake or to swerve. It helped in
anticipation, in avoiding overburden and surprise by the hazard. The gain may attain visible
behaviours conducing to slowing the vehicle, not visible as attention focalisation and scene
scrutinizing looking forward for the danger or both as was seen in piloting controlled test,
where some drivers have change lane when receiving the CBW in order to gain in visibility
ahead to looking for the event location.
Critical feedback should be considered for further development of the function. Similar to
related Obstacle warning, it is very important to differentiate between those car breakdown
scenarios that directly affect the driver and those where the potential source of danger is
not in the range of sight. But even when the event was not considered dangerous, tolerance
to this kind of warning was high because many derivate situations could appear for which it
was better to be aware, as opening doors or a child exiting a stopped car and so on.
Furthermore the timing of the information needs to be improved for a market ready
solution. To help drivers to decide if the hazard concerns them or not and to better localise
the event source, many participants had asked for details in designing hazard location:
either in the path of the vehicle on the road or on the side of the road. Some of participants
went further and asked for two levels of criticality depending on those values, conveyed by
two different warning tones.
It also was suggested to enhance the functionality with a lane-based warning in terms of
severity, e.g. on the lane with an obstacle a more severe warning should be provided and on
the other lanes only information should be provided.
Finally the feedback from the drivers was also related to adjacent functionalities that could
be helpful in a car breakdown situation. It could be linked with an extended eCall solution
that also distributes information about a potential crash or breakdown to the drivers
nearby. This could also include a request for help or notifications about details of the
hazardous situation as leaking oil.
Even if the test conditions were partially limiting the actual impact potential of the function,
the drivers confirmed a positive effect on their perceived driving behaviour. The average
speeds decreased in all test sites and drivers showed less sudden manoeuvres when it
comes to braking. These consistent effects were interpreted to indicate that the function
would be quite efficient in preventing the target accidents caused by inattention. However,
the car breakdown situations were regarded as rare.
Even if the feedback to the function related to the FOT experience was rather reserved, it
could be clearly noted that Road Works Warning is regarded as a highly reasonable driving
assistance function.
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Based on the experience of the field tests it can be concluded that the warnings need to
appear earlier than 30 seconds before arriving at the road works site, which was the basic
setting in the tests.
As the implications for the driver were rather limited related to safety aspects, the
involvement was rather low. This was even increased by the implementation of the function
that did not fully match the expectation of the test drivers, mostly due to test site specific
limitations.
However, if the function were enriched with some additional features and relevant
information, the function will be used and accepted, even if the level of emotional
involvement will most likely not lead to a considerable willingness to purchase the system.
A combination with a smart navigation system, providing real time alternative route
recommendations was rated as an attractive service bundle in the course of the FOT user
surveys. Thus the function could play a role as supporting function in a DRIVE C2X rollout.
The comparably easy implementation by equipping road works with DRIVE C2X RSU
already makes the function one of the first potential touchpoints with DRIVE C2X
technology. As the leading function of the Corridor project, this path is already paved.
Therefore it is important to further improve the usability of the function and enrich the
functionality with the outlined features. A positive first impression will have a significant
impact on the overall acceptance of DRIVE C2X technology.
At the same time the role as a leading function of DRIVE C2X might not be fully appropriate
from the user experience perspective, as an overwhelmed feedback can’t be expected as
the involvement towards RWW is comparably low, according to the results of this study.
Finally the test drivers also pointed out in the focus groups that they understood the
relevance for the function from a road operator perspective and the need to protect the
road works staff.
Similarly to CBW, the effects on driver behaviour were consistent and positive in terms of
traffic safety. Furthermore, road works occur more frequently than broken-down cars and
therefore, would contribute to traffic safety more.
Figure 80 summarises the salient findings on OW/RWW/CBW
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QUICK RECAP
Obstacle Warning
Car Breakdown Warning
Road Works Warning
 drivers had improved hazard awareness, adapted their driving style and thus
showed less sudden braking
 effects were highly dependent on scenario and context (e.g. visibility of signs,
perceived relevance) as well as maturity of HMI
 impact of the functions is assessed to be …
… 125 fatalities & 209 prevented injuries in EU28 in 2030 by CBW
… more than 4,500 fatalities & 10,060 prevented injuries in EU28 in 2030
by RWW
 mobility effects were qualitatively determined to be positive by improving
journey quality
 high willingness to use the function (OW: 90%, CBW: 86%, RWW: 79%)
 risk of distraction: high relevance of accurate information and correct timing
 high interest in link to additional features to enhance functionality (eCall,
behavioural recommendation, route itinerary)

Figure 80: Quick Recap of OW/RWW/CBW evaluation
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Traffic Jam Ahead Warning

4.2.4.1 Events
The number of events in the analysis of Traffic Jam Ahead Warning is shown in Table 32
(before and after filtering).
Table 32: Overview of Traffic Jam Ahead Warning events at DRIVE C2X Test Sites

Baseline/ Treatment
events
Pairs after filtering
Number of participants

Spain

Italy

Germany

37/25

24/11

9/44

17
20

9
28

6
496

4.2.4.2 User Acceptance
Usefulness
It can be noted that the TJAW function was well appreciated by the majority of the drivers.
With one exception, all statements received a higher agreement than the average across all
functions. 79% indicated that they would use the function regularly and 84% evaluated the
function as useful.
The functions benefits were mostly regarded as safety-related (84%), while 61% also saw
benefits in comfort and 49% in stress reduction.
56% of the drivers agreed that they feel enthusiastic about the function, and 41% even
stated that they would consider purchasing the function as special equipment.
Only the reliability of the function was rated below average. Only 41% of the respondents
agreed that the function works faultlessly.

Traffic Jam Ahead Warning
1–
strongly
disagree

2

3

4

5

7TOP 3
strongly
agree
EVAL
EXP

If this function were standard equipment
in my car, I would use it regularly.

84% 79%

This function is useful.

95% 84%

This function increases my safety.

86% 84%

This function offers something new.

72% 83%

This function increases my comfort.

82% 61%

The benefits of the function are not
available in other solutions on the market .

52% 60%

I feel enthusiastic about this function.

70% 56%

Driving is less stressful due to the
function.
This function works reliably and
faultlessly.

81% 49%

expectation

52% 41%

evaluation

I would purchase this function if it was
optional equipment.

.

6

CONFIRMATION

61% 41%

Source: After Briefing Survey & Final Evaluation Survey; n = 38

Figure 81: Acceptance – expectation vs evaluation TJAW
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A lack of perceived reliability was also reflected by the less positive evaluation of the
function after the testing experience compared to the expected perception after the
function was introduced to the drivers.
The biggest gap between expectation and evaluation was noted in relation to the expected
stress reduction. While 81% expected this benefit of the function, only 49% agreed that the
function made driving less stressful after the tests.
This is also directly connected to the impression of the system’s reliability that fell from 52%
agreement rate to 41% in the final evaluation.
As a consequence also the relatively high confirmation to the willingness to purchase
statement of 61% decreased to 41% after the actual experience.
Usability
Indeed the usability of the function was rated slightly below average by the participants.
Still the basic requirements were fulfilled. 77% agreed that the information on the screen is
useful, 73% prised the accessibility of the messages and 77% stated that they trusted the
message.

Traffic Jam Ahead Warning
1–
strongly
disagree

2

3

4

5

6

7strongly
agree

TOP 3

The information shown on the display is
useful.

77%

The messages are easy to understand.

73%

The function is serving its purpose.

79%

I trusted the message.

77%

The function is easy to use during the
journey.
I did not receive messages without
apparent cause.**
The correct information has been
displayed.

72%

It is easy to see and read the messages.
The acoustic signals generated by the
function are not annoying.**
The function is not distracting me while
I´m driving.**

74%
61%
68%

mean (all functions)
mean

58%

lower bound*
higher bound*
CONFIRMATION

57%

Source: Final Evaluation Survey; Function tested - n = 37; All functions tested – n = 543
*Confidence intervall: 90%; ** Items mirrored to original questions

Figure 82: Usability evaluation of TJAW

The most critically evaluated aspect after the distraction potential and the annoyance by
the sounds was that messages appeared without apparent cause and the information that
was shown is incorrect. The drivers also agreed to a lower extent than average to the
statement that the messages were easy to see and read (68%).
Approximately every second participant rated the volume and timing of information of the
messages as ideal. However, there was no clear tendency related to the expected
improvement of timing and scope of information.
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Figure 83: Evaluation of information volume and timing TJAW

Selected user feedback:
>> The function could be very useful if it warned only once with respect to overall traffic and
then be very punctual and accurate for queues, providing information of kilometres towards the
tail end. << (ITALY)
>> It might have been a simulation…but the intense traffic/queue was not present; the level of
attention is augmented but it would be useful to know where the queue is foreseen and how
long it is, or in how many meters the first vehicle is encountered. << (ITALY)
>> The message was sent too early, without specifying where the clogging is, so if you receive
the message while approaching and intersection you don't know where it is or how to avoid it.
<< (SPAIN)
Summary
TJAW was considered very important by users in the surveys as well as in the focus groups.
Still, drivers expectations related to the function were not met; especially the reliability of
the function failed to meet expectations.
Most drivers saw the necessity for further enhancements in order to improve the benefit of
the function. Attention should be paid in differentiating warnings for queues or warnings for
slow down situations.
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4.2.4.3 Driving Behaviour
TS Germany had such a small number of events that no effects were found.
TS Italy had a quite small number of events recorded from medium/high traffic density
scenarios, on motorways. Actually, real vehicle queues didn’t occur at all, so artificial TJAW
events were triggered manually in high traffic density situations. There was a difference
between the original triggering event of the function (detection of a traffic flow breakdown
(traffic jam) and the test conditions (medium-high traffic with artificial triggering of the
traffic jam). The indicators showed that the users were generally driving more carefully,
with lower speeds (14%) and lower accelerations (30%), already at the time the message
was provided on the HMI. The results were statistically significant, although it was difficult
to interpret whether the lower speeds and accelerations were due to the warning or
because the driver had already entered heavy traffic.
TS Spain data also had quite a small number of events coming from urban traffic scenarios.
The analysis showed that the user was usually driving faster but with lower aggressiveness
in treatment runs. A clear change in driver behaviour could not be measured. In addition,
the results were far from being statistically significant.
The TJAW events from TS Italy and TS Spain came from two different traffic scenarios
(highway vs. urban roads). Pooling the data resulted in two clearly visible clusters for almost
all indicators, making it difficult to draw a conclusion. The pooled analysis was conducted
anyway. The results showed smoother driver behaviour as found on TS Italy.
4.2.4.4 Safety Impacts
Expectations
The primary safety problem addressed by cooperative traffic jam ahead warning (TJAW)
was a rear-end collision due to the late awareness of a traffic jam tail by the driver.
However, in the case of high traffic flow, there might be problems of side-by-side collisions
and other accident types as well if drivers performed panic manoeuvres when noticing the
tail of the traffic jam at the last moment.
The system was a vehicle-to-vehicle system that warned the driver even before the traffic
jam could be noticed by the driver himself. Thus, the driver was informed in time and could
react smoothly and safely. Specifically, positive effects that were expected are:
•
•
•
•

The driver will slow down earlier than without TJAW.
The driver will slow down to a lower speed than without TJAW.
The driver will not slow down earlier, but be able to react faster when (s)he really
approaches the traffic jam.
The driver may also brake more smoothly when reaching the traffic jam, or to keep
the lane in case of high traffic flow.

A possible negative effect was that the drivers pay less attention to potential traffic jams
ahead in general, because they know they will be warned by the system anyway. However,
as the information provision is dependent on equipped vehicles being present to send the
warning, drivers should be aware that the system does not cover all traffic jams and,
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therefore, will be less reliant on the V2V system than for infrastructure based systems for
which the coverage is stable.
Accident type was chosen as main classifier for the safety impacts as the function was
targeted to prevent especially rear collisions.
Mechanism 1: Direct in-vehicle modification of the driving task
Impacts were assessed separately for motorways and rural roads with high speed limits (at
least 80 km/h) and for urban roads and rural roads with lower speed limits. It was assumed
that 60-80% of fatalities and injuries in rear collisions of rural roads take place in these first
mentioned rural roads with high speed limit. In addition, it was assumed that 5-10% of rear
collisions are due to traffic jam on motorways and high speed rural roads and 10-25% on
urban roads and low speed rural roads. In both environments, it was expected that 50-80%
of such fatalities and injuries could be prevented by cooperative TJAW system. The range
came from a study on Rear End Collision Avoidance Systems by the US Department of
Transportation (Lee et al. 2002) where an early warning was found to help drivers to react
more quickly reducing the number of collisions by 80.7%, and a late warning by 50.0%.
Lee et al. (2002) found that the warnings do not speed drivers’ application of the brake,
increase their maximum deceleration, or affect their mean deceleration. In their study, the
warned drivers tended to adopt strategies in which they avoid collisions by braking
relatively gradually, which should decrease the likelihood of the driver being hit from
behind. Some drivers fail to comply with the warnings.
Here, in addition to rear collisions, also other accident types were expected to be reduced
except for frontal collision which did not seem relevant. The magnitude of impact was
assessed to be 5-10% of the impact for rear collisions per accident type.
Mechanism 5: Modification of interaction between road users
When the user of TJAW approaches the traffic jam more smoothly, the non-users behind
will most likely do so, too. The amount of fatalities and injuries in rear collisions caused by
traffic jam to be prevented by the cooperative TJAW function was assessed to be 1-5% for
this system in all driving environments for this smoother non-user driving behaviour. The
impact was assessed to be 5-10% of the impact for rear collisions to other accident types
except frontal collisions.
Impacts
The total effect by the main classifying factor (Accident type) was calculated by multiplying
the mechanism by mechanism provided effects; the function would decrease mostly rear
end collisions (Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference.). The overall total impact
estimate takes into account the share of accidents in each category. This resulted in 1.5%
average decrease in fatalities and 2.1% average decrease in injuries. These figures indicate
the full potential of the function when all cars are equipped. More detailed estimates per
mechanism are presented in Annex B.
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Table 33: Impacts of TJAW per accident type. Columns low and high provide the range for the impact, average is the
mean value of the first two. 100% penetrations assumed.

Accident type
Fatalities

Injuries

Low

High

Average

Single vehicle collision with pedestrians

-0,2 %

-1,2 %

-0,7 %

Single vehicle collision with obstacles (other
than pedestrians)

-0,2 %

-1,2 %

-0,7 %

Other single vehicle accidents

-0,2 %

-1,2 %

-0,7 %

Frontal collision

0,0 %

0,0 %

0,0 %

Side-by-side collision

-0,2 %

-1,2 %

-0,7 %

Angle collision

-0,2 %

-1,2 %

-0,7 %

Rear collision

-3,7 %

-11,6 %

-7,7 %

Other accidents with at least two vehicle

-0,2 %

-1,2 %

-0,7 %

Total

-0,6 %

-2,4 %

-1,5 %

Single vehicle collision with pedestrians

-0,2 %

-1,6 %

-0,9 %

Single vehicle collision with obstacles (other
than pedestrians)

-0,2 %

-1,6 %

-0,9 %

Other single vehicle accidents

-0,2 %

-1,6 %

-0,9 %

Frontal collision

0,0 %

0,0 %

0,0 %

Side-by-side collision

-0,2 %

-1,6 %

-0,9 %

Angle collision

-0,2 %

-1,6 %

-0,9 %

Rear collision

-4,2 %

-15,4 %

-9,8 %

Other accidents with at least two vehicle

-0,2 %

-1,6 %

-0,9 %

Total

-0,8 %

-3,5 %

-2,1 %

The overall impact (%) of prevented fatalities and injuries per year taken into account the
system penetrations in traffic is presented in Figure 84 (low, medium and high in Table
8).The number of prevented fatalities totals 1-50 in 2020 and 14-193 in 2030 and the number
of prevented injuries totals 207-3 944 in 2020 and 1 037-16 619 in 2030 in EU28.
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Figure 84: Overall impacts of TJAW in number and proportion of fatalities and injuries with the three scenarios per
target year

4.2.4.5 Traffic Efficiency Impacts
As TJAW displayed warnings on the HMI which informed the driver of a traffic jam ahead,
the primary impact of this function was to change the approaching behaviour. Since travel
time is determined by the jam itself and not the approach, the effect on traffic efficiency
expressed as delay is naturally limited.
Due to the lack of results coming out of the driving behaviour analysis, the traffic efficiency
analysts decided to simulate the TJAW function in a traffic simulation.
To assess a potential impact of TJAW on traffic efficiency, simulation runs for a two lane
motorway in different traffic scenarios were performed, including the changed driver
behaviour for warned drivers. And, indeed, the results of the multiple simulation runs did
not show any statistically significant impact on the delay under any of the defined
penetration rates and traffic conditions. This proves that no second order effects impacting
the characteristics of an existing traffic jam were found meaning that no changes in the
macroscopic characteristics of the shockwave were found.
As a summary, TJAW did not show any statistically significant effect on traffic efficiency in
any scenario.
4.2.4.6 Environmental Impacts
The idea of the Traffic Jam Ahead Warning function was to give the driver the information
to reduce his velocity. This was mainly for safety reasons but if the driver gets the
information early enough he can use an alternative route to save time. Here only scenarios
were simulated where the drivers have to stay on the route but could decelerate more
economically (i.e. coasting like described at GLOSA).
Energy consumption and pollutant emissions
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Traffic Jam Ahead Warning was analysed for the effects on speed reduction behaviour
approaching the tail of a traffic jam on a motorway.
The fuel consumption and CO2 emissions decreased slightly in all scenarios. This reduction
was a result of an earlier slowdown with the engine in motoring condition and the higher
cruise rates during the traffic jam. Nevertheless, the effects are small and valid only for a
short distance influenced by the traffic jam.
The emissions always showed increasing trends. The reasons are the high acceleration and
deceleration rates computed by the traffic model (chapter 0) in all driving cycles with high
cruise rates. In the scenarios with the high traffic volumes accelerations are higher and the
average cruising velocity is quite low (21 km/h at high traffic and 53km/h in free flow so the
TJAW message had little effect on the velocity in the traffic jam). The low cruising speed led
to engine operating points with rather high specific emissions.
The results shown below were gained from one scenario simulated by the traffic efficiency
work package where just one variation of start conditions was implemented. Information on
the “average situation upstream of a European traffic jam” does not exist. Thus no
statement was possible on how representative the results were for the average real world
situation. If we assume that mainly the deceleration phases upstream of a traffic jam are
influenced by the driver using the system, total effects on vehicles exhaust gas emissions
will be very low in any case. In the worst case vehicles drive a bit longer distances in low
speed/ high emission conditions increasing HC and CO and maybe NOx emissions for a
short time as simulated here.

Figure 85: Emission changes by TJAW on high speed roads with free flow for low, medium and high penetration rates
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Figure 86: Emission changes by TJAW on high speed roads with high traffic for low, medium and high penetration
rates

4.2.4.7 Mobility Impacts
Mobility improved due to having Traffic jam ahead warning (TJAW) as quality improved in
terms of decreased stress and uncertainty, and an increased feeling of safety and comfort
(Figure 87). The mean agreement values for comfort were 4.6-5.3 (on a scale from 1
(strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree), for safety approximately 5.7 and for stress 4.6.
Stress and uncertainty changes in behaviour were also assessed on a scale from -3 to 3
(decrease-increase), and the typical mean values for those scales were typically
approximately -0.3 for both stress and uncertainty. There were no indications of impacts on
the amount of travel, or travel patterns.
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Figure 87: Implications for mobility, traffic jam ahead warning. Green colour indicates a positive change, and white
no change.

4.2.4.8 Scaling Up
TJAW function primarily aimed to enhance the safety of vehicles in traffic when
approaching a traffic jam. Basically the driver was warned in time (by a pictogram on the
HMI) so that the driver could gradually reduce the vehicle speed to avoid harsh braking that
could possibly lead to an accident. Traffic jams occur usually in high demand traffic
scenarios. The rest of the time, traffic jams are rare. In other words, the small percentage of
the benefit of TJAW at the EU-level from traffic efficiency and environment is applied to the
number of traffic jams that take place in the EU-27, which occur largely unpredictably in a
few locations and at specific times. Therefore, relatively small percentage changes are
expected at the EU-27 level.
The results of the impact assessment on traffic efficiency and environment were far from
being statistically significant and could not be scaled up. TJAW is not expected not to have a
major impact on delay due to using TJAW as implemented in DRIVE C2X. TJAW is a function
used for preventing rear end collisions and not to enhance the overall traffic flow. This slight
decrease in delay can be seen as the result of a smoother driving only in the area of traffic
jams. Only passenger cars were equipped, so the estimates may slightly increase if trucks
were equipped as well.
TJAW has a relatively short period of impact for traffic efficiency and environment. All the
indicator values increase proportionally with the penetration rate (either positively or
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negatively), but were not statistically significant. The TJAW function was effective in high
demand traffic in which there was a higher risk of traffic jams. Jams occur much less
frequently in off-peak periods. The conclusion is that, for the EU level, the traffic efficiency
and environmental effects have no scaled up impacts, given the DRIVE C2X
implementation. In addition, greater traffic efficiency and environmental impacts could be
expected if information about traffic jams were to be provided to drivers earlier, allowing
them to choose another route or to change mode.
4.2.4.9 Conclusions
The analysis of the TJAW function revealed the difficulty in accurately identifying the
beginning and end of event, for recording purposes. At the TSs Italy and Spain, this function
was implemented as I2V. This meant that the vehicles approaching the tail of the traffic jam
were informed via infrastructure that a traffic jam was ahead. This information did not
provide an exact location of the traffic jam tail. Probably the exact location was not known.
In the case of Italy, the vehicles had perhaps already arrived in heavy traffic, so that the
ability to capture the drivers’ reaction to the warning was lost. The vehicles at first HMI had
already decreased speed, indicating that the vehicles had probably already entered the
traffic jam. The information about the traffic situation directly in front of the vehicle was not
logged via a camera, so the exact situation to which the driver reacted is unknown.
The driver behaviour analysis revealed smoother driving behaviour by reducing their earlier
and with less harsh braking, but few statistically significant results were found.
The primary safety problem addressed by cooperative traffic jam ahead warning (TJAW) is a
rear-end collision due to the late awareness of a traffic jam tail by the driver. However, in
case of high traffic flow, there might be problems of side-by-side collisions and other
accident types as well if drivers do panic manoeuvres when noticing the tail jam at the last
moment. When the user of TJAW approaches the traffic jam more smoothly, the non-users
behind will most likely do so, too. The overall safety impact of TJAW was assessed to be up
to 193 prevented fatalities and up to more than 16,600 prevented injuries per year in EU28
in 2030. No secondary safety impacts, such as fewer accidents as a result of reduced
congestion, were taken into account.
The traffic efficiency analysis found no statistically significant difference in delay between
the baseline and treatment situations, primarily due to the fact that TJAW affects the
driver’s approach to the tail of the traffic jam and not the travel time determined by the
traffic jam itself.
The influence from TJAW on emissions was very low since it will influence mainly the
deceleration area upstream of a traffic jam. It may lead to somewhat longer driving at low
speed and some extra acceleration events which could increase exhaust gas pollutant
emissions on a very local level. The influence on fuel consumption and CO2 emissions is
rather positive due to an earlier speed reduction.
The mobility effects of TJAW were qualitatively determined to be positive.
Since no statistically significant results for delay were found, no traffic efficiency and
environmental effects were scaled up. However, greater traffic efficiency and
environmental impacts would be expected if information about the traffic jam is provided
earlier, allowing drivers to choose another route or to change mode.
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Comparing the objective findings of the driver behaviour analysis to the survey of drivers
and their perceived driving behaviour, TJAW driving behaviour objective analyses examined
the Spanish, Italian and German TS data. The driver survey data was available only for the
Spanish and Italian TS. Therefore, the analysis below will focus on the Spanish and Italian
TS.
On average, the questionnaires showed that the perceived driving behaviour with TJAW
had less abrupt braking manoeuvres, an increased headway and a reduction of speed. This
is in line with results from the Italian TS, where smoother driving behaviour was reported,
although the drivers probably had already slowed their speed when the TJAW message was
provided. From the Spanish TS, no significant effects were reported.
Thus, even though the objective results were not entirely conclusive, subjective and
objective results showed the same tendencies.
TJAW was perceived positively by the test users. 94% of the users said they regarded a
function that supports to identify the end of a traffic jam behind a curve as an important
application area.
But even if the users felt that they already adjusted their driving behaviour in the tests, the
function still offered much room for improvement. Most feedback that was collected could
be related to more accurate information about the end of the traffic jam.
Similar to many other functions in the tests, the acceptance will also depend mainly upon
the reliability and the perceive benefits of the function.
Therefore also the timing of the information needs to be improved as redundant
information of a traffic jam that is already seen by the driver himself will only cause
distraction and reactance by the driver. The trust in the function can hardly be gained back
once it lost.
Figure 88 summarises the salient findings on TJAW.

QUICK RECAP
Traffic Jam Ahead Warning
 driver behaviour analysis revealed smoother driving behaviour by reducing their
speed earlier and with less harsh braking
 impact of the functions is assessed to be 193 fatalities & more than 16,600
prevented injuries in EU28 in 2030 by CBW
 the influence from TJAW on emissions was very low since it will influence mainly
the deceleration area upstream of a traffic jam
 mobility effects of TJAW were qualitatively determined to be positive.
 79% of the respondents willing to use the function
 high requirements related to message timing and linkage to route itinerary

Figure 88: Quick recap of TJAW evaluation
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Green Light Optimal Speed Advisory (GLOSA)

4.2.5.1 Events
The number of events in the analysis of Green Light Optimal Speed Advisory is shown in
Table 34 (before and after filtering).
Table 34: Green Light Optimal Speed Advisory at DRIVE C2X Test Sites.

Baseline/ Treatment
events
Pairs after filtering
Number of participants

Germany

Spain

Sweden

6502 /8709

16/14

31/25

1139/1754
496

14
20

6
53

4.2.5.2 User Acceptance
Usefulness
The most noticeable result is that GLOSA offered benefits that were regarded as something
new (100%) by all respondents. Furthermore 71% agree that the function offered benefits
that were not available by other solutions on the market. Only the AEVW function was rated
higher in this aspect.
86% of the drivers rated the function as useful, while 81% indicated that they would use the
function if it were available in their cars. Both evaluations were on an average level.
An increase of comfort was regarded as the main benefit offered by the function (81%), but
also stress reduction (57%) was seen as an important aspect of GLOSA. This evaluation
made GLOSA the most relevant of the tested DRIVE functions in terms of comfort and
stress reduction.
The majority of the drivers (60%) also evaluated the function as reliable and faultless, which
was another above average rating for GLOSA. More than half of the drivers even felt
enthusiastic (57%) about GLOSA.
Another noticeable result was that even 50% of the respondents indicated willingness to
pay for GLOSA as special equipment.
Besides AEVW, GLOSA is the only function that was evaluated better after the test drives
than before the test drives. Especially the innovation factor (100% vs. 68%) and the
usefulness (86% vs. 71%) of the function were rated higher than in the pre-perception
measurement.
But also the comfort (81% vs. 55%) and safety (71% vs. 42%) benefits were rated clearly
higher than before.
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Green Light Optimized Speed Advisory
1–
strongly
disagree

2

3

4

5

6

7TOP 3
strongly
agree
EVAL
EXP

This function offers something new.

68% 100%

This function is useful.

71% 86%

If this function were standard equipment
in my car, I would use it regularly.

86% 81%

This function increases my comfort.

55% 81%

The benefits of the function are not
available in other solutions on the market .

65% 71%

Driving is less stressful due to the
function.

60% 57%

This function increases my safety.

42% 71%

This function works reliably and
faultlessly.

46% 60%

expectation

I feel enthusiastic about this function.

45% 57%

evaluation

I would purchase this function if it was
optional equipment.

CONFIRMATION

47% 50%

Source: After Briefing Survey & Final Evaluation Survey; n = 21

Figure 89: Acceptance – expectation vs evaluation AEVW

Usability
The usability of GLOSA was evaluated rather differentiated. While the distraction by the
function was not relevant at all (91%), the accessibility (79%) and ease of use (65%) were
rated rather critical. However, due to the high complexity of the functions algorithm this
evaluation was not surprising.

Greenlight Optimized Speed Advisory
1–
strongly
disagree

2

3

4

5

6

7strongly
agree

TOP 3

I did not receive messages without apparent
cause.**

91%

The acoustic signals generated by the function
are not annoying.**

94%

The function is serving its purpose.

71%

The information shown on the display is
useful.

71%

The function is not distracting me while I´m
driving.**

58%

It is easy to see and read the messages.

78%

The messages are easy to understand.

79%

I trusted the message.

56%

mean (all functions)
mean

The function is easy to use during the journey.

65%

lower bound*
higher bound*

The correct information has been displayed.

CONFIRMATION

61%

Source: Final Evaluation Survey; Function tested - n = 24; All functions tested – n = 548
*Confidence intervall: 90%; ** Items mirrored to original questions

Figure 90: Usability evaluation of GLOSA
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The trustworthiness of GLOSA was also affected by this flawed perception of the function.
Only 56% said that they trusted the messages shown on the display.
The improvement potential for the implemented algorithms is also reflected by the results
that only 41% of the respondents rated the timing and amount of information as ideal.
Especially the timing of the information was seen as not optimal by the drivers. 46% of the
drivers claimed that the information was shown at least a little too late.

Figure 91: Evaluation of information volume and timing GLOSA

Selected user feedback:
>> Dense traffic negatively affects the ability to get help from the system. Maybe a speed
range for green wave would help? << (SWEDEN)
>> I believe this is an option that will be liked. << (SWEDEN)
>> I, as an individual driver using this function can adjust my speed, other road users do not
understand what is going on in my car, drive at full speed to the red light. << (SWEDEN)
>> Driving on green-wave down to 35 km / h when there is 70speed limit created a lot of
irritation from other road users. It is regarded inappropriate to slow the vehicle down so much.
This can be enough to cause accidents if not all cars have the system. << (SWEDEN)
>> Works very well but important to consider which speed recommendations are appropriate
for green wave - for example on a 70 km/h speed limit section , recommended speed at 30 km/h
is not appropriate since that would be very annoying for traffic behind to follow that
recommendation. Countdown in seconds the green light when stopped and waiting for the
green was very good. You can find this on traffic lights in Shanghai already. << (SWEDEN)
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Summary
GLOSA was considered as very useful and was a positive surprise to some of the drivers.
Even if the technical implementation on the HMI was not regarded as fully appropriate, it
helped to increase the perceived usefulness significantly compared to the expectation
measurement.
The function was perceived as relaxing as it helped to know the time left until the green
light. Countdown to green was considered more useful than countdown to red.
Furthermore the indication of a speed range was preferred to a single speed indication.
It was noticeable that the acceptance was clearly higher when the function was tested in
real traffic situations in naturalistic testing. Most presumably the real traffic scenario
increased the emotional involvement with the function. But also cultural effect could have
an influence on the acceptance of GLOSA.
However the drivers felt some pressure when thinking of the drivers behind them who do
not have the same information and wonder why the car in front is driving slowly.
4.2.5.3 Driving Behaviour
On TS Spain, some apparent effects of GLOSA were found that should be interpreted as an
order effect (treatment always after baseline, and quite short test route) rather than as an
effect of GLOSA. This was shown by speed patterns being different between baseline and
treatment even before the HMI became active. On TS Sweden the number of events
available after filtering was too low to allow a good comparison. On TS Germany, some
effects were found showing ‘smoother’ driver behaviour with GLOSA. The most
pronounced and statistically significant effect that was found: with GLOSA, there is a
reduction in the standard deviation of speed (about 30%) and in the maximum longitudinal
acceleration (about 40%). For various other indicators, viz.: the maximum longitudinal
deceleration, maximum lateral acceleration, and the maximum jerk, results all suggest
smoother driving with GLOSA, but none of these effects were statistically significant.
Pooling the GLOSA data was not straightforward due to the large differences in
experimental set-up (e.g. within vs between analysis) and sample sizes. The pooled analysis
was conducted anyway. The results showed somewhat smoother driver behaviour, as found
on TS Germany.
The limited effect of GLOSA as implemented in DRIVE C2X can partially be explained by (1)
the system being not necessary when the driver happens to arrive at a green light to start
with; and (2) if the driver arrives at a red light, the possibilities for GLOSA to change this are
limited. Rough estimates using assumptions on cycle time etc show that GLOSA can help
approximately 5-12% of drivers approaching a GLOSA-equipped traffic light. At the TS
Germany, results showed that about 24.7% of ‘red’ arrivals were changed to ‘green due to
GLOSA’. This is 12.3% of all arrivals. In other words, GLOSA improved the probability of
getting green from 50% to 62.5%. Figure 92 illustrates a simulated example of the potential
of GLOSA to assist drivers. It shows vehicle trajectories over time (horizontal axis) and space
(vertical axis in meters to the traffic light).Each diagonal coloured line from the x axis
represents a vehicle traveling a constant speed. The horizontal line at the top of the graph
shows the phase of the traffic light (green, yellow and red). The green and red colours
indicate that the driver will arrive at the traffic light in the green and red phase, respectively,
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and that this cannot be influenced by GLOSA. The blue line, however, indicates that a speed
advice can be given that has an effect on the drivers ability to reach a green light when he or
she would have otherwise arrived in the yellow or red phase, or that the driver would have
reach red anyway, thus providing an advice such that the driver can release the gas pedal,
conserve fuel, and reduce the stopping time. The blue lines in Figure 92 show visually that a
relatively small number of the approaching vehicles can receive GLOSA advice that can
affect their approach to the traffic light. Note from Figure 92 that most was gained by
reducing speed: with an average speed of 47 km/h and a speed limit of 50 km/h, there is not
much to be gained by speeding up.

Figure 92: Modelled trajectories of vehicles on TS Germany with GLOSA

4.2.5.4 Safety Impacts
Expectations
The information that cooperative Green light optimal speed advisory (GLOSA) provided
was either a speed advice to pass traffic lights at green, or the time remaining until the next
phase change. When drivers adapt their speed based on the GLOSA speed advice, and
GLOSA is successful in its advice, it is expected that this will lead to the following effects:
1. The average number of stops is reduced. This prevents rear-end collisions due to
unneeded stops.
2. More homogeneous and smoother driving behaviour when one approaches traffic
light, due to avoided stops reducing the risk and impact of a crash.
3. Furthermore, drivers may yield lower speeds when approaching traffic lights, since it
is expected that the system advices speeds lower the speed limit on average, such
that drivers arrive at the intersection when the light has turned green. However, the
function may also encourage the driver to increase speed (up to but not beyond the
speed limit). This may encourage increasing speed in those situations. The potential
effects of lower approaching speeds may therefore be minor.
4. Due to the GLOSA advice the dilemma zone is effectively removed, as a result there
will be less abrupt braking and possibly less red light violations. Which will reduce
the risk and severity of rear-end crashes, that is often related differences in driver
speeds and stopping behaviour during the signal change, and angle-crashes due to
red light violation at signalised intersections.
However, there may also be adverse effects of GLOSA.
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1. GLOSA speed advises for adaptive or actuated traffic lights are more difficult to
predict than for fixed cycles since they highly depend on continuously changing
traffic flows. The reliability of the prediction may therefore lead to unwanted
situations or to reduced acceptance.
2. Providing in-car speed advices to only a few users may result in greater speed
differences between users and non-users who will yield a speed in accordance to the
maximum speed limit. So less homogeneous traffic when penetration levels are low.
In addition to effects above, reduced attention can be expected to the road ahead, e.g.
distraction by the in-car advisory system. With a good HMI, this is expected to be a minor
effect: just observing a speed advice should not take excessive perceptual or cognitive
resources.
The Dutch ODYSA project examined the effects of green waves signalling, with dynamic
speed advices on variable message signs (DTV Consultants 2004). The results showed that
average speeds decreased by 4.7 km/h. A follow-up project, presenting ODYSA speed
advices in-car, reported that more 50% of the drivers indicated that they decreased their
speed when approaching traffic lights. However, van Katwijk et al. (2013) evaluated another
ODYSA installation and did not find effects on actual speeds. Nevertheless, the results of a
similar in-car system, CONTRAST (an in-car speed advice on smartphones for drivers
approaching traffic lights with green waves or traffic jams), revealed a decrease in variations
of approaching speeds and less severe accelerations and decelerations, resulting in more
homogeneous traffic (Beek et al. 2013).
Ma, Liu and Yang (2010) focused on green signal countdown devices (GSCD). Based on the
observed driver behaviour on intersections with and without GSCD they concluded that
drivers response to changing phases was smoother, with therefore less sudden changes in
speed, and the intersection dilemma zone was eliminated. All lead to better intersection
utilisation and more homogeneous traffic.
An accident analysis of ODYSA showed that the number of rear-end crashes decreased
significantly on roads with ODYSA during 2002–2005 (Claassens et al. 2010). Unfortunately,
since it was unknown when ODYSA was active it was impossible to make a solid statement
on this matter. Studies towards the effect of GSCD all found a significant reduction of the
number of red light violations, up to a 52.5% decrease of propensity of red light violations
(proportion of cycles having such violation). (Sharma 2012; Zhang 2010; Ma 2010).
Mechanism 1: Direct in-vehicle modification of the driving task
On test site Germany, some effects in driver behaviour analysis were found showing
‘smoother’ driver behaviour with GLOSA. Sometimes negative results were found in terms
of travel times, number of stops or frequency of critical situations (simTD 2013). On other
locations, positive effects (in terms of headway) were reported. Technical issues were
mentioned as well as the traffic-adaptive timing of the traffic lights as possible causes for
these mixed results.
GLOSA depends on the predictability of the traffic lights. For fixed cycles, the predictability
is high; for adaptive or actuated control systems, the predictability is low(er). Still, even for
fixed cycles, perhaps just 5% to 10% of traffic can be guided to passing through green
without having to stop. Bezemer (2014) reckoned that it is hardly possible to give a reliable
speed advice for adaptive traffic lights. In addition, he also reckoned that presenting speed
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advices for green waves only in-car had an adverse impact on traffic safety. Consequently,
the GLOSA was assessed to have effect on signalised intersections with a fixed time
sequence, on rural and urban roads. Furthermore, GLOSA has only an effect in a small
percentage of those cases, namely those drivers that otherwise would not have made it
through green.
In addition, the expected effect is highly dependent on the implementation rate (number of
drivers with GLOSA) and traffic intensity. For high traffic intensities the effects of GLOSA
on average speed, total travel time, stopping time and delay per intersection are 0%,
independent of the implementation rate. At lower intensities and a main estimate of the
GLOSA implementation rate in 2030 (the most optimal scenario), the effects are still low
though significant (DRIVE C2X 2014 IR on efficiency impacts). Average speed decreases by
less than 1 km/h at 50 km/h roads (-2.7%), however, delay per intersection and total travel
time increase slightly with 1.6 and 4.3 seconds respectively. The estimated speed decrease
is in contrast with the speed increase found in the FOT. Effects on changes in average speed
were therefore inconclusive. Hence, it was assumed that the effects are around 0%.
Furthermore, if GLOSA advices to reduce speed (just before a red light changes green), it is
expected that this will lead to slightly less homogeneous effects. It is a general
understanding that less homogeneous traffic is adverse to traffic safety (SWOV 2005).
However, a valid study of Kloeden (2002) showed that if one drives slower than the average
traffic speed the crash risk does not increase, but even slightly decreases. A study in ecodriving showed that earlier and slower decelerations lead to greater time headways with
cars in front of the driver, though in relation to following vehicles the proportion of time
headway smaller than 0.9 sec increased from 0 to 25% when the coasting strategy is
applied. Given that the expected decrease in homogeneity is small and the literature is
inconclusive on the effects, it is therefore assumed that the negative impact of reduced
homogeneity is negligible.
Regarding location, most effects are expected on intersections, although some effects may
occur on links in the approach to the intersection. We assumed a constant factor: impact on
non-junctions being 10–50% of the impact on junctions.
Initial estimations were made assuming all intersections have traffic lights and all these
traffic lights have predictable cycles. Afterwards, these factors were incorporated by an
assumed reduction factor of 10–40% for the proportion of intersections with traffic lights,
and 5–20% for the proportion of signalised intersections with predictable cycles. Multiplied,
this yielded 0.5–8.0% as the range for the overall reduction factor.
The effectiveness of the GLOSA in prevention of fatalities and injuries was -1% – +10%. This
is a rather small effect, chosen at this level because GLOSA can help only a small portion of
the drivers and behavioural effects were small or absent in the field tests.
Since the effects on driving behaviour were restricted, it was assumed that the effects of
GLOSA on the numbers of hard braking manoeuvres and red light violations was also
negligible. The same was assumed for the possible distracting effect of the speed advice.
With a proper HMI this effect should also be negligible.
Mechanism 3: Indirect modification of user behaviour
Behavioural adaptation due to GLOSA is highly dependent on the reliability of the system
and how the advisory speed is calculated. It could be expected that, when GLOSA is
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optimally tuned, drivers might learn that if lights are red, a slower approach yields a higher
chance of passing at green, also for non-equipped intersections.
In an evaluation of ODYSA, it appeared possible to pass at green with higher speeds than
advised (van Katwijk et al. 2013). When drivers learned that higher speeds also resulted in
the desired effect, compliance with the speed advice was diminished.
Possible effects could not be calculated based on the limited data, but are expected to be
very low.
Mechanism 4: Indirect modification of non-user behaviour
Providing in-car speed advices to only a few users may result in greater speed differences
between users and non-users who will drive a speed in accordance to the maximum speed
limit. This was also seen during the in-car ODYSA tests. A majority of the users indicated
that they were overtaken more often (Bezemer et al. 2010).
Depending on the penetration level and traffic intensity, GLOSA may have an effect on the
overall network. GLOSA works best at low traffic intensities; free flow enables equipped
drivers to adapt their speed to the advisory speed. This also means that the effect on nonequipped drivers is limited.
The German FOT showed at lower penetration levels and high traffic intensities GLOSA
could even have an adverse effect on traffic flow. However, the impact of this on fatalities
and injuries was estimated to be very small.
Impacts
The total effect by the main classifying factor (Road type) was calculated (Table 35). The
overall total impact estimate takes into account the share of accidents in each category.
This resulted in 0.1% average decrease in fatalities and 0.2% average decrease in injuries.
These figures indicate the full potential of the function when all cars are equipped. More
detailed estimates per mechanism are presented in Annex B.
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Table 35: Impacts of GLOSA per road type. Columns low and high provide the range for the impact, average is the
mean value of the first two. 100% penetrations assumed.

Road type
Fatalities

Injuries

Low

High

Average

Motorway

0,0 %

0,0 %

0,0 %

Rural

0,0 %

-0,2 %

-0,1 %

Urban

0,0 %

-0,3 %

-0,1 %

Total

0,0 %

-0,2 %

-0,1 %

Motorway

0,0 %

0,0 %

0,0 %

Rural

0,0 %

-0,2 %

-0,1 %

Urban

0,0 %

-0,4 %

-0,2 %

Total

0,0 %

-0,3 %

-0,2 %

The overall impact (%) of prevented fatalities and injuries per year are presented in Figure
77 taken into account the system penetrations in traffic (low, medium and high in Table
8).The number of prevented fatalities totals 0-4 in 2020 and 0-16 in 2030 and the number of
prevented injuries totals 0-347 in 2020 and 2-1 618 in 2030 in EU28. The impacts were
assessed for 100% infrastructure penetration.

Figure 93: Overall impacts of GLOSA in number and proportion of fatalities and injuries with the three scenarios per
target year, 100% infrastructure penetration
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4.2.5.5 Traffic Efficiency Impacts
GLOSA was tested in urban scenarios both in a naturalistic test site and in simulations.
Generally, most of the simulation results for off-peak traffic demand were significant,
whereas FOT results and peak traffic simulation results were not. However, there are trends
in all results to defend our interpretations.
The FOT results suggested that GLOSA affects the approach of a traffic light, by reducing
the speed of vehicles. In the simulations results confirmed that there was a general
decreasing trend in speed as the penetration increased, which had a negative effect of
increasing delay per traffic light (0.5~1.6sec), see Figure 94. This may be contrary to
expectations, and a possible explanation lies in the way that the yellow traffic light
approach has been modelled. In the simulations, drivers without GLOSA may pass a yellow
light at high speed, but for safety reasons drivers with GLOSA were advised to stop in such a
situation. Finally, the approach is smoother with less stopping times (max 0.7sec), see
Figure 95.

Delay effect for GLOSA, per traffic light

Delay [s/veh/TL]

2
High, significant

1,5

Medium, significant
Low, significant

1

High, insignificant

0,5
0

Medium, insignificant
Low, insignificant
urban, off-peak

urban, peak

Figure 94: Effect of GLOSA on the delay per traffic light passage. The green bars correspond to statistically significant
effects (p < 0.05), the red ones to non-significant effects.
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Stop time effect for GLOSA, per traffic light
Stop time [s/veh/TL]

1

High, significant

0,5

Medium, significant
Low, significant

0

High, insignificant

-0,5
-1

Medium, insignificant
urban, off-peak

urban, peak

Low, insignificant

Figure 95: Effect of GLOSA on stop time per traffic light passage. The green bars correspond to statistically significant
effects (p < 0.05), the red ones to non-significant effects.

4.2.5.6 Environmental Impacts
The idea of the Green light optimal speed advisory function was to minimise braking events
and acceleration manoeuvres by optimisation of the vehicle speed to the green light phases
of the traffic signals. To do this the driver needed the information of the target velocity.
This could be either a constant speed which he then may hold up to the traffic light and
consequently pass it without stopping. Alternatively a coast down could be suggested by
the signal in the case the constant speed level to pass the signal at green light would have
been too high (exceeding the speed limit) or too low (inefficient driving with high specific
emissions). In this case the driver shall simply coast with zero gas pedal and without
mechanical braking and in a rather high gear as long as possible and then brake to stand
still. In such coasting no fuel is injected and no emissions are produced. With start/stop
system the vehicle would also stop the engine during stand still at the junction. Thus such
behaviour is most efficient in case a stop before the traffic light cannot be avoided.
The change in emissions depends on the baseline situation, on the target speed, on the gear
choice of the driver and the point when he gets the information to reduce his velocity in
decreasing emissions and fuel consumptions (Tielert T., 2010). In traffic situations where the
traffic lights are coordinated very well (nearly no stop due to red light, on the main road) the
potential for emission reduction by GLOSA certainly is quite limited. The actual results
shown later for GLOSA suggest that the information provided to the drivers could be
improved and/or that the basic situation was already quite efficient.
Simulation effects by GLOSA
Effects from Green light optimal speed advisory on emissions were analysed for an urban
street network.
GLOSA has a reasonable potential to reduce the fuel consumption and the emissions due to
the reduced number of braking and acceleration manoeuvres. The data available for the
simulation however was not necessarily representative for the European average potential
since the variability in actual qualities of traffic light coordination, junction distances and
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designs and traffic volumes was very large and the actual field tests and simulations may
not have met the average conditions.
The traffic simulations still had several stops before the traffic lights also for equipped
vehicles. They reduced velocity but did not follow the “ideal driver” as outlined earlier (coast
to new constant target speed), but had some acceleration phases interrupting the brake
events (Figure 96). This behaviour was not expected from drivers which would have used
the GLOSA information and wanted to save fuel consumption by this function. Thus
additional data sources were analysed.

Velocity [m/s]

Velocity reduction

Stops before traffic lights

Time [s]
Figure 96: Velocity signals simulated for GLOSA events and used as input for PHEM simulations

The assessment of emission reduction potentials shown below was based on the results of
traffic simulations as shown in (Tielert T., 2010). In this data set the drivers did not
accelerate as shown in Figure 96 but still did not have the perfect “coast down behaviour”
for reducing the velocity. Thus the data may be seen as realistic average behaviour. Figure
97 shows the velocity trajectories for a single vehicle for different Traffic-Light-to-VehicleCommunication (TLVC) information distances which are reviewed in the study.
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Figure 97: Speed adaption for different information distances (Tielert T., 2010)

From a simulation of a city road network in Karlsruhe the effect of information distance and
penetration rates was elaborated (see Figure 98). The fuel consumption and the emissions
(CO, PM and NOx) for each traffic simulation run in the road network were simulated by the
model PHEM. Figure 98 shows the results for the fuel consumption. With perfect
information and 100% equipment approx. 5% reduction in fuel consumption can be
expected on an urban road network with traffic light controlled junctions. The local effect
depends on the actual quality of traffic light coordination, on the traffic volume, on the red
light phase length and on the information the driver gets. In the following simulation an
information distance of 200m and red light durations of average 10 seconds have been
assumed.

Figure 98: Average fuel saving ratio in a road network for variable information distances and for variable penetration
rates on the road network (left) and for variable red light durations for a single vehicle (right); (Tielert T., 2010)
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The emissions of CO2 are correlated directly to the fuel consumption (Same reduction
rates). PM, HC and NOx were calculated similarly to the fuel consumption. For NO the same
reduction potentials like NOx were used.
Energy consumption and pollutant emissions
The results showed with increasing equipped vehicles that the fuel consumption and the
emissions decreased. The difference between free flow and high traffic is small but this
result may be quite sensitive to the actual degree of capacity utilisation of the road network.
The CO2 and energy consumption reduction is found to be up to 3% (high penetration rate
scenario). For CO and HC the reductions are much higher since these exhaust components
were very sensitive to acceleration and deceleration levels.

Figure 99: Emission changes by GLOSA on urban roads with free flow for low, medium and high penetration rates
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Figure 100: Emission changes by GLOSA on urban roads with high traffic for low, medium and high penetration rates

Sensitivity analysis for Hybrid vehicles and start/stop systems
The results shown above have been computed for the 2020 vehicle fleet composition in
terms of EURO emission categories and vehicle technologies. A sensitivity analysis is shown
below, how the GLOSA effect would change if all vehicles are equipped with start stop
systems or if all vehicles would be hybrids. Start/stop systems reduce emissions during the
stand still phase at a red light (if engine is off). This will reduce the GLOSA effect. Hybrids
recover a high share of brake energy and typically switch the engine off at motoring phases
and during idling. Thus the GLOSA effect may be further reduced. On the other hand a
smoother deceleration allows a higher share of brake energy to be recuperated by the
electric systems.
The analysis was done by simulations with the model PHEM for a conventional car, for a
start/stop equipped car and for a hybrid car each in four different driving cycles:
1. Baseline: without GLOSA, where the driver decelerates as usual (higher deceleration
levels making mechanical braking necessary). One cycle where the driver reduces his
velocity (50 km/h) to a lower constant level (30 km/h) to pass the traffic in a greenphase and another where he has to stop
2. GLOSA: As baseline but with smooth coast down behaviour, i.e. starting
decelerations earlier at lower level due to a GLOSA signal 200 m upstream of the
traffic light (see Figure 101).
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Figure 101: Synthetic cycles used for the sensitivity analysis on vehicle technology influences

The emissions were simulated for each of these cycles with PHEM for the 3 vehicle
technologies described above. For each technology the reduction rate due to GLOSA
compared to the baseline was computed:
GLOSA − Effect = (𝐹𝐶𝐺𝐿𝑂𝑆𝐴 − 𝐹𝐶𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 )⁄𝐹𝐶𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒

FCGLOSA … Fuel consumption in GLOSA cycle [g/km]
FCBase … Fuel consumption in base cycle [g/km]

Note: this exercise with the synthetic cycles is done only for the sensitivity analysis to
produce well defined driving situations in the simulation for different vehicle technologies.
Since the simulation runs for hybrids and also for start/stop systems always have to check
that the battery state of charge is neutral over the scenarios compared, the sensitivity
analysis in large road networks is quite difficult. If the battery state of charge levels would
be lower for vehicles leaving the network in one setting than in the other, the engine has
produced less electric energy in one of the cases giving lower fuel consumption. Since over a
vehicle lifetime the battery state of charge has to be balanced, such local SOC imbalances
are artefacts which shall be avoided.
Table 36 shows the results of the sensitivity analysis. As expected the GLOSA effect is
reduced in the cycles with idling phase for the case all vehicles have a start/stop system
(3.3% instead of 3.7% reduction due to GLOSA). The cycles without stop certainly do not
show a change. Overall we may assume that start/stop systems reduce GLOSA efficiency by
less than 10%.
Hybrid vehicles reduce the GLOSA effect in both cycles by more than 60%. If in future high
shares of hybrid vehicles and optimised traffic light coordination are assumed, the GLOSA
effect thus will be much lower than shown before in Table 61. Nevertheless each brake
event means a deterioration of the battery when brake energy is stored. The deterioration is
higher at higher electric power. Thus more frequent and stronger braking reduces the
battery life time. From this point of view GLOSA is also efficient for hybrid vehicles since it
avoids hard braking.
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Table 36: FC emissions and reduction potential due to GLOSA for 3 different vehicle technologies

Cycle velocity

Conventional
[g/km]
[%]

GLOSA to stop
Base to stop
GLOSA to 30km/h
Base to 30 km/h

52.5
54.6
49.7
51.2

Start/Stop
[g/km]
[%]
51.4
53.2
49.7
51.2

-3.7%
-3.1%

Hybrid
[g/km]
[%]
31.6
32.0
31.0
31.2

-3.3%
-3.1%

-1.3%
-0.5%

4.2.5.7 Mobility Impacts
Mobility improved due to having Green light optimal speed advisory (GLOSA) as quality
improved in terms of decreased stress and uncertainty, and an increased feeling of safety
and comfort (Figure 102). The typical mean agreement values for comfort were 4.9-5.6 (on
a scale from 1, strongly disagree to 7, strongly agree), for safety approximately 4.8 and for
stress 4.7-5.2. Stress and uncertainty were also assessed on a scale from -3 to 3 (decreaseincrease), and the typical mean values for those scales were approximately -0.5 for stress
and from -1.0 to -0.2 for uncertainty. There were no indications of impacts on the amount of
travel, or travel patterns.
Number of
journeys
Length

GLOSA
Amount of
travel

Duration
Timing
Mode
Route

Travel
patterns

Mobility

Adverse
conditions
User stress
User
uncertainty
Feeling of
safety

Journey
quality

Feeling of
comfort
Figure 102: Implications for mobility, green light optimal speed advisory. Green colour indicates a positive change
and white no change.
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4.2.5.8 Scaling Up
GLOSA is effectively a function evaluated at traffic light controlled intersections and the
objective is to advice drivers with a smoother approach that will increase fuel efficiency by
reducing abrupt accelerations. Such intersections are mainly situated in urban areas and
less in rural, which is estimated to be 70% for urban and 30% for rural. In addition, in low
traffic demand, GLOSA shall provide an advisory speed that the driver can follow more
freely, in comparison to high traffic demands where driver is mainly in car-following
situations with less freedom of selecting a speed on its own. Moreover, depending on the
traffic cycle and information distance, GLOSA has different effectiveness. This was an issue
raised by the driver behaviour analysis, which also found contradicting results between
FOTs and very few statistical significant results. This mainly was due to differences in test
configurations. Furthermore, not all traffic lights are expected to be equipped with the
required communication systems to provide SPAT (signal phase and timing data) and TOPO
(topography of intersection) messages that are required for GLOSA operation. So, the
frequency and effectiveness of GLOSA events, where an advisory speed is given, is higher in
urban areas during off-peak hours. In addition, as it can be seen in Figure 103, penetration
has an effect on the performance indicators. In low penetration, even if individual drivers
have benefited, the overall environmental effect was low or insignificant. The delay
increase, however, was 0.3 seconds per approaching equipped vehicle resulting in a 2%
increase in delay at the EU-level. In higher penetration rates, the effects were more obvious
as more vehicles followed the advised speed, resulting in a 2.5% and 9% increase in delay at
the EU-level for the medium and high passenger car penetration rates, respectively. These
results are given assuming static traffic lights, where the prediction algorithm works better.
In an adaptive traffic light, the prediction may change unpredictably, and the advice
displayed to the driver may be influenced and cause misbehaviour. Traffic Efficiency results
showed statistical significance in scenarios with low traffic demand and not for peak-traffic.
As stated above, GLOSA, as implemented in DRIVE C2X, was less effective in heavy traffic
because the driver was not able to follow the advice provided. Therefore, only off-peak
traffic results are used for scaling up, the effect of peak traffic was assumed to be zero.
From previous works in PRE-DRIVE, a fuel efficiency improvement of ~6% [Katsaros 2011,
Tielert 2010] was expected; however this was much lower for EU27 (see Figure 103 and
Annex G). The reason is twofold; (a) locality of GLOSA events, i.e. GLOSA is effective only
at traffic light controlled intersections compared to overall mileage travelled in EU-27 and
(b) the scaling parameters including only passenger vehicles, number of equipped traffic
lights and number of approaching vehicles in those equipped traffic lights. Taking into
consideration those parameters, the benefit is in the expected range. One unexpected
result is the increase of delay when following GLOSA advice. One would expect that by
reaching the traffic light in a green phase, delay would be decreased. However, GLOSA
advice is mostly to ‘slow down’, due to traffic light cycle and information distances when
travelling close to speed limit, hence average speed was reduced. In addition, the treatment
of yellow phase in a similar manner as red phase caused an increase in delay. Nevertheless,
stopping time was reduced that will make driving smoother and the effect of the delay on
average less frustrating on the driver.
Larger traffic efficiency and environmental impacts could be achieved by expanding the
DRIVE C2X GLOSA functionality to be more cooperative, such as cooperation between
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traffic lights to create a green wave and between vehicles to estimate the queue length for
better speed advice.

Figure 103 Changes caused by GLOSA as compared to European reference situation (%). Only the statistically
significance results are used.

4.2.5.9 Conclusions
The driving behaviour analysis found that GLOSA resulted in smoother driving. The lack of
statistical significance in the results can be explained by the limited number of drivers that
GLOSA can directly support.
The safety impacts of GLOSA were based on advice on lower speed and thus smoother
approach to the intersection. Providing in-car speed advices to only a few users may result
in greater speed differences between users and non-users who will yield a speed in
accordance to the maximum speed limit. However, GLOSA works best at low traffic
intensities; free flow enables equipped drivers to adapt their speed to the advisory speed.
This also means that the effect on non-equipped drivers is limited. The overall safety impact
of GLOSA was assessed to be small: up to 16 prevented fatalities and up to more than 1600
prevented injuries per year in EU28 in 2030.
The traffic simulations of GLOSA on urban and rural roads confirmed the general
decreasing speed as penetration in the passenger car fleet increases. Stopping times
decreased. The unexpected effect in this implementation is that delay increased by 9% ,
probably due to the way the yellow light was simulated. Statistically significant results were
found only for off-peak traffic.
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Approximately 5% reduction in fuel consumption and CO2 emission can be expected on an
urban road network with traffic-light-controlled junctions. Reduction in gas exhaust
emissions for PM, HC, NOx and NO were also found.
The mobility effects of GLOSA were qualitatively determined to be positive.
GLOSA increases the delay slightly, but otherwise has a small percentage reduction (of total
road transport emissions) in fuel consumption and CO2 when scaled up to the EU-27. The
small effects can be explained by: (a) locality of GLOSA events, i.e. GLOSA is effective only
at traffic light controlled intersections compared to overall mileage travelled in EU-27 and
(b) the scaling parameters including only passenger vehicles, number of equipped traffic
lights and number of approaching vehicles in those equipped traffic lights. Furthermore, the
traffic simulations assumed the traffic light cycles were static, allowing perfect predictions
to be provided to drivers. However, adaptive traffic lights are implemented in many
countries and make it difficult to provide accurate advice.
Local effects of GLOSA can be quite beneficial, although they were not examined here.
The eCoMove project showed that the environmental impact can be affected by
inefficiencies (eCoMove, 2014). The relevant ones in the case of GLOSA are driver behaviour
(gear shifting, deceleration) and the traffic control algorithm. The current implementation
of GLOSA in DRIVE C2X only affects driver behaviour, specifically only those who would not
have gotten a green or red light anyway. eCoMove determined that roughly a 0.4 to 3 %
reduction in CO2 and fuel consumption could be achieved in the urban environment at the
traffic stream level, depending on the traffic situation, vehicle types (heavy goods vehicles
have a larger reduction) and road type.
Comparing the objective findings of the driver behaviour analysis to the survey of drivers
and their perceived driving behaviour, GLOSA driving behaviour objective analyses
examined the Spanish, Swedish and German TS data. Since the driver survey data was
available only for the Spanish and Swedish TS, the analysis below will focus on these two
test sites.
On average drivers stated that the function made them driver slower, reduced abrupt
braking and decreased the waiting time at traffic lights. These effects were not significant in
the objective data from the Spanish and Swedish TS (though the German TS did reveal
smoother driving due to GLOSA). The traffic simulations of GLOSA found similar results as
reported by drivers. The absence of effects in the objective data might be due to
insufficient statistical power. The overall acceptance of GLOSA was quite high (Usefulness
and Usability). Therefore, a lack of effects in objective driving behaviour cannot be
attributed to poor acceptance of the function.
The positive surprise effect of the drivers indicates the huge potential acceptance that this
function could reach among road users.
Combined with the relatively positive willingness to purchase the system, GLOSA could be
one of the most attractive commercially sold functions in the set of C2X applications.
However, there are still considerable barriers to overcome until the function can be sold as a
market ready application.
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Various optimizations of the algorithms and the user interface would be needed as the
tested implementation and the respective HMI messages were not directly understood
without external information.
But there are also legal aspects and regional implications that have an influence on the
success of GLOSA.
In France GLOSA was not even allowed in the context of the research project due to
regulation. Also in other regions the benefits of GLOSA are controversially discussed.
Representatives from municipalities claimed that there was not sufficient evidence that the
GLOSA function could improve traffic flow in the cities.
Considering the feedback from the test users who did feel “inappropriate” in their driving
behaviour as the drivers around them didn’t have the GLOSA information and did have no
motivation to adjust their speed.
As considerable investment would be necessary from the municipalities to enable GLOSA
based on the local infrastructure, it can’t be expected that the public support will be very
high in a medium-term perspective.
Figure 104 summarises the salient findings on GLOSA.

QUICK RECAP
Green Light Optimal Speed Advisory
 driving behaviour analysis found that GLOSA resulted in smoother driving
(statistically not significant)
 lack of statistical significance in the results can be explained by the limited
number of drivers that GLOSA can directly support related to relevant traffic
light phases
 impact of the functions is assessed to be 16 fatalities & more than 1,600
prevented injuries in EU28 in 2030 by GLOSA
 approximately 5% reduction in fuel consumption and CO2 emission expected on
an urban road network with traffic-light-controlled junctions
 mobility effects of GLOASA were qualitatively determined to be positive
 81% of the respondents willing to use the function
 100% regarded the function as ‘something new’
 comparatively high willingness to purchase the function of 50%

Figure 104: Quick recap of GLOSA evaluation
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Weather Warning / Rain and Slippery road/Ice&Snow

4.2.6.1 Events
The number of events in the analysis of Weather Warning is shown in Table 37.
Table 37: Overview of Weather Warning at DRIVE C2X Test Sites.

Finland (CT)
Pairs after filtering

Number of participants

Spain (CT)

Location #1:

28

Location #1b:

11

Location #2:

24

Location #3:

8

Location #4:

26

28

9

11

4.2.6.2 User Acceptance
In user acceptance measurement weather warning was not differentiated related to the
type of warnings. The data did not include responses from the Finnish winter tests as the
survey was closed before this second Finnish tests made in winter conditions in
November/December 2013.
Usefulness
This lack of relevance also led to a rather reserved evaluation of the benefit of the function.
Still, 76% of the drivers who tested WW agree that the function was useful and that they
would use the function regularly if it was equipped in their cars. Both values were clearly
lower than the average values for the other functions tested in DRIVE C2X.
While nevertheless 82% confirmed that the function increased their safety, only 50% saw an
increase of comfort as a benefit, only 33% perceived an effect on the stress level during
driving. Also the comparably low emotional involvement (enthusiasm) of 44% indicates that
the function is not regarded as a main driver for acceptance of C2X technology.
The innovation grade of the idea behind the function was irrespective of the rather reserved
evaluation of the function still positive. 54% agreed that the function offered benefits that
were not provided by other systems which is an above average evaluation in function
comparison.
In the comparison of the results of expectation measurement of the drivers before testing
and the final evaluation, it was clear that the implementation of the function did not meet
the picture that most drivers had in their mind.
While the general usefulness did not change between both measurements (76% vs. 74%),
especially the reliability of the function (48% vs. 70%), the impact on comfort (50% vs. 63%),
the enthusiasm (4% vs. 61%) and the expected strass reduction 33% vs. 63%) have
decreased due to the impressions of the test drives.
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Weather Warning
1–
strongly
disagree

2

3

4

5

6

7TOP 3
strongly
agree
EVAL
EXP

If this function were standard equipment
in my car, I would use it regularly.

82% 76%

This function is useful.

74% 76%

This function increases my safety.

77% 82%

This function offers something new.

68% 66%

The benefits of the function are not
available in other solutions on the market .

59% 54%

This function works reliably and
faultlessly.

70% 48%

This function increases my comfort.

63% 50%

I feel enthusiastic about this function.
Driving is less stressful due to the
function.

61% 44%

expectation

63% 33%

evaluation

I would purchase this function if it was
optional equipment.

CONFIRMATION

48% 39%

Source: After Briefing Survey & Final Evaluation Survey; n = 33

Figure 105: Acceptance – expectation vs evaluation WW

As one consequence also the willingness to purchase the system decreased from a
comparatively high value of 48% to 39% after the tests.
Usability
Due to the differences between expectation and evaluation results it was no surprise that
also usability of WW function was rated rather low and mostly below the average across all
functions.
The core readability (76%) and accessibility (79%) of the messages was rated rather
positively, but the correctness of the information was criticised severely. Only 56% agreed
that the correct information was displayed; only two of three (66%) of the respondents
stated that they did not receive messages without apparent cause.
Therefore the trust in the messages suffered clearly and only 59% answered that they
trusted the messages.
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Weather Warning
1–
strongly
disagree

2

3

4

5

6

7strongly
agree

TOP 3

The acoustic signals generated by the function
are not annoying.**

86%

The messages are easy to understand.

79%

It is easy to see and read the messages.

76%

I did not receive messages without apparent
cause.**

66%

The function is easy to use during the journey.

77%

The function is serving its purpose.

74%

The information shown on the display is
useful.

70%

I trusted the message.
The function is not distracting me while I´m
driving.**

59%

mean (all functions)
mean

64%

lower bound*
higher bound*

The correct information has been displayed.

CONFIRMATION

56%

Source: Final Evaluation Survey; Function tested - n = 35; All functions tested – n = 548
*Confidence intervall: 90%; ** Items mirrored to original questions

Figure 106: Usability evaluation of WW

Due to the design of the function which is not time critical, the relevance of the message
timing and the amount of information did not affect the perception to a high extent.
Even 75% of the respondents answered that the timing and scope of information was ideal.
However, this does not change the fact that the relevance of the information was not seen
by the recipients of the messages.
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Figure 107: Evaluation of information volume and timing WW

Selected user feedback:
>> Wind information on bridges, I see as a kind of important information. In strong winds on
bridges and where the crosswind complicates lane keeping, speed adaptation support would
increase the safety. << (SWEDEN)
>> Especially it should be informed of black ice. Normal rain or similar weather conditions, you
will be able to adapt your speed anyway. << (SWEDEN)
>> The announcement was too short and disappears too early. << (FRANCE)
>> It is regrettable that slippery road warning appears so often in not justified situations. <<
(FRANCE)

Summary
WW was generally highly anticipated, 94% stated that black ice on the road is an important
application area for driving assistance functions. At the same time its benefits could not
fully be submitted by the field tests.
The low reliability and the lack of trust in the messages were the main influencing factors
for a comparatively low acceptance in the end.
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4.2.6.3 Driving Behaviour
aA significant change in driver behaviour between baseline and treatment could be shown
for WW-Rain. Speed decreased for the treatment drive. However, this effect could not be
demonstrated when looking at the intended location of the warnings only. The results
suggest that the effect was not caused by the warning given at the start of the relevant
event. It seems that the effect was caused by premature warnings which occurred before
the vehicle arrived at the intended location of the weather warning. Taking the effect of the
premature warnings into account, it can be assumed that WW-Rain had a certain effect on
speed. However, the results suggest that drivers do not follow the warning provided by
WW-Rain, if vehicle speed is already on a “safe” level and weather situation is not perceived
to be severe.
WW-Slippery road/Ice & Snow was tested in five locations, but showed a significant
decrease of speed only for one location. The results suggest that the drivers perceived the
warning as reliable and relevant, if they find indications in the surroundings of the vehicle
which match with the warning received (e.g. general weather conditions, risky locations
known from experience).
4.2.6.4 Safety Impacts
Expectations
The purpose of the Drive C2X function Weather Warning (WW) was to increase traffic safety
by informing the drivers about dangerous weather conditions ahead.
WW supported the driver especially in situations where detection of adverse weather
conditions is difficult or weather conditions change unforeseeably. As soon as an adverse
weather condition was detected by a road side unit or a vehicle driving ahead, a message
was sent to the vehicles approaching the area. The goal was to support the driver in
adapting behaviour according to the circumstances, e.g. by reducing driving speed. The
impacts are presented below in more detail, mechanism by mechanism.
There are several types of adverse weather conditions which could be warned about: ice,
snow, slippery road, aquaplaning, heavy rain, strong cross winds, fog. The message
presented to the driver on an in-vehicle display included a pictogram which indicates the
type of adverse weather condition. Each warning was introduced by a short beep tone when
the presentation of the warning started on the display.
The weather warning function was applied in two test sites. In Finland, slippery road
warnings were presented in winter conditions; in Spain warnings for rain were shown.
When applying the effect estimates into the crash data, weather condition – adverse or
normal – was chosen as main classifying factor. The most substantial effects are expected in
adverse conditions, and only minor effects were assumed for crashes recorded as taken
place in normal weather conditions.
Mechanism 1: Direct in-vehicle modification of the driving task
The information value of the warning differs by weather condition. Many adverse road
conditions are such that they are easily perceivable for the drivers. In those conditions the
role of warning is to remind the driver to take the circumstances into consideration and
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adapt behaviour accordingly. Sometimes, the adverse condition is such that they might
surprise the driver, like some slippery road spots or local fog. In these conditions critical new
information was provided to the driver by WW function, and in most cases this should lead
remarkable reactions in driver behaviour - the information value of the warning was higher
and impacts were expected to be more substantial. In addition, magnitude of the direct
impacts was assumed to depend on the location – e.g. close to a slippery curve more
substantial reactions might be expected than on straight road section, even slippery.
Positive direct effects on traffic safety were expected as follows:
•

•

The warning received by the system increases the driver’s awareness of adverse
weather conditions and driver’s attention is focused on the road (surface) ahead in
order to avoid an unexpected sideslip or an unexpected impact with the vehicle in
front or with other obstacles/pedestrians/animals.
After receiving the warning the driver is mitigating risk by reducing vehicle speed,
being prepared to brake, avoiding sudden braking or acceleration, avoiding sudden
lateral movements and overtaking, increasing headway to the vehicle in front, and
switching on fog light.

A negative effect could be distraction of the driver due to the glances to the HMI/device. To
reduce this effect the warnings were provided already before the adverse location. In
addition, it is assumed that the HMI provides simple pictograms which can be easily
detected and comprehended by the driver. Also the implementation of the device is
assumed as optimal. It is acknowledge that this type of negative effects may appear.
However, no numerical effects are provided as they are assumed to be minor with high
quality HMIs, especially after some introductory phase.
Expert estimates for direct impacts of local weather warning have previously been provided
in eIMPACT (Wilmink & al 2008) and CODIA (Kulmala & al 2010) EU projects. These
estimates were based mainly on analogy with results from variable message (VMS) studies
(Rämä 2001, Hogema & Van der Horst 1997, Cooper & Sawyer 1993). In the expert
assessments it was assumed that the impacts for in-vehicle systems would be quite similar
as for road side systems. The estimates covered slippery road warning and low visibility
warning. For slippery road warning earlier studies assumed a 2.5% reduction in driving
speed during adverse road condition due to the function. On the other hand an in-vehicle
warning could be somewhat more effective than road side warning for an individual driver
as the message is experienced as aimed at the driver and personalized.
On average, the DRIVE C2X results on speed behaviour showed similar results with
approximately -2 km/h effect for slippery road warning. However, there was big variation
between the five locations from 0 (or small increase) to approximately -4.6 km/h. Therefore,
the DRIVE C2X results suggest providing estimates by severity of adverse road condition.
The most significant effect was used to assess the speed impacts in most critical weather
conditions. The magnitude of these conditions out of all adverse conditions was assumed to
be 15% - 30%. A milder impact was assumed in less adverse conditions; the magnitude was
assumed to vary from no effect to 30% out of effect in severe conditions.
Nilsson’s power model (Nilsson 2004) was applied on estimating the impact of decrease in
speed on all accident types. The exponent 4.3 applicable for all roads was chosen (see Table
22).
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DRIVE C2X driver behaviour studies did not cover effects on headways or increased
awareness due to the function. For these impacts, results of CODIA (Kulmala & al 2010)
were applied. CODIA assumed that increased awareness resulted in 11% reduction in
accident risk (in addition to reduction in speed). For headways, a reduction of 4% in crash
risk was concluded.
In more detail, the estimate of increased awareness utilised the AIDE results (Janssen et al.
2006) which indicated the reduction of crash risk of about 23% for awareness improvement
(risk difference of awareness levels excellent i.e. baseline's 100 and good/excellent's 130). In
order not to double count the effects of speed this was reduced by half, i.e. to ca. 11%
(Kulmala & al 2010).
For headways, results of AIDE (Janssen et al. 2006) indicate that for the drivers increasing
the headway from less than 1 second to 1.5, the crash risk is decreased by 40% (change of
headway from 1 to 1.5 s corresponds to risk change from 125 to 75 according AIDE results).
According to Rämä (2001), the proportion of drivers with short headways could be reduced
by ca 15% due the warning, and about 8% used short headways on slippery roads without
any warnings. This means that the headway-related effect on crash risk would be ca 0.5%
(40% x 15% x 8%). As also other drivers will increase their headways by ca 0.1 s, the total
headway-related crash risk decrease is ca. 4%.
The total effect for Mechanism 1 was calculated as multiplication of three factors ‘speed
effect’, ‘awareness effect = 0.89’ and ‘headway effect = 0.96’. The speed effect varied
according to the severity of condition and share of these conditions (severe or mild).
Mechanism 3: Indirect modification of user behaviour
With high penetration and with a well working system drivers might learn to trust and rely
on the system and consequently, delegate responsibility to the system. However, because
the system is built on vehicle to vehicle communication the driver cannot rely that he or she
is always receiving the warnings, i.e. there is a sender vehicle in the adverse weather
condition area ahead. Therefore, it was assumed that these effects would be minor and no
numerical estimate is given. Some earlier VMS studies support this reasoning showing less
negative impacts of weather controlled speed limits in real conditions where there are more
uncertainties (Rämä 2001) compared with studies made in driving simulator (Peltola &
Kulmala 2000).
Mechanisms 4-5: Indirect modification of non-user behaviour and modification of
interaction between road users
The non-users (drivers) approaching a hazardous location may be forced to slow down when
the equipped vehicle in front of them slows down. Some non-users might overtake because
they are not informed in similar way and do not understand the reason for slowing down.
On two-lane roads this might increase the risk of frontal collisions. However, this effect was
assumed as minor due to the adverse weather condition which would be at least partly
visible to all drivers and thereby making them cautious in some degree.
The estimate strongly depends on the penetration level. Nevertheless, it was assumed that
the effect due to speed decrease is between 40% and 60% of the effect of the mechanism 1.
Note that in the case of 100% penetration this effect is neglected.
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Impacts
The total effect by the main classifying factor (Weather condition) was calculated by
multiplying the mechanism by mechanism provided effects (Table 38). The overall total
impact estimate takes into account the share of accidents in each category. This resulted in
6.2% average decrease in fatalities and 4.7% average decrease in injuries. These figures
indicate the full potential of the function when all cars are equipped. More detailed
estimates per mechanism are presented in Annex B.
Table 38: Impacts of WW per weather condition. Columns low and high provide the range for the impact, average is
the mean value of the first two. 100% penetrations assumed.

Weather
Fatalities

Injuries

Low

High

Average

Adverse

-24,7 %

-40,7 %

-32,9 %

Normal

0,0 %

0,0 %

0,0 %

Total

-4,7 %

-7,7 %

-6,2 %

Adverse

-22,2 %

-31,9 %

-27,1 %

Normal

0,0 %

0,0 %

0,0 %

Total

-3,8 %

-5,5 %

-4,7 %

The overall impact (%) of prevented fatalities and injuries per year is presented in Figure 108
taken into account the system penetrations in traffic (low, medium and high in Table 8).The
number of prevented fatalities totals 19-209 in 2020 and 138-380 in 2030 and the number of
prevented injuries totals 1 350-8 757 in 2020 and 6 740-18 344 in 2030 in EU28. The impacts
are the overall impacts for all adverse weather conditions together.
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Figure 108: Overall impacts of WW in number and proportion of fatalities and injuries with the three scenarios per
target year

4.2.6.5 Traffic Efficiency Impacts
Due to the lack of results with which to work, no qualitative assessment of the WW function
could be carried out
4.2.6.6 Environmental Impacts
Not simulated.
4.2.6.7 Mobility Impacts
Mobility improved due to having weather warning (WW) function as quality improved in
terms of decreased uncertainty, and an increased feeling of safety and comfort (Figure 109).
The impacts were the overall impacts for all adverse weather conditions together. The
typical mean agreement values for comfort were approximately 4.8 (on a scale from 1,
strongly disagree to 7, strongly agree), and for safety approximately 5.5. Uncertainty was
assessed on a scale from -3 to 3 (decrease-increase), and the typical mean value was
approximately -0.4. At one test site, the assessments were lower than the typical ones.
Regarding stress decrease, there are inconsistent results. In some countries WW was
considered to decrease stress and in others it was not (values ranging from 3.6 to 4.2 on the
seven-point scale, and from -0.5 to 0.2 on the other one). There were no indications of
impacts on the amount of travel, or travel patterns.
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Figure 109: Implications for mobility, weather warning. Green colour indicates a positive change, yellow
contradictory results, and white no change.

4.2.6.8 Scaling Up
No quantitative traffic efficiency and environment impacts were available for scaling up.
4.2.6.9 Conclusions
The driving behaviour results did not show a very consistent effect on speed. It seems that
drivers only slowed down if they found the warning reliable and relevant (i.e. if they found
indications for risky conditions which match with the warning received). The results suggest
that drivers do not follow the warning provided by WW, if vehicle speed is on a decent level
and real weather situation is not severe.
The purpose of the Drive C2X function Weather Warning (WW) is to increase traffic safety
by informing the drivers about dangerous weather conditions ahead. The information value
of the warning differs by weather condition. Many adverse road conditions are such that
they are easily perceivable for the drivers. In those conditions the role of warning is to
remind the driver to take the circumstances into consideration and adapt behaviour
accordingly. Sometimes, the adverse condition is such that they might surprise the driver,
like some slippery road spots or local fog. In these conditions critical new information is
provided to the driver by WW function, and in most cases this should lead remarkable
reactions in driver behaviour - the information value of the warning is higher and impacts
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are expected to be more substantial. In addition, the magnitude of the direct impacts is
assumed to depend on the location – e.g. close to a slippery curve more substantial
reactions might be expected than on straight road section, even slippery. The non-users
(drivers) approaching a hazardous location may be forced to slow down when the equipped
vehicle in front of them slows down. The overall safety impact of WW was assessed to be
up to 380 prevented fatalities and up to more than 22 thousand prevented injuries per year
in EU28 in 2030.
Some indications were found that this function may decrease speed, and since weather
warnings are given over a prolonged period of time over large areas, this may impact traffic
efficiency. However, due to limitations of the FOT setup it was not possible to obtain clear
and convincing results. The mobility effects of WW were qualitatively determined to be
positive.
Comparing the objective findings of the driver behaviour analysis to the survey of drivers
and their perceived driving behaviour, Weather Warning (WW) consisted of two separate
functions: rain warning (tested on TS Spain) and slippery roads (due to snow or ice, tested
on TS Finland). The User Acceptance results do not distinguish between the two functions.
The main subjective effects were: less abrupt braking manoeuvres, an increase in headway,
and a reduction of speed. This was partially confirmed in the objective data. For rain, a
certain effect on speed was reported due to the WW function. For some of the slippery road
warnings a speed reduction was found as well (interpreted as those events where the driver
experienced the warning as relevant for his/her specific route).
It can to be noted that the potential for a weather related warning based on DRIVE C2X
technology is considerably high. Especially the case of black ice is regarded as highly
relevant.
Still the implementation of the function as it was developed in DRIVE C2X did not manage
to leverage this potential yet.
Only if the function is regarded as trustworthy it will also be used. Furthermore the features
of the application should be enhanced to make WW more attractive. A speed adaption
algorithm could be one exemplary add on that provides extra benefits.
Generally, the logic behind a user generated message system offers significant challenges
that need to be met until the function can be regarded as market ready.
Figure 110 summarises the salient findings on WW.
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QUICK RECAP
Weather Warning
 driving behaviour results did not show a very consistent effect on speed
 results suggest that drivers do not follow the warning, if vehicle speed is on a
decent level and real weather situation is not severe
 overall safety impact of WW assessed to be up to 380 prevented fatalities and up
to more than 22,000 prevented injuries per year in EU28 in 2030 by WW
 mobility effects of WW were qualitatively determined to be positive.
 demand for the function is very high (especially black ice warning)
 76% of the respondents willing to use the function
 final evaluation below expected acceptance due to difficult implementation in
field tests
 high reliability and relevance of messages required in order to generate trust

Figure 110: Quick recap of WW evaluation
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Approaching Emergency Vehicle

4.2.7.1 Events
The number of events in the analysis of Approaching Emergency Vehicle Warning is shown
in Table 39 (before and after filtering).
Table 39: Overview of AEVW events at DRIVE C2X Test Sites

Baseline/ Treatment
events
Pairs after filtering
Number of participants

Germany
71/120

Italy
21/23

Spain
17/17

71
496

21
23

0
20

4.2.7.2 User Acceptance
Usefulness
The usefulness of the function is rated rather high. 92% of the respondents rated the
function as useful, the same share of the drivers indicated that they were willing to use the
function as standard equipment.
But besides this more general evaluation, it was remarkable that the innovation grade of
the function was rated very high, especially in comparison to other tested functions. 81% of
the users agreed to the statement that the benefits of the function are not offered by other
solutions on the market.
Also the level of enthusiasm can be regarded as very high, as 60% agreed to the related
statement.
Still, the function was not regarded as reliable to a high extent. Only 56% confirmed this
statement; the confidence interval of the mean value is reaching below the neutral
statement. This was mainly influenced by the evaluation on the TS Italy, where only 31%
evaluated the function as reliable, compared to 85% at TS Spain.
The willingness to purchase the system was only stated by 41% of the respondents, with the
lower bound of the mean value below the neutral evaluation of 4,0. Also in this case the
evaluation was clearly more positive from the Spanish respondents (62% vs. 31%).
The comparison of the expectation measurement with the final evaluation only showed
slight differences, with a positive tendency after the actual driving experience. Especially
the usefulness is rated higher in the final evaluation measurement (92% vs. 77%). Also the
comfort and emotional connection (enthusiasm) to the function were raised after the actual
driving experience. Still, the expected level of reliability could not be fulfilled by the function
as it was presented in the FOT.
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Emergency Vehicle Warning
1–
strongly
disagree

2

3

4

5

6

7TOP 3
strongly
agree
EVAL
EXP

This function is useful.

77% 92%

This function offers something new.

85% 90%

If this function were standard equipment
in my car, I would use it regularly.
The benefits of the function are not
available in other solutions on the market
yet.

85% 92%
84% 81%

This function increases my safety.

76% 82%

I feel enthusiastic about this function.

59% 71%

This function increases my comfort.

55% 60%

Driving is less stressful due to the
function.
This function works reliably and
faultlessly.

expectation

53% 58%
64,5% 56%

evaluation

I would purchase this function if it was
optional equipment.

CONFIRMATION

40% 41%

Source: After Briefing Survey & Final Evaluation Survey; n = 40

Figure 111: Acceptance – expectation vs evaluation AEVW

Usability
Even though the reliability of the function was criticised, the general evaluation of the
usability was rather positive. 90% stated that the function is easy to use and 82% responded
that they would trust the messages. Also the information show on the screen did not offer
any major reasons for complaints and were rated above the average evaluation across all
functions.
The most criticised aspect about the function was the user interface that caused a
significant distraction level and annoyed a high percentage of the drivers with its acoustic
signals. Only one of two drivers did not regard the interface as distracting and only 45% did
not regard the acoustic signals as annoying.
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Emergency Vehicle Warning
1–
strongly
disagree

2

3

4

5

6

7strongly
agree

TOP 3

The correct information has been displayed.

79%

The information shown on the display is
useful.

85%

I trusted the message.

82%

The function is easy to use during the journey.

90%

I did not receive messages without apparent
cause.**

74%

The function is serving its purpose.

77%

The messages are easy to understand.

76%

It is easy to see and read the messages.
The function is not distracting me while I´m
driving.**
The acoustic signals generated by the function
are not annoying.**

67%

mean (all functions)
mean

53%

lower bound*
higher bound*
CONFIRMATION

45%

Source: Final Evaluation Survey; Function tested - n = 39; All functions tested – n = 548
*Confidence intervall: 90%; ** Items mirrored to original questions

Figure 112: Usability evaluation AEVW

Generally the presented messages were provided in an acceptable form. 47% of the
respondents did not have any complaints about the timing of the messages and the scope
of information that was presented. Only 14% of the respondents rated time or level of
information as clearly not appropriate. Still a slight tendency could be noted that the
messages appear rather too late and the amount of information could be enriched.

Figure 113: Evaluation of information volume and timing AEVW
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Selected user feedback:
>>When the signal of emergency vehicle was received the vehicle was on opposite lane, so the
signal was superfluous. << (ITALY)
>> It would be good if also the direction of the vehicle is shown (as symbol). << (ITALY)
>> The acoustic signal should be like the one of the parking sensors: augmenting with the
vehicle approaching the event, but with sufficient time in advance to leave it to the driver to
perform the manoeuver without alarming him/her too much. << (ITALY)
>> We hope it will be available soon on all vehicles. << (ITALY)
>> The shown information is not really intuitive and requires effort to understand it. << (SPAIN)
>> The offered information doesn't match the signs, when the emergency vehicle is
approaching you don't know if it's approaching or already stopped on the road side. << (SPAIN)
Summary
Generally it can be deduced that AEV was perceived as one of the most important
functions. This impression was also supported by the feedback from the focus groups.
It was noticeable that the AEV was also one on the few functions that outperformed the
expectations of the drivers and positively surprised them, even if the technical
implementation was still regarded as worthy of further improvement.
4.2.7.3 Driving Behaviour
AEVW function was tested at the test sites in Germany, Italy and Spain. Drivers were
exposed to approaching emergency vehicle while driving on public roads first without the
function (Baseline) and then with the function activated (Treatment).
Speed and speed profiles were the main indicators to measure the effect of the warnings on
the driving behaviour of other vehicles.
The highest effect size due to the AEV warnings was found in Italy where the tests were
performed on a highway with 130 km/h speed limit. Also at tests performed by Test Site
Germany on a test route in an industrial area with speed limit 30 km/h some effect was
found, however at a lower level compared to Italy. The effects consisted mainly of reduced
average, top and median speeds.
Spain however, did not get any statistically significant effect for any of the hypotheses for
this function. However, by looking at the speed gradients during the events, there was a
clear trend that the speed pattern is likely to change with emergency vehicle warnings.
During the events, only 20% of the drivers reduced the speed in baseline while 63% did in
treatment.
4.2.7.4 Safety Impacts
Expectations
The enable a free way to emergency vehicles progression to travel faster without creating
unsafe conditions for surrounding traffic or for emergency vehicles themselves is an issue on
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traffic safety enhancement. Approaching emergency vehicles are exempt of regular traffic
rules (speed, right of way, etc.) when they operate in emergency and this may create traffic
perturbations and actual dangers that lights and sirens tend to avoid by informing vehicles
and pedestrians about the approach of the emergency vehicle.
Flashing lights and sirens of the emergency vehicle are not perceived early by all drivers in
all driving situations or by distracted drivers. The approaching emergency vehicle warning
(AEVW) system improves the drivers’ awareness of the approaching emergency vehicle. The
system indicates by sound and by explicit visual information, the location and the direction
of the approaching emergency vehicle in order to anticipate conflicts on paths and to early
decide manoeuvers to create enough room for the progression of the emergency vehicle.
Therefore the system is expected to provide more time to react and to choose the safer and
efficient manoeuver to release the way.
AEVW is expected to have safety impacts only through safety mechanisms 1 and 4. No
classifier was chosen to be used.
Mechanism 1: Direct in-vehicle modification of the driving task
Driver behaviour results indicated stronger reactions to approaching emergency vehicle
when AEVW was in use compared to when it was not in use. Thus, we can assume the
system to be effective in terms of safety mechanism 1.
French accident statistics showed 0.8% for the proportion for the fatal accidents and 1.1%
for injury accidents that include an emergency vehicle. It was assumed that the multiplier
for accidents that were caused by emergency vehicle although it was not directly involved in
it would be 1-5 according to Clawson et al. (1997) but that only 1-5% of them would cause
fatalities/injuries. The proportion of fatalities and injuries in intersection was assumed to be
50-70% according to Auerbach et al. (1988) and Elling (1988) of all emergency vehicle
fatalities and injuries. In addition, it was assumed that 50-70% of these fatalities and injuries
caused by accidents where emergency vehicle was directly involved or caused indirectly
could be prevented in intersections and 60-80% on links. The system was assumed to be
more effective on links as the driving situation is there less complex than in intersections
and it is easier for the drivers to react properly to emergency vehicle when they perceive it
approaching.
Mechanism 4: Indirect modification of non-user behaviour
For the safety mechanism 4, similar impacts as for equipped vehicles could be assumed for
non-equipped vehicles behind but smaller. Their magnitude was assumed to be 40-60% of
the effects in mechanism 1.
Impacts
The total effect by the main classifying factor (Location) was calculated by multiplying the
mechanism by mechanism provided effects (Table 40). The overall total impact estimate
takes into account the share of accidents in each category. This resulted in 0.9% average
decrease in fatalities and 0.9% average decrease in injuries. These figures indicate the full
potential of the function when all cars are equipped. More detailed estimates per
mechanism are presented in Annex B.
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Table 40: Impacts of AEVW per location. Columns low and high provide the range for the impact, average is the mean
value of the first two. 100% penetrations assumed.

Location
Fatalities

Injuries

Low

High

Average

Intersection

-1,6 %

-3,3 %

-2,4 %

Link

-0,3 %

-0,8 %

-0,5 %

Total

-0,5 %

-1,2 %

-0,9 %

Intersection

-0,8 %

-1,5 %

-1,2 %

Link

-0,4 %

-1,2 %

-0,8 %

Total

-0,6 %

-1,3 %

-0,9 %

The overall impact (%) of prevented fatalities and injuries per year is presented in Figure 114
taken into account the system penetrations in traffic (low, medium and high in Table 8).The
number of prevented fatalities totals 2-32 in 2020 and 14-84 in 2030 and the number of
prevented injuries totals 186-1 961 in 2020 and 933-4 954 in 2030 in EU28.

Figure 114: Overall impacts of AEVW in proportion of fatalities and injuries with the three scenarios per target year

4.2.7.5 Traffic Efficiency Impacts
AEVW is not expected to have relevant effects on traffic efficiency.
4.2.7.6 Environmental Impacts
Not simulated.
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4.2.7.7 Mobility Impacts
Mobility was assessed to improve due to having cooperative approaching emergency
vehicle warning (AEVW) function as quality improved in terms of decreased stress and
uncertainty, and an increased feeling of safety and comfort (Figure 115). The typical mean
agreement values for comfort were around 5 (on a scale from 1 to 7), for safety 5.6-6.0 and
for stress approximately 4.8. Stress and uncertainty were also assessed on a scale from -3 to
3 (decrease-increase), and the typical mean values for those scales were from -0.2 to -0.7
(stress) and -0.5 (uncertainty). There were no indications of impacts on the amount of
travel, or travel patterns.
Number of
journeys
Length

AEVW
Amount of
travel

Duration
Timing
Mode
Route

Travel
patterns

Mobility

Adverse
conditions
User stress
User
uncertainty
Feeling of
safety

Journey
quality

Feeling of
comfort
Figure 115: Implications for mobility, approaching emergency vehicle warning. Green colour indicates a positive
change, and white no change.

4.2.7.8 Scaling Up
No quantitative traffic efficiency and environment impacts were available for scaling up.
4.2.7.9 Conclusions
The driving behaviour analysis found that the driver receiving warnings for approaching
emergency vehicles reduced their speed in such a way that it was statistically significant, for
TS Germany and Italy.
Enabling emergency vehicles to travel faster without creating unsafe conditions for
surrounding traffic or for emergency vehicles themselves is an issue on traffic safety
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enhancement. The system was expected to provide more time to react and to choose the
safer and efficient manoeuvre to release the way. Driver behaviour results indicated
stronger reactions to approaching emergency vehicle when AEVW was in use compared to
when it was not in use. In addition, similar impacts as for equipped vehicles could be
assumed for non-equipped vehicles behind but smaller. French accident statistics showed
0.8% for the proportion for the fatal accidents and 1.1% for injury accidents that included an
emergency vehicle. The total impact of number of prevented fatalities was assessed to be
up to 84 per year in EU28 in 2030 and for number of prevented injuries up to almost 5,000
per year.
The mobility effects of AEVW were qualitatively determined to be positive.
Comparing the objective findings of the driver behaviour analysis to the survey of drivers
and their perceived driving behaviour, AEVW driving behaviour objective analyses
examined the Spanish, Italian and German TS data. The driver survey data was available
only for the Spanish and Italian TS. Therefore, the analysis below will focus on the Spanish
and Italian TS.
Although many survey respondents stated that the number of abrupt braking manoeuvres
did not increase, the majority said that the number decreased of clearly decreased, with a
few indicating that the number of braking manoeuvres increased or clearly increased. The
objective driving behaviour analyses did not find statistically significant results for
acceleration or jerk, which appears consistent with the survey response.
Both the driver survey and the driver behaviour objective analysis found the drivers reduced
their speed. The driver behaviour objective analysis for the pooled data found reduced
average, top and median speeds.
The test of the AEVW function showed the huge potential of this function. Its benefit was
well understood, it was considered as something innovative that is not offered by other
solutions and the willingness to use was high. Also the perceived behavioural impacts can
be regarded positive due to the subjective impression of the drivers.
Interpreting the positive feedback it should also be noted that the perception in the field
test was positively biased related to the frequency of the message. In practise the frequency
of the events will be clearly lower and thus also the perceived benefit. Still, in the case of
their appearance AEV can be considered as a function that provides DRIVE C2X specific
benefits in a relevant context.
Further development of the function should focus on the accessibility of the messages,
especially the expressiveness of the symbols. It was suggested to show different kinds of
icons according to the different types of emergency vehicles and signalize the distance of
the vehicle more clearly.
Another important aspect for improvement is the implementation of the user interface.
Even if the alert in the case of an approaching emergency vehicle should not be missed, it
will be essential to avoid signals that distract the user from driving or annoy him due to
inappropriate sounds. Otherwise the acceptance of the function could suffer significantly
and the function will be most likely switched off by most users in order to avoid distraction.
Still an acoustic signal was rated as necessary enhancement to the information on the
screen.
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In the context of the launch of C2X technology, this function should be considered as one of
the functions for the introduction phase, also due to the fact that an implementation could
be easily achieved by equipping emergency vehicles with C2X OBU. Even in a low
penetration scenario, first benefits can be expected as the user’s acceptance is very high.
Figure 116 summarises the salient findings on AEVW.

QUICK RECAP
Approaching Emergency Vehicle Warning
 driving behaviour analysis found that vehicles reduced their speed in such a way
that it was statistically significant, for TS Germany and Italy
 subjective perceived driving behaviour analysis supported this effect
 overall safety impact of WW assessed to be up to 84 prevented fatalities and up
to almost 5,000 prevented injuries per year in EU28 in 2030 by WW
 mobility effects of AEVW were qualitatively determined to be positive
 92% as highest willingness to use of all functions
 evaluation after the driving experience positively exceeded the expected level
 90% regard the function as something new
 comparatively high willingness to purchase of 41%

Figure 116: Quick recap of AEVW evaluation
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Emergency Electronic Brake Light

4.2.8.1 Events
The number of vehicles involved in the evaluation of the Emergency Electronic Brake Light
is shown in Table 41 (Mühlbacher, 2013).
Table 41: Number of vehicles by group and driving position (SimTD; Mühlbacher 2013)

Position 2

Position 3

Position 4

Total

Control group

45

28

15

88

Experimental
group

49

53

38

140

4.2.8.2 User Acceptance
No DRIVE C2X specific user acceptance analyses were carried out at the TS Germany.
4.2.8.3 Driving Behaviour
The driving behaviour assessment made use of the analysis of EEBL carried out in the
simTD project (Mühlbacher, 2013). Mühlbacher (2013) assessed that the electronic
emergency brake light warning function had no effect on driving behaviour. The parameters
minimum time to collision, maximum longitudinal deceleration and braking reaction time
did not differ statistically significantly between the two groups. Mühlbacher (2013) assessed
that one possible explanation could be that the drivers were very alert during the drive, e.g.
because of concentrating on the leading vehicle in order to keep the specified distance of 30
m, and therefore detected the braking in time. This was also suggested by the relatively
short braking reaction times in comparison to other similar studies.
By looking at results it seems clear that the braking situations were very heterogeneous as
standard deviations are large for all indicators. This explains why none of the results were
statistically significant with the current sample size. However, by observing the order of
magnitude in graphs, it can be noted that the behaviour of test drivers with the EEBL
function was beneficial only for the first following vehicle (shorter reaction time and
stronger reaction in terms of maximum longitudinal deceleration compared to those who
were driving without EEBL). The impact was mostly in detrimental direction for the latter
vehicles in the queue.
Mühlbacher (2013) reported that this use case was rated relatively high in the acceptance
evaluation. Especially those test drivers (n = 5) who indicated having been distracted by
looking at the tachometer or the radio shortly before braking gave more positive ratings
than the other drivers. Consequently, Mühlbacher (2013) concluded the results indicated
that the electronic brake light can be useful especially in situations where driver distraction
is involved. Nevertheless, he recommended that further studies be carried out to specifically
examine this hypothesis.
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Further research on this function is needed. In addition to studying benefits of the function
for distracted drivers, the impacts on all drivers should be studied further. It would be
important to study with larger test group whether the worrying indication of function
possibly leading to negative impacts on driver behaviour is true or whether the differences
between baseline and treatment group remain statistically insignificant.
4.2.8.4 Safety Impacts
Expectations
The primary safety problem addressed by cooperative electronic emergency brake lights
warning (EEBL) is a rear-end collision due to a too late reaction to the emergency braking
ahead. However, in case of high traffic flow, there might be problems of side-by-side
collisions and other accident types as well if drivers do panic manoeuvres at the last
moment.
First following vehicle sees the brake lights of the emergency braking lead vehicle anyway
and the function only supports it, but the other following vehicles do not see the brake
lights of the lead vehicle. Therefore the system should provide more time to react for the
third and fourth vehicle allowing them to react before the brake lights of the vehicle in front
of them are activated.
When driver receives information on emergency braking, he may react either by braking
hard or by doing panic manoeuvres like changing lane or driving to the side of the road. It is
expected that when time to react increases, less panic manoeuvres are conducted.
Accident type was chosen as main classifier for the safety impacts as the function was
targeted to prevent especially rear collisions.
Mechanism 1: Direct in-vehicle modification of the driving task
When looking at driver behaviour impact analysis, it can be seen that the minimum time to
collision little smaller for EEBL vehicles (negative impact for the second and third following
vehicles). Maximum longitudinal deceleration was stronger for EEBL (decreasing effect size
as position from the first emergency braking vehicle increases) indicating stronger reaction
to the situation (positive impact). In addition, the first following vehicle reacted faster
(smaller average reaction time, positive impact) but the next vehicles not (negative impact,
not in accordance with the expectations). Impacts were not statistically significant, only
magnitude of impact was taken to assessment.
Impacts were assessed separately for motorways and rural roads with high speed limit (at
least 80 km/h) and for urban roads and rural roads with lower speed limit. It was assumed
that 60-80% of fatalities and injuries in rear collisions of rural roads take place in these first
mentioned rural roads with high speed limit. In addition, it was assumed that 50-70% of rear
collisions happen on motorways and high speed rural roads in a situation where there could
be a vehicle sending a warning of an emergency braking ahead and 10-25% on urban roads
and low speed rural roads. On motorways and high speed rural roads, it was expected that
20-30% of such fatalities and injuries could be prevented by cooperative EEBL system and
30-40% on urban roads and low speed rural roads. The rather small proportions are due to
the fact that the time margin is small even with the system.
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In addition to rear collisions, also other accident types were expected to be reduced except
for frontal collision which did not seem relevant. The magnitude of impact was assessed to
be 5-10% of the impact for rear collisions per accident type.
Mechanism 5: Modification of interaction between road users
When the user of reacts quicker to the emergency braking ahead, the non-users behind will
have more time to detect the situation and react. The amount of fatalities and injuries in
rear collisions caused by traffic jam to be prevented by the cooperative EEBL function was
assessed to be 0.10-0.15% for fatalities and 0.02-0.03% for injuries on motorways and high
speed rural roads and 0.15-0.30% for fatalities and 0.10-0.20% for injuries on urban roads
and low speed rural roads for this additional time that the system provides to the non-users.
The proportions are small due to very small time window and of the surprise effect that will
remain for the non-users. The impact was assessed to be 5-10% of the impact for rear
collisions to other accident types but frontal collisions.
Impacts
The total effect by the main classifying factor (Accident type) was calculated by multiplying
the mechanism by mechanism provided effects; the effect would be most significant for
rear end collisions (Table 42). The overall total impact estimate takes into account the share
of accidents in each category. This resulted in 2.4% average decrease in fatalities and 2.1%
average decrease in injuries. These figures indicate the full potential of the function when all
cars are equipped. More detailed estimates per mechanism are presented in Annex B.
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Table 42: Impacts of EEBL per accident type. Columns low and high provide the range for the impact, average is the
mean value of the first two. 100% penetrations assumed.

Accident type
Fatalities

Injuries

Low

High

Average

Single vehicle collision with pedestrians

-0,4 %

-1,8 %

-1,1 %

Single vehicle collision with obstacles (other
than pedestrians)

-0,4 %

-1,8 %

-1,1 %

Other single vehicle accidents

-0,4 %

-1,8 %

-1,1 %

Frontal collision

0,0 %

0,0 %

0,0 %

Side-by-side collision

-0,4 %

-1,8 %

-1,1 %

Angle collision

-0,4 %

-1,8 %

-1,1 %

Rear collision

-6,9 %

-17,7 %

-12,3 %

Other accidents with at least two vehicle

-0,4 %

-1,8 %

-1,1 %

Total

-1,2 %

-3,7 %

-2,4 %

Single vehicle collision with pedestrians

-0,3 %

-1,5 %

-0,9 %

Single vehicle collision with obstacles (other
than pedestrians)

-0,3 %

-1,5 %

-0,9 %

Other single vehicle accidents

-0,3 %

-1,5 %

-0,9 %

Frontal collision

0,0 %

0,0 %

0,0 %

Side-by-side collision

-0,3 %

-1,5 %

-0,9 %

Angle collision

-0,3 %

-1,5 %

-0,9 %

Rear collision

-5,5 %

-14,6 %

-10,0 %

Other accidents with at least two vehicle

-0,3 %

-1,5 %

-0,9 %

Total

-1,0 %

-3,3 %

-2,1 %

The overall impact (%) of prevented fatalities and injuries per year is presented in Figure 117
taken into account the vehicle penetration scenarios (low, medium and high in Table 8).The
number of prevented fatalities totals 1-70 in 2020 and 25-304 in 2030 and the number of
prevented injuries totals 264-3 496 in 2020 and 1 322-16 219 in 2030 in EU28.
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Figure 117: Overall impacts of EEBL in proportion of fatalities and injuries with the three scenarios per target year

4.2.8.5 Traffic Efficiency Impacts
No direct traffic efficiency impacts of this function are expected. Therefore this has not
been analysed.
4.2.8.6 Environmental Impacts
Not simulated.
4.2.8.7 Mobility Impacts
As so few results existed for the electronic emergency brake lights warning, no assessment
of overall mobility implications was done for it. Nevertheless, increase in feeling of safety
indicates positive implication for mobility.
4.2.8.8 Scaling Up
No quantitative traffic efficiency and environment impacts were available for scaling up.
4.2.8.9 Conclusions
The driving behaviour assessment made use of the analysis of EEBL carried out in the
simTD project (Mühlbacher, 2013). No statistically significant result were found comparing
baseline to treatment, possibly due to the extremely high level of driver alertness during the
controlled test. Drivers showed unusually short breaking reaction times compared to other
studies. The EEBL usefulness in situations in which the driver was distracted was not
investigated. Nevertheless, results indicated that the function was beneficial for the first
vehicle behind the braking vehicle.
The primary safety problem addressed by cooperative electronic emergency brake lights
warning (EEBL) is a rear-end collision due to a too late reaction to the emergency braking
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ahead. However, in case of high traffic flow, there might be problems of side-by-side
collisions and other accident types as well if drivers do panic manoeuvres at the last
moment. In addition, when the user of reacts quicker to the emergency braking ahead, the
non-users behind will have more time to detect the situation and react. The overall safety
impact of EEBL was assessed to be up to 300 prevented fatalities and up to more than 16
200 prevented injuries per year in EU28 in 2030.
Figure 118 summarises the salient findings on EEBL.

QUICK RECAP
Electronic Emergency Brakelight
 no statistically significant result were found comparing baseline to treatment,
possibly due to the extremely high level of driver alertness during the controlled
test
 results indicated that the function was beneficial for the first vehicle behind the
braking vehicle
 overall safety impact of EEBL assessed to be up to 300 prevented fatalities and
up to almost 16,200 prevented injuries per year in EU28 in 2030 by WW
 pre-validation survey indicated high interest in the function
Figure 118: Quick recap of EEBL evaluation
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4.3 Evaluation of DRIVE C2X Functions by Impact Area
4.3.1

User Acceptance

Due to the broad range of functions tested within DRIVE C2X it was difficult to classify the
single results. Therefore the presentation of results was enhanced by a direct comparison
between the functions. This offered additional insights for the interpretation of the user’s
acceptance of DRIVE C2X.
In order to provide an accessible result, the broad range of acceptance items were partially
aggregated on a more general level.
Usefulness
An aggregation of the seven key acceptance items that were not related to the specific
benefits of the function provides an overall evaluation and ranking of the DRIVE C2X
functions.








This function offers something new.
This function is useful.
If this function were standard equipment in my car, I would use it regularly.
The benefits of the function are not available in other solutions on the market yet.
This function works reliably and faultlessly.
I feel enthusiastic about this function.
I would purchase this function if it was optional equipment.

Ø

Usefulness

FOT Survey
1–
strongly
disagree

Function Ranking
2

3

4

5

6

7strongly
agree

Approaching emergency vehicle
Greenlight optimized speed
advisory
Traffic jam ahead warning
Car breakdown warning, Post crash
warning
Obstacle warning
Roadworks warning
Weather warning
Usefulness.

In vehicle signage
Source: Final Evaluation Survey; Function tested – AEV – n = 40; TJAW – n = 38; RW – n = 128; OW – n = 20; CBW – n =
112; WW – n = 33; IVS – n = 125; GLOSA – n = 21

Figure 119: Ranking of functions according to usefulness
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The ranking showed that all DRIVE C2X functions are generally rated positively.
Approaching Emergency Vehicle Warning was the most postive evaluated function,
followed by GLOSA and Traffic Jam Ahead Warning. The least preferred functions were
Roadworks warning, Weather warning and Roadworks warning.
Generally it is nocticeable that those functions were rated best, that appear the most
innovative to the drivers, while a function like IVS was regarded as a more common
functionality and also seen less attractice.
Focussing on the key benefits of the functions, it was clear that – as expected - safety ist the
most relevant feature from the users perspective. Still the only exception, the more comfort
related GLOSA function, was one of the highest ranked functions.
By interpreting these results it should be considered that ‘stress reduction’ and ‘comfort ‘
are more than safety aspects influenced by flaws in the implementation of the function,
that appeared due to the nature of DRIVE C2X as pre prototype technology.
1–
strongly
disagree

Function Ranking
2

3

4

5

6

7strongly
agree

Approaching emergency vehicle
Greenlight optimized speed
advisory
Traffic jam ahead warning
Car breakdown warning, Post crash
warning
Obstacle warning
Roadworks warning
Weather warning
In vehicle signage

…increases my safety…
…driving is less
stressful….
…increases my
comfort…

CONFIRMATION

Source: Final Evaluation Survey; Function tested – AEV – n = 40; TJAW – n = 38; RW – n = 128; OW – n = 20; CBW – n =
112; WW – n = 33; IVS – n = 125; GLOSA – n = 21

Figure 120: Ranking of functions and perceived benefits

The results of the pre validation survey provided a slightly different picture. Being measured
based on function descriptions they did not include the impact of actual driving experience
with the system on board. This could explain, why AEVW and GLOSA function were
evaluated rather conservative, while TJAW, WW, and OW are ranked higher than in the field
tests.
Regarding the functions that have not been tested in the FOT, the highest interest was
dedicated to Post Crash Warning. Traffic Information, Slow Vehicle Warning and Electronic
Emergency Brakelight were also rated very positve.
Furthermore it could be seen that the commercial services as Usage Based Car Rental or
Service modules were clearly of lower interest for the respondents than the safety and
comfort related functions.
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This was also an expected result as these function do not primarily offer direct benefits for
the car holder but also involved third parties, that will add further benefits or financial
incentives to the driver, which might deliver additional positive influence for user
acceptance.

Pre Validation Survey

Function Ranking
5-

1–
strongly
disagree

2

3

4

strongly
agree

Post Crash Warning
Traffic Jam Ahead Warning
Weather Warning

Usefulness.

Obstacle Warning
Car Breakdown Warning
Approaching Emergency
Vehicle Warning
Slow Vehicle Warning
Green Light Speed Advisory
Wrong way in Gas Stations
Road Works Warning
Emergency Electr. Brakelight
Traffic Information
In Vehicle Signage
Motorcycle Warning
POI Notification
Usage Based Car Rental
Transparent Leasing
Service Module
Insurance Service
Source: Pre Validation Survey; Number of cases per function = Ø440

Figure 121: Ranking of functions according to (expected) usefulness based on pre validation survey
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Usability
Also for the evaluation of usability an aggregation of all relevant items was made in order to
provide an overall perspective.











The correct information has been displayed.
I trusted the message.
The information shown on the display is useful.
The function is easy to use during the journey.
I did not receive messages without apparent cause.
The function is serving its purpose.
The messages are easy to understand.
It is easy to see and read the messages.
The function is not distracting me while I´m driving.
The acoustic signals generated by the function are not annoying.

1–
strongly
disagree

Ø

Usability

Function Ranking
2

3

4

5

6

7strongly
agree

Car breakdown warning, Post crash
warning
In vehicle signage
Approaching emergency vehicle
Obstacle warning
Greenlight optimized speed
advisory
Roadworks warning
Traffic jam ahead warning
Usability.

Weather warning

CONFIRMATION

Source: Final Evaluation Survey; Function tested – AEV – n = 39; TJAW – n = 37; RW – n = 131; OW – n = 23; CBW – n =
123; WW – n = 35; IVS – n = 133; GLOSA – n = 24

Figure 122: Ranking of functions according to usability

The usability ranking across all functions showed that only slight differences appeared
related to the overall usability of the functions. Even though single issues have been raised
by the test drivers, the overall usability level was rated positive. All functions were rated
better than 5 of 7 across all usability items.
The best usability was perceived related to the CBW function, followed by IVS and AEV. At
the the end of the ranking ranges WW,with a comparably difficult implementation due to
its high dependecy on external influences.
Categorization of functions
While all functions could be considered as useful in the perception of the test drivers, while
willingness to purchase is rather low (see clustering in diagram below) the functions could
be categorized according to these two dimensions.
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Function Mapping

Willingness to Use

high

low

low

high

Willingness to Purchase

Source: Final Evaluation Survey; AEV n=38; TJAW n=41; RW n=127; OW n=20;
CBW n=110; WW n=33; IVS n=125; GLOSA n=21;

Function Mapping
high

AEV
OW

Willingness to Use

TJAW

IVS

CBW

RW

GLOSA
WW

low

low

high

Willingness to Purchase

Figure 123: Mapping of functions according to willingness to pay vs. willingness to use

A closer look at the diagram shows that especially Approaching Emergency Vehicle
Warning and Traffic Jam Ahead Warning were not only relevant for usage but would also be
regarded as services that are worth paying for.
At the same time, Obstacle Warning was perceived as rather useful, but comparably less
attractive as special equipment and subject to a charge, while GLOSA was regarded as less
relevant for usage but also attractive in combination with a charge. The remaining functions
were still evaluated positively but to a lower extent compared to the other four functions.
This result also can be supported by the findings of the SIM TD project, where also GLOSA
and Traffic Jam Ahead Warning showed the highest willingness to purchase. Furthermore
also the DRIVE C2X function Electronic Emergency Breaklight (EEB) was tested in SIM TD
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and selected as one of the most preferred functions. As this function was also the most
prioritized function within the pre-validation survey, EEB should also be considered as key
function for DRIVE C2X.
4.3.2

Perceived Driving Behaviour

Ranked by perceived behavioural impact, the result was different. OW was rated as the
most relevant for the driver’s behaviour. Due to the low number of cases that are the
foundation of this rating, the interpretation of this result should be regarded cautiously.
With AEV, the most preferred function was ranked at a second place, followed by TJAW and
CBW. GLOSA on the other hand is not perceived as high influence on the perceived driving
behaviour items used in this context. This result does not surprise, as GLOSA has a different
alignment than the other functions.

Function Ranking

1–
strongly
disagree

2

3

4

5

6

7strongly
agree

Obstacle warning
Approaching emergency vehicle
Traffic jam ahead warning
Car breakdown warning, post crash
warning
Roadworks warning
Weather warning
In vehicle signage
Greenlight optimized speed
advisory

…helped me to adjust my behaviour
in time…
…made me drive slower….
…paid more attention to other road
users…
…helped me to perceive dangerous
situations

CONFIRMATION

Source: Final Evaluation Survey; Function tested – AEV – n = 40; TJAW – n = 37; RW – n = 130; OW – n = 23; CBW – n =
123; WW – n = 35; IVS – n = 132; GLOSA – n = 24

Figure 124: Ranking of functions and perceived behavioural impacts

4.3.3

Objective Driving Behaviour

Results showed that for most of the functions, changes in driving behaviour were observed
that were in line with the intended changes. In summary:
•
•

•

For IVS / Speed limits, the overall tendency is that average speed when passing a
speed signs in treatment is lowered (although not significantly on each test site). The
impact is also present in a higher portion of time when driver decelerates harder.
The function IVS / Other signs had positive impacts on driver behaviour in areas
where special attention should be paid on vulnerable road users (pedestrian crossing
ahead, child sign). Mostly the impact is seen in small deceleration in speeds in the
critical areas. However, the impacts were not very clear for the information on
obligation to give way (stop, yield) although some results indicated smoother
approach to the intersection
With the Obstacle warning / Road works warning / Car breakdown warning, drivers
had an improved hazard awareness slowing down close to the broken car / road
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works, conducted fewer sudden manoeuvres, and became more alerted (aborting
non-driving related secondary tasks).
When driving with Traffic Jam Ahead Warning, drivers who reached the tail of the
traffic jam reduced their speed earlier with less harsh braking.
Drivers showed somewhat smoother driving behaviour when driving with Green
Light Optimal Speed Advisory. More observations are needed to draw conclusions
in terms of effectiveness in helping drivers to pass intersections without having to
stop for red.
The FOT results did not demonstrate a clear effect of Weather Warning / Rain and
Slippery road/Ice&Snow on speed. It seems that drivers only followed the warning by
reducing speed, if they found the warning as reliable and relevant, i.e. if they found
indications for risky conditions which match with the warning received. The results
suggest that drivers do not follow the warning provided by WW, if vehicle speed is
on a decent level and real weather situation is not severe.
When driving with Approaching Emergency Vehicle, drivers adapted their speed in a
more appropriate way.
Although the field tests showed no statistically significant impacts on driver
behaviour, the results indicated that with Electronic Emergency Brake Light
Warning the first driver behind the braking vehicle was beneficial only for the first
following vehicle (shorter reaction time and stronger reaction in terms of maximum
longitudinal deceleration compared to those who were driving without EEBL).
Unfortunately, the same impact could not be found for the latter vehicles in the
queue.

Essentially, the evaluation of driving behaviour effects boils down to quantifying behaviour
in various Performance Indicators, and then comparing behaviour without a function
(‘baseline’) to behaviour with a function (‘treatment’). This may appear a sequential
process: get the data from the database, conduct the analysis, pass on the results to the
other tasks. In reality, most effort in the driver behaviour analysis was not so much in
conducting the actual statistical tests, but rather in getting the input ready and in
interpreting the results. This involved many iterations, not only one step back to the
calculation of the performance indicators, but much further up the left flank of the FESTA V
as well (Figure 156). This iterative nature of the work is typical for large-scale FOTs and
should not be underestimated.
•
•

Issues were encountered on a low level in terms of event definitions and
Performance Indicator calculations. This may have been due to software issues, to
data quality issues or to a combination thereof.
Sometimes issues emerged from the metadata: crucial information that tells the
analysis who was driving, when, and in which condition: baseline or treatment. A
typical example is a dataset where participants appeared only to have treatment
data and no baseline data. For some participants this may have actually been true,
and getting all these crucial data right required intense communication and
collaboration among data analysts, data processors and experimenters on the test
sites. As another example, when analysing traffic signs, the GPS coordinates of the
traffic signs need to be correctly entered into the database. As trivial as this may
sound, experience shows that much effort is required to get all the details sorted
out.
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There may be issues related to confounding factors in the experimental design. For
instance, the intention in DRIVE C2X was to use a within-subjects design as much as
possible, to improve statistical power. On some test sites, there were reasons to use
this design in a fixed order with participants always driving in baseline first and in
treatment second. Results with this design sometimes revealed learning effects,
making it difficult to distinguish what caused the effect on behaviour: having the
function available, or driving the route for the second time?
In some cases the results caused a revision of a hypothesis, e.g., one might start with
a hypothesis such as “drivers will reduce their speed due to an Approaching
emergency vehicle warning”. However, results showed that sometimes drivers
responded by increasing their speed, which can actually be an appropriate reaction
to this warning. So rather than strictly analysing the hypotheses as formulated early
in the project, more insight into the actual effects on behaviour
Safety Impacts

A comparison of the magnitude of the safety impacts of different functions is shown in
Figure 125 in the case of full penetration. Full penetration assumes all passenger cars and
trucks are equipped, and that the effect on trucks is the same as for cars. IVS/ Speed limits
and Weather warning showed most potential to decrease fatalities, EEBL, RWW and TJAW
follow. The order is almost the same for injuries.
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Figure 125: The overall impacts of cooperative functions in full penetration.

Figure 126 and Figure 127 address results with system penetrations in traffic for 2020 and
2030. Even with rather high penetrations for 2030 (Table 8), the overall impacts are small
(less than 3% for all function except IVS speed limit).
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Figure 126: The overall impacts of cooperative functions in 2020 with vehicle penetration scenarios: low, medium and
high
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Figure 127: The overall impacts of cooperative functions in 2030 with vehicle penetration scenarios: low, medium and
high

This total effect can be calculated when the effects for the selected mechanisms are
available, as follows. First, the estimates given in percentages are converted to coefficients
of efficiency (e.g. a decrease of accidents by 30% means that the target group of accidents
is multiplied by coefficient 0.70). Secondly, the total effect is computed by multiplying the
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coefficients for each mechanism and giving this total effect as a percentage. The
magnitudes of impacts as the number of prevented fatalities and injuries per year are
provided in Table 58 in Annex B.
4.3.5

Traffic Efficiency Impacts

Traffic efficiency effects have been estimated for the Drive C2X functions that may have a
significant effect on traffic efficiency, namely IVS/SL, OW/RWW/CBW, TJAW, GLOSA and
WW.
For IVS/SL, a small but significant negative effect on traffic efficiency was found for
motorways and rural roads in off-peak scenarios, where delays are found to increase by 0.6
seconds per kilometre on motorways and 1.1 seconds per kilometre on rural roads. No
significant effect has been found on urban roads or in peak scenarios
OW/RWW/CBW has a significant effect on speed at a road works event, where equipped
vehicles drive 3.6% slower than unequipped ones. However, as no effect can be expected
away from the road works zone, the overall traffic efficiency effect is estimated to be zero.
The obstacle warning and car breakdown warning functions are not expected to have
relevant traffic efficiency effects.
TJAW does not feature a statistically significant positive or negative effect on traffic
efficiency; while the boundary p-value for statistical significance was set at 0.05, the pvalues that were found for travel time delay effects were in most cases above 0.9 with a
minimum of 0.42.
GLOSA is found to have significant negative effects on traffic efficiency in urban off-peak
scenarios, increasing delays by 0.5~1.6 seconds per traffic light per vehicle. However,
stopping times were reduced by up to 0.7 seconds per vehicle per traffic light. For peak
scenarios the effects were not significant.
The WW-Rain function shows a significant reduction of speed. The results suggest that the
effect was caused by pre-warnings which occurred before the vehicle arrived at the
intended location of the weather warning.
Of all the function examined, TJAW, GLOSA and IVS are expected most likely to have traffic
efficiency and environmental impacts, in addition to safety impacts.
Figure 128 shows the change in delay per function in the EU-27 only for statistically
significance results. It is expressed as a percentage of the EU-27 forecast, for low, medium
and high vehicle penetration levels and with 100% of the infrastructure equipped, to show
the potential of the function.
TJAW has no statistically significant change in delay, so the results from the traffic
simulations are not scaled up. Furthermore the TJAW delay was very close to zero. This
results in no effect of TJAW on the traffic efficiency.
Significance change in delay (p<0.05) are found in the scenarios with low demand and
medium and high penetration level. The low demand and low penetration scenario has
close to significance results (p~0.1) and are used in the scaling up analysis. GLOSA has a
very small increase in delay, assuming 100% of the traffic lights are equipped. Like TJAW,
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GLOSA also has a limited geographic area: intersections equipped with traffic lights, and no
GLOSA on motorways. Therefore, GLOSA functions in limited geographic areas.
The scaling up results made use of all the statistically significant results from IVS/SL. These
were the low demand high speed and rural roads (see Section 4.2.1.5). The IVS drivers lower
their speed using IVS/SL. This translates into an increased travel time and increased delay.
The IVS/SL function is different from TJAW and GLOSA. IVS/SL can be applied on all public
roads, as each road has a legal speed limit. IVS/SL therefore is a function that is useful
potentially all the time and on all roads. Given the potentially universal applicability of
IVS/SL, the delay shown in Figure 128 is small in comparison.
In conclusion TJAW, GLOSA and IVS/SL increase safety with no adverse effects on traffic
efficiency. The scaling up results shown for traffic efficiency only assume that passenger
vehicles are equipped with these systems. The functions TJAW, GLOSA and IVS/SL have the
potential to provide greater contributions to traffic efficiency than the current
implementations in DRIVE C2X indicate.

Figure 128: Change in delay as compared to European reference situation (%). Only the statistically significance
results are used.

4.3.6

Environmental Impacts

The results shown above reflect the changes in the specific situations where and when a
function is active. However, to indicate the effects on a more global level the effects are
scaled up to EU-27 level. This means that the frequency of the situations, e.g. in terms of
vehicle kilometres per relevant situation, is taken into account. This implies that a large
effect in a small-scale situation may lead to an extreme small, maybe even negligible effect
if such a situation is rare. In contrast to safety effects, where each and every accident
prevented or mitigated, counts, the reduced emissions may be very small when viewed on a
national or European level; this is due to the fact that emissions in all other traffic situations
remain unchanged.
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However, it must be noted that this depends also on the nature of the emission
components. While CO2 has a global effect and it does not matter where and when it is
emitted, other components such as NOx or PM have a local effect. Especially the latter two
may show critical levels in urban hotspots. In such conditions, any reduction is welcome if
legal limits are surpassed, even if the reduction is negligible on a national level.
For the scaled up results, several specific issues must be taken into account when
interpreting the results:
•

•
•

The statistical significance for environmental effects were not determined explicitly.
However, since the degree of freedom is higher than for more aggregated data like
delay as a measure for traffic efficiency, it can safely be assumed that the situations
that did not show statistically significant efficiency effects also are not significant for
the environmental results.
In all studies only passenger cars were assumed to be equipped. Since they account
for 60% of all road traffic CO2 emissions(Figure 129), the influence in relation to all
emitted CO2 is reduced further.
The influence of two of the three functions investigated here, namely TJAW and
GLOSA, is limited to very specific situations, the approach to a traffic jam and the
approach to traffic lights. IVS in contrast operates on longer road sections and also
on all types of roads, urban, rural and motorway.

Figure 129: CO2 emissions EU-27 in 2010. Source: [Transport and Mobility Leuven, 2010]

With these issues mentioned, it becomes obvious that the two functions TJAW and GLOSA
do not show changes in the environmental impact when scaled up to EU27-level. IVS in
contrast does show some positive impact. For most environmental indicators the impact is
less than 1%.The impact grows with penetration rate which is reasonable and is biggest for
fuel consumption and CO2 (-2,3 % in the high passenger penetration rate).
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Figure 130: Change in FC as compared to European reference situation (%).Only the statistically significance results
are used.

Figure 131: Change in NOx as compared to European reference situation (%). Only the statistically significance results
are used.
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Figure 132: Change in CO as compared to European reference situation (%). Only the statistically significance results
are used.

Figure 133: Change in HC as compared to European reference situation (%). Only the statistically significance results
are used.
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Figure 134: Change in PM as compared to European reference situation (%). Only the statistically significance results
are used.

Figure 135: Change in CO2 as compared to European reference situation (%). Only the statistically significance results
are used.

4.3.7

Mobility Impacts

The main results of the mobility impact assessment showed that cooperative functions did
not have implications for amount of travel or travel patterns on personal level mobility,
except for IVS speed limit signs which lead to such a decrease in average speed that it had
an impact on overall duration of the journeys due to more continuous nature of the function
and high frequency of events.
Most functions did cause small increases in duration (in magnitude of up to 5 seconds per
event). On personal level these infrequent increases are insignificant. However, on the
whole European scale, that would already correspond to larger impacts on duration of time
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spent on road. However, if the decrease in delays caused by decrease in accidents and other
incidents due to decreased speed and increased situation awareness is taken into account,
the overall impact on duration on time spent on road might be zero.
Test participants assessed now no changes in number of journeys or modal choice.
However, they assessed positive implications for the quality of travel. This may in long-term
increase the number of car journeys.
The positive implications for the quality of travel were, specifically, the impacts in journeys
quality seen as changes in comfort, feeling of safety, stress, fatigue, and uncertainty. The
focus groups assessed the functions to decrease fatigue and stress, and increase comfort. In
the questionnaires, the users assessed the use of cooperative systems to increase comfort
slightly. Green light optimal speed advisory (GLOSA), approaching emergency vehicle
warning (AEVW) and traffic jam ahead warning (TJAW) received the strongest agreement in
increased comfort. There was a complete agreement to the increased feeling of safety for
all of the functions and test sites. Obstacle warning (OW), AEVW, car breakdown warning
(CBW) and TJAW all had quite strong impacts on increased feeling of safety. The
cooperative systems seemed also to have a mild positive impact on stress in most cases.
However, there were some countries and functions where there was no visible impact of
stress decrease. The most effective functions to decrease stress were assessed to be GLOSA
and AEVW. Uncertainty while driving was assessed to slightly decrease for all of the
functions and test sites. The two most effective functions to decrease uncertainty were OW
and GLOSA.
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4.4 Overall Acceptance of the DRIVE C2X Technology
4.4.1

Technology Acceptance & Perceived Driving Behaviour

After evaluating DRIVE C2X on a function specific level, it was also of special interest, to
which extent the test users have a positive attitude towards DRIVE C2X technology as a
whole.
Due to the higher number of cases, this evaluation also allowed additional levels of analysis
that could provide further insides about the driver’s acceptance. All evaluations have been
related to DRIVE C2X technology in general, influenced by the set of functions that have
been tested by the individual users.
Usefulness
It is noticeable that the statement that most participants agreed to was the willingness to
use the system. More than 90% of the respondents claimed that they would like use DRIVE
C2X technology if it was offered in their cars as standard equipment.
This indicates the enormous potential offered by the technology. Independently from all
potential technical limitations that appeared in the tests and preferences for different
functions, DRIVE C2X technology in general has been received with great interest.
86% agree that they regard DRIVE C2X as useful and 80% also regard the technology
relevant for the way that they drive.
There was also a considerable level of emotional involvement recognizable from the
respondents. Even 71% of the respondents did regard themselves as enthusiastic about the
technology, the same level as the AEV function, which was rated highest in that concern.

DRIVE C2X technology
1–
strongly
disagree

2

3

4

5

6

7TOP 3
strongly
agree
EVAL
EXP

If … were standard equipment in my
car, I would use it regularly.

89% 91%

This technology increases my safety.

85% 86%

I think this technology is useful.

85% 86%

This technology is suitable for the way
I drive (e.g. the routes I drive).*
If all vehicles came with … the flow of
traffic would be much more efficient.

75% 80%
85% 80%

This technology is very innovative.

79% 80%

I will follow the development of… in
the future with great interest.

75% 73%

This technology increases my comfort.
I feel enthusiastic about this
technology.
I would like to find out more on this
technology.

65% 76%

expectation

42% 71%

evaluation
CONFIRMATION

79% 69%

Source: Final Evaluation Survey; n = 128
*Confidence intervall: 90%; ** Items mirrored to original questions

Figure 136: Acceptance of DRIVE C2X technology overall expectation vs evaluation 1
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This involvement was also stated by the fact that 73% of the participants indicated further
interest and stated that they will follow the future development of DRIVE C2X.
Also the innovation level of the technology was rated rather high. 80% agree to the
statement that DRIVE C2X technology was very innovative.
Safety was regarded as the most relevant benefit by the respondents: 86% agreed that
DRIVE C2X technology would increase their safety. But also the ‘social benefit’ of the
technology is recognized. 80% agreed that the traffic flow would be much more efficient by
the use of DRIVE C2X technology.
Furthermore a majority of 76% agreed that DRIVE C2X increased their comfort during
driving, while only 56% confirmed that it reduced their stress level induced by driving.
The comparably low benefits in stress reduction could be influenced by the fact that only
57% of the respondents stated that the technology works reliable and faultlessly.
Only 58% see the potential ecological benefits of DRIVE C2X technology, which could also
be explained by the selection of functions that did not cover scenarios that were dedicated
to green driving. Only 49% of the respondents considered the technology to provide fuel
saving effects.
Also the social status aspect about DRIVE C2X is rather limited according to the driver’s
feedback. Only a little more than half of the respondents agreed that their friends would
appreciate if they saw the technology in their cars.

1–
strongly
disagree

2

3

4

5

6

7TOP 3
strongly
agree
EVAL
EXP

I think that this technology works
reliably and faultlessly.
Driving is less stressful due to this
technology.
My overall driving style would be
changed through the use of ...

29% 57%

This technology allows you to act
ecologically.

50% 58%

My friends would think it is good if I
had this technology in my vehicle.
I would impress my friends if I had a car
with this technology.
I can reduce my fuel consumption by
using this technology.
I would purchase this technology if it
were special equipment.

75% 56%

If … were already available, I would
retrofit it in my vehicle.

55% 57%
32% 62%

55% 52%
42% 49%
expectation

32% 42%
evaluation
CONFIRMATION

50% 32%

Source: Final Evaluation Survey; n = 128
*Confidence intervall: 90%; ** Items mirrored to original questions

Figure 137: Acceptance of DRIVE C2X technology overall expectation vs evaluation 2

Similar to the function specific level, the willingness to purchase the system was still limited.
Only 42% agreed that they were generally willing to purchase the function as special
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equipment. Only the willingness to pay for the GLOSA function was rated higher than the
overall technology.
The retrofit of the technology seems less attractive. Less than one third of the respondents
considered a retrofit as relevant option.
Further insights could be generated, when the overall evaluation was benchmarked with the
expectation of the technology before the actual experience in the tests. It could be seen
that most aspects did not change to a high extent, but the enthusiasm towards DRIVE C2X
technology was clearly increased in the final evaluation measurement (71% vs. 42%).
It could be interpreted that this was either an effect caused by the commitment of the
drivers to the project in general, but the result also supports the fact, that the ‘look and feel’
experience of an innovative technology compared to the ‘hear and say’ impression primarily
has an emotional impact on its acceptance.
The same effect could be assumed for the increased agreement to the statement that the
‘driving style would change through the use of DRIVE C2X’. While originally only 32% could
imagine that their driving style would be affected by the technology, 62% agreed to the
statement after the own testing experience.
Furthermore it is also noticeable that also the reliability of the technology was rated higher
than in the expectation measurement. The agreement to this statement could be increased
from a very sceptical level of 29% to 57% after the tests.
This means that even if single technical limitations have been perceived, the drivers were
still positively surprised by the demonstration.
Only three statements received lower agreement after the driving experience. First, the
interest ‘to find more about the technology’ (69% vs. 79%), which could be expected, as the
test users had the chance to find out more about the technology in the tests.
Second, the prestige factor of the technology was rated lower than before (56% vs. 75%)
and finally the willingness to retrofit decreased from 50% to 32%. Both of these aspects
could be influenced by the technical implementation in the test vehicles that were not
optimized for ‘status’ aspects and thus also illustrated the limitations of a potential
aftermarket solution.
The comparison of the acceptance per driver type was showing clear differences.
Primarily it can be noted, that the Carefree Driver was showing the lowest acceptance level
of the three driver segments. The only statement in this block that this segment has rated
higher is that ‘this technology is not suitable for the way I drive’, which could be interpreted
as an excuse for lacking commitment. This also fits to the result that these drivers showed
the clearly lowest interest in further details about the technology.
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DRIVE C2X technology
1–
strongly
disagree

2
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4

5

6

7strongly
agree

If … were standard equipment in my car, I
would use it regularly.
This technology increases my safety.
I think this technology is useful.
This technology is not suitable for the way I
drive (e.g. the routes I drive).
If all vehicles came with … the flow of
traffic would be much more efficient.
This technology is very innovative.
I will follow the development of… in the
future with great interest.
This technology increases my comfort.

Carefree Driver

I would like to find out more on this
technology.

Dynamic Driver
Reasonable Driver

I feel enthusiastic about this technology.

CONFIRMATION

Source: Final Evaluation Survey; n = 126; Carefree Driver n=27; Dynamic Driver n=46; Reasonable Driver n=53

Figure 138: Acceptance of DRIVE C2X technology overall per driver type 1

The main difference that could be observed between the other driver segments was that
the Considerate Driver had a better perception of the technology’s benefits for traffic
efficiency and innovation grade in general, while the Performance Minded Driver points out
the comfort aspects of the technology.
The second half of the diagram shows a similar picture, with the Carefree Driver showing
the lowest acceptance level.

DRIVE C2X technology
1–
strongly
disagree

2

3

4

5

6

7strongly
agree

I think that this technology works reliably
and faultlessly.
Driving is less stressful due to this
technology.
My overall driving style would be changed
through the use of ...
This technology allows you to act
ecologically.
My friends would think it is good if I had
this technology in my vehicle.
I can reduce my fuel consumption by using
this technology.
I would impress my friends if I had a car
with this technology.
I would purchase this technology if it were
special equipment.
If … were already available, I would retrofit
it in my vehicle.

Carefree Driver
Dynamic Driver
Reasonable Driver
CONFIRMATION

Source: Final Evaluation Survey; n = 126; Carefree Driver n=27; Dynamic Driver n=46; Reasonable Driver n=53

Figure 139: Acceptance of DRIVE C2X technology overall per driver type 2
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It is noticeable that the Considerate Driver also showed the highest satisfaction with the
reliability of the function. A rather expected result was the higher agreement to the
ecological advantages of the system.
Also the result that the Performance Minded Driver was the segment that shows the
comparatively highest agreement to the prestige aspects of the technology came as no
surprise.
Finally there was also a difference in the willingness to purchase the technology across
driver segments. In this concern the Performance Minded Driver was showing the highest
interest, followed by the Considerate Driver and the Carefree Driver. The latter then again
showed the highest interest in the retrofit solution of DRIVE C2X.
Table 43: Acceptance of DRIVE C2X technology overall per test site
Tampere,
Finland

Yvelines,
France

Brennero,
Italy

Gothenburg,
Sweden

Vigo,
Spain

Total

n=51
5,0

n=30
4,8

n=30
4,8

n=14
5,4

n=18
4,8

n=143
4,9

6,1

5,9

5,6

6,1

5,7

5,9

This technology increases my safety.

5,6

5,6

6,0

6,4

5,4

5,7

I think this technology is useful.

5,8

5,6

5,8

5,9

5,2

5,7

5,7

5,9

5,0

6,4

5,1

5,6

5,7

5,1

5,9

5,6

4,9

5,5

To what extent you agree with the following statements.
(7=strongly agree - 1=strongly disagree)

Ø
If … were standard equipment in my car, I would
use it regularly.

This technology is suitable for the way I drive (e.g.
the routes I drive).*
If all vehicles came with … the flow of traffic
would be much more efficient.
This technology is very innovative.

5,3

5,3

5,8

5,4

5,3

5,4

I will follow the development of… in the future
with great interest.

5,2

5,5

5,1

5,8

4,8

5,3

This technology increases my comfort.

5,2

4,9

5,3

5,7

4,9

5,2

I would like to find out more on this technology.

5,1

4,9

5,1

5,8

5,1

5,1

I feel enthusiastic about this technology.

5,3

5,1

5,1

5,6

4,4

5,1

I think that this technology works reliably and
faultlessly.

5,8

4,2

4,2

4,2

4,2

4,8

Driving is less stressful due to this technology.

4,8

4,4

4,4

5,1

4,4

4,6

My overall driving style would be changed
through the use of ...

4,6

5,0

4,3

5,4

4,0

4,6

This technology allows you to act ecologically.

5,1

3,6

4,0

5,6

4,4

4,6

4,5

4,3

4,3

5,0

5,2

4,6

4,1

4,1

3,7

5,7

4,8

4,3

4,5

3,5

4,0

5,5

4,2

4,3

3,8

3,6

4,3

4,5

4,1

4,0

3,7

4,2

2,9

2,8

4,4

3,6

My friends would think it is good if I had this
technology in my vehicle.
I would impress my friends if I had a car with this
technology.
I can reduce my fuel consumption by using this
technology.
I would purchase this technology if it were special
equipment.
If … were already available, I would retrofit it in
my vehicle.

Source: Final Evaluation Survey; n = 141 * Items mirrored to original questions

In the comparison of test site results it is noticeable that the TS Sweden showed the highest
evaluation of the drivers (Ø5,5). This could be influenced by the naturalistic test design, but
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also the experience of the GLOSA function as one of the favourite applications, and also
perceived very positive by the Swedish drivers. This impression was supported, when the
single evaluations were analysed.
The evaluation of TS Sweden differed from the other test sites especially in terms of
increased safety, applicability for the own driving style, influence on driving style, ecological
advantages and prestige aspects.
The second highest average rating was collected in the TS Finland (Ø 5,0). While most
evaluations are close to the average, especially the technical reliability of the technology
received feedback that was clearly more positive than on the other test sites that all ranged
on the same level.
All other test sites received an average evaluation at the same level (Ø 4,8) but still differed
in various aspects.
In France, the ecological and traffic efficiency effects were rated rather low, while the effect
on the own driving style was estimated comparably high. Interestingly the retrofit solution
was regarded more interesting than purchasing the technology as extra equipment.
Among the Italian respondents, the technology was to an above average extent rated as not
suitable for the way they are driving; also the ecological benefits were rated lower. At the
same time the advantages for traffic efficiency were seen more positive. Even if the
technology was regarded more innovative than in other test sites, the prestige effect was
considered to be lower in comparison.
Finally the evaluation from the Spanish test site rated the usefulness of the system clearly
below average and not suitable for the way they drive. At the same time the prestige factor
is rated clearly higher than in other test sites. Also the willingness to retrofit the vehicles is
noticeably high.
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Selected Feedback

POSITIVE ASSOCIATIONS

Figure 140: Most frequent positive associations with DRIVE C2X technology overall (font size represents frequency of
mentions)

>> You can be prepared for different situations that will arise and thus get a more quiet and
more safe driving pace. << (SWEDEN)
>> If more people have systems that adapt the pace after situations, there will be less conflicts
and disruptions leading to increased safety for all road users. To communicate traffic events
provides knowledge and reason to adjust the speed and driving route to the actual situation.
AIS for shipping in recent years has resulted in a significantly improved situation for maritime
users with its functionality - this will also happen on land! << (SWEDEN)
>> There can be significant advantages if you understand what is important information for the
driver, such as weather warnings may be redundant, usually you will see that it is raining or
snowing. In contrast, if the roadway is dangerous because of slipping, oil spills, loose objects on
the roadway, animals on the road, flood or similar, the information is vital. Green Wave or info
on time for the green light was perceived very positively. << (SWEDEN)
>> Danger anticipation, better speed limitations expectation, the innovation have an
unquestionable add value, visible, with a "High-Tech" flavour for a car. << (FRANCE)
>> Overall I see only advantages, furthermore, being a test, I think it is done to improve as
much as possible the existing basis. << (ITALY)
>> I think it is very useful to signal emergency vehicle coming and the signalling of possible
obstacles on the road. Base on my very seldom usage of car, I wouldn't buy such technology,
but I believe it is useful for who drives a lot. << (ITALY)
>> Additional information is in my mind always beneficial. I believe that the driving behaviour
of younger drivers could be altered if such a system would be always on and maybe also that of
older ones. << (FINLAND)
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>> The system seems functional. Could the TI (Traffic Information) function of RDS be utilized
here somehow? I would like a blind spot monitoring system to be somehow integrated into the
display. I don't think the system will draw too much attention from traffic once you get used to
it. I believe the system as a whole increases traffic safety. Unfortunately the vehicle fleet
renews slowly as taxation doesn't promote safety investments. << (FINLAND)
>> The system eases driving considerably. E.g. the yielding arrangements in a crossing can be
anticipated. The speed limits in an urban area vary quickly and the system displays the correct
limit if you fail to observe it. I work in shifts and am thus often very tired when returning home.
I hope that the system will ease the problem in the future. I did the test during daytime with
less traffic and could not test all the possibilities of the system but I believe that it will ease my
traffic behaviour. << (FINLAND)

NEGATIVE ASSOCIATIONS

Figure 141: Most frequent negative associations with DRIVE C2X technology overall (font size represents frequency of
mentions)

>> There is a risk, like in other car-mounted sensor systems, that the driver is lulled into false
security because sensor systems capability decreases with deteriorating environmental factors
such as weather. << (SWEDEN)
>> The system is not so innovative because many smartphone apps propose almost the same
services (Coyote, Waze, etc). Maybe it’s necessary to propose real innovative functions
regarding these available apps. The community aspect may also be source of conflict because
others have not necessary their own point of view (for instance: some drivers consider slippery
a road when it just wet and others not). The speed limitation warnings could be annoying if the
limitation is not in accordance with the situation (to show the limitation ok but do not abuse
with warnings!) << (FRANCE)
>> A time using the systems is needed to limit driver distraction induced by the functions.
Because at the beginning drivers scrutinize the screen and may be distracted by looking for an
event that has been communicated but that could not be there anymore (for instance "animal
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on the road"). In these situations there are many glances lost. Another disadvantage is that I
always drive at 5 km over the speed limitation (and the systems will annoying me with
undesired warnings). << (FRANCE)
>> Events management remains not clear anyway: when receiving a message the driver must
be active and to repeat it for others or not? How to confirm that a message remains valid or
inversely that it is obsolete? << (FRANCE)
>> There is a critical amount of equipped vehicles needed to have real advantages from the
system. The new functionalities must be clarified regarding Traffic from Tom-Tom, or Coyote
community, regarding information available yet as Variable Message Signs, Radio 107.7 and so
on. Take the best from those systems to enhance confidence and credibility: for instance
distance to the next car equipped (Coyote inspired). << (FRANCE)
>> The disadvantage is the costs of the system. Who would be ready to pay more for their
driving? Another risk is that drivers trust the system too much and are lazy to observe the
surroundings when the system doesn't give warnings. I don't, however, see this as a significant
problem. << (FINLAND)
>> Attention is drawn to unnecessary looking at the display instead of driving, surroundings
and traffic leading to traffic risks. I can observe the same things that I see on the display myself
by normal observation of traffic which is a safer way. System error: Who will compensate if an
accident occurs due to false information given by the system. How will the drivers get the
information in sudden situations e.g. a sudden obstacle in the road? Will the "normal" drivers
without the system be underdogs if the system becomes popular and will their driving become
more unsafe? What about the price? Will the society have to take part in modifications to e.g.
traffic lights, signs etc. Will the system create a false sense of safety so that observation is
lacking and collisions doe to carelessness increase? In this case the cheaper, less safety
equipped cars are again in an inferior position. This will increase inequality as only the
wealthier can afford these cars. << (FINLAND)
>> One thing I fear is that the information network becomes polluted. If one car switches the
fog lights on and tells everyone about bad weather there will be false warnings from many
different cars. A threshold should be implemented. << (FINLAND)
>> A disadvantage is the same as in all large systems i.e. who will update and maintain it?
Following the display also draws attention in the wrong direction. The information should be
displayed in an easier way e.g. HUD. << (FINLAND)
>> The system should be much more versatile in order to be beneficial. If a road work doesn't
disturb traffic there is no sense in warning about it and if the warning is given at the work site, I
can already see it. I would hope that the system could be utilized in route planning. On the
other hand current GPS-devices have speed limit and camera warnings, traffic information.
And current GPS equipment is adaptive, they take into account my preferences and routes
preferred by others. I would not want this kind of integrated system. I rather have a separate
GPS-device that i can replace annually as the technology develops. Communication between
vehicles could show e.g. if the vehicle in front will turn away soon (shared route plan). If so you
would not overtake it even if it was driving a bit slower. It is of course possible that it would
differ from the route plan and then you would be sorry for not overtaking when you had the
change. << (FINLAND)
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Focus group feedback
Regarding the feedback of the systems, most drivers had a positive attitude towards all
functions. They especially welcomed functions which allowed them to receive warnings well
in advance before an event or obstacle to be able to avoid it, especially of on the road and
causing traffic to slow down. Users mentioned Car Breakdown Warning, Approaching
Emergency Vehicle, Green Light Optimal Speed Advisory and Speed Alert as helpful and/or
bringing added value. Car Breakdown Warning and Approaching Emergency vehicle
warning were perceived as novel applications by many users. These warnings helped drivers
to stay alert.
Dynamic events were considered fundamental for the Drive C2X system since they can help
raising attention to variations from the normal conditions. Vehicle-to-vehicle
communicating functions were considered more innovative and appealing than
infrastructure-to-vehicle functions.
Negative feedback from all test sites was that the system gave too many warnings,
especially on speed violations. They would prefer continuous information of the current
speed limit and to receive warnings only in especially dangerous places. Drivers also wished
for local dynamic speed advice e.g. in curves or during adverse weather. The timing of
messages was considered mostly too late. Drivers wanted to receive the warnings well in
advance in order to be helpful in making decisions.
Many users expressed concerns about driver distraction when the driver’s eyes are off the
road due to reading the messages. Overreliance was mentioned also as a possible concern,
when drivers rely too much on the system and do not pay enough attention on traffic
themselves.
It was also criticised that there was no prioritisation of messages but all messages had the
same priority. The participants would like for urgent and dynamic warnings to have a higher
priority. In general, drivers wished to be able to configure the system to their needs, such as
what kind of warnings to receive and what kind of sounds were used.
Regarding perceived driving behaviour, most of the drivers in TS Finland reported that they
drove at least somewhat more carefully and cautiously during the test drives compared to
their normal driving, especially in low speed limit areas. Some participants mentioned
paying more attention to the HMI device, which also diverted attention from traffic.
Regarding the assumed long-term behavioural changes in normal driving as opposed to the
test drive conditions, participants thought that the effect would be similar, especially at the
beginning, but they would probably get used to the systems. The effect of the systems
could decrease and the user could pay less attention to it in the long run. Some parts could
also become annoying. The participants wished for customisation of the service to
configure it to their needs and receive only relevant information.
Most drivers in TS Sweden believe that the Drive C2X functionalities will influence driver
behaviour if the drivers can be confident that the information is consistent and correct.
They do not think that it will have an impact on their choice of travel mode, but it could be
useful if it communicated with Park & Ride services. Most also believe that more reliable
traffic information will have a big influence when choosing the time to start a trip.
Drivers in Italy also recognised that being in a controlled FOT accompanied by an observer
does influence the driving style in some way. Paying attention to warnings can interfere
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with the driving task. Repeated warnings sometimes create expectations and influence
habits.
Most of the drivers in Spain stated that they drove in the same way with or without the
system. They admitted that if you are not in a hurry you pay more attention to the HMI
recommendations. They also commented that to avoid the HMI disturbing them they
complied with the warnings.
4.4.2

Willingness to Pay

Despite all positive feedback and high level of user acceptance this does not implicitly mean
that the economical foundation for the introduction of a system as DRIVE C2X, in the scope
as it was as introduced in the tests, is given.
Already the section related to user acceptance indicated that only a certain share of
customers is really willing to purchase the system if it was special equipment. Being asked
for their willingness to purchase the system as special equipment, only 42% of the
respondents agreed.
But besides the general willingness to purchase the system it was also relevant to know
their willingness to pay in order to find the best possible market price.
Due to the high importance of a fast market introduction caused by the chicken and egg
dilemma due to low functionality at a low penetration rate, it is important to sell the system
for a market price that is widely accepted and not regarded as reactance criterion.
Results from the stakeholder interviews within DRIVE C2X even indicate that a free
provision as standard equipment might be the only way to overcome this dilemma in the
market introduction phase.

Figure 142: Willingness to pay for DRIVE C2X technology overall
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However, the respondents indicated their willingness to pay for the DRIVE C2X system after
they experienced it in the FOT phase by responding to eight price levels they were
presented.
Less than 10% of the respondents rated 2.000€ as a fair price for the system. At a price level
of 1.000 € at least 20% of the respondents indicated their wiliness to pay.
The threshold of 50% cumulated willingness to pay is reached at a price of 500 €. This
means that half of the respondents claim to purchase the system at that price. This value
would increase to 75% at a price of 250 € and more than 90% if the price was below 100 €.
This result resembles the one from the pre validation survey, in which a clearly larger
sample has been used. The main difference was the higher willingness to pay in the range
between 500 € and 750 € in the pre validation survey, that could be explained by the effect
of the Daimler panel that was used as a basis for the interviews. It can be assumed that
participants at the Daimler panel have a slightly higher interest in innovative driving
assistance functions.

Figure 143: Willingness to pay for DRIVE C2X technology overall – FOT survey vs pre validation survey

Noticeably, the willingness to pay analysis according to driver segment also supports the
result discussed above, where the Performance Minded Driver was showing the highest
interest to purchase the system, while the Carefree Driver was willing to pay a maximum of
750€.
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Figure 144: Willingness to pay for DRIVE C2X technology overall per driver type

Besides discussing potential prices, also the payment model for the system is a relevant
aspect. While automotive products have been linked with traditional payment models for
many years, the fusion with adjacent industries like telecommunication and consumer
electronics which is one consequence of the introduction of C2X technology will bring a
fresh breeze of alternative payment models in the market.
Still, the consumers preferred the classical approach with an upfront payment and no
further costs. 71% of the respondents stated that this is their preferred payment method.
The rest of the respondents was split between a model that is solely based on running costs
(15%) and am mixed approach with reduced one-time payment combined with reduced
running costs (14%).
It remains to be seen, how this attitude will change as soon as cars are connected and a
broad range of services might be accessible for the customer. Furthermore the running cost
for the OEM caused by service maintenance and telecommunication might lead to the need
to introduce payment models with a continuous payment.
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No one time
payment, only
running costs.;
15%

Reduced one time
payment
combined with
running costs.;
14%
One time
payment without
running costs.;
71%

Source: Final Evaluation Survey; n = 133

Figure 145: Preferred payment models

Qualitative Feedback on Commercial Aspects
The drivers across test sites agreed in the focus groups that the basic functions regarding
safety and efficiency should be free or available for a very low fee for the drivers. For
example users in Sweden believe that this kind of information should be provided by the
government or municipality. Therefore, authorities must take the lead and build up the
infrastructure for Drive C2X.
Participants across test sites agreed also that users could pay for extra features which
improve driving comfort, such as optimal speed advice at traffic lights or information on the
location of speed control cameras. There could be a free basic package and a premium
package with a one-time or monthly fee.
According to participants across test sites, the main value of the Drive C2X system is the
reliability of the information provided. Also when compared to systems like WAZE or
Coyote no interaction of the user is necessary since the warnings are sent automatically.
A system like Drive C2X needs a solid base of users to create the most benefit. In order to
motivate participants to get involved, some kinds of reward programmes were suggested:
The more a user is involved, the more reward points they get e.g. for discounts or access to
additional services. Users with not enough points could also pay to access additional
services. Companies and other places of interest could pay to be seen as a point of interest
on the map, or they could act as sponsors and for example have their logos shown on the
screen. Another idea was to sell the system to car makers as enriching their navigation
system. System support could be offered annually for a fee.
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One group had the idea to sell travel data to companies, e.g. insurance companies could fix
fees and services adapted to use of the vehicle, highway operators could offer drivers
automatic cashing at toll stations without the need to slow down, gas stations could
announce their prices and services, etc.
Drivers would accept to pay for other information and comfort related services. Most would
accept both a fee and commercial based financing. The “Spotify way” was mentioned as
one possible way to finance the services: basic information is free but adverts are
compulsory; more features without advertising could be bought for a monthly subscription
fee.
4.4.3

Data Privacy

Not only since 2013 and its very present discussion about data privacy and security in the
context of the Prism scandal, this topic is highly relevant for the introduction of C2X.
As the field phase of the project falls into this period of vivid discussion, it was also of special
relevance for the participants of the surveys.
There is no clear consensus among the respondents about this topic. There are
representatives of a very distrustful group that consider this aspect as the most critical
barrier for implementation but also of the group that does regard data privacy as
unimportant due to the broad acceptance of the same mechanisms in smartphone
technology.
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I would accept that my positioning data is
used by road authorities in anonymous
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88%

I am afraid that private companies could
misuse my positioning data to annoy me
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I am afraid that my positioning data could
be tracked by public authorities and be
used for surveillance reasons.

50%

I am afraid that anyone could access my
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misuse it.
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because the police could use the data to
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Figure 146: Agreement to data privacy and security statements

Still, it can be noted that the majority of the respondents had a clearly more open attitude
towards the use of their data by public authorities than by commercial institutions. While
88% agreed to provide their positioning data to road authorities in order to receive related
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traffic information, only 27% agreed that they would accept that the positioning data is
used to provide offers for services.
This was also regarded as the most relevant reason for mistrust by the respondents. While
72% were afraid of being annoyed with promotion offers, only 50% had doubts about the
harmlessness of public use of the data. In this context there was no clear difference between
potential types of misuse of the data. Approximately half of the respondents agreed that
they see a risk in misuse of the data for surveillance reasons (50%), or receiving speeding
tickets by the police (48%). Also the data security aspect that unauthorized third parties
could have access to the data was seen by half of the respondents.
The agreement to providing anonymized data for traffic efficiency purposes of 88%
exceeded the result from SIM TD of 71% of the respondents. It can be assumed that this
result was influenced by the tendency to higher privacy interests in Germany compared to
other European countries (European Commission 2010).
From a driver segment perspective it can be summarized that the Carefree Driver’s lower
involvement in the topic also leads to a lower reactance against providing data to the
involved parties. There is also a significantly lower mistrust related to data security and the
potential misuse of the system by unauthorized third parties.
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Source: Final Evaluation Survey; n = 122; Carefree Driver n=26; Dynamic Driver n=46; Reasonable Driver n=50

Figure 147: Agreement to data privacy and security statements per driver type

It also fitted the expectation that the group that sees the highest risk in receiving speeding
tickets due to C2X based surveillance was the Performance Minded Drivers, whereas this
group was at the same time less affected by commercial offers.
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Selected Feedback
>> Big brother? Who has the rights to GPS-data? Will the system be used for control or
fining/taxation? << (FINLAND)
>> I'm confident enough in laws to think that private data will be protected and not used by
public authorities against drivers. Even if some legal applications linked to route code and law
enforcement could be envisaged… it is important to consider it very carefully. It is necessary to
allow the possibility to completely deactivate the system, at least the ID aspects. << (FRANCE)
>> The fear of control by the authorities is not relevant. I object to advertising, marketing,
surveillance and monitoring in this context. << (FINLAND)
>> Data exchange if guaranteed by privacy is not a big problem if utilised by entities which are
competent on traffic safety (motorway operator, police, etc.). Data used by insurance
companies become really dangerous in order to notify any behaviour, but at the same time they
guarantee legal protection to good drivers. << (ITALY)
Summary
The interpretation of the feedback is complex, as there was no common sense about the
risk of potential data misuse of various parties and the consequences for the acceptance of
C2X technology.
This picture could also be noted in the stakeholder interviews, where the opinions differed
significantly, even within the same group of stakeholders. Some stakeholders regarded this
topic as a potential “show stopper” if the requirements are not technically met or
communicated in an appropriate form. Others did not see a reason for concern, mostly also
with the reference to the broadly used smartphone technology and related services that
even mean a more intensive infringements of people's autonomy and privacy as it is more
frequently and intensively used.
However, even if it was not a majority of users and stakeholder that has seen this risk, it
remains a crucial aspect for the success of C2X implementation.
Even if most experts and well informed users are very optimistic that the framework
conditions and system specific requirements will be met by public authorities and involved
stakeholders, there is still the risk that public opinion develops in a different way, which
could cause a significant level of reactance. This again could have extremely negative
consequences with respect to the high importance of a fast distribution that is needed to
overcome the critical penetration rate that is needed to achieve the main safety benefits.
In any case it will be necessary to act extremely sensitive related to the aspect of data
privacy and security in terms of technical and legal framework conditions as well as in
communication. Still there is no reason to assume that data privacy and security will
become a barrier that cannot be overcome.
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Future Development

Being asked about the most relevant directions for the development for DRIVE C2X
technology, traffic safety (95%) and traffic efficiency (97%) were primarily highlighted by
the respondents. An increase in comfort was seen as an important direction for
development by comparatively low 80%.
But besides these primary beneficial application areas of DRIVE C2X technology, also many
secondary application areas were considered to have a relevant perspective.
First, the use of C2X as support to find parking spots was chosen by 94% of the respondents.
This functionality has also been discussed in the Drive C2X business models and was also
mentioned in various stakeholder interviews. Furthermore most recent projects as the
FREILOT (Jeftic 2012) have shown that the use of C2X for this purpose can provide an
attractive solution. With regard to the positive attitude shown in this study, this application
area should be considered as valuable enhancement to raise the acceptance level for C2X
technology.
Also the reduction of fuel consumption, which has not been regarded as relevant benefit
within the scope of the field tests, was seen as a potential area for future development by
90%. Due to the focus on safety functions in the field tests, this can be interpreted as a high
value and as a signal for interest in related functions.
83% understood the potential of the technology for the coordination of car fleets as a
relevant direction for development. This was another aspect that has also been raised in the
context of the stakeholder interviews, where several potential benefits could be identified.
Also the GLOSA function was mentioned in this aspect as a highly attractive function with
considerable fuel saving potential for trucks.
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Source: Final Evaluation Survey; n = 141

Figure 148: Importance evaluation of future development directions of DRIVE C2X

The expansion of connectivity of smartphones and tablet computers was regarded as
relevant C2X application area by a considerable share of 77% of the respondents. This
showed a general interest in the compatibility of all mobile communication tools that can
also play a role in the form of implementation in the vehicles.
73% of the participants regarded the improved link with public transport as an application
area with future potential. With the background of an increased interest of multimodality,
this share can even be expected to increase in a medium term perspective.
Another very important application area from OEM perspective was the improved
networking between customer, vehicle manufacturer and service providers (e.g. repair
shops). The stakeholder interviews supported the thesis that these improved processes can
be an important driver for the economic viability from OEM perspective, as considerable
cost savings and added services are possible. Furthermore, the customer retention can be
improved this way. As 74% of the respondents also saw future potential in this area, this
could be regarded as promising signal for the expansion of development in CRM and
networking.
Also a value of 58% of the respondents that considered finance related services as a relevant
area of development can be regarded as a positive signal, as the related services such as
individualized insurance tariffs, leasing models or car rentals are diversely perceived among
the driving community. This is a reasonable result, as individual driving tariffs would only be
of the benefit of those drivers that are rated as ‘save’ drivers by the financing partners.
Some open comments also made the risk of ‘surveillance’ by the insurance companies’
subject of their mentions.
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Finally, infotainment is the application area that was rated least relevant from the
respondents. Only 53% thought that DRIVE C2X should be developed in this direction,
which could better be covered by existing technologies such as smartphones or tablets.
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Figure 149: Importance evaluation of future development directions of DRIVE C2X per driver type

Similar to the differences in driving attitudes, the driver segments also had deviant opinions
on the focus of future development of C2X technology.
Again, the Considerate Driver saw a clearly higher need to target social values such as
improved traffic efficiency and reduction of fuel consumption, while Carefree Drivers were
mostly concerned about futures solutions that assist them in finding a parking spot.
Besides their focus on the development of traffic efficiency and safety related functions, the
Performance Minded Drivers also had a comparatively high interest in comfort functions
and infotainment offers.
Finally the higher interest of Considerate Drivers in vehicle specific financial services can be
well explained, as this segment also is the focus target group of this kind of services, due to
the related discounts that are linked to their careful driving style.
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Dissemination

As a final topic in the FOT surveys, the participants have been asked about their evaluation
of potential information channels to promote C2X technology and their evaluation to which
extent their own interest would be increased by these options.
The respondents selected the verification of efficiency and reliability in practical field tests
as the most effective activity, which can be assumed to be influenced by the background of
the selection of the participants and the created involvement in the field tests.
The second most important source of information was positive comments from the
immediate social environment (87%). Also the simultaneous market launch of the
technology by leading OEM was seen as a convincing argument to raise the interest in the
technology (82%). Furthermore the visible use of the technology in public transport has a
high effect on opinion making according to the respondents (80%).
Classical promotion from diverse media channels is rated as slightly lower relevant than the
information sources mentioned above. Positive reports in trade were considered as relevant
by 80%, daily media by 77% and consumer magazines by 74% of the participants.
It is noticeable that the influence of public authorities was considered to be weaker than the
influence by media. 72% of the test drivers considered subsidies from the state as a driver
for acceptance, 71% said that legal requirements were a suitable way to increase the general
commitment to C2X technology.
The recommendation from automobile clubs (56%) or the OEM directly (58%) was regarded
as less influential for the acceptance of the system, but still evaluated positively by the
majority of the respondents.
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Figure 150: Importance evaluation of dissemination activities for DRIVE C2X
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Finally social media did only play secondary and supporting role according to the
respondents (41%). At the same time in the focus groups, social networks such as Facebook
and Twitter were mentioned as well as traditional media (TV, radio) and car dealers.
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Figure 151: Importance evaluation of dissemination activities for DRIVE C2X per driver type

Similar to other evaluations, the Considerate Driver Segment indicated the highest
involvement, also for potential sources of information. Considerable differences are mainly
that this segment was above average receptive to activities from public authorities and the
use of the technology in public transport. The Performance Minded Driver put a
comparatively higher emphasize on reports in trade journals, consumer magazines and
recommendations from the OEM.
Finally the Carefree Driver had similar preferences as the Considerate Driver but to a lower
extent. Similar to the Performance Minded Driver there was a perceivable higher interest
for reports in media.
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4.5 Technology Acceptance Model
4.5.1

Introduction

The descriptive results of the user acceptance data already indicated that the usability of
the functions is regarded as one main barrier for acceptance. This theory was tested in the
context of the TAM accomplished for DRIVE C2X user acceptance data.
Due to several limitations that mostly affect the high diversity of framework conditions,
combined with a comparably low number of cases at some test sites, it was not expected to
achieve a high level of model fit. As already explained in the description of the analytic
approach, the analysis was not accomplished on driver level, but on function level, which
implied that single users appeared in the data set multiple times. This had a negative effect
on the variance of all user specific data.
4.5.2

Model specification

Theoretical Model
The main variables used in the structural equation model (SEM) have been derived from the
TAM developed by Davis et al (1989). It relates external factors with perceived usefulness,
perceived ease of use, attitude towards using, behavioural intention to use and the actual
use of the system.

Figure 152: Classical TAM model (Davies et al 1989)

Original Model
Based on the analytic design and the collected data in the field tests the model has been
slightly adjusted. The actual use of the system could not be measured within the study as it
was limited to the specifically organized field tests. Furthermore the actual use of the
system could not be decided individual by the driver as its usage was part of the controlled
tests and the device could not be switched off during driving.
Instead the behavioural intention to use was enhanced by the behavioural intention to
purchase the system, which also played a significant role in the descriptive analysis of user
acceptance. Furthermore the factor analysis did not offer valuable results for measuring the
attitude towards using.
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Finally the originally intended integration of framework conditions related to test sites, did
not offer additional contribution to the model fit and thus was not integrated in the model.
This lead to a model that included the exogenous external factors ‘fast driving style’ that
already could be extracted as a factor in the cluster analysis for the driver typology and the
‘technological affinity’ which is considered to have an influence on the acceptance level.
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Figure 153: Original TAM model for DRIVE C2X

Furthermore endogenous variable ‘perceived usefulness’ is used as mediator as well as
‘perceived usability’, which is focussing on indicators related to ease of use. Reliability also
plays a special role in the developed TAM due to the pre-prototype status of the functions in
the field tests.
Finally the original model was enhanced by the ‘behavioural intention’ and the ‘behavioural
intention to purchase’ which are described by the indication of ‘willingness to use’ and
‘willingness to purchase’.
The latent variables used have been modelled by the following items in the acceptance
survey.
Enhanced Model
Based on the results observed in the descriptive analysis and the open feedbacks, the model
originally defined in the beginning of the project, has been enhanced furthermore.
First, the innovativeness of the function was added to the model. The reason to add this
variable to the model was that the perceived lack of additional benefits of functions as IVS
or RWW compared to existing functions was highlighted by various users in the open
comments. Furthermore a considerable variance of the evaluation of perceived
innovativeness could be identified across functions.
It is expected that the innovativeness of the function has a positive influence on the
willingness to use and purchase the function.
Second, the model was enhanced with the aspect of driver distraction that was highlighted
as one of the main concerns in the open driver comments. Furthermore the inclusion of this
aspect offers an additional possibility to analyse the potential biases on the acceptance
result caused by the slightly different HMI implementation within the different test sites.
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The expected influence was that a higher level of distraction leads to a lower willingness to
use and purchase the system. In order to avoid negative relations in the model, the mirrored
variable “distraction avoidance level” was used instead of “perceived distraction level”.
Based on these deliberations the following model has been defined.
perceived
innovativeness
perceived
usefulness

External Factors

behavioral
intention to
use

risky driving
style

behavioral
intention to
purchase

technological
affinity

perceived
ease of use
perceived
distraction
avoidance
Figure 154: Enhanced TAM model for DRIVE C2X

In order to limit the complexity of the model and the interrelations between variables,
results of the original model have been considered for the enhanced model. As the
perceived ease of use did not show a significant direct effect on the behavioural intention to
use and the behavioural intention to purchase, this relation was excluded from the model.
Furthermore it was assumed that the perceived innovativeness is only influenced by the
perceived distraction avoidance but not by the perceived ease of use.
In the enhanced model, the following influencing items have proved to be suitable to
describe the related variables.
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Table 44: Influencing items for latent variables

Risky Driving
Style

 A bit of a thrill is part of driving
 Whenever possible, I drive at extremely high speeds
 I sometimes try to test my driving skill limits when driving

Technological
Affinity

 When I hear that a state of the art product is coming onto
the market,
I want to know what it can do.
 I follow all the latest news on the automobile market
 I am very enthusiastic about technology

Perceived Usefulness

 The message helped me to perceive dangerous situations
 Due to the message I paid more attention to other road
users
 The message helped me to adjust my behaviour in time
 This technology increases my safety
 This function is useful

Perceived Usability

 The function is easy to use during the journey
 It is easy to see and read the messages
 The messages are easy to understand

Perceived
Innovativeness

 The benefits of the function are not available in other
solutions on the market yet
 The function offers something new

Perceived Distraction
Avoidance

 The acoustic signals generated by the function are not
annoying
 The function is not distracting me while I´m driving

Behavioural
Intention to Use

 I would use this function regularly if it was standard
equipment

Behavioural
Intention to Purchase

 I would purchase this function if it was optional equipment
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Model evaluation

The resulting model showed that the external variable ‘risky driving style’ dids not have a
significant influence on other variables, while ‘technological affinity’ had a significant
positive influence on the perceived distraction avoidance, while there was a negative
influence on perceived innovativeness.
This means that drivers with a higher interest and expertise in technological development
are less impressed by the innovative aspects of DRIVE C2X technology as they also have a
higher expectation level due to their better level of information about state of the art.
At the same time the emphasize on distraction avoidance also increases with higher
technological affinity, which can be interpreted that also in this case the expected
performance is higher and malfunctions are regarded more critically.
perceived
innovativeness
perceived
usefulness

External Factors

behavioral
intention to
use

risky driving
style

0.07

0.60
technological
affinity

0.08

behavioral
intention to
purchase

perceived
ease of use
perceived
distraction
avoidance
Figure 155: Standardized regression weights of enhanced TAM

At the same time it is surprising that the risky driving style does not have a significant
influence on acceptance and ease of use as the results of the cluster analysis indicated a
different result and the original model showed a rather strong influence on perceived
usefulness. As the model fit of the enhanced model outperformed the model fit of the
original model, the hypotheses could finally not be accepted.
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The ‘perceived ease of use’ showed a high influence on the ‘perceived usability’. This can be
considered as an indicator for an even higher acceptance of DRIVE C2X technology in a
market ready status. Then again the original model showed that the perceived usability
does not have a significant direct effect on ‘behavioural intention to use’ and ‘behavioural
intention to purchase’.
This means that an increase in usability alone does not have a positive effect on these two
variables. Only if the increased usability also leads to a higher usefulness, this will have an
effect on the usage of the system.
The ‘perceived usefulness’ then again influences both, behavioural intention to use and
‘behavioural intention to purchase’. Also this result could be expected, even to a higher
extent than it can be observed in the model.
Both of the added variables ‘perceived innovativeness’ and ‘perceived distraction avoidance’
proved to be valid elements of the acceptance model.
As it could be expected, both variables were partially influenced by those variables that they
have been derived from. Perceived innovativeness is influenced by the perceived usefulness,
while the perceived distraction avoidance is influenced by the perceived ease of use.
The more noticeable result was that both variables showed no significant influence on the
behavioural intention to use, but on the behavioural intention to purchase.
It can be deduced that consumers are willing to use systems, even if they are not regarded
as something new, as long as they provide a sufficient benefit, while additional money is
only spent for those solutions that are also regarded as an innovative product. Furthermore
a high distraction level is perceived as negative but does not keep the driver from using the
system, but still influences the willingness to pay for this function.
Finally the ‘behavioural intention to use’ does not show a positive significant influence on
the ‘behavioural intention to purchase’. This result can be regarded as consistent with the
result in the function specific analysis that showed clear differences between functions that
are evaluated with a high willingness to use, while other functions stand out related to a
comparatively high willingness to purchase.
4.5.4

Model fit

As described above, the external conditions, the heterogeneity across functions and test
sites did not lead to high expectations related to the model fit. With this background the
resulting model can be evaluated very positive.
The following criteria are used for the evaluation of the model:
•
•
•

Chi Square / Relative Chi Square (CMIN)
Normed Fit Index (NFI)
Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA)
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Chi Square (CMIN) / Relative Chi Square (CMIN/DF)
Table 45: Chi Square / Relative Chi Square output from AMOS

Model

NPAR

CMIN

DF

P

CMIN/DF

84

234,278

126

,000

1,859

210

,000

0

20

3465,452

190

,000

18,239

Default model
Saturated model
Independence model

The chi-square value for the SEM can also be called the discrepancy function, likelihood
ratio chi-square, or chi-square goodness of fit. Generally the model is regarded as
acceptable in the case that chi-square is not significant, which means that the observed
covariance matrix is similar to the predicted covariance matrix (the matrix predicted by the
model).
In this case the chi-square is significant, which would usually mean that the model is
unacceptable. But many researchers see exceptions from this limitation if the sample size
exceeds a level of approximately 100 cases and other indices support the indication that the
model is acceptable.
This is why the relative chi-square or the normed chi-square value serves as additional
indicator. The relative chi square can be calculated by dividing the chi-square index by the
degrees of freedom. The acceptable range of this criterion for acceptance normally is
limited at a value of 3, but according to different researchers the upper bound for this value
varies between 2 (Ullman, 2001) to less than 5 (Schumacker & Lomax, 2004).
The relative chi-square in this model reaches 1,859, which can be regarded as an excellent
fit.
Normed Fit Index (NFI)
Table 46: Baseline comparisons output from AMOS

Model
Default model
Saturated model
Independence model

NFI
Delta1

RFI
rho1

IFI
Delta2

TLI
rho2

CFI

,932

,898

,968

,950

,967

1,000
,000

1,000
,000

,000

1,000
,000

,000

The purpose of the NFI is to compare the selected model with some alternatives, such as
the null or independence model.
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The NFI (also known as Bentler-Bonett normed fit index) varies from 0 to 1. It can be
regarded as the difference between the chi-square of the null model and the chi square of
target model, divided by the chi-square of the null model. This means that an NFI of 0,80
can be interpreted that the selected model improves the fit by 90% relative to the null or
independence model.
Also in this case the minimum value for model acceptance reaches between 0,8 and 0,9
according to different researchers (Trommsdorff ,2010, Zinnbauer., Eberl , 2004).The
present value of 0,932 also indicates a very good fit of the model.
Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA)
Table 47: RMSEA output from AMOS

Model

RMSEA

LO 90

HI 90

PCLOSE

Default model

,047

,037

,056

,719

Independence model

,209

,203

,215

,000

Finally, the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) can be regarded as one of
the most preferred criteria for an evaluation of model fit. The value reaches zero as an
optimum (exact fit), while the maximum value is not limited.
The model fit is usually considered as good, if the RMSEA is below 0,05. Also in this case
researchers have defined deviant limits for the maximum value that reach from 0.6 (Hu and
Bentler 1999) to 0.8 (Browne & Cudeck, 1993). The present RMSEA of 0,047 indicates a
good model fit in any case.
As an additional index the PLCOSE value can be used, which is testing the null hypothesis
that the population RMSEA is no greater than .05. If PCLOSE is less than .05, we reject the
null hypothesis and conclude that the computed RMSEA is greater than .05, indicating lack
of a close fit. In this case the resulting value of 0,719 supports the good model fit indicated
by the RMSEA.
Summary
Overall it can be noted that the resulting model provides a very good model fit. All selected
criteria for model fit support this. Given the limitations of data collection and test design, it
is positively surprising to find a good model, also with respect to the added complexity due
to the added variables.
However, the available data offers many opportunities for further refinement. One
approach that could even improve the model fit is to include and exclude single functions
that are considered to have different acceptance drivers, such as GLOSA that is less related
to safety aspects.
Furthermore It can be positively summarized that the analysis provided sufficient results to
test most of the selected research hypotheses.
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Conclusions

5.1 Impacts of the Functions
5.1.1

General remarks

The safety impacts of the DRIVE C2X functions are clearly positive, even for functions aimed
at relatively infrequent events such as AEVW. Environmental benefits in terms of reduction
in fuel consumption ad CO2 emissions were also achieved for 3 functions, although not all
effects were statistically significant. Greater improvements to traffic efficiency and the
environmental can be achieved with modifications to the DRIVE C2X function
implementation. The drivers filling in the user survey reported that traffic flow is as
important as safety. The system experience of DRIVE C2X functions could be expanded to
encompass traffic flow, interpreted as efficiency and environmental issues, in addition to
safety. An integrated approach to designing cooperative systems can identify where
improvements in traffic efficiency and environment can be achieved, while still gaining the
safety effects.
The DRIVE C2X project successfully measured and analysed direct and short-term effects of
drivers’ use of the DRIVE C2X functions. Most TS carried out controlled tests, which allowed
the test-site responsible persons to maximise the number of events logged during the
period of FOT operation.
Important indirect and long-term effects of using DRIVE C2X functions were measured for a
few aspects at the TS Sweden, where the naturalistic driving approach was applied. At the
cost of the number of events, this TS gathered valuable information about driver behaviour
through video recording of the driver and his or her glances and compensatory behaviour.
However, driver usage of the DRIVE C2X functions, that is, how often and under what
circumstances the driver used the function, was not directly measured in any of the DRIVE
C2X FOTs. The user acceptance survey did investigate the self-reported usage by drivers.
Future FOTs should study and determine the effects of bundles functions. In the future,
functions will be deployed in a bundle and not as single functions. This will provide a greater
impact, with the same basic costs, leading to an improved benefit-cost ratio. However,
questions of which functions, when combined, reinforce positively the desired impacts and
act synergistically?
The effect on drivers of providing information and warnings from multiple functions in
vehicles needs to be better understood. How should the driver be informed more effectively
in terms of priority and also to avoid overloading or irritating the driver?
5.1.2

Driver Behaviour

The driver behaviour results showed that for most of the functions, changes in driving
behaviour were observed that were in line with the intended changes. The functions were
primarily safety functions, and the impacts, when found, were mostly changes in speed, and
its derivatives. No changes in strategic behaviour (route choice, mode choice) were found
due to the nature of the functions. The data was successfully pooled over test sites to
strengthen the statistical significance of the tests. Relevant and statistically significant
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results were found for In-vehicle signage / speed limits and some of the other signs,
Obstacle warning, Road works warning and Car Breakdown warning, Green light optimal
speed advisory and Approaching emergency vehicle. Furthermore, the objective driving
behaviour results were in line with the self-reported driver behaviour.
5.1.3

Safety impacts

To summarise the safety impact assessment, the main results showed that the functions
affected traffic safety in a positive way by preventing fatalities and injuries. IVS Speed limit
and Weather warning showed most potential to decrease fatalities; Emergency brake light
warning, Road works warning and Traffic jam ahead warning were assessed as next
effective in having potential to improve traffic safety. However, even GLOSA function
developed entirely for improvement of traffic efficiency enhanced safety slightly.
With given system penetrations in traffic (2020: low/2.84%, medium/7.85%, high/11.58%)
the reduction in fatalities were up to 3% for IVS speed limit that provides continuous
information (the most effective function) but for most functions less than 0.5% in 2020 and
even smaller for injuries. Penetration scenarios were higher for 2030 (low/19.88%, medium/
68.68%, high/75.60%) and consequently the proportion of prevented fatalities and injuries
were higher than for 2020 penetrations. With 2030 penetrations the IVS speed limit that
provides continuous information (the most effective function) would prevent up to 16% of
fatalities and other functions up to 1.0–3.4% except for AEVW (up to 0.8%) and GLOSA (up
to 0.1%). The impact on injuries would be correspondingly up to 8.9% reduction for IVS
speed and up to 0.7–3.3% for all other functions except IVS pedestrian crossing ahead and
child signs (0.5%) and GLOSA (0.2%). The full potential of IVS Speed limit to decrease
fatalities and injuries was quite close to the estimates presented by Carsten and Tate (2004:
-24% for fatalities and -13% for injuries) for advisory (dynamic) Intelligent Speed
Adaptation.
Safety impacts were analysed as a combination of (1) previous expert assessments found in
the literature, (2) expert assessment of DRIVE C2X, and (3) results of driver behaviour results
found in DRIVE C2X field studies. Previous expert assessments, such as eIMPACT (Wilmink
et al. 2008) and CODIA (Kulmala et al. 2008), addressing similar functions which were now
applied in field tests have reported the assumptions concerning impacts on driver behaviour
transparently. Therefore, it was possible to compare the previous assumptions with the
findings in DRIVE C2X field test. In many cases, the same performance indicator was
studied, and the assumptions of previous expert estimate could be verified or adapted; in
some cases an estimate of a performance indicator could not be measured in the field (e.g.
headways) and the estimate from expert assessment was used. For safety estimates of all
functions, some evidence from DRIVE C2X field studies was utilised.
The approach in interpreting the DRIVE C2X driver behaviour results in terms of safety
varied by magnitude of impact, by consistency of findings, and by impact distance – the
distance during which the information was provided.
IVS/ Speed limit and Weather warning provided information for relatively long distances –
for these two functions the Nilsson model was applied which provides the relationship
between change in average speed and share of fatalities and injuries. For Weather warning
also changes in headways and increased attention were taken into consideration by
referring to the CODIA project (Kulmala et al., 2008). WW driver behaviour results indicated
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effects in one place, not in all places. Therefore, the effect found was applied only for part of
the adverse conditions. The local effect found was somewhat bigger than was assumed in
earlier expert assessments; the mean effect which could be applied in all accidents
occurring in adverse conditions was very close to earlier estimates.
Quite many functions were such that they focused on limited safety problems in limited
areas or road sections; these were AEVW, CBW, RWW, IVS/Child sign and pedestrian
crossing ahead, EEBL, TJAW, GLOSA. In case of very short warning distances, Nilsson’s
model was not found as useful but changes in driver behaviour due to the function were
interpreted in terms of increased attention and thereby avoiding accidents. If the effect was
substantial and consistent a bigger safety effect was assumed than in the case of smaller
and less consistent findings. For example RWW, CBW and IVS/Child sign and pedestrian
crossing ahead showed quite consistent results: in all test sites and locations decrease of
speed was found. Furthermore, the magnitude of the speed decreases due to these
functions was on same level (RWW and IVS) or even more substantial (CBW and RWW for
some locations) as some earlier studies regarding road side information have shown (e.g.
Rämä & Kulmala 2000, Rämä 1999, Hietamäki 1988). It was concluded that the driver
behaviour results in this case suggest quite good potential to reduce number of accidents
related to inattention from drivers’ part. Inattention was assumed to be relevant in half of
the target accidents (Hakamies-Blomqvist 2004). In addition the assessment took into
consideration the context which were the circumstances for the driver to react
appropriately.
IVS/Child sign and pedestrian crossing ahead: The size of the effect was quite similar as
found with more traditional road side measures earlier (VMS studies (Rämä & Kulmala
2000, Rämä 1999), and flashing lights above a child sign (Hietamäki 1988)). The speed
decrease
EEBL and TJAW target specifically rear-end accidents. Naturalistic driving studies indicate
(Dinguis 2006) that inattention may play a big role in causation of this accident category.
However, the field results for these functions were partly inconclusive and, therefore, the
effectiveness of these functions to reduce the targeted accident was assessed as smaller
than for some other functions with more consistent driver behaviour findings.
5.1.4

Traffic efficiency impacts

This study was designed to assess the traffic efficiency impacts of the five Drive C2X
functions for which non-zero impacts could be expected. The functions TJAW, GLOSA and
IVS/Speed limits have been analysed directly and with traffic simulation. The functions WW
and RWW have only been analysed directly.
The main results showed that delay is increased for GLOSA and IVS/SL, due to reduced
vehicle speed caused from either the speed advice or to stricter enforcement of speed
limits.
TJAW did not show any statistically significant changes in traffic efficiency. This was in line
with expectations because the effect of the jam itself is what determines traffic efficiency.
The safety feature of TJAW which influences the way drivers approach the traffic jam does
not produce any second order effect of “shortening” the traffic jam. To reach such an effect,
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e.g. by shockwave damping, obviously a different system with a larger area of impact is
required.
OW/RWW effects on speed are very concentrated around the events and are not expected
to have any effect on speed elsewhere hence the overall traffic efficiency is expected to be
negligible. WW can have an impact on a larger geographic area, but the impact on overall
traffic efficiency as implemented in DRIVE C2X is expected to be negligible.
Compared to earlier findings, the effect of stopping time in GLOSA is not as high as
expected (Katsaros 2011, Krajzewicz 2012). The reduced communication range and interjunction distance can explain this change, as well as the modelling of the yellow phase of
the light.
The traffic efficiency simulations showed the role that traffic conditions play in determining
the overall effect of functions. In peak traffic conditions, the ability to choose one’s own
speed is diminished; the interaction with other drivers determines the overall speed driven,
regardless of the advice provided by a DRIVE C2X function.
Greater traffic efficiency effects can be achieved with slight modifications to the functions,
for example, by providing information earlier such that drivers may choose a different route
or mode, or by providing advice that takes into account the current traffic conditions.
5.1.5

Environmental Impacts

The functions influence actual target speeds, acceleration levels and the number of stops
and accelerations. Smooth driving with reduction of unnecessary braking reduces energy
consumption and emissions. To optimise the C2X functions it shall be considered, that in
the case braking is necessary, the best behaviour in terms of emissions is a coasting at zero
gas pedal position with followed by a standstill (most future vehicles will have a start/stop
system for the engine which leads to zero emissions at standstill at most conditions).
Suggesting as alternative very low target speeds to the driver (approx. below 30 km/h)
would increase emissions and energy consumption since the engine operates then at worse
load points. The actual turn-over velocity depends on the present vehicle technologies, on
local street and traffic conditions and on the driver behaviour.
The functions GLOSA and IVS/SL show reasonable reduction potential for energy
consumption and emissions. For GLOSA the reductions result mainly from the optimisation
of the speed to avoid unnecessary braking and acceleration manoeuvres. The local effect
certainly will depend on the quality of the existing traffic light coordination and on traffic
volumes etc. The better the basic situation with a more limited number of stops, the lower
the GLOSA effects will be. In urban road networks approximately 3% emission reduction
from GLOSA is expected at high penetration rates of the system in cars and in the traffic
signal infrastructure. With increasing shares of hybrid vehicles the GLOSA effect will be
reduced.
For IVS/SL the influences on emissions result from a general reduction of the velocity. The
effect is more pronounced on highways than in rural and urban regions since the velocity
has disproportionately high effect on engine power demand. More than 5% emission
reduction may be achieved on motorway roads at high penetration rates.
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The TJAW function has only very local effects since it will influence mainly the deceleration
area upstream of a traffic jam. In a worst case TJAW may lead to a bit longer driving at low
speed and to some extra acceleration events which could increase exhaust gas pollutant
emissions on a very local level. The influence on fuel consumption and CO2 emissions from
TJAW is rather positive due to an earlier speed reduction
It shall be noted, that all the driving cycles used in the simulation of environmental impacts
for all scenarios have a high rate of insignificant values. Thus results are rather uncertain.

5.2 User Acceptance
The results from user acceptance measurements indicated clearly that DRIVE C2X is
perceived as a highly appreciated and long anticipated driving assistance technology. As
91% of the test users stated that they are willing to use the system if it was available in their
cars, it can be assumed that basic acceptance of the system will not be a severe barrier to
overcome the penetration dilemma if it was offered as standard equipment. In this scenario,
it can be expected that users appreciate the additional services and see them as an essential
support for future driving.
At the same time the result of only 42% of the drivers that indicated to purchase the system
as special equipment, support the theory mentioned in many stakeholder interviews that
the critical threshold to solve the penetration dilemma can’t be overcome if C2X packages
are only offered as special equipment against an additional charge.
Especially in the first phase of market introduction, while the actual experience especially in
terms of C2X related functions is still limited due to the low penetration rate, OEMs should
not consider a model with cost for the end user.
The preference of functions seems to be closely connected to the innovation level of the
technology. According to the user feedback, functions like GLOSA or AEVW are especially
attractive as they offer differentiation potential to existing solutions sometimes even
available on smartphones as WAZE or Coyote, which were mentioned more frequently.
Based on this result further development should focus on those functions where the special
benefit of C2X can be perceived most directly. Functions like IVS already work on a high
level on navigation solutions. Real additional benefit from IVS can only be achieved if the
development grade of C2X infrastructure has reached a level that allows having a broad
coverage of road side units that are sending the relevant information. In a long term
perspective this can lead to a seed indication that has legal relevance and replace common
traffic signs. Until this point is reached it is a long way to go, where further functions might
have a higher priority.
The limitation of infrastructure development and penetration rates also means a clear
restriction for the implementation of new functions. While the highly favoured Emergency
Electronic Brake Light function is one example for those functions that will not provide an
immediate user experience until the needed critical penetration rate is reached, functions
like AEVW and RWW can be used by C2X ready vehicles in the near future as emergency
vehicles and road work sites can be equipped specifically.
In the context of the Cooperative ITS Corridor project, the first road works sites in the
participating countries Germany, Austria and the Netherlands are currently planned to be
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equipped with C2X modules. In order to reach a higher impact on public perception in an
upcoming implementation phase, emergency vehicles could be equipped with AEVW.
Also the GLOSA function can be expected to be implemented soon. In addition to use in
passenger cars, an even a higher interest can be expected from fleet managers as the
comfort benefits for private users are easily surpassed by fuel-saving benefits for trucks.
Clearly this function can be regarded as one of the economically most promising functions,
even if reactance can be expected from municipalities.
Another main barrier for implementation is the aspect of implementation of the functions
towards the user. Information accuracy needs to reach a clearly higher level in a market
ready solution, as drivers are easily distracted in the case of inaccurate information. At the
same time innovative concepts are needed to provide appropriate HMI solutions that do not
lead to distraction of the driver.
One example for this type of typical barriers for cooperative systems is Obstacle Warning, if
it is dependent on user generated information and does not user sensor generated
information. In this case OW requires highly specific information in order to provide the
needed level of certainty about the location of the potential hazard. At the same time this
accuracy of information can’t be provided by the driver himself because of inappropriate
interfaces and the risk of distraction.
Also data privacy and security aspects should not be underestimated. On one side the high
percentage of 88% of the respondents that agreed to be willing to provide their data for
traffic related services in anonymous form indicates a positive signal, but on the other side
almost 50% also have doubts that concern misuse of data by public authorities for tracking
position or even speed violations.
Furthermore the agreement to provide data for commercial purposes was rather low. Only
27% would accept that their data is shared with private third parties in anonymous form in
order to offer customized services. As this economical commercial potential might be a
necessary source of revenues to refinance the investment in the on-board unit by the OEM,
this could indicate the more relevant barrier.
In any case, the open feedback from the participants showed that there is a considerable
percentage of road users that have a very critical and sceptical perspective towards data
security and privacy. Therefore the topic should be handled carefully and with a high level of
sensitivity.
Another noticeable result was the high interest in traffic efficiency benefits of the
respondents. Even if DRIVE C2X did not cover actual traffic efficiency functions, it reached
the same level of interest as traffic safety with regard to the future development of the
system.
The most relevant dissemination measures selected by the respondents, besides practical
field tests and positive recommendations from friends, was the simultaneous launch of C2X
technology by all leading automobile manufacturers. This is another indicator for the
influence of the market launch from industry side on the success of the technology. The
MOU of the Car-to-Car Communication consortium already built the groundwork for this
scenario, now it is up to the OEM to make this approach come true.
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Finally also the use of the technology in public transport and taxis is regarded as a highly
influencing factor on opinion making which should be considered as motivation for public
stakeholders to support in this specific sector and generate a critical mass with a high
impact on public perception.

5.3 Lessons learned and recommendations for future FOTs
Carrying out the DRIVE C2X project provided the opportunity to gain experience and
formulate lessons learned and to provide recommendations for future FOTs in aspects
related to impact assessment and user acceptance. These observations follow the “FOT
chronological order”, roughly following the FESTA steps, shown in Figure 156. The focus is
on impact assessment and user acceptance studies – not in all test site activities in the FOT.
The consortium had quite comprehensive guidelines (FESTA) and equally importantly,
experience from previous field studies (TeleFOT, EuroFOT) already when starting the work.
Therefore, many of the lessons learned are not completely new but are rather confirming
earlier guidance and experience.

Figure 156: the FESTA-V: steps for carrying out a FOT. Source FESTA Handbook, 2013
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Function identification, description and use cases
Develop clear criteria that the functions should address
Partners responsible for impact assessment were involved in an early phase to contribute in
selecting the functions for impact assessment. Criteria for selection were developed. One of
them was the expected magnitude of impact. Later the analyses revealed and emphasized
the importance of this criterion – if the functions are focused on a limited area (short road
section) or a limited problem (rarely occurring circumstances) only limited benefits can be
expected. At least the total selection of functions should preferably be such that the
functions together address significant problems either in safety, environment, mobility or
efficiency.
Encourage communication between impact assessment, test sites and developers of functions
For impact assessment it is crucial that comprehensive function descriptions are available in
early phase of the project, already when defining research questions and hypotheses and
planning measures and test scenarios. It became apparent that to provide the function
descriptions is a long process because test sites adapt functions to their specific test site.
Actually, a function is not ready for impact assessment before it is implemented in the test
site. The observation highlights the importance of communication between all parties:
function developers, test sites and impact assessment. This was well known already in the
beginning of the project – still it needs to be emphasised. More physical meetings must take
place, in spite of the ease of communicating over distances.
Align as many aspects of FOT test sites as possible with the goals of the project.
In the development of DRIVE C2X project, a strong impulse to link national and European
goals in Cooperative System deployment was to link DRIVE C2X to national FOTs. Indeed,
positive aspects did come out of this approach: for a limited European Commission
investment, seven test sites made huge contributions to the DRIVE C2X project. However,
this relationship also clearly introduced some challenges for impact assessment, in terms of
timing, priorities, technology choices, data availability etc.
Determine whether functions be tested on public roads from a legal perspective
Legal aspects showed to be relevant already when selecting functions for the study, not just
when designing the experiments. For some functions it is obvious that they cannot be
studied in the field without causing danger (e.g. electronic emergency brake light).
Harmonize HMIs
Originally, the intention was to use the same HMI in all DRIVE C2X. This, however, turned
out not to be possible as some national test sites would have missed the opportunity to get
user experience in real use context and feedback to test site specific solutions. This resulted
in some complexity in user acceptance measures. Therefore, it is recommended that major
differences in HMI design should be avoided in field tests. Furthermore, use of different
HMIs restricts conclusions by national differences – one cannot decide e.g. whether the
differences found depend on HMI or some other cultural or environmental reason.
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Research questions, hypotheses and performance indicators
Be systematic when defining the research hypotheses, indicators and measurements
In DRIVE C2X, a tool was designed to create research hypotheses for each function studied
in a systematic and theoretically motivated way. If needed, hypotheses could be re-run in
relatively short time for a new function specification. In addition, it was noticed that
research hypotheses should not be defined separately for each impact assessment area but
rather focus on driver behaviour level. The advantage in this approach is that assumptions
concerning expected reactions in driver behaviour will be more consistent compared with
creating hypotheses separately for safety, environment, efficiency and mobility. Impact
assessment started in parallel with activities defining the functions and function
implementation. Typically, there is a time pressure in this phase of the project; there are
several parallel activities going on which are dependent of each other’s outcomes: finetuning of functions and use-cases, formulating research questions and hypotheses, defining
the indicators and measurements, and specification of a reference system and logging
needs. This calls for clear communication of key concepts between parallel activities as well
as an efficient approach and tools to generate the research hypotheses for impact
assessment.
The tool also linked the hypotheses with performance indicators and measures and
supported timely input for partners responsible for designing the loggers for driver
behaviour monitoring.
Study design
Set deadlines for test site implementation plans
The tests and the whole experimental procedure were designed in an early phase of the
project. The first drafts were elaborated in individual meetings with each test site. However,
it also turned out that test sites were not ready to present the detailed implementation
plans and discuss the study designs earlier than just before the technical piloting started. It
seems that more check points and definite deadlines would be needed to support following
the overall time plan. Several common workshops and meetings were organized to discuss
the plans aiming to improve harmonization of tests. However, different time plans of
individual test sites (depending on national goals as well) significantly challenged
harmonization of the test goals.
Encourage tests sites to have personnel with knowledge of most aspects of FESTA
To organize the driver tests also calls for expertise to conduct driver behaviour studies not
only regarding partners responsible for impact assessment but also personnel in the test
sites. The description of the experimental procedure is written by research scientists
responsible for impact assessment but it needs to be communicated also to the test sites
responsible for practical arrangements. Most partners in DRIVE C2X had knowledge of the
FESTA methodology. This knowledge needed to go further in making explicit what the
implications were for the relevant parties.
Define a minimum number of participants for user acceptance measurements per test site
For user acceptance measurements, more emphasis should be put on increasing the
number of participants at least to a commonly defined minimum value per test site. Also
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the number of naturalistic cases for user acceptance should be increased. An alternative
would be to put more emphasis on qualitative approaches and analyses.
Measures and sensors
Use one type of logger, harmonise measures
DRIVE C2X developed a logger to record driver behaviour parameters. However, there were
several types of data loggers depending on test site. This led to time and resource
demanding work of data conversion and additional data quality checking later in the project
which caused time pressure for impact assessment. Therefore, it is recommended that only
one type of data logger would be used in one project. Furthermore, the development of
data loggers and measurements e.g. which performance indicators the measurements will
cover needs to be decided commonly with good understanding of consequences of the
decisions to what can be analysed and concluded at the end of project.
All measures need to be harmonised as much as possible. More emphasis should be put on
harmonization of questionnaire translation.
Data Acquisition
Pilot functions, pilot data processing, pilot data quality checks, pilot data analyses
Many activities in data acquisition are taken care of by test sites. Piloting of the tests is
critical for the following phases of the project. To pilot system and data collection and
processing takes more time than expected. Piloting should cover not only the technical
functioning of the systems but also provide data to test the whole data processing chain
and data analyses.
Data comes from several sources. These sources need to be checked for synchronisation,
quality, consistency etc., before they are combined. Some work can be automated, while
others must be done manually. If this is not conducted well, the following phases are
suffering both in terms of quality and time.
Data quality addresses quality and completeness of the datasets.
The piloting of data analyses identifies mismatches in data inputs and outputs, units,
structures and the like in an earlier and easier to modify stage.
Data base and data analyses
Engage competent data processors
Data processing in a FOT is time demanding and the time and expertise needed for it should
not be underestimated. Competent people and resources are needed to handle the task.
Preparation of the data for the final analyses requires an iterative process with requests
from data processing to the tests sites, from impact analyses to and from data processing
etc. This process urgently needs people who can efficiently communicate data issues, and
this kind of expertise is also needed in the test sites.
Research hypotheses and function analyses
Build a time buffer for impact assessment into the project planning
Typically, the later phases in the work tend to suffer from delays in the early phase.
Therefore, it needs to be stressed that the analyses cannot be made before all data quality
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phases have been passed. Furthermore, to do the analyses demands careful checking of
calculations and assumptions made to provide reliable estimates. Therefore, the time
planned for the analyses should not be eaten up to provide reliable results and really to
make most of the valuable FOT data collected and processed. Sufficient time should be
planned in order to complete the full data collection and analysis process and adapt
changes based on identified weak points. Sufficient time is needed for reporting to make
the results available to all parties with interest for findings.
Take measures to ensure sufficient sample sizes
Due to several data checking phases and filtering of data the sample sizes may be
significantly smaller than one could expect based on test site activities. This needs to be
taken care of in the planning of the test. On the other hand, in DRIVE C2X statistically
significant results were shown even with smaller sample sizes than expected. One of the
reasons might be that test sites were encouraged to pay attention in organizing the tests in
the environments where control of intervening variables is optimal. This goal was reached
partially.
Harmonise test site designs
Data from different test sites and tests were pooled to increase the sample size and to make
an overall European assessment. Data and study designs could not be harmonized in all
aspects. Partly, lack of harmonization prevented pooling of the data (e.g. big differences in
test locations and whether data collection allowed a within subject design or not). On the
other hand, because the interest is in effects and not in absolute values, pooling was
possible to some degree. It just must be taken care of that conclusions reflect the pooled
data. For example data addressing different HMI solutions can be pooled but conclusions
cannot state the effectiveness of a specific type of HMI.
Organise a small but efficient team with sufficient resources to carry out impact assessment
To conduct the work efficiently, resources should be allocated wisely. A small but sufficient
number of competent partners should take care of the analyses and the resources should
not be spread out too much.
In the impact assessment analyses efficient tools are needed.
Socio-Economic Impact assessment
Agree early on the inputs needed by socio-economic assessment from impact assessment
It is important to have good communication between the impact assessment and socioeconomic assessment. The communication supports keeping the time plan in last months of
the projects by defining the inputs needed well in time.
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Annex A Abbreviations
Abbreviation
AEVW
C2C
C2X
CBA
CBW
CNG
CO
CO2
COPERT
CT
EEBL
ERiC
EU0-6
FC
FOT
GLOSA
HC
HDV
HMI
I2V
ICT
ISA
ITS
IVS/OS
IVS/SL
IVT
LCV
ND
NO2
NOx
OBU
OEM
OW/RWW
PAYD
PC
PHEM
PM
PN
RQ
SCR
SL
TAM

Meaning
Approaching Emergency Vehicle Warning
Car-to-Car
Car-to-X
Cost Benefit Analysis

Car Breakdown Warning
Compressed Natural Gas
Carbon Monoxide
Carbon Dioxide
Computer Programme to calculate Emissions from Road Transport
Controlled test
Emergency Electric Brake Warning
European Exhaust Category
Fuel Consumption
Field Operational Test
Green Light Optimal Speed Advisory
Hydrocarbon
Heavy Duty Vehicle
Human-Machine Interface
Infrastruture-to-Vehicle
Information and Communications Technology
Intelligent Speed Adaptation

Intelligent transportation system
In-vehicle signage / Other signs
In-vehicle signage / Speed limits
Institute for Internal Combustion Engines and Thermodynamics
Light Commercial Vehicle
Naturalistic driving
Nitrogen Dioxides
Nitrogen Oxides
On-board unit
Original Equipment Manufacturer
Obstacle Warning / Road works warning
Pay as You Drive

Passenger Car
Passenger Car and Heavy Duty Emission Model
Particulate Matter
Particle number
Research Question

Selective-Catalytic-Reduction
Speed Limit
Technology Acceptance Model
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TJAW
TLVC
TS
USB
V2I
V2V
WP
WW

02/07/2014
Meaning
Traffic Jam Ahead Warning
Traffic Light to Vehicle Communication
Test site
Universal Serial Bus

Vehicle-to-infrastructure communication
Vehicle-to-vehicle communication
Work Package
Weather Warning
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Annex B Safety Impacts
Table 48: Impacts of IVS Speed limit (which provides speed limit information only in the vicinity of the physical signs)
per mechanism and accident location. Columns low and high provide the range for the impact, average is the mean
value of the first two. 100% penetrations assumed.

Safety mechanism
Fatalities

Accident location

Direct in-car modification of Motorway
the driving task
Rural
Urban
Indirect modification of user Motorway
behaviour
Rural
Urban
Indirect modification of non- Motorway
user behaviour
Rural
Urban
Modification of interaction
Motorway
between users and non-user
Rural
Urban

Injuries

Direct in-car modification of Motorway
the driving task
Rural
Urban
Indirect modification of user Motorway
behaviour
Rural
Urban
Indirect modification of non- Motorway
user behaviour
Rural
Urban
Modification of interaction
Motorway
between users and non-user
Rural

Low

High

Average

-1.04%

-2.22%

-1.63%

-3.32%

-6.63%

-4.98%

-6.87%

-13.75%

-10.31%

0.00%

0.14%

0.07%

0.00%

0.14%

0.07%

0.00%

0.09%

0.05%

-0.24%

-0.60%

-0.42%

-0.44%

-1.10%

-0.77%

-0.48%

-1.20%

-0.84%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

-0.28%

-0.70%

-0.49%

-0.23%

-0.49%

-0.36%

-0.92%

-1.83%

-1.37%

-3.53%

-7.05%

-5.29%

0.00%

0.07%

0.03%

0.00%

0.07%

0.03%

0.00%

0.04%

0.02%

-0.12%

-0.30%

-0.21%

-0.22%

-0.55%

-0.39%

-0.24%

-0.60%

-0.42%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%
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Safety mechanism

Accident location

Low

High

Average

Urban

-0.28%

-0.70%

-0.49%
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Table 49: Impacts of IVS Speed limit (which provides continuous speed limit information) per safety mechanism and
accident location. Columns low and high provide the range for the impact, average is the mean value of the first two.
100% penetrations assumed.

Safety mechanism
Fatalities

Accident location

Direct in-car modification of Motorway
the driving task
Rural
Urban
Indirect modification of user Motorway
behaviour
Rural
Urban
Indirect modification of non- Motorway
user behaviour
Rural
Urban
Modification of interaction
Motorway
between users and non-user
Rural
Urban

Injuries

Direct in-car modification of Motorway
the driving task
Rural
Urban
Indirect modification of user Motorway
behaviour
Rural
Urban
Indirect modification of non- Motorway
user behaviour
Rural
Urban
Modification of interaction
Motorway
between users and non-user
Rural
Urban

Low

High

Average

-7.60%

-7.60%

-7.60%

-15.34%

-15.34%

-15.34%

-31.15%

-31.15%

-31.15%

0.00%

0.14%

0.07%

0.00%

0.14%

0.07%

0.00%

0.09%

0.05%

-1.20%

-1.20%

-1.20%

-2.20%

-2.20%

-2.20%

-2.40%

-2.40%

-2.40%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

-1.40%

-1.40%

-1.40%

-1.67%

-1.67%

-1.67%

-4.24%

-4.24%

-4.24%

-15.98%

-15.98%

-15.98%

0.00%

0.07%

0.03%

0.00%

0.07%

0.03%

0.00%

0.04%

0.02%

-0.60%

-0.60%

-0.60%

-1.10%

-1.10%

-1.10%

-1.20%

-1.20%

-1.20%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

-1.40%

-1.40%

-1.40%
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Table 50: Impacts of IVS Pedestrian crossing ahead and child signs per safety mechanism and accident type. Columns
low and high provide the range for the impact, average is the mean value of the first two. 100% penetrations
assumed.

Safety
mechanism
Fatalities

Accident type

Low

Direct in-car
Single vehicle collision with pedestrians
modification of
the driving
Single vehicle collision with obstacles (other
task
than pedestrians)

Average

-1.33%

-3.50%

-2.41%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Other single vehicle accidents

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Frontal collision

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Side-by-side collision

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Angle collision

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Rear collision

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Other accidents with at least two vehicle

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

-0.24%

-1.15%

-0.70%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Other single vehicle accidents

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Frontal collision

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Side-by-side collision

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Angle collision

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Rear collision

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Other accidents with at least two vehicle

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

-0.83%

-3.00%

-1.91%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Other single vehicle accidents

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Frontal collision

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Side-by-side collision

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Angle collision

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Indirect
Single vehicle collision with pedestrians
modification of
user behaviour Single vehicle collision with obstacles (other
than pedestrians)

Injuries

High

Direct in-car
Single vehicle collision with pedestrians
modification of
the driving
Single vehicle collision with obstacles (other
task
than pedestrians)
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Safety
mechanism

Accident type

Low

High

Average

Rear collision

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Other accidents with at least two vehicle

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

-0.24%

-1.15%

-0.70%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Other single vehicle accidents

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Frontal collision

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Side-by-side collision

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Angle collision

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Rear collision

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Other accidents with at least two vehicle

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Indirect
Single vehicle collision with pedestrians
modification of
user behaviour Single vehicle collision with obstacles (other
than pedestrians)

Table 51: Impacts of CBW per safety mechanism and accident location. Columns low and high provide the range for
the impact, average is the mean value of the first two. 100% penetrations assumed.

Fatalities

Injuries

Safety
mechanism

Accident
location

M1

Motorway

-1,03 %

-2,65 %

-1,84 %

Rural

-0,67 %

-1,76 %

-1,21 %

Urban

-0,25 %

-0,82 %

-0,53 %

Motorway

-0,75 %

-1,94 %

-1,35 %

Rural

-0,60 %

-1,58 %

-1,09 %

Urban

-0,13 %

-0,44 %

-0,29 %

M1

Low

High

Average
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Table 52: Impacts of RWW per safety mechanism and accident type. Columns low and high provide the range for the
impact, average is the mean value of the first two. 100% penetrations assumed.

Safety
mechanism
Fatalities

Accident type

Low

Direct in-car
Single vehicle collision with pedestrians
modification of
the driving
Single vehicle collision with obstacles (other
task
than pedestrians)

Average

-0.97%

-1.23%

-1.10%

-6.74%

-8.53%

-7.64%

Other single vehicle accidents

-0.29%

-0.36%

-0.32%

Frontal collision

-0.22%

-0.28%

-0.25%

Side-by-side collision

-7.16%

-9.40%

-8.28%

Angle collision

-0.08%

-0.11%

-0.09%

Rear collision

-4.97%

-6.29%

-5.63%

Other accidents with at least two vehicle

-2.07%

-2.72%

-2.39%

-0.19%

-0.37%

-0.28%

-1.35%

-2.56%

-1.95%

Other single vehicle accidents

-0.06%

-0.11%

-0.08%

Frontal collision

-0.04%

-0.08%

-0.06%

Side-by-side collision

-1.43%

-2.82%

-2.13%

Angle collision

-0.02%

-0.03%

-0.02%

Rear collision

-0.99%

-1.89%

-1.44%

Other accidents with at least two vehicle

-0.41%

-0.82%

-0.61%

-1.49%

-1.89%

-1.69%

-7.54%

-9.54%

-8.54%

Other single vehicle accidents

-0.27%

-0.34%

-0.30%

Frontal collision

-1.03%

-1.32%

-1.18%

Side-by-side collision

-1.86%

-2.44%

-2.15%

Angle collision

-0.03%

-0.04%

-0.04%

Rear collision

-3.45%

-4.36%

-3.91%

Other accidents with at least two vehicle

-0.50%

-0.66%

-0.58%

Modification of Single vehicle collision with pedestrians
interaction
between users Single vehicle collision with obstacles (other
and non-users than pedestrians)

Injuries

High

Direct in-car
Single vehicle collision with pedestrians
modification of
the driving
Single vehicle collision with obstacles (other
task
than pedestrians)
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Safety
mechanism

Accident type

Low

Modification of Single vehicle collision with pedestrians
interaction
between users Single vehicle collision with obstacles (other
and non-users than pedestrians)

High

Average

-0.30%

-0.57%

-0.43%

-1.51%

-2.86%

-2.18%

Other single vehicle accidents

-0.05%

-0.10%

-0.08%

Frontal collision

-0.21%

-0.40%

-0.30%

Side-by-side collision

-0.37%

-0.73%

-0.55%

Angle collision

-0.01%

-0.01%

-0.01%

Rear collision

-0.69%

-1.31%

-1.00%

Other accidents with at least two vehicle

-0.10%

-0.20%

-0.15%
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Table 53: Impacts of TJAW per safety mechanism and accident type. Columns low and high provide the range for the
impact, average is the mean value of the first two. 100% penetrations assumed.

Safety
mechanism
Fatalities

Accident type

Low

Direct in-car
Single vehicle collision with pedestrians
modification of
the driving
Single vehicle collision with obstacles (other
task
than pedestrians)

Average

-0.18%

-1.10%

-0.64%

-0.18%

-1.10%

-0.64%

Other single vehicle accidents

-0.18%

-1.10%

-0.64%

Frontal collision

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Side-by-side collision

-0.18%

-1.10%

-0.64%

Angle collision

-0.18%

-1.10%

-0.64%

Rear collision

-3.62%

-10.98%

-7.30%

Other accidents with at least two vehicle

-0.18%

-1.10%

-0.64%

0.00%

-0.07%

-0.04%

0.00%

-0.07%

-0.04%

Other single vehicle accidents

0.00%

-0.07%

-0.04%

Frontal collision

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Side-by-side collision

0.00%

-0.07%

-0.04%

Angle collision

0.00%

-0.07%

-0.04%

Rear collision

-0.07%

-0.73%

-0.40%

Other accidents with at least two vehicle

0.00%

-0.07%

-0.04%

-0.21%

-1.46%

-0.83%

-0.21%

-1.46%

-0.83%

Other single vehicle accidents

-0.21%

-1.46%

-0.83%

Frontal collision

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Side-by-side collision

-0.21%

-1.46%

-0.83%

Angle collision

-0.21%

-1.46%

-0.83%

Rear collision

-4.13%

-14.62%

-9.37%

Other accidents with at least two vehicle

-0.21%

-1.46%

-0.83%

Modification of Single vehicle collision with pedestrians
interaction
between users Single vehicle collision with obstacles (other
and non-users than pedestrians)

Injuries

High

Direct in-car
Single vehicle collision with pedestrians
modification of
the driving
Single vehicle collision with obstacles (other
task
than pedestrians)
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Safety
mechanism

Accident type

Low

Modification of Single vehicle collision with pedestrians
interaction
between users Single vehicle collision with obstacles (other
and non-users than pedestrians)

High

Average

0.00%

-0.09%

-0.05%

0.00%

-0.09%

-0.05%

Other single vehicle accidents

0.00%

-0.09%

-0.05%

Frontal collision

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Side-by-side collision

0.00%

-0.09%

-0.05%

Angle collision

0.00%

-0.09%

-0.05%

Rear collision

-0.08%

-0.94%

-0.51%

Other accidents with at least two vehicle

0.00%

-0.09%

-0.05%

Table 54: Impacts of GLOSA per safety mechanism and accident location. Columns low and high provide the range for
the impact, average is the mean value of the first two. 100% penetrations assumed.

Safety
mechanism
Fatalities

Injuries

Accident
location

Direct in-car
Motorway
modification of
the driving
Rural
task
Urban
Direct in-car
Motorway
modification of
the driving
Rural
task
Urban

Low

High

Average

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

-0.16%

-0.08%

0.00%

-0.29%

-0.15%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

-0.23%

-0.11%

0.00%

-0.42%

-0.21%
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Table 55: Impacts of WW per safety mechanism and weather condition. Columns low and high provide the range for
the impact, average is the mean value of the first two. 100% penetrations assumed.

Safety mechanism
Fatalities

Direct in-car modification of
the driving task

Modification of interaction
between users and non-users

Injuries

Direct in-car modification of
the driving task

Modification of interaction
between users and non-users

Weather
condition

Low

High

Average

Adverse

-18.64%

-28.45%

-23.55%

Normal

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Adverse

-7.46%

-17.07%

-12.26%

Normal

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Adverse

-16.66%

-21.68%

-19.17%

Normal

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Adverse

-6.66%

-13.01%

-9.84%

Normal

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Table 56: Impacts of AEVW per safety mechanism and accident location. Columns low and high provide the range for
the impact, average is the mean value of the first two. 100% penetrations assumed.

Fatalities

Safety mechanism

Accident location

Low

High

Average

Direct in-car modification of the
driving task

Intersection

-1.11%

-2.69%

-1.90%

Link

-0.18%

-0.49%

-0.33%

Intersection

-0.44%

-0.58%

-0.51%

Link

-0.07%

-0.29%

-0.18%

Intersection

-0.56%

-0.96%

-0.76%

Link

-0.26%

-0.73%

-0.50%

Intersection

-0.22%

-0.58%

-0.40%

Link

-0.11%

-0.44%

-0.27%

Indirect modification of non-user
behaviour

Injuries

Direct in-car modification of the
driving task

Indirect modification of non-user
behaviour
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Table 57: Impacts of EEBL per safety mechanism and accident type. Columns low and high provide the range for the
impact, average is the mean value of the first two. 100% penetrations assumed.

Safety
mechanism
Fatalities

Accident type

Low

High

Average

-0.34%

-1.76%

-1.05%

-0.34%

-1.76%

-1.05%

Other single vehicle accidents

-0.34%

-1.76%

-1.05%

Frontal collision

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Side-by-side collision

-0.34%

-1.76%

-1.05%

Angle collision

-0.34%

-1.76%

-1.05%

Rear collision

-6.87%

-17.63%

-12.25%

Other accidents with at least two vehicle

-0.34%

-1.76%

-1.05%

Direct in-car
Single vehicle collision with pedestrians
modification of
the driving
Single vehicle collision with obstacles (other
task
than pedestrians)

Direct in-car
Single vehicle collision with pedestrians
modification of
the driving
Single vehicle collision with obstacles (other
task
than pedestrians)

Injuries

0.00%

-0.01%

-0.01%

0.00%

-0.01%

-0.01%

Other single vehicle accidents

0.00%

-0.01%

-0.01%

Frontal collision

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Side-by-side collision

0.00%

-0.01%

-0.01%

Angle collision

0.00%

-0.01%

-0.01%

Rear collision

-0.03%

-0.10%

-0.07%

Other accidents with at least two vehicle

0.00%

-0.01%

-0.01%

-0.27%

-1.45%

-0.86%

-0.27%

-1.45%

-0.86%

Other single vehicle accidents

-0.27%

-1.45%

-0.86%

Frontal collision

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Side-by-side collision

-0.27%

-1.45%

-0.86%

Angle collision

-0.27%

-1.45%

-0.86%

Rear collision

-5.45%

-14.55%

-10.00%

Other accidents with at least two vehicle

-0.27%

-1.45%

-0.86%

Direct in-car
Single vehicle collision with pedestrians
modification of
the driving
Single vehicle collision with obstacles (other
task
than pedestrians)
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Safety
mechanism

Accident type

Low

Direct in-car
Single vehicle collision with pedestrians
modification of
the driving
Single vehicle collision with obstacles (other
task
than pedestrians)

High

Average

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Other single vehicle accidents

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Frontal collision

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Side-by-side collision

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Angle collision

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Rear collision

-0.01%

-0.04%

-0.02%

Other accidents with at least two vehicle

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%
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Table 58: Impact of cooperative functions on number of fatalities and injuries per year on target years 2020 and 2030.
Impact of IVS Speed limit is evaluated separately for system that provides speed limit information and speeding
warnings only in the vicinity of the physical signs (non-cont.) and that provides them continuously (cont.).

Fatalities

Injuries

Function

Year

Low

High

Average

Low

High

Average

AEVW

2020

-1.9

-32

-14

-186

-1,961

-923

2030

-14

-84

-55

-933

-4,954

-3,459

2020

-0.6

-28

-10

-85

-972

-448

2030

-12

-125

-78

-427

-4,527

-2,794

2020

-1.4

-70

-25

-264

-3,496

-1,552

2030

-25

-304

-182

-1,322

-16,219

-9,646

2020

0.0

-4.2

-1.4

-0.4

-347

-118

2030

0.0

-16

-7.3

-2.2

-1 618

-738

IVS Speed, 2020
non-cont.
2030

-30

-253

-127

-855

-7,354

-3,680

-121

-768

-533

-4,276

-25,966

-18,090

-140

-568

-387

-3,994

-16,218

-11,030

-566

-1,772

-1,638

-19,876

-58,971

-54,799

IVS
2020
PedXahead
& Child
2030

-2.5

-31

-14

-41

-658

-281

-10

-115

-70

-207

-3,063

-1,750

RWW

2020

-14

-80

-46

-526

-3,113

-1,784

2030

-55

-209

-173

-2,628

-9,939

-8,217

2020

-0.8

-50

-17

-207

-3,944

-1,625

2030

-14

-193

-112

-1,037

-16,619

-9,351

2020

-19

-209

-105

-1,350

-8,757

-4,841

2030

-138

-380

-347

-6,740

-22,088

-18,344

CBW

EEBL

GLOSA

IVS Speed, 2020
cont.
2030

TJAW

WW
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Annex C Definition of output indicators for traffic efficiency
This section will define these output indicators, and the way in which statistics are
calculated. A general issue for all indicators is the domain in time and space over which they
should be calculated, and this will be discussed first.
Domain in space
The speed of a vehicle will depend on road class (e.g. urban, rural, motorway) and speed
limit. Thus the indicators average speed and speed variation will be calculated per road class
and speed limit.
Travel times and delay depend on the route of a vehicle. Therefore these indicators are
determined per route.
Domain in time
At the start of a simulation, the network is empty. This means that the first vehicles to enter
the network are driving on an empty road. This situation is not representative for the
scenario. Hence, a warming-up period at the start of the simulation will be excluded from
the output. The length of the warming up period can be calculated as the longest distance in
the network divided by the average speed of the slowest vehicle. The latter can be set to the
lowest desired speed, or it can be measured from a test run. Alternatively, the warming up
period can be measured directly from a test run, for example from the latest arrival time of
all vehicles departing in the first N minutes, where N is for example equal to 5.
For travel time and delay calculations, one also needs to consider a “cooling down” period at
the end of the simulation. Indeed, at the end of the simulation there are still vehicles
present in the network. Their travel time is not known because they have not finished their
journey. Simply excluding those vehicles from the travel time and delay estimates may lead
to a wrong impact estimate. This is illustrated for a hypothetical example in Figure 157.
Without a cooling down period, all trajectories except the crossed will be taken into account
for calculating travel times and delays. This means that slower vehicles will not be taken
into account. In this particular example, the effect of the system is to increase the spread in
travel times, but without considering a cooling down period it may seem that the effect is to
decrease travel time. With a cooling down period, only the solid trajectories will be
considered and the correct effect is estimated.
The length of the cooling down period can be calculated as the longest distance in the
network divided by the average speed of the slowest vehicle, so according to the same
principle as the length of the warming up period. As the network is now filled, the average
speed of slowest vehicle might be lower than the lowest desired speed, so it is probably
better to measure it from a test run. Alternatively, the cooling down period can be
measured directly from a test run, for example from the earliest departure time of all
vehicles arriving in the last N minutes, where N is for example equal to 5. In case of (heavy)
congestion the length of the cooling down period may be hard to determine because the
average speed of the slowest vehicle will depend on the traffic state it encounters, and this
traffic state may be changing significantly over time.
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Figure 157: Motivation for having a cooling down period. Without cooling down, the unequipped average travel time
would be calculated over four trajectories in this example, and the equipped average travel time over three (two
faster ones and a slower one). The crossed out trajectory would not be taken into account because it has not finished
its journey. With cooling down, none of the dashed trajectories would be taken into account, which gives a better
representation of the function’s effect.

Average speed
For the average speed one can consider the time mean speed or the space mean speed.
Time mean speed is the average measured at a certain time or a discrete set of times, and is
a good measure of the average speed in a certain time period. Space mean speed is the
average measured at a certain location or discrete set of locations, and is a good measure of
average speed in a certain region. It is also a measure of travel time.
Which measure is chosen depends on the purpose. Since we already measure travel time,
the average speed will be defined as a time mean speed.
The time mean speed should be calculated as follows. Choose a space domain and time
points t1, t2, …, tm and let v1, v2, …, vn be all the vehicle speeds measured in the given space
domain at these time points. Then the time mean speed vt of these time points is
𝑛

1
𝑣𝑡 = � 𝑣𝑖
𝑛

(1)

𝑖=1

Remark: If the space domain is the entire network, and the time points are evenly spaced, then
the time mean speed can also be calculated from the entry and departure times and locations
of each vehicle. Let Lj be the total distance driven by vehicle j, and let Tj be the time it needed to
do so. Let J be the number of vehicles. Then
𝑣𝑡 =

∑𝐽𝑗=1 𝐿𝑗
∑𝐽𝑗=1 𝑇𝑗
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Indeed, let ∆t be the spacing of the time points. Let n = nj be the number of times that the
speed of vehicle j was recorded. Let v1, v2, …, vn be those recorded speeds. Then nj ≈ Tj / ∆t
and Lj ≈ (v1 + v2 + … + vn) ∆t, so the contribution of vehicle j to the time mean speed can be
represented by nj speeds of Lj / Tj each, form which the formula follows.
In practice, one often calculates the time mean speed as the average speed at loop
detectors. While this is not correct, we will adopt this approach here because it is so widely
used, and because it can easily be applied in case of multiple space domains. Let v1, v2, …, vm
be all the vehicle speeds (one speed measurement per vehicle) measured at a given loop
detector L within a certain time interval (possible the entire time domain), then the time
mean speed ut(L) at the detector for this time interval is given by
𝑚

1
𝑢𝑡 (𝐿) = � 𝑣𝑖
𝑚

(3)

𝑖=1

This average is calculated at a location, so by definition all speed measurements in the
average are for the same road type and (fixed) speed limit.
Speed variation
The speed variation STD(v, L) is defined as the standard deviation of the measured speeds
relative to the average (3) at location L, and is calculated as
𝑚

1
STD(𝑣, 𝐿) = � �(𝑣𝑖 − 𝑢𝑡 )2
𝑚

(4)

𝑖=1

Like the average speed, the speed variation is calculated using speed measurements for the
same road type and (fixed) speed limit.
Travel time
Choose a route R and let k = 1, …, K be the vehicles that travel this route and start in the
time domain. These vehicles will finish their trip before the end of the simulation. Let T1, T2,
…, TK be the realized travel times of these vehicles. Then the average travel time T(R) for
this route is given by
𝐾

Average delay

1
𝑇(𝑅) = � 𝑇𝑘
𝐾

(5)

𝑘=1

This uses the same notation as the calculation of travel time. Let Tfree(R) be the free flow
travel time of route R. Then the delay of vehicle k is Dk = Tk – Tfree(R), and the average delay
Droute(R) over route R is
𝐾

𝐾

𝑘=1

𝑘=1

1
1
𝐷route (𝑅) = � 𝐷𝑘 = � 𝑇𝑘 − 𝑇free (𝑅)
𝐾
𝐾
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The free flow travel time is calculated as the 5%-percentile travel time of the off-peak 0%
scenario. This is the lowest travel time from this scenario if the 5% fastest vehicles (on that
route) are excluded. That is, let T1,0, T2,0, …, TM,0 be the realized travel times in the off-peak
0% scenario for the route R, sorted from low to high. Then the free flow travel time is given
by Tfree(R) = T0.05*M,0. Setting the free flow travel time to the 5% percentile rather than to the
lowest travel time excludes from consideration those travellers who are driving too far
above the speed limit, and takes into account that most travellers will experience some
delay from intersections, especially in urban environments.
Scaling up to EU level requires an indicator that measures the difference in delay between a
scenario and the corresponding baseline. This indicator is different for each ITS. Let Streatment
be a treatment scenario, and let Sbaseline be the corresponding baseline. That is, Streatment is a
treatment scenario from 2020 or 2030 as defined in Section 3.1.1, and Sbaseline is the 2010
scenario with the same demand level. Let j = 1, …, J be all the vehicles in the simulation, and
let Rj be the route of vehicle j. The required indicator is denoted by ∆DITS(Streatment), where
ITS is GLOSA, TJAW or IVS, and is calculated as follows.
GLOSA
For GLOSA, the required indicator is the absolute difference in delay per vehicle
approaching a GLOSA equipped intersection. That is, let Gj denote the number of times that
vehicle j passes a GLOSA equipped intersection along its journey in a scenario S. Define

𝐷GLOSA (𝑆) =

�

𝐽

𝑗=1
𝐽

�

𝑗=1

𝐷𝑗
𝐺𝑗

=

�

𝐽

𝑗=1

�𝑇𝑗 − 𝑇free (𝑅𝑗 )�

�

𝐽

𝑗=1

(7)

𝐺𝑗

Then DGLOSA(S) calculates the average delay per GLOSA intersection passage for scenario S.
Note that the formula assumes that Gj>0 for at least one vehicle j. The required indicator is

TJAW

(8)

∆𝐷GLOSA (𝑆treatment ) = 𝐷GLOSA (𝑆treatment ) − 𝐷GLOSA (𝑆baseline )

For TJAW, the required indicator is the absolute difference in the total delay per traffic jam.
That is, let Ij = 1 if vehicle j passes the jam, and let Ij = 0 otherwise. Define the total delay per
jam DTJAW(S) for a scenario S by
𝐽

𝐽

𝑗=1

𝑗=1

(9)

𝐷TJAW (𝑆) = � 𝐼𝑗 𝐷𝑗 = � 𝐼𝑗 �𝑇𝑗 − 𝑇free (𝑅𝑗 )�

The required indicator is

IVS

∆𝐷TJAW (𝑆treatment ) = 𝐷TJAW (𝑆treatment ) − 𝐷TJAW (𝑆baseline )
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For IVS, the required indicator is the absolute difference in the delay per vehicle kilometre.
Let Lj denote the distance travelled by vehicle j, that is, Lj is the length of route Rj. Define
the average delay per vehicle kilometre DIVS(S) for a scenario S by

𝐷IVS (𝑆) =
The required indicator is

�

𝐽

𝑗=1
𝐽

�

𝑗=1

𝐷𝑗
𝐿𝑗

=

�

𝐽

𝑗=1

�𝑇𝑗 − 𝑇free (𝑅𝑗 )�

�

𝐽

𝑗=1

(11)

𝐿𝑗

∆𝐷IVS (𝑆treatment ) = 𝐷IVS (𝑆treatment ) − 𝐷IVS (𝑆baseline )

(12)

Speed evolution
The speed evolution of a vehicle k consists of trajectory points (tj, vk(tj)), where j = 0, 1, …,
and the time points tj are equally spaced: tj+1 = tj + h for some constant h. The emission
calculations require at least 1 Hz, data, so h should be at most equal to 1 s. The trajectory
records the speed vk(tj) of vehicle k at time tj. Optionally it can also contain the acceleration
ak(tj), the gear number gk(tj), the engine speed in rpm rk(tj) and the location in lat/lon
coordinates pk(tj). In summary, the trajectory point including optional variables has the form
(tj, vk(tj), ak(tj), gk(tj), rk(tj), pk(tj)). The optional variables may improve the environmental
analysis but are not strictly necessary.
Speed evolutions have to be provided for a representative sample of equipped and
unequipped vehicles. To save on the amount of data, it is not necessary to provide data for
all vehicles all the time.
For location based ITS, speed evolutions are needed in particular near the location of the
ITS. This applies to TJAW and GLOSA.
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Statistics
The output of a simulation run consists of values for each output indicator (average speed,
speed variation, average travel time and average delay). Multiple runs with different
random variations will be produced for each scenario. This creates for each output indicator
and each scenario a set y1, y2, …, yk of values, where k is the number of runs.
1

From this one can determine the average value for the scenario as 𝑦 = 𝑘 ∑𝑘𝑖=1 𝑦𝑖 . This value
may or may not differ significantly from the corresponding value in the baseline (for the
same demand). This is determined by a two-tailed T-test (unpaired, with unequal variance),
which computes the probability that the set y1, y2, …, yk is drawn from the same distribution
as the corresponding baseline set 2. If this probability (the “p-value”) is less than 0.05, the
difference is assumed to be significant.

2

The t-test is applicable if the values yi are normally distributed. Since the average speed is
the average over a large number of realizations of the same (unknown) distribution, the
central limit theorem implies that this is approximately true. The same holds for average
travel time and average delay. For speed variation this is not guaranteed, and the Wilcoxon
rank test may be a better criterion.
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Annex D Environmental impacts
In-vehicle signage/ Speed limits environmental impacts.
Table 59: IVS percentage change in fuel consumption and emissions (L=Low, M=Medium, H=High)

Table 60: TJAW percentage change in fuel consumption and emissions (L=Low, M=Medium, H=High)
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GLOSA
Table 61: GLOSA percentage change in fuel consumption and emissions (L=Low, M=Medium, H=High)
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Annex E Input EU-27 data for scaling up
TJAW
TJAW affects how a driver approaches the tail of a traffic jam. The expected effect of the
function TJAW will be at the begin and the end of the traffic jam. The duration of the traffic
jam has less influence. The output from the traffic simulations will be an effect per traffic
jam. The scaling up approach needs the number of traffic jams in Europe.
In the Netherlands 47,990 traffic jams 3 in 2011 were measured based on induction loop
detectors [Klunder et., 2013]. For other countries there is no information about the number
of traffic jams. Therefore, an estimate was made for the total number of traffic jams in EU27 based on this number.
To scale the traffic jams from the Netherlands to the EU-27 the density on the high speed
roads is used. The density is determined to divide the amount of vehicle kilometres by the
kilometres road on highways [The Voice of the European Road, 2009] and [Essen et., 2011].
For the input of the scaling up model SCENIC 1,405,710 traffic jams a year in the EU-27 are
used. From the traffic jams 90% takes place in high demand, because of most of the traffic
jams are caused by capacity problems (based on expert judgement).

3

A traffic jam is identified when the speed of drivers is less than 50 km/h over a distance of at least two
kilometers (given that the speed limit is more than 50km/h). This criterion for identifying a traffic jam is
excerpted from the definition by Rijkswaterstaat (part of the Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and the
Environment).
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Table 62: Estimation of the traffic jams in a year in the EU-27.

Road type

Low demand

High demand

14,0571

1,265,139

Rural roads

0

0

Urban roads

0

0

High speed roads

IVS/SL
For IVS the total number of vehicle kilometres driven is needed and based on the report
[Essen et., 2011 (table 42)] in Europe. In this report the information about Cyprus and Malta
is missing. These two values are estimated using the person kilometres for these countries
from the pocketbook of the EU [European Union, 2013] combined with an average vehicle
occupancy. The occupancy is based on the relation between the person kilometres and
vehicle kilometres for the other 25 countries reported in the report [Essen et., 2011 (table 42
and 43)]. The total number of vehicle kilometres in the EU-27 is 2,868,044 Mio.
An estimate of the distribution of the vehicle km over road type and traffic state forms the
basis of this calculation [Klunder et., 2009] These percentages were estimated for the EU15,
however, by the lack of comparable data on EU27 level, these estimations are the best
guess for the EU-27. These percentages are used to distribute the total vehicle km in EU-27
over the different scenarios. The high demand level is the vehicle kilometres driven in level
of service 4 C-F and the low demand period is the level of service A and B.

4

Level of Services is the indicator of the throughput of the traffic. The level of service A is
free flow and F breakdown. The level of service A and B is the intensity capacity ratio lower
than 0.54 [Ackerman et., 2000].
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Table 63: Estimation of the distribution over road type and amount of congestion of the total vehicle mileage in 2010
in the EU-27 (vehicle km).

Road type
High speed roads
Rural roads
Urban roads

Low demand

High demand

439,820,130,136

225,565,845,864

1,411,507,362,450

51,194,567,550

728,855,767,590

11,099,326,410

GLOSA
The scaling up for the function GLOSA can be based on the approaching vehicles at
signalized intersections or the number of signalized intersections. The number of
approaching vehicles at signalized intersections in the EU-27 is preferred, because this
reflects more accurately the impact than the number of signalized intersections; an
intersection can have a low or high approaching intensity and thus a very different impact
depending on this intensity.
The number of intersections in the EU-27 is derived from the [Intersafe2, 2011]. There are
around the 180,000 inte rsections in the EU 27 based on the Navteq database.
The number of approaching vehicles cannot be found in the literature, so we try to derive
this from other information. The number of approaching vehicles is based on the average
intensity for 24 signalized intersections in the region of Amersfoort (a city with ca 150,000
inhabitants) comprising urban and rural roads. The average day intensity is ca. 26,000
vehicles per signalized intersection.
Using this example, the number of approaching vehicles per year is 180,000 intersections x
26000 approaching vehicles per intersection per day x 365 days per year= 1.708.200.000.000
approaching vehicles per year at signalized intersections. The distribution of the approaches
between high (30%) and low demand (70%) is based on the same traffic lights in the region
of Amersfoort. The number of approaches in urban and rural roads is determined on expert
judgement of the scaling up team.

Table 64: Estimation of the number of approaching vehicles at signalised intersections in a year.

Road type
High speed roads

Low demand

High demand
0

0

Rural roads

3,58722E+11

1,53738E+11

Urban roads

8,37018E+11

3,58722E+11
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Annex F Scaling up results IVS
Table 65: IVS absolute results
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Table 66: IVS relative results per vehicle kilometre
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Annex G Scaling up results GLOSA
Table 67: GLOSA absolute results
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Table 68: GLOSA relative results per approach at an signalised intersection
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Annex H User Management Guideline (Excerpt)
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Annex I Focus Group Guidelines (Excerpt)
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